**Sometime a picture isn’t as good as 10,000 words.**

**20 major capabilities together for the first time on a single SMD controller!**

- **TRUE DEC** implementation and media compatibility
- Switch selectable auto-configuration
- Data capacity up to 1,024 gigabytes (formatted)
- TRUE SMD interface (standard drivers and receivers)
- Emulates RM02, RM03, RM05, RK06, RK07
- Mixes emulation modes on a single Unibus controller
- Compatible with all major Operating Systems—DEC and others (uses standard drivers—no patches required)
- DEC diagnostic compatible
- Disk sector buffering (no “data lates”)
- Automatic self-test upon power up
- Built-in bootstrap loader
- DMA throttle - no interleaving required
- 16, 18, 22-bit addressing
- TRUE media compatibility
- TRUE DEC ECC/CRC implementation
- Multiple word size block transfer
- Up to four physical drives per controller
- Up to eight logical drives per controller
- Standard DEC media defect flagging
- Standard DEC device addressing, interrupt priority and interrupt vectoring—others can be user selectable
- Maximizes disk data transfer rate for any bus bandwidth (grows with technology)
Model 6455 Cartridge Tape System

Loaded with Features —
Loaded with Benefits.

Kennedy products have always provided innovative new features. And these features have always provided added benefits and convenience for the user. For instance, our Model 6455 offers these features and benefits:

**Feature:** Start/Stop Operation
**Benefit:** Drive can emulate a ½" tape drive by providing the ability to perform selective file back-ups, file-restructuring, journaling and software updates. The drive is effectively a ½" Tape Drive in a smaller package.

**Feature:** Hard Read Error Spec. of 1 in 10^11 bits.
**Benefit:** Best data reliability of any tape cartridge drive. Gives the user confidence in the integrity of the back-up medium.

**Feature:** On-board Diagnostics
**Benefit:** Drive can be tested off-line with no test equipment required. Use of S.A. also lowers the MTTR.

**Feature:** Cartridge Jam Protection
**Benefit:** Protects the cartridge from damage if cartridge jams. This is accomplished by sensing a current surge and then disabling the motor, thus insuring that the cartridge will not be damaged.

**Feature:** High Density Recording
**Benefit:** Storage capacity of 23 MB on a single cartridge.

**Feature:** Optional industry standard ½" tape interface.
**Benefit:** Operates with existing tape couplers and software. The drive operates as though it were a ½" tape drive without having to modify existing hardware or software.

By now you can see what we're driving at. Model 6455 is full of unique features and benefits for you. For the complete story, write or call us today.

KENNEDY
An Allegheny International Company
1600 Sharronock Ave. Monrovia, CA. 91016
(213) 357-8831 TELEX 472-0116 KENNEDY
TWX 910-585-3249
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KENNEDY • QUALITY • COUNT ON IT
One machine solutions to every application. Prices starting at $698.

Meet the leading family in multifunctional micro printers. The 80-column Tally MT 160 for a small footprint; the 132-column Tally MT 180 for accounting and spreadsheet packages. (Print at 20 cpi and get 264 columns!)

A Word Processing package gives you letter quality text, proportional spacing, margin justification, auto centering. A resident Graphics package offers the versatility of two different dot densities. And you get high speed report printing at 160 cps bi-directionally. Plus eight different resident character widths for condensed or double-wide printing.

There's more. 3-way paper handling lets you use fanfold forms, letterhead or roll stock. The control panel has a conversational program menu for easy "answer a question" push-button set-up. The dual interface has both a serial and parallel port for direct plug compatibility with your micro (no hidden interface costs!) And one look at the solid machine construction lets you know that Tally builds printers to last!

Tally has the printers for today that you won't outgrow tomorrow.

Mannesmann Tally, 8301 S. 180th Street, Kent, Washington 98032. Phone (206) 251-5524.
Mannesmann Tally Canada, 703 Petrolia Road, Downsview, Ontario M3J 2N6. Phone (416) 661-9783.

For the name of the sales outlet nearest you, call toll free 1-800-447-4700.

(In Illinois 1-800-322-4400)

MANNESMANN TALLY
Computer printers manufactured in the U.S. and Europe for worldwide markets.
Late announcements back up engineering workstation report (see pp 143-160)

“Diagram,” a multifunction design engineering and layout system, provides IC design engineers with logic and schematic capture as well as design verification for gate arrays and standard cell layouts. Via Systems has integrated Diagram into its series 100 CAD/CAM systems to provide a “full range of concept-to-chip” support tools.

CAD/CAM system software for automatic component placement and circuit routing announced by Telesis Systems is claimed to significantly speed up the PCB design process. Three standard routing algorithms give the designer a high degree of control over the placement and routing process, including interrupt and restart in the same or another algorithm. Most routes can be completed automatically within only a few hours.

Engineers who have little previous IC design experience can translate schematics into custom VLSI circuits with an integrated CAE/CAD IC design package introduced by VLSI Technology. The package includes all tools needed to enter a system schematic, verify the design, build a physical layout, and verify functions.

Dual stations in a computer graphics system from Evans & Sutherland share a common control unit that includes a graphics control processor, mass memory, and a display processor. Greater interactive performance can be provided by using a second graphics control processor.

An addressable resolution of 1536 x 1024 pixels on its 19” color monitor is said to provide Lundy Electronics & Systems’ Computer Graphics Div’s workstation with a very sharp display. The S5484 also offers high speed polygon fill, Tektronix 4014 emulation, and a Tektronix emulation “software switch.”

First production quality Ada compiler meets DoD standards

Department of Defense validation of the Rolm Ada compiler, the first production quality compiler to be tested and validated by the DoD’s Ada Joint Program Office, has been announced jointly by Rolm and Data General. Both companies will sell Ada software development systems based on Rolm Ada software and Data General Eclipse computers. AJPO validation ensures that the Ada compiler meets the ANSI/MIL-STD-1815A-1983 Ada language standard. (Copies of the Ada compiler validation test suite are available to compiler developers. Letter requests should be sent to Dr T. H. Probert, Institute for Defense Analyses, 1801 N Beauregard St, Alexandria, VA 22311. Include two 2400' reels of magnetic tape.)

Scientist proposes national network of research computers

Linking the supercomputers at national laboratories and major universities could speed the development of advanced computer designs and software, according to John J. Roberts, an associate director of the Argonne National Laboratory. In testimony before a combined meeting of the House Committee on Science and Technology’s subcommittees on energy development and applications, the scientist proposed that regional research centers would attract the best talent from their areas, and these collaborations would aid U.S. competition with other countries in developing supercomputer systems.
Pretriggers

Zilog’s entry into the 32-bit microprocessor arena, due to appear in mid-1984, will have full 32-bit internal architecture, including multiplexed data and address lines, for a physical address capability of 4G bytes. The Z80,000 will have an onchip MMU for virtual memory schemes and will provide an instruction set that is binary compatible with existing Z8000 software.

A single-board, multi-user, multiprocessor microcomputer system that combines a 16-bit CPU with four 8-bit processors will be shown by CompuPro at CP/M’83 East in Boston from Sept 29 to Oct 1. The system contains 384K bytes of RAM that emulate a disk drive, dual 5¼” floppy disk drives, seven serial ports, and a parallel printer port. Each 8-bit processor has its own 64K bytes of memory.

A personal communications terminal introduced by Rolm is considered to be a major technological step toward implementing a digital desk. The terminal consists of a 9” CRT, dashboard with function keys, digital telephone, and detachable alphanumeric keyboard. All personal data are stored in 8K bytes of nonvolatile RAM. Program RAM has a 5-min battery backup.

Both synchronous and asynchronous architecture are used in the Numerix MARS-432 array processor. The full floating point CPU is said to operate three times faster than other high performance array processors in the same price range. Add and multiply times are 100 ns; DMA transfers are at 1/O bus rates of 20M bytes/s.

A development system for 16-bit microcomputers, the Intellec Series IV improves productivity of designing and developing systems by incorporating network-like functionality in standalone workstations. Intel's 430/431 combines hardware and software tools to improve designer productivity and shorten product time to market.

By separating resource allocation from task processing, a multi-user system from Computer Automation’s Naked Mini Div permits applications running under standard operating systems to coexist with applications under a proprietary operating system. The Omnix 186 uses a minicomputer for peripheral management and I/O processing and microprocessors for program executions.

A speech recognition scheme that looks for specific sounds instead of entire words promises speaker independence and small memory requirements. The Universal Speech Access system from Voice Control Systems uses feature analysis to look for the spoken order of consonant sounds, rather than match the initial utterance with a vocabulary of reference words.

Acceptance of images encoded in the North American Presentation Level Protocol, developed by AT&T from the Canadian Telidon graphic standard, is among the capabilities of a graphics terminal introduced by Verticom. The terminal has three Multibus expansion slots.
Like DEC's.

$9,800 system price*

256KB minimum... up to 4MB!

8-quad slot Q-bus card cage

Supports RT-11, RSX-11M, RSX-11M-PLUS, UNIX, and TSX-PLUS

Two fans in card cage area (vs. one in MICRO/PDP-11)

Space for future 40MB cartridge tape drive.

RL02-compatible 10MB 5¼" Winchester disk standard; 20MB optional

1.0MB floppy disk back-up (vs. 2 x 400KB for MICRO/PDP-11)

Media and software compatibility with DEC's RX02 8" floppy (vs. MICRO/PDP-11's non-compatible 5¼" floppy)

Only better.

By paying a little more than you would for a MICRO/PDP-11, you can get a lot more! Like an 8" RX02-compatible floppy, 10MB or 20MB 5¼" Winchester and space for a 5¼" cartridge tape. Two fans provide push-pull air flow in the card cage area.

The A22 with LSI-11/23, 256KB, 10MB Winchester, and 8" floppy is only $9,800. 30-day delivery.

For more information, forward this coupon to us, or, for faster response, call (609) 799-0071.

☐ Send information. ☐ Contact me immediately.

Name
Company
Address
City State Zip Phone

Return to:
Dataram Corporation, Princeton Road, Cranbury, NJ 08512

* $9,800 is single-quantity domestic price for A22 with LSI-11/23.
  256KB, 10MB Winchester and RX02-compatible 8" floppy.

DEC, LSI-11, PDP, RSX, and RT-11 are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.

TSX-PLUS is a trademark of such computer systems, Inc.

UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.
26  **Peripherals:** Display combines CRT and LC technologies

28  **Test & measurement:** Logic analyzer speeds system integration

41  **Computers:** Cluster upgrades capacity and performance

56  **Integrated circuits:** Schematic capture links with VLSI layout

58  **Software:** Radical approach for future CPU design

73  **Data communications:** Terminals cater to distinct applications

84  **Development systems:** Development software in silicon
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**System design**

89  **Data Communications:** **Rugged distributed systems adapt for survival**  
*by Ralph Mauriello*—In the harsh world that is ruggedized distributed processing, networks that reconfigure at will can sustain damage yet keep on computing.

99  **Software:** **Punching up UNIX performance**  
*by Edward L. Patriquin Jr and Stephen Ricossa*—By enabling UNIX to handle message based information transfers, it can be adapted for use on the latest generation of systems that incorporate multiple file processors.

113  **Software:** **Documentation—that most onerous of chores**  
*by Thomas Jepsen*—Designers need not approach their documentation duties with fear and loathing. By applying the same structured techniques they use for hardware and software design to the manual, designers can become positively prolific.

125  **Computers:** **A flexible environment for high speed computing**  
*by Gary L. McAlpine and Gerald B. Feldkamp*—A peripheral system of tightly coupled processors and high speed mass memory can attack large computation chores by relieving the host of most control tasks.
Special report on graphics technology

139 Tumbling costs and improved hardware and software have triggered explosive growth in graphics capability for computer based systems. As a result, graphics capability now adds to the productivity and user friendliness of a host of dedicated professional workstations—including those for computer aided engineering. In turn, individual workstations can be clustered or networked to form larger, and still more powerful, distributed systems. Also, today's powerful yet inexpensive processor and controller chips allow multitasking configurations in which graphics processing no longer impedes system throughput. Emerging standards for graphic software also raise performance and lower costs by making software more portable and by allowing it to be embedded in silicon for realtime operation.
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SHUGART DRIVES.
1/2 OFF.
No, it's not a sale. It's just a way of telling the world that Shugart now has a whole line of half-height floppy disk drives.

Half of which are our new 5.25" Mini­flop­pies. Or, if you will, mini Miniflop­pies. The SA455/465 double-sided drives. Both offer improved performance and reliability over conventional minis. And more design flexibility, because of a technology that demands only half as much space.

So you can create smaller, more competitive systems. Or build more storage capacity into existing designs by putting two drives in the space of one.

Moreover, both the 48tpi SA455 and 96tpi SA465 are compatible with their relatives, the industry standard SA400/405 and SA410/460. So there's no need for a major revamping of hardware or software.

And once they're in place, you'll find they use 45% less power than ordinary 5.25" drives. While delivering snappier access times (in the case of the SA465, 3 msec track-to-track). And even better reliability—an impressive 10,000-hour MTBF A 25% improvement over most full-height drives.

Then there's the other half of the story. Our new 8" half-heights, the SA810 single-sided and SA860 double-sided floppies. They too give you more performance and reliability out of a lot less hardware.

They too eliminate major redesign. Since the controller interface, mounting holes and internationally recognized DC power supply requirements are fully compatible with the industry standard SA801 and SA851 8" drives.

The SA810/860 are also the only half-heights offering true electrical compatibility with the existing user base of over 4 million 8" disk drives.

And all our half-height drives feature rapid-start direct drive DC motors for better reliability, speed control and longer media life than any other floppy disk drive.

Of course, Shugart still offers the industry's most complete line of full-height floppy and Winchester drives. Plus an extra­economical 2/3-height Miniflop­py,™ the entry level SA200.

And our newest small wonder, the SA300 3.5" microfloppy.

All backed by the largest and most experienced engineering, sales and service organizations in the business.

Which is our way of giving you more. Even if it's only half as much.

For more information, contact Shugart Corporation, 475 Oakmead Parkway, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, 408/733-0100 (Hamilton/Avnet, authorized distributor).

Shugart

Right from the start.

Milpitas, CA 408/263-3600; Costa Mesa, CA 714/577-9320; Thousand Oaks, CA 805/496-5386; Minneapolis, MN 612/574-9790; Richardson, TX 214/334-2568; Framingham, MA 617/879-7200; Salt Lake City, UT 801/368-8445; Atlanta, GA 404/365-8965; Toronto, ONT 416/475-2655; Reims, France (1) 657-31-41; Munich, West Germany 069-78-60-21; London, UK (44) 4862-24527
LIGHTING THE FUTURE
With
Fiber Optics Technology

- OIS high-speed fiber optic transceivers for NASA Space Shuttle Data Acquisition Network
- Hundreds of OIS long-haul telecommunications systems installed in the U.S. in one year period
- OIS fabricated custom wafers for semiconductor laser devices used in a classified military communications program
- OIS pulsed lasers are used in nearly 50% of the commercial optical time domain reflectometers in the U.S.

From components, systems, to custom applications... high technology that performs

FS 100 High Quality Video Transmission System
- S/N ratio at 12 Km typically 67 db
- Meets RS-170, NTSC-7, RS-250-B video transmission standards
- Space saving configuration — 1 3/4" high x 19" rack mount
- On-line status indicators for laser operation in transmitter unit
- Temperature controlled laser transmitter

CIRCLE 7

OL 8200 lnGaAsP 1300 nm Laser
- Available in hermetically sealed DIP w/50 micron fiber pigtail
- Laser diode mounted on thermo-electric heat pump
- Each laser fully burned-in and tested to meet spec
- 1.5 mA threshold current
- Under 1 ns rise and fall time
- 3 mW power output

CIRCLE 8

OL 1010 A1GaAs Pulsed Laser
- Low Threshold current — 1 amp
- Hi-slope efficiency — 0.8 w/amp
- Under 500 ps rise and fall time
- Very low pulse to pulse jitter
- Customized packages available with various windows, lens cap or fiber pigtail

CIRCLE 9

Optical Information Systems Inc. • 350 Executive Boulevard, Elmsford, N.Y. 10523
(914) 345-5850 • TELEX 64-6174
PLANNING FOR GROWTH

Though readers are, of course, familiar with Computer Design as a magazine, they may not know that it is also the flagship of a fleet of publications that form the Advanced Technology Group of our parent PennWell Publishing Company. Now, I am proud to announce that I have been appointed Editorial Director of this division.

While I shall continue to be closely connected with Computer Design, its readers, and its editorial planning, I shall also be exploring ways to continually provide new services for computer based system designers and to expand the audience we serve. Toward this end, I will explore possible product-line extensions, such as extra single-subject issues and even start-up publications. Additionally, I will be addressing other high technology publishing arenas of interest that will help accelerate growth within the Advanced Technology Group. In this pursuit, I may call on some of you for your suggestions. In the meantime, I thank you for the kind words, the criticism, and the many editorial contributions that you have given us throughout my past few years as Computer Design's Editor in Chief. Every input has been most valued and helped us to shape the evolution of the magazine.

Therefore, with your continued support very much a priority, it is with great pleasure that I reintroduce you to Michael S. Elphick, who becomes Editor in Chief of Computer Design with this issue. When Mike joined us as Executive Editor almost a year ago, he brought with him an extensive background in engineering and in high technology publications. His expertise has benefited our staff and magazine immensely, and I expect many more good things to come from Mike in his new position. In departing, I ask you to be as helpful to Mike with your feedback and contributions as you have been to me.

Like the economy and the computer business, publications also grow, and these advances are likely to accelerate. Growth usually heralds change—in products as well as in organizations. Since you are a prime moving force behind our progress at Computer Design, please continue to support us through your input. Help us ensure that through our organizational growth, we never lose sight of our primary end product—the highest quality publication possible.

Saul B. Dinman
Editorial Director
Advanced Technology Group
Now, 16K x 4 DRAMs.
Finally, the 64K organization you've been waiting for at speeds you've been hoping for

16K x 4 DRAMs are here...in the new INMOS IMS2620 series. They give you a choice of 100, 120, and 150ns access times. What's more, they're available in low-cost plastic packaging. That's good news all around. Because it means greater design flexibility and high performance at reasonable cost.

The 16K x 4 organization is a natural for graphics applications and other high performance designs where high data rates are required. And provides a factor of four reduction in chip count when you upgrade from 16K x 1 to 16K x 4 DRAMs. Look to this organization when you need the most in system performance, flexibility and economy.

Our growing 64K DRAM family also includes the 64K x 1 IMS2600 series. With INMOS' "Nibble Mode," they deliver effective cycle times below 85ns with a 100ns part.

Both the 16K x 4 and 64K x 1 organizations include our "CAS before RAS" refresh-assist function, which reduces support circuitry...and system cost.

For a low-cost introductory offer of our new 100ns 16K x 4 DRAM, call an INMOS distributor today.

Check the chart.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Access Time</th>
<th>Cycle Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16K x 4</td>
<td>IMS2620-10</td>
<td>100ns</td>
<td>160ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IMS2620-12</td>
<td>120ns</td>
<td>190ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IMS2620-15</td>
<td>150ns</td>
<td>240ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64K x 1</td>
<td>IMS2600-10</td>
<td>100ns</td>
<td>160ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IMS2600-12</td>
<td>120ns</td>
<td>190ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IMS2600-15</td>
<td>150ns</td>
<td>230ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Introductory EVALUATION OFFER

Contact your local INMOS distributor for two each of the 100ns IMS2620P-10, 16K x 4 DRAM and technical information ($25). Limit three offers per customer. Offer expires Aug. 31, 1983.
“Get in touch with your system...”

A friendly system responds to touch, and Elographics specializes in touch sensitive peripherals.

Interact directly with your system display using the E270 Transparent Touch Sensor.

Use a standard pen or pencil with the E233 Handprint and Graphics Digitizing Tablet.

Get both absolute and relative cursor positioning using the E232 Cursor Control Pad.

ELOGRAPHICS, inc.

105 RANDOLPH ROAD OAK RIDGE, TENNESSEE 37830 (615) 482-4100
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OEM IMAGE PROCESSORS FROM IMAGING TECHNOLOGY.

High Performance, Low Price.

Introducing the IP-512. The first family of OEM image processing modules with high performance features available only on systems costing much, much more.

The IP-512 is a real-time image processor that's plug compatible with the INTEL MULTI-BUS and DEC Q-BUS.

It interfaces with any standard video source, stores images in single or multiple 512 x 512 frame buffers with up to 24 bits/pixel and includes a pipeline ALU for real-time image averaging, summation, subtraction and convolutions.

The modules include programmable I/O Transformation Tables and provide for B&W and RGB output.

Specialized applications include image analysis, factory inspection, medical imaging, industrial radiography, robotic vision and teleconferencing, among others.

For details call, (617) 938-8444. Or write to:

Imaging Technology Incorporated
400 West Cummings Park, Suite 4350, Woburn, MA 01801
We just gave the computer industry something to reach for.
A new standard... performance/footprint.

Introducing the Gould CONCEPT 32/67. Performance in a size as accommodating as its price.

From the 32-bit performance leader comes yet another minicomputer product line other suppliers can only hope to duplicate. The 2-MIPS-class, cost and space-saving CONCEPT 32/67.

We scrimped on size, but that's all. The 32/67 gives you top computational power in 1/5 to 1/3 the floor space of the competition. And it's packed with features. Performance up to 2.6 MIPS. Largest cache in a mini...32K byte two-way set associative with separate 16K banks for data and instructions. And, 16M byte task addressing in a base register mode. All at a price that matches its size.

* All chart data from published competitive information.

For more information about the new standard of minis, call or write: Gould Inc., S.E.L. Computer Systems Division, 6901 West Sunrise Boulevard, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33313. 1-800-327-9716.
CONFERENCES

AUG 9-11—World Congress on the Human Aspects of Automation, Univ of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. INFORMATION: Pat Van Doren, Technical Activities Dept, Society of Manufacturing Engineers, One SME Dr, PO Box 930, Dearborn, MI 48128. Tel: 313/271-1080 X369

AUG 23-26—Internat'l Conf on Parallel Processing, Shanty Creek Lodge, Bellaire, Mich. INFORMATION: Automobile Systems Assoc, Society of Manufacturing Engineers, One SME Dr, PO Box 930, Dearborn, MI 48128. Tel: 313/271-1500


SEPT 15—Autofact Europe, Palexpo Conf and Exhibition Ctr, Geneva, Switzerland. INFORMATION: Automated Systems Assoc, Society of Manufacturing Engineers, One SME Dr, PO Box 930, Dearborn, MI 48128. Tel: 313/271-1500


SEPT 13 AND SEPT 29—Invitational Computer Confs, Newton Marriott Hotel, Newton, Mass, and Radisson South Hotel, Minneapolis, Minn (respectively). INFORMATION: B. J. Johnson & Assocs, Inc, 3151 Airway Ave, Suite C-2, Costa Mesa, CA 92626. Tel: 714/957-0171

SEPT 13-15—Micon, O'Hare Expo Ctr and Hyatt Regency O'Hare, Rosemont, Ill. INFORMATION: Jerry Fessler, Electronic Conventions, Inc, 8110 Airport Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90045. Tel: 213/772-2965

SEPT 13-15—Mini/Micro-Midwest, O'Hare Expo Ctr, Rosemont, Ill. INFORMATION: Jerry Fessler, Electronic Conventions, Inc, 8110 Airport Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90045. Tel: 213/772-2965

SEPT 13-15—Peripherals, Moscone Ctr, San Francisco, Calif. INFORMATION: Cahners Expo Group, Cahners Plaza, 1350 E Touhy Ave, PO Box 5060, Des Plaines, IL 60018. Tel: 312/299-9311

SEPT 13-15—WPCE (Word Processing and Office Environment Show and Conf), San Jose Conv Ctr, San Jose, Calif. INFORMATION: Cartlidge & Assocs, Inc, 4030 Moorpark Ave, Suite 205, San Jose, CA 95117. Tel: 408/554-6644

SEPT 19-21—Advanced Control Conf, Purdue Univ, West Lafayette, Ind. INFORMATION: Henry Morris, Control Engineering, 1301 S Grove Ave, PO Box 1030, Barrington, IL 60010. Tel: 312/381-1840


SEPT 20-21—Data Storage, Marriott Hotel, Santa Clara, Calif. INFORMATION: Cartlidge & Assocs, Inc, 4030 Moorpark Ave, Suite 205, San Jose, CA 95117. Tel: 408/554-6644

SEPT 20-22—Informatics Exhibition and Conf, Roberto Clemente Coliseum, San Juan, Puerto Rico. INFORMATION: Informatics '83, 3421 M St NW, Suite 219, Washington, DC 20007. Tel: 703/950-7595

SEPT 26-29—Compcon Fall, Marriott Gateway, Crystal City, Arlington, VA. INFORMATION: IEEE Computer Society. PO Box 639, Silver Spring, MD 20901. Tel: 301/589-8142

SEPT 26-28—Maecon, Kansas City Conv Ctr, Kansas City, Mo. INFORMATION: Jerry Fessler, Electronic Conventions, Inc, 8110 Airport Blvd, Los Angeles, CA 90045. Tel: 213/772-2965

SEPT 29-30—CAD/CAM and Simulation Conf, Westin Hotel, Boston, Mass. INFORMATION: Society for Computer Simulation, PO Box 2228, La Jolla, CA 92038. Tel: 619/459-3688

OCT 2-5—Robotech (Internat'l Conf and Exposition for the Application of Automated Manufacturing Technology), Curtis Nixon Convention Hall, Tampa, Fla. INFORMATION: Tom Will, Latcom Inc, 4135 Laguna, Coral Gables, FL 33146. Tel: 305/667-5150

OCT 3-5—Data Communications Symposium, Sea Crest Lodge, Falmouth, Mass. INFORMATION: Kenneth J. Thuber, Architecture Technology Corp, PO Box 24344, Minneapolis, MN 55424. Tel: 612/935-2035

OCT 8-10—PC (Internat'l Exposition and Conf Featuring IBM Personal Computers and Compates), Bayside Exposition Ctr, Boston, Mass. INFORMATION: Gerald A. Milden, Northeast Expositions, 626 Boylston St, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167. Tel: 617/739-2000; 800/343-2222 (outside Mass)

OCT 10-13—ISA (Instrument Society of America) Internat'l Conf and Exhibit, Astrohall, Houston, Tex. INFORMATION: Philip Meade, ISA, 67 Alexander Dr, PO Box 12277, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709. Tel: 919/549-8411

OCT 12-14—Fiber Optic Communications Local Area Network Applications, Atlantic City, NJ. INFORMATION: Tom Coggeshall, IGI, 167 Corey Rd, Brookline, MA 02146. Tel: 617/739-2022

OCT 18-20—Internat'l Test Conf, Franklin Plaza Hotel, Philadelphia, Pa. INFORMATION: Doris Thomas, PO Box 371, Cedar Knolls, NJ 07927. Tel: 201/267-7120

OCT 24-26—IEEE Internat'l Symposium on Electromagnetic Compatibility, Shoreham Dunfey Hotel, Washington, DC. INFORMATION: IEEE EMC '83, PO Box 2226, Rockville, MD 20852. Tel: 301/894-8400; 800/638-0111 (outside Md)

OCT 31-NOV 3—Internat'l Conf on Computer Design: VLSI in Computers, Rye Town Hilton, Port Chester, NY. INFORMATION: IEEE Computer Society, PO Box 639, Silver Spring, MD 20901. Tel: 301/589-8142

WORKSHOPS

JULY-OCT—Control Technology, various cities and dates. INFORMATION: Bette McLaughlin, Public Relations, The Foxboro Co, Foxboro, MA 02035. Tel: 617/543-8750

AUG-SEPTEMBER—Seminars on AI: Expert Systems and Knowledge Engineering, various cities and dates. Continuing Education Institute, Oliver's Carriage House, 5410 Leaf Treader Way, Columbia, MD 21044. Tel: 301/596-0111

AUG-SEPTEMBER—Nonvolatile Semicondor Memory Workshop, Marriott's Mark Resort, Vail, Colo. INFORMATION: Gary Derbenwick, Inmos Corp, PO Box 16000, Colorado Springs, CO 80935. Tel: 303/630-4345

AUG 16-19 AND AUG 29-SEPTEMBER 2—Software-Oriented Computer Architecture, Boston, Mass, and Palo Alto, Calif (respectively). INFORMATION: Continuing Education Institute, Oliver's Carriage House, 5410 Leaf Treader Way, Columbia, MD 21044. Tel: 301/596-0111
So, you picked the 68000 for your new design only to discover the manufacturer doesn't offer all the peripherals you need to back it up. What now? Order Zilog's handy new Z8500 Peripherals Evaluation Kit today to help bring your designs to reality. Only Zilog has the peripherals and foresight to develop this unique kit. And only Zilog can make you this special offer.

You get the most advanced peripheral chips available to enhance the performance of your 68000 CPU in addition to interface applications notes and complete documentation—all for $129.95!

Zilog peripherals feature 68000-compatible interrupts and software programmable operating modes to increase system performance and flexibility. All you supply is the 68000. You get faster answers, too. Follow the kit’s easy instructions, and you can have results in a matter of hours, not weeks.

The Z8500 Peripherals Evaluation Kit. The peripherals you need for the 68000 that you can't get from the manufacturer. Kits are in stock at all Zilog distributors. For the phone number of the distributor nearest you, or for additional free information on the Z8500 peripherals call Zilog TOLL FREE (800) 272-6560.

Z8530 SCC
• One Megabit/second data transfer rate
• Two full-duplex channels
• Asynchronous and synchronous data communications modes
Z8038 FIO
• 128-byte asynch bidirectional FIFO buffer
• Mailbox registers
• Pattern recognition logic
Z8536 CIO
• Three I/O ports
• Four handshake modes
• Three independent 16-bit counter/timers

PAL is a trademark of Monolithic Memories Inc.

Zilog
Pioneering the Microworld.
An affiliate of EXON Corporation
WASHINGTON. BONN. TOKYO. PARIS. NOW THERE'S A COMPLETE SINGLE-CHIP MODEM THAT SPEAKS ALL THE DIFFERENT SPECS.

It's the only FSK modem you'll ever need. It's the Am7910 from Advanced Micro Devices.

**THE Am7910: THE WORLD-CHIP™ MODEM.**

To send or receive, just select the spec. Any spec: Bell 103, Bell 202, CCITT V.21, or CCITT V.23. The Am7910 automatically takes over from there.

No drift. No tuning. No lie.

And you don't need any additional precision components. The WORLD-CHIP modem modulates, demodulates and filters. All digitally. It operates half duplex at 600 and 1200 bps, full duplex at 300 bps.

It has everything. RS-232 interface. Auto-answer and Loopback modes. Low-speed back channels. Terminal hand-shaking controls. And all operating modes can easily be selected by an MPU.

**IT WILL LEAVE YOUR COMPETITION SPEECHLESS.**

The WORLD-CHIP modem will put you as far ahead of the competition as we are. And it's just one of our high-performance VLSI circuits.

There are controllers, bipolar and MOS microprocessors, communications and signal processing circuits, and more.

And every part in every family meets or exceeds INT-STD-123, the International Standard of Quality.

Pick up the phone, call AMD, and find out more about the WORLD-CHIP. It's even better than it sounds.
Regional Sales Offices:
Hopkinton, Massachusetts, (617) 435-6961;
Newport Beach, California, (714) 851-9964;
Dallas, Texas, (214) 783-6711;
Schaumburg, Illinois, (312) 397-3727
Approved U.S. Distributors: Arrow Electronics and Wyle Laboratories

European Sales Office:
Gasenstrasse 5
8000 Munich 19
West Germany
49 89 177017
© 1983 Seagate Technology
"We produce Winchester disc drives of uncompromising quality. We build them in high-volume, and we deliver them to you on time."

—Alan Shugart, President, Seagate Technology.

The reputation of your system depends on the quality and reliability of key components. One bad drive can destroy customer satisfaction. That's why Seagate goes beyond industry-standard testing.

Our “zero-defect” program assures that every assembly, disc, electronic component, motor, and metal part meets our design and workmanship standards before assembly, then tested again in final tests where functional parameters are 100% verified and data integrity certified. Every drive is shipped with an individual printout of test results.

When you receive that drive, you can use Seagate’s exclusive Receiving Test Station (RTS) that provides direct correlation with Seagate in-house test systems. When you assemble a Seagate drive in your system, you know it's right.

We back this promise with our industry-leading “105% Guarantee” program. If a Seagate drive doesn't pass your incoming inspection, we'll repair the unit and rebate 5% of your purchase price.

In 1983, Seagate will ship more than 300,000 Winchester disc drives from the most sophisticated Winchester production facility in the world. And every drive will be backed by the largest Winchester support team in the industry. We also provide you with extensive technical and applications assistance, timely spares, and comprehensive documentation.

While we're proud that Seagate has been specified by the industry's largest and most quality-conscious OEMs, you don't have to be big to enjoy uncompromising quality, the lowest return rate in the industry, competitive pricing, and volume delivery. So call Seagate, the world's leading supplier of uncompromised 5¼-inch Winchester disc drives.

"Turning the tide in disc technology"

Seagate Technology

920 Disc Drive, Scotts Valley, CA 95066, (408) 438-6550, TELEX 176455SEAGATESCVL
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Score one for the tiny floppies

Your flexible diskette evolution article, "Tiny Floppies Squeeze in the Bits" by Peg Killmon (May 1983, p 231), is one of the more informed, objective write-ups I've had the pleasure to read. There are, however, a few issues that I believe could benefit from further enlightenment.

The statement that 3" media must push technology to achieve 5¼" floppy compatibility is not consistent with actual experience. Media used in the 3", 3¼", and 4" drives are virtually identical to those in the Iomega drive. Taking into consideration that the flux density of the Iomega application is twice that of 0.5M-byte 3" media, and the track density is three times as great, 3" media have more than enough potential to operate at up to 2M bytes. In addition, the Amlyn and Drivetec drives, which use the same media, are now operating at densities equivalent to a 3", 1M-byte diskette.

By contrast, the original 3½" product started out with a less than optimal, but available videotape media and head design. This is the product used in the Hewlett-Packard computer systems. But this medium couldn't meet the performance needs of the Microdisk Standards Committee (MSC) and wasn't compatible with existing digital head products. Consequently, a compromise was proposed to the ANSI committee that would accommodate Hewlett-Packard, yet be upgradable to 1M-byte capacity. According to Sony Research publications, still another medium is needed for future 1.6M-byte applications. Ironically, this future 3½", 1.6M-byte medium will essentially be compatible with current 3", 3¼", and 4" media. Thus, it is doubtful that the 3½" MSC proposed product will offer greater reliability than the existing 3" or 3½" designs.

Price sensitive end users are more likely to buy for value than for a corporate logo. Apparently, both the 3" and 3¾" products will have distinct performance and upgrade advantages over the 3½" product. In addition, both the 3" and 3¾" originators are more experienced with and vertically integrated in digital storage technology. Through using one medium to cover a range of capacities, having access to internally developed, superior media substrates, and retaining media compatibility with evolving digital read/write head technology, the smaller sizes should have a decided cost advantage over the 3½" concept. For these reasons, the future of the 3½" product should not be taken for granted.

James DeStefano
Dysan Corp
5201 Patrick Henry Dr
Santa Clara, CA 95050

Give us the guidelines

Many journals carry articles on software design guidelines (discussing such topics as modularity, clarity, and maintainability). I would very much enjoy reading a tutorial on hardware design guidelines, discussing both the reliable design of hardware and such topics as redundancy, device-dependent rules, and documentation. Hardware design engineers can certainly profit by studying software guidelines, but there remain hardware-specific areas untouched by these. I feel that other design engineers would also enjoy such an article.

Robert Seidensticker
Aydin Computer Systems
401 Commerce Dr
Fort Washington, PA 19034

Glad you asked

Be sure to see the article on documentation (p 113) in this issue. Next month, don't miss the article we've scheduled on designing for reliability with microprocessors. Nice timing!

Clearing any confusion

My article, "Authoring a Dedicated Operating System in Pascal" (Apr 5, 1983, p 119), states that DEC is working on RSX-11M support for MicroPower/Pascal. This is not a current project. My apologies to the readers for any inconvenience this error may have caused.

Christopher DeMers
Digital Equipment Corp
Two Ironway
Box 1003
Marlboro, MA 01752
Ink jet technology comes of age

The New Chromajet Series

When you demand quality and speed only Chromajet™ will do.

90 seconds a copy. Eight colors with 125 shades. Instant overhead transparency capability on a specially designed film from Polaroid Corporation. Using DuraPulse™, a self cleaning, self purging head technology which is warranted for two full years. These are just some of the features which make the first member of the Chromajet Series the state of the art in ink jet technology.

There's more. Every printer sub-system is designed to deliver high quality graphic images with minimum operator hassle. Continuous forms paper lets you go off and do other things while Chromajet prints your presentation hard copy or transparencies. Advanced Color Technology's special non-water based inks give you rich, saturated images, and clean operation. The snap in ink cartridge gives up to 3000 copies between replacements. Ideal for shared resource operation.

Advanced Color Technology wasn't satisfied with building the best color ink jet printer. They wanted to make it more reliable and easier to service. The best news is the price. In OEM quantities the price is under $4300, including Centronics interface.

Call us today. Let Chromajet solve your color hard copy needs. 1-617-256-1222.
Of all the personal computers you can choose today, TeleVideo gives you more choices for tomorrow.

Any TeleVideo personal computer can be used as a single-user, stand-alone computer. Then, when you want to expand its professional performance capabilities, you have a choice of ways to grow into a network of up to sixteen TeleVideo personal computers. You can use our 8 or 16-bit computers, or any combination, starting with your original unit.

TeleVideo also gives you more choices of professional CP/M® and MS-DOS® software, including advanced graphics. And since our software works with all of our systems, it can run on one TeleVideo personal computer or a network of TeleVideo personal computers, without modification. So if you want a personal computer that gives you professional performance, it's obvious that you have a lot of choices for today.

But there's only one with choices for tomorrow. TeleVideo.

For more information, write TeleVideo Systems, Inc., 1170 Morse Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086, call toll-free 800-538-1780, call one of our authorized distributors or dealers, or contact one of our international sales offices, listed below.

European Sales (Holland), (31) 075-28-7461.
UK/Scandinavia Sales, (44) 0908-668-778.

TeleVideo Systems are fully serviced nationwide by TRW.

TeleVideo Systems, Inc.
Display combines CRT and LC technologies

Advancements in various display technologies are starting to yield innovative products for the system engineer. Prompted by the need for user friendly displays, some system manufacturers are developing displays for their products that combine different technologies to arrive at a desired resolution and color spectrum.

One such development was discussed and demonstrated at the Society for Information Display conference, held in Philadelphia, May 10-12. Engineers from Tektronix, Inc presented two papers focusing on a color display system that combines liquid crystal (LC) and CRT technologies. The system unites a monochrome CRT and liquid crystal "color switch" to produce a high-resolution field-sequential color display. The demonstration units have a spacial resolution of 480 lines x 640 dots on a 6.5" screen.

Using a black-and-white CRT eliminated the need for cumbersome shadow masks and expensive penetration phosphors. Three liquid crystal color filters switch at the scanning field rate and eliminate the possibility of convergence problems. This results in a small package, according to company researchers. The compact design allows for practical color capability. "Applications could include computer workstations, where high color resolution is important, and word processing equipment, where monochrome displays have typically been used because high-resolution color displays are not possible or are too expensive," says John McCormick, manager of display research.

The CRT/LC display allows addition of color without any degrading resolution. Thus, it is also suitable for small instrument displays such as oscilloscopes, logic analyzers, and spectrum analyzers.

Functionally, the CRT has a simple phosphor with two separate emission peaks that are typically, but not limited to, red and green. The phosphor does not require any spattering or special process steps. In any one scanning field, the data written on the screen appear only in the color selected by the electronic switch. Each color is repeated at a 60-Hz rate, and with two interlaced fields, runs at a 120-Hz rate. The field-sequential system can mix all possible color combinations obtainable from the two primary colors within the phosphor.

Previous attempts at producing a field-sequential system have suffered from lack of a suitable fast color switch. The LC color display uses a proprietary fast LC optical switch with a relaxation time (ie, time for the material to respond to an input voltage) of 1.7 ms, according to Tektronix engineers. The relaxation times of conventional twisted nematic LC devices to their twisted state are much longer, primarily because of the backflow-induced alignment phenomenon. One technique for obtaining fast response is to use "dual-frequency" twisted nematic devices. This technique, however, requires drivers that can deliver high-frequency signals to large capacitive loads. Other problems with this technique are the limited temperature range of the devices and the difficulty of getting cells to switch uniformly over large areas.

The company’s system uses a single-frequency material in an LC device called a "π-cell." The LC device is sandwiched between and optically coupled to an orthogonal set of color polarizers and a linear polarizer. The package is placed in front of the CRT and switched synchronously with the fields of a sequentially addressed CRT. In this way, alternate fields are viewed through different colored filters; the eye integrates these to produce color images.

Flicker-free operation at 120-Hz rates requires LC cells that are capable of millisecond transition times for both the ON and OFF states. Company engineers claim that the very fast, bounce-free relaxation from the ON to the OFF state of the π-cell is comparable to, or better (continued on page 28)
It's not Magic, it's NEC.

NEC peripherals turn into extra profits for you.

Put an NEC diskette drive, Winchester or printer into your product, and watch your profits multiply.

To configure a reliable system, you need reliable peripherals.

That's why NEC puts so much research, testing and manufacturing effort into our Winchesters, diskette drives, and printers, to make them the most reliable around.

NEC peripherals work from the instant you take them out of the box, and keep working for years thereafter. Our Spinwriter™ letter quality printers often go two years without a failure. NEC Winchesters and flexible disk drives typically run more than five years problem-free.

We build one more thing into our peripherals: repairability. The rare failure that does occur can usually be fixed in less than 30 minutes.

At NEC, our own system designers won't tolerate system failure. And we've done everything we can to insure they don't have to. Because NEC knows you can't profit from other people's mistakes.

For information on NEC diskette drives, Winchesters, Spinwriter letter quality printers, and line printers, return the coupon to NEC Information Systems, Inc., 5 Militia Drive, Lexington, MA 02173.
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In the LC/CRT sequential color display, the red and green information is sequentially written on a multicomponent phosphor screen. Color polarizers orthogonally polarize emitted red and green lights. The control logic sequentially rotates colored information into the transmission axis of the linear polarizer. Than, the response of dual-frequency LC materials under similar voltage-drive conditions and cell thicknesses. The LC device significantly reduces LC driver and driving waveform complexity and power consumption. In addition, the required single-frequency drive exhibits better stability in the device response to temperature and drive-frequency fluctuations. Moreover, the \( \pi \)-cell system has a large viewing angle for both of its dynamic states. This is due to a "self-compensating" feature in its dynamic OFF state and the thin LC layer for the ON state. The engineers believe that systems exhibiting a minimal color shift over a 90° viewing cone are now feasible. Finally, a very high contrast ratio of 20 to 1 is achieved by combining color polarizers with either a dif-

**TEST & MEASUREMENT**

**Logic analyzer speeds system integration**

Software analysis and hardware/software integration abilities offered by Gould's K-105D satisfy the needs of 8- and 16-bit microprocessor system designers. Within the analyzer's chassis, users can plug in up to 72 state and timing sample inputs along with RS-232, GPIB communications, and data storage.

Three data board slots in the chassis hold one or two cards providing eight 100-MHz sample inputs and one or two cards supplying 32 inputs that sample at 20 MHz. The chassis also contains I/O board with RS-232, GPIB, and disk control circuitry; clock/threshold board; and MPU and data display boards.

The unit can be set up to sample 32 or 64 inputs at 20 MHz and 8 or 16 inputs at 100 MHz. Internal memory is divided into main, storage, and reference sections. Each memory is 1024 bits deep and up to 72 bits wide.

System activity can be synchronously sampled by combining eight external clock inputs into four Boolean expressions. Eight levels of trace control using up to 32 different word patterns allow precise analysis path definition and the selection of particular operational segments for recording and reviewing.

Main inputs, which normally monitor the microprocessor's activity, and high speed inputs are linked to aid in software integration. Optional disassemblers for 68000, 8086, 8088, Z80, 8085, and 8080 allow microprocessor operation to be monitored in assembly language mnemonics rather than in object code. This greatly improves debugging productivity.

Performance measurements such as graph and histogram modes allow system performance to be quickly characterized. Program tracking and data capture are provided by clocking and trace control features. These allow complex program flow to be followed using symbolic debug
Flexible Solutions to Your Rigid Requirements

When it comes to membranes, Cherry has layers of expertise...to give you unlimited options. Which means your Cherry membrane can have any shape, any key arrangement, color or legend. Encoded or non-encoded. With or without tactile feel, static or RFI shielding.

Any special pattern, surface effect or color combination graphics you specify, Cherry will produce. Screened or extruded textures, embossed keys, gloss or matte finish.

Custom design, a modified standard or an off-the-shelf standard, Cherry has them all. Complete system designs, too. For communications interface, alphanumeric lighted displays or other keyboard-associated subsystems. Working from your schematic...or creating a custom design to your specific task objectives.

All this and unbiased application engineering assistance. Because we’re expert in all the most cost-effective keyswitch technologies...membrane, gold crosspoint and capacitive. A good reason to make Cherry your key source for linking man and machine.

Send for your free Cherry Keyboard Kit. Then let us suggest the solution that's right for your application.
Selecting the right microprocessor...

—GARY L. TOOKER,
Senior Vice President, Motorola Inc. and General Manager, Semiconductor Products Sector
A message from Gary Tooker

When the final decision on selecting the microprocessor for high-performance systems is yours, you become intensely aware of its pivotal impact on your end products.

Microprocessor selection can make the difference between leading the parade or chasing the bandwagon—between market leadership and premature product obsolescence.

Consider these key elements in your critical microprocessor decision:
- Cost/Performance—to give your products a special edge on the competition, in features and cost.
- Upward Compatibility—across the full 8-to-32-bit migration path allows your products to keep their leading edge. You can migrate existing investments in hardware and software.
- Complete Family—of processors, peripherals and software modules permits selection of just the right combination for your specific requirements.
- Full Support—in single- and multi-user development tools, including operating systems, languages, emulators and analyzers for minimum development time and cost.
- Market Momentum—attracts the energies of many independent software houses. The M68000 Family is the choice for so many new systems, you can’t afford to be left behind.
- Long-Term Commitment—for assurance the products you want will be available over the years as you need them. The M68000 Family is covered by the most extensive alternate source agreement in the industry, and you know Motorola will be there when it counts.

Added to these considerations are the key requirements from any semiconductor, magnified for MPUs, of Quality, Reliability, Price and Delivery.

We believe that after careful review, you must agree the M68000 Family achieves these goals better than any alternative. We want you to know we intend to keep it that way.

A superior technological decision.
- Ask your technical staff about the M68000 Family’s outstanding attributes:
  - User object code compatibility across the entire 8/16/32-bit processor family.
  - Clean, mainframe-like architecture with full 32-bit general-purpose registers.
  - Large (16 megabyte) linear memory space that ensures performance and efficiency in a way no segmented architecture can.
  - True virtual-memory operation, with true recovery capability.

Across the board MPU leadership.
- In addition to the M68000 Family, including the 8-bit MC68008, you also should be aware of our leading 8-bit microprocessors and single-chip microcomputers (MCUs). Look into the ‘6804, ‘6805, ‘6801 and ‘6909 families. Most are available in HMON and HCMOS, some with and some without EPROM. We intend continuing our focus here, supporting the tremendous momentum they have built over the past several years. The MC1468705G2 CMOS MCU with 2K bytes of self-programming EPROM, and a new series of MCUs with on-chip program security, are recent demonstrations of this commitment.

A good business decision.
- Motorola’s leadership involvement in areas such as VHSIC. HCMOS and Macrocell arrays assures you of a supplier dedicated to keeping you at the leading edge, profitably. And this is supplemented by our industry’s most complete line of commodity and state-of-the-art discrete and integrated circuit products to complete the design and manufacture of your equipment.
- Today, just as our microprocessors and the M68000 Family make powerful technological sense for next-generation systems, Motorola is the obviously superior business decision.

A series of succeeding advertisements will amplify these issues, supplying additional facts and details.

M68000: The only upward-compatible 8/16/32-bit microprocessor family

MOTOROLA INC.
Semiconductor Products Sector, P.O. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036
Eight-channel analyzer does high speed sampling and provides noise margin analysis and 5-ns glitch capture. The 32-channel analyzer supplies complex clocking and either 14 levels of triggering or 8 levels of trace control. The system is able to compare expected versus actual operation on a bit by bit basis. Tolerance analysis can be added within user specified ranges. A range of times in which events occur can be selected by entering edge tolerances for entire data recordings, edges of specific interest, or a combination of these two.

Noise margin analysis automatically compares circuit operation over a range of thresholds and displays the results against normal operating voltages. This reduces test time, simplifies the complex measurement, and provides a system's maximum allowable noise specification.

Expanding the system to include the optional storage system further increases productivity. Storing up to 70 setup and measurement data files on this unit's two 5½" floppy disk drives makes them readily available for reuse or reference.

Menu-driven screens make the K-105D setup easy. Parameter fields can be accessed sequentially or randomly via a parameter field cursor. Parameters are selected sequentially or randomly. The keyboard supplies soft function keys as well as a set of cursor keys that are used for both setup fields and recording displays. An additional help key activates a brief onscreen explanation of each parameter field's functions and selections. Further help is available from onscreen display of a 28-page users' mini manual. Gould Inc., Design and Test Systems Div, 4600 Old Ironside Dr, Santa Clara, CA 95050-1279.
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It pays to communicate
You can further your career by writing technical articles about the advanced work you're doing. Also, we pay an honorarium for all manuscripts that we publish. For a free copy of our Author's Guide, circle 503 on the Reader Inquiry Card.
“Where do you go from SSI/MSI instead of going to gate arrays?”

— Jim Bailey, Product Manager, Signetics Integrated Fuse Logic
"You take the logical step to Signetics' short circuits."
It's such an easy step to take. Instead of filling up breadboards with loads of TTL, you take a shortcut with the simplest, programmable logic on the market—Signetics' short circuits.

These offer important time and cost savings over both SSI/MSI and gate arrays. And, for many applications, our short circuits give you the closest thing yet to custom logic at a standard product price.

That's because they are standard products. The circuits consist of logic elements joined by a selectable interconnect system. The connections and macro functions are completely programmable. But they're also very easy to program.

"It's as easy as A + B + C."

If you can write a Boolean equation, you're home free. You simply define your part in terms of the equation and enter it at a CRT terminal, which downloads the data into your PROM programmer. You blow the fuses and your logic circuit is ready to go.

And last minute changes don't blow you away, either. Instead of jumping wires all over your board or spending a lot of time and dollars building another one, you simply change your equation, re-enter it, program another circuit and you're in business. You may even be able to use the same device if the necessary fuses are still intact. If not, a new part won't short-change your budget.

"A lot of people are going this way."

In the past eight years, there has been a strong shift from SSI/MSI to programmable logic of all kinds. Including PROMs, gate arrays, microprocessors and a variety of field programmable logic devices.

With such obvious benefits as reduced parts count, lower inventory costs and shorter development cycles, it's easy to see why. What may not be quite as obvious is why you should use Signetics short circuits. So we'll show you.

Signetics
a subsidiary of U.S. Philips Corporation
"Our short circuits blow other devices right out of the water."
When you stack them against standard TTL, it's simply no contest. Our circuits are field programmable, with customizable functions and a high level of integration. We cut your PC boards down to size—often using as little as 1/10 the area—and improve the reliability of your system.

Compared with gate arrays, we offer a shorter development cycle, lower initial cost, less design risk and off-the-shelf availability. It only takes you 30 seconds to blow our fuses, versus 6 to 8 weeks just to get a gate array mask.

And our short circuits, technically known as Integrated Fuse Logic (IFL) here at Signetics, have a lot more going for them than the other programmable logic devices you can buy, such as PALs."

"We're a lot friendlier than PALs."

You may have heard about PALs (Programmable Array Logic). But have you heard that IFL combines the advantages of PROMs and PALs by offering both programmable "AND" and programmable "OR" arrays in one device?

That's not all. Depending on the device complexity, our IFL circuits offer several additional features that give you even more design flexibility—such as programmable active output levels. You can also count on us to deliver reliable parts in quantity, since we use proven PROM technology. And, since you use standard techniques to program our circuits, you can get the necessary equipment from a variety of sources.

As you can see, our IFL architecture provides a much more flexible approach than the PAL. Our devices are unique in their ability to implement logic directly. They offer the most useable P-terms per output, the most inputs and outputs, and the most straightforward programming of any logic device in the industry. This all goes to show what powerful design capabilities our flexible IFL offers you compared with the fixed AND or fixed OR arrays of other circuit types.

In short, when you use our circuits, you'll find it very smooth sailing.

PAL is a trademark of Monolithic Memories, Inc.

Signetics is a subsidiary of U.S. Philips Corporation.
"It's a short family, but it's long on flexibility."
Since you can make our IFL circuits do just about anything you want, you don't need a huge catalog of parts. In fact, you'll find all you need in our three basic short circuits: the Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), the Field Programmable Logic Array (FPLA) and the Field Programmable Logic Sequencer (FPLS) which come in 20-, 24- and 28-pin packages. In both plastic and cerdip.

The 82S151 FPGA consists of 12 AND gates with fusible link connections for programming I/O polarity, I/O direction output enable control and true or complement inputs. Typically, you'd use this 20-pin circuit for random gating functions, address decoding for peripheral selection, memory mapping, fault monitoring and machine state decoding.

If you need a byte-organized device, the 28-pin fixed I/O 82S103 will do the job. It has 9 AND/NAND gates sharing 16 common inputs.

The 20-pin 82S153 FPLA is made up of two-level logic, having 32 AND gates and 10 OR gates, with fusible link connections for programming I/O polarity and direction. Its uses are similar to those mentioned above, plus function generation and multiplexing.

The 82S100 fixed I/O, 28-pin FPLA can be used in CRT display systems, code conversion, microprogramming, character generation, data security encoding, frequency synthesis, interfacing, and random logic replacement. It has 16 dedicated inputs and 8 dedicated outputs.

These FPLA devices are extremely popular because they use the familiar AND/OR/Invert architecture to implement custom sum-of-product logic equations directly.

The 20-pin 82S155/7/9 FPLS devices consist of registered logic elements combining AND/OR arrays with clocked J/K flipflops, which are dynamically convertible to D-type. These circuits have 4, 6 and 8 registers respectively, all of them having three state outputs and programmable I/O.

These Logic Sequencers are ideal for synchronous up/down counters, shift registers, random sequential logic, bidirectional data buffers, timing function generators, and priority encoder/registers.

The 28-pin 82S105 is a Mealy-type programmable state machine. It contains logic AND-OR arrays with user programmable connections which control the inputs of on-chip state and output registers. It offers six state registers, with 16 input variables and output functions as fixed I/Os.

You can use them for interface protocols, sequence directors, peripheral controllers, timing generators, sequential circuits, counters and shift registers.

We now offer more than 20 IFL circuits. And 38 bipolar PROMs. That gives you all kinds of flexibility for designing your next system with user programmable logic. And you'll find it easier, faster and less expensive with our short circuits than any other way.
Even the simplest technology needs an explanation on how to make it work. So we've developed a number of straightforward aids to help make the step to short circuits quick and easy.

A number of application notes, hot off the press, and our new Data Manual will give you a more complete appreciation of IFL's capabilities. As well as the ease and speed with which you can design it into your products. If you do need help making the switch, our Field Application Engineers can give you a hand. They're not only experienced in the basics, but can often come up with suggestions to streamline your layout.

We have a brochure on software, too. And programming support is available from us directly or through our distributors. They can also get you samples of the whole family.

To wrap up the IFL story in a quick, graphic way, we've created a colorful wall chart. On it, you'll find an analysis of various approaches to user programmable logic, and a brief description of all our short circuits.

Perhaps the best way to introduce yourself to IFL is at one of our seminars. These are held regularly throughout the country. For details, just call your nearest Signetics sales office.

But whichever way you choose to get into short circuits, better do it soon. It's such a fast alternative to designing with SSI/MSI or gate arrays, that someone in your field is bound to use it. And that may as well be you.
Cluster upgrades capacity and performance

**VAXcluster** system configured for high availability can include dual-ported disk units connected between pairs of storage controllers to provide an entirely redundant link from each processor to stored data. VMS operating system will provide data integrity and availability features to match the system's hardware potential. One such feature is an automatic switchover of disk devices to prevent interrupting an HSC50 operation.

VAXcluster extends level of computing power, storage capacity, and existing computer system availability. To this end, Digital Equipment Corp's technology permits multiple computers and intelligent storage subsystems to function as a single system. The concept presents "a new way to grow systems" without sacrificing existing investments, according to the company.

A star coupler serves as the common connection point for all cluster configuration nodes. Delivered in an 8-node version, the coupler accommodates computer interconnect (CI) bus cables in a radial or star arrangement. CI buses are redundant 70M-bps data paths. Each bus consists of two transmit and two receive cables and handles up to 16 nodes. Each node can be a processor or storage subsystem consisting of an intelligent mass storage controller with up to 24 disk drives. Processors connect to the CI bus through microcoded intelligent controllers—the CI780 to the VAX-11/780 and the CI750 to the -11/750 processor.

The HSC50 hierarchical storage controller simultaneously handles multiple operations on several disk drives and optimizes physical operations to gain maximum throughput. It relieves the host systems of utility operations such as volume shadowing, image copying, and image backup.

Connecting to both CI bus paths, the CI interface uses whichever path is available. Using both paths enhances throughput; however, if one path is not available, traffic shifts automatically to the remaining one. The loosely coupled multiprocessor design not only supplies modular system growth, but also increases system availability. Using a message-oriented interconnect allows cost effective systems to be built. A clustered configuration can survive processor, controller, or disk disruption by use of multiple copies of the operating system.

A key component of the cluster architecture, VAX VMS operating system software is integral to cluster operation. Its facilities support system availability, multisystem file and record sharing, and the addition of processors and storage devices. VMS Version 3.3 supports a mix of -11/780 and /782 processors and HSC50 storage controllers with shared disk support. The software supports dual-porting disks between two storage controllers for increased fault tolerance. Version 3.4 extends these features to the /750. Future releases will take advantage of the hardware's data protection and fault-tolerance potential; they will be able to survive and reconfigure around individual failed nodes. In addition, facilities will be supplied to ensure that data stored in a cluster remain in a known state.

DECnet-VAX communication software enables a cluster processor to function as a long distance network node. The interface can also be used within a system, with the CI bus as the main communication link.

Price of a CI780 interface to VAX-11/780 and /782 systems is $19,500. The star coupler equipped to receive eight nodes is $7500; an upgrade kit to expand this from 9 to 16 nodes costs $5500. The HSC50 intelligent storage controller carries a price tag of $32,500, with disk channels at $7100 each. Digital Equipment Corp, Maynard, MA 01754. Circle 242

**Talk to the editor**
*Have you written to the editor lately? We're waiting to hear from you.*
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Compact supermini cuts computing costs

Model 3205 drives down the cost of 32-bit computing. At a price of $9950 (quantity one), users gain entry to the 3200 series family that ranges upward to the 21M-instruction/s 3200MPS superminicomputer. Implemented on a single board, the 32-bit processor supplies floating point capability, selector channel, and 512K bytes of memory. A second multiperipheral controller board, containing clocks, boot loader, parallel line printer interface, and eight synchronous or asynchronous communications lines, provides power at low cost.

The 32-bit architecture supports 3200 series characteristics. Eight sets of sixteen 32-bit general purpose registers are provided by the CPU. Operations between any registers within a set eliminate redundant loads and stores. Context switching time is reduced by having multiple register sets. Integral to the processor, a memory manager takes care of memory segmentation, relocation, and protection under operating system control. The manager handles translation of program address into physical memory address and offers read/write and execute protection for specified memory blocks.

Up to 4M bytes of directly addressable memory are obtained using 64K RAM technology. Leadless carrier packaging technology reduces the memory's physical size. This leaves room for 3M bytes of memory on the memory expansion board; the CPU board itself holds 1M byte.

The multiperipheral controller relies on microprocessor technology to implement most common I/O functions on a single board. Among the features of this card are eight RS-232 full-duplex communication lines that support asynchronous, synchronous, SDLC, HDLC, or Bisync operations at 50 to 19.2k baud.

Data handling assist supplies efficient operation for data communication applications. The loader storage unit automatically loads the OS/32 operating system from secondary storage after a power fail/restart sequence or for initial program load. The board also provides universal clock, watchdog timer, parallel printer port, and self-test features.

Dual communication buses allow the I/O configuration to fit specific

(continued on page 44)
New Amdek
3" micro-floppydisk drive system!

AMDISK-III . . . OEM's choice:
- Works with standard 5¼" controllers
- Up to 1 megabyte of unformatted double density storage
- Ideal for industrial data collection/storage applications
- Microflop's hard plastic diskette offers increased durability vs. 5¼" floppies
- Automatic shutter protects media
- Small form factor for easy storage

Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capability</th>
<th>Single Density</th>
<th>Double Density</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unformatted Per Surface</td>
<td>250K</td>
<td>100K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recording</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Track Density</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer Rate</td>
<td>250K</td>
<td>12500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access Time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Access Time</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Track to Track</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting Time</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Latency Time</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor Start Time</td>
<td>0.7 (mm)</td>
<td>0.7 (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disk Speed</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error Rates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft Error</td>
<td>10^-4</td>
<td>10^-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard Error</td>
<td>10^-6</td>
<td>10^-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seek Error</td>
<td>10^-4</td>
<td>10^-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media</td>
<td>3 inch Cartridge</td>
<td>3 inch Cartridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drive Interface</td>
<td>Plug Compatible with 5.25 inch FDD</td>
<td>Plug Compatible with 5.25 inch FDD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The AMDISK-III Micro-floppydisk System is an engineering breakthrough in disk size, storage capacity, media protection and user convenience. Designed to serve many applications, the Amdek system is ruggedly constructed to provide years of trouble-free operation. Warranty is 90 days (parts & labor).

Put the new AMDISK-III to test . . . its recording format, data transfer rate and disk rotation speed are compatible with 5¼" floppy disk drives. Call or write for evaluation samples at only $480.00 . . . or circle the reader service number for full technical details.

Evaluation samples
$480
Includes two-drive Amdek unit with built-in power supply, 4 diskettes and application literature . . . Call (312) 364-1180.

NOTE: Single head per drive

2201 Lively Blvd  •  Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
(312) 364-1180  TELX: 25-4786
REGIONAL OFFICES: Calif. (714) 662-3949  •  Texas (817) 498-2334

Amdek . . . your guide to innovative computing!
CIRCLE 22
Local network integrates voice and data

In the SIM, the SyNet bus is really two buses; the TDM communications bus and the contention bus. The operating system allocates tasks to the application servers as needed. File requests are routed to the file servers. Digitized voice messages are switched via the TDM bus while data travel over the contention bus.

A distributed computing system integrates data with digitized voice and lets users access both computing and telecommunication resources. This is done via an integrated desktop workstation called VoiceStation that is connected to a central multiprocessor system through 2-wire phone lines. The VoiceStation system, by Sydis, Inc, does more than switch voice lines among system users and the outside world; it employs digitized voice information to perform digital recording and store-and-forward services.

Central to the office automation system is the Sydis Information Manager (SIM), which incorporates multiple 68000 processor boards with

Users can migrate applications developed on larger systems down to the 3205 for execution at low cost.

Priced at $6169 in OEM quantities of 100, the unpackaged version includes CPU board with 512K bytes of memory, multi-peripheral controller, and 7" (18-cm) chassis with five I/O slots and one memory expansion slot. The processor is also available as a complete system. Packaged with 512K-byte memory, system console, power supply, 40M-byte Winchester disk, selector channel, and disk controller, the unit sells for $24,950. Perkin-Elmer Corp, Data Systems Group, 2 Crescent Pl, Oceanport, NJ 07757.

Circle 243

Welcome To The Alps Advantage

What is "The Alps Advantage", and why is it important to you, our customers? Essentially, The Alps Advantage encompasses a whole series of customer benefits, brought together to help give you a competitive edge in your marketplace.

For design engineers, it means a vast array of electrical, mechanical components, and system products - particularly noteworthy for their innovative technology, state-of-the-art performance, high degree of miniaturization, built-in quality and long-life reliability. It also means a never-ending flow of new product introductions and helpful application engineering assistance for our Technical Product Managers.

For purchasing and production people, The Alps Advantage takes on other meanings - competitive pricing, automated manufacturing facilities, and on-time deliveries. Equally important, it means a special kind of philosophy based on a spirit of teamwork and cooperative customer relations.

The Alps Advantage is everything you need to improve your products and enhance your competitive position - and everything you'd expect from a world-class supplier. Since its founding in 1948, Alps Electric Co., Ltd. has experienced steady, stable growth - to a level of world-wide sales now up to $1-billion per year!

We look forward to the opportunity of putting The Alps Advantage to work for you - to get started, please contact the Alps Sales Rep nearest you:

AL: Huntsville (Jack Harvey & Assoc.) (205)364-3
AZ: Phoenix (Eltron) (602)554-12
CA: Santa Clara (Nova-Tronic, Inc.) (408)772-05
CA: Woodland Hills (Recon, Inc.) (818)340-01
CO: Englewood (Neilligan Co.) (303)761-01
GA: Norcross (Jack Harvey & Assoc.) (404)449-44
IL: Arlington Heights (Micro Sys, Inc.) (312)586-77
IN: Indianapolis (Jack Harvey & Assoc.) (317)472-10
IN: Kokomo (Jack Harvey & Assoc.) (317)452-37
KS: Kansas City (BC Electronic Sales, Inc.) (913)224-22
KS: Wichita (BC Electronic Sales, Inc.) (316)842-9
MD: Timonium (Allen Assoc.) (301)322-15
MA: Westfield (Technology Sales, Inc.) (617)647-2
MI: Oak Park (A. Blumenberg Assoc.) (313)668-3
MN: Minneapolis (P. S. I.) (612)344-8
MD: St. Louis (BC Electronic Sales, Inc.) (314)291-1
NJ: Boonton (PAF Assoc.) (201)385-20
NY: Smithtown (PAF Assoc.) (516)386-05
NY: Albany (Reagan/Compar) (518)486-44
NY: Endwell (Reagan/Compar) (607)723-86
NY: Fairport (Reagan/Compar) (716)271-32
NY: New Hartford (Reagan/Compar) (315)732-37
NC: Raleigh (Tingen Technical Sales, Inc.) (919)781-1
OH: Rocky River (Norman Case Assoc.) (216)833-04
OK: Tulsa (Norcom, Inc.) (918)832-77
PA: Willow Grove (Harry Nash Assoc.) (215)697-22
TN: Johnson City (Jack Harvey & Assoc.) (423)625-25
TX: Dallas (Norcom, Inc.) (214)394-66
TX: Austin (Norcom, Inc.) (512)451-27
TX: Houston (Norcom, Inc.) (713)653-6
VA: Lynchburg (Burgin-Kreh Assoc., Inc.) (804)239-34
WA: Bellevue (Venture Electronics) (425)456-44
CANADA: St. Laurent (Vitel Electronics) (514)521-73
CANADA: Mississauga (Vitel Electronics) (416)766-96
CANADA: Kanata (Vitel Electronics) (613)502-20
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The Alps Advantage in switches:

1,000,000,000 switches is more than just a whole lot of switches! It's a record of customer acceptance that has made us the world's leading manufacturer of electro-mechanical switches. We've been making them since 1948, with a very special kind of skill and commitment, dedicated to producing the most innovative, highest quality switches possible.

In addition to making a far greater number of switches than any other company, we also make more types of switches, divided into 8 basic categories: push, slide, lever, rotary, power, flex, communication and digital switches...a staggering product line that includes thousands of different styles, models and variations.

Series SGK digital DIP switches. Very small DIP switches, with some very big Alps Advantages: exclusive twin-split contact design with super-smooth wiping action; 2-position circuit with a choice of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 or 10-poles; ultrasonic sealing to eliminate flux penetration and silver migration problems; removable tape seal or protective cover to allow washing; ultra-low-profile, only 4.9mm height; all in the perfect package for automatic insertion machines!

Total application versatility. If your application needs a switch, you can count on the Alps Advantage to meet your need—just write or call today.

One-billion switches per year, including 24 new models of ultra-low-profile DIP switches designed for automatic insertion.
Local network
(continued from page 44)

between 512K and 2M bytes of memory on a time division multiplexed (TDM) communications bus. The entire system incorporates an extended version of the Unix operating system that assigns tasks to CPUs as needed rather than dedicating a processor to a user. Boards attached to the bus fall into two groups: the processor group and the communications group.

In the processor group, the processor boards, or server processors, are further classified into application servers, file servers, voice servers, and a system master. The server processors are connected to the SyNet bus, which is really two buses. One of these is the redundant TDM bus, which is similar to buses used in many digital private branch exchanges (PBXs). It can switch 468 full-duplex time slots at 128k bps per time slot. Under the control of the Unix operating system, the system master dynamically allocates these time slots.

Within the SyNet bus, the other bus is the contention bus. It is a redundant 64M-bps carrier sense multiple access/collision detection bus used for data transfers between server processors. Third in the SIM system—but not part of the SyNet bus—is the peripheral bus. Through it, disk and tape controllers communicate with the file servers and their attached devices.

The communications group of boards contains one or more voice interfaces; modem pools; TI interfaces; gateways to other SyNets; or one or more SyLink interfaces that are used to communicate with the voice stations. Each SyLink interface can connect to 16 voice stations over a single twisted pair of standard telephone wire at a bandwidth of 320k bps per channel. Each channel is further broken down into five 64k-bps channels: three voice or data channels, one command channel, and one link overhead channel. The SyLink interface performs the timing and synchronization required to map the channels into TDM bus time slots.

Forming the company's voice station is a terminal with a built-in multiline speakerphone and handset, detached keyboard, and a mouse for positioning the cursor on the 832- x 608-pixel display. Telephone function and line keys are placed along the left edge of the display, and soft function keys are mounted along the bottom edge. Key status is displayed graphically in the screen's windows. As further status indicators, graphic icons represent various familiar office objects such as a word processing file, a voice memo, or a graph.

In addition to a dual UART for digital I/O from the phone keypad, keyboard, and mouse, the company's voice station contains a link circuit for digital communication over the 2-wire link to the SIM. This link circuit transfers digital data to and from display memory and the digital I/O circuits over the internal 68008 bus. It also contains a codec that digitizes voice from the handset for transmission to the SIM. An internal 68008 processor in the voice station controls an 8-bit programmable DMA sequencer as well as 128K bytes of terminal and bit-mapped RAM. Up to four separate windows can be displayed and manipulated on the screen at one time. These represent up to four processes that one user can run simultaneously.

The voice server (one of the process servers previously mentioned) handles digitized voice in various ways to create, edit, and listen to voice messages. Functions are accessed via soft keys in terms of standard tape recorder functions (eg, play, stop, and rewind). The voice server also performs silence detection and voice data compression to 24k bps. Voice messages can then be stored, retrieved, and edited as digital data files.

Voice messages can be appended to data files (eg, word processing files) as voice memos or comments. (continued on page 49)
The Lundy UltraGraf® is absolutely the fastest draw in the West or anywhere else.

This is the fastest, most intelligent 3-D computer graphics workstation available. The superlatives would seem to indicate a high price, too. But the Lundy UltraGraf workstation is surprisingly low cost considering its unmatched performance features.

At Lundy we don't develop technology for its own sake; we develop it to meet your needs. In the case of 3-D computer graphics workstations, you needed more speed, higher IQ, larger display and easier operation. UltraGraf delivers all four.

The Lundy UltraGraf is first when it comes to speed and IQ.

Keys to UltraGraf's instant response are a high speed microcomputer and a high resolution vector display, both developed by Lundy.

Besides these features, we've designed more intelligence into the workstation, so UltraGraf places fewer demands on your host computer.

The result is unmatched interaction while freeing up your host computer to concentrate on other operations.

19 x 15 inches sets a new screen standard.

UltraGraf's 21-inch CRT has the largest viewing area—19 x 15 inches—in the industry. Fast vector drawing and minimum operator time produce easy-to-read, flicker-free images. Spot size is only one ten thousandths of an inch, which produces remarkable crispness and clarity.

Furthermore, UltraGraf is easier to use. You send a picture only once, instead of resending over and over as with many other systems. And you have local storage of all control functions for the interactive input devices. This provides maximum input flexibility, with minimum keyboarding.

Lundy helps you see more in graphics.

When you take a close look at our graphics terminals, service, support, software, systems capability, enhancements—and our company—you'll understand why Lundy can help you see more in graphics now and in the long term.

For more information about our 3-D UltraGraf, or other CAD/CAM products, write Lundy Electronics & Systems, Inc., Glen Head, New York 11545, or call: (516) 671-9000.

Get the draw on sluggish productivity with Lundy's UltraGraf. Shown here are six views of a six shooter generated in just a matter of seconds.
"Our new CRT terminal chips give you a lot more features to work with.
And a lot less parts to pay for."

- James Goodhart, Applications Engineer

Last year, we introduced a four-chip CRT set that lets you build an entire terminal in LSI. With a total of only 13 parts. Not a typical dumb terminal, either; this set gives you quite a list of features.

Now we're giving you even more to work with. We're adding two new chips to the family, to give you the only color chip set on the market. First, there's our SCN2674 Advanced Video Display Controller (AVDC), an NMOS part that generates all the timing necessary for a CRT monitor. Then there's our high-speed SCB2675 Color/Monochrome Attributes Controller (CMAC), a bipolar chip that controls video attributes and generates color or monochrome video inputs to the monitor.

"We designed in a lot more features. And a lot more flexibility."

Whether you're building a DEC VT100 compatible terminal, a small business computer, an IBM 327X compatible product or a process control display, these chips make it easy to choose exactly the capabilities you need, just the way you asked for them. We've designed the attributes of all these terminals into this set. We've given you color or monochrome modes. Four gray shades. Character and graphics modes. Bi-directional soft or pop scrolling. Business graphics. User-selectable bit-mapped graphics. And a dot rate of more than 25MHZ.

In the color mode, a user can simultaneously select eight colors for character video and eight for background video. In monochrome mode, the display can be set up on a white, gray or black screen background, with characters and background programmable to any of four intensities (black, gray, white or highlight).

Both modes include double height, double width, underline, blank, blink, dot-stretching and dot width modulation attributes. And since these two chips manage these functions with a minimum of CPU intervention, the result is a higher overall level of system performance.

Better yet, we've made all these capabilities fully programmable. We've also given you several memory addressing modes to choose from, including row table addressing, so you're not stuck using just one kind of architecture. With all this flexibility, you can build almost any kind of terminal you like with this set. In a lot less time, and with a much simpler inventory. Obviously, this also makes it a lot easier to respond to changes in the terminal or system specifications.

"You won't believe what we've done for your costs."

If you thought you couldn't afford to build all these functions into a low-cost terminal, you're in for a surprise or two. Because we've made the price of this color set one of its best features. In fact, the system cost is actually lower than what you'd pay to build a dumb monochrome terminal with anyone else's parts. To make things even more interesting, we've also cut the price of last year's four-chip set to an all-time low.

So whether you're designing a monochrome or color terminal, get in touch with us now. We'll send you complete app notes, data sheets, and samples. Best of all, we'll show you just how powerful a price list can be.

Please send full information on all your chips for CRT terminals, small business computers, and other display applications.

Name _____________________________
Title ______________________________
Company __________________________
Division ___________________________
Address ___________________________
City ________________________________
State __________ Zip ________________
Mail to: Signetics Publication Services,
MS 2527, P.O. Box 409,
811 E. Arques Ave.,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
Local network
(continued from page 46)

The voice editor displays broken lines that depict utterances in order to help the user position the cursor for playback and speech segment editing.

In addition to the usual Unix package of C programming tools, the company includes several application programs called Knowledge Tools. These feature word processing, electronic mail, telephone call processing, etc. Other tools include callable library functions that integrate OEM-written applications with the soft function keys, telephone keys, and voice annotation, as well as dictation and transcription. Sydis, Inc, 4340 Stevens Creek Blvd, San Jose, CA 95129. Circle 244

Collision avoidance accelerates transfers

A distributed processor architecture dubbed SyFAnet disperses classical CPU functions by linking minicomputers and dedicated microprocessors along a broadband network. Task execution for the Computer Automation system is now handled by multiple 8088 microprocessors, while resource allocation (eg, printers and disk drives) remains the domain of the SyFA minicomputer. Proven carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) transmission schemes are used for the coaxial cable based serial link. However, the company opts for collision avoidance rather than collision detection (a la Ethernet) to increase actual data throughput to about 1.5M bytes/s.

Minicomputers are ideal as resource processors since their operating systems efficiently handle memory and peripheral management. They can also handle I/O processing that requires high throughput, as well as data communications. On the other hand, program execution takes up an excessive amount of CPU time, with noticeable performance degradation as users are added to the system. Microprocessors can quickly execute single task code with rapid screen updates. Consequently, if dedicated to execute single tasks, microprocessors carry no operating system overhead. Performance can be maintained if more task processors are added as users join the system.

As implemented in SyFAnet, individual task processors request application programs from the resource processor. These programs are passed in their entirety from the central data base to the working memory of individual task processors for subsequent execution. Further network activity is then limited to data transfers between task processors and resource processors, printer spooling, and communications to other networks (eg, 3270 terminal session).

Users can choose to execute programs written in SyFA Business Oriented Language (SyBOL) or those written for the CP/M-86 operating system from Digital Research. Although task processors execute programs, overall system control still resides with the resource processor and the SyFA Concurrent Logic Operating System (SyCLOPS). Virtual storage techniques support a maximum of 64 concurrent sessions, with each task processor's memory (64K bytes to 256K bytes) used as a cache to reduce central database accesses. Programs developed under SyBOL are edited at the task processor, but compiled in a resource processor. Programs developed for CP/M-86 are both edited and compiled at the task processor. However, CP/M-86 resource calls are trapped and translated into SyCLOPS calls.

Regardless of the mode in which SyCLOPS receives resource calls, the dedicated microprocessors are transparent to the operating system since it only sees service requests. In contrast, other multitasking systems, such as the System 810 from Basic Four Information Systems (continued on page 51)
Or anything else you can display. Easier and faster than you imagine. Because D-SCAN's new GR-2412 terminal is changing the cost/performance standards for raster scan graphics.

Its world address space, for example, is a full 32K by 32K. Large enough to handle the most ambitious project. Yet easily manageable with dynamic zoom, pan, window, and viewport commands.

Its zoom operation faithfully preserves resolution and detail, instead of simulating it with pixel replication.

And those aren't all the improvements we've made.

Our dual microprocessor architecture draws 12,500 short vectors per second while transferring data at 19.2 kilobaud. And our exclusive anti-aliasing hardware removes jaggies without affecting drawing speed.

About the only thing we didn't change is our long list of standard features. Like our high resolution 1024x780 display. Local transformations. Up to 768K bytes of local segment memory. 4014 emulation mode. And the 10 years of Daini Seikosha (Seiko) craftsmanship in every D-SCAN product.

If you're ready to make some changes, contact us at Seiko Instruments U.S.A., Inc., 2620 Augustine Drive, Santa Clara, California 95051. Telephone (408) 727-0768.

We'll give you a terminal that can take on the world.

D-SCAN
Seiko Instruments U.S.A., Inc.
Collision avoidance
(continued from page 49)

A proprietary CSMA/CA scheme implemented by Computer Automation differs from collision detection schemes, such as Ethernet, by adding a second carrier sense (C). In this way, the transmitting node has exclusive use of the cable. A response frame (F) allows the receiving node a chance to acknowledge packet reception.

(Computer Design, July 1982, p 26), have multiple processors viewed as a pool of resources managing disk drives or printers. Consequently, their operating systems increase in complexity as tasking semaphores and mailboxes are added to synchronize tasks and ensure file security. Extensive system overhead results.

The broadband network acts as a backplane bus so that the dispersed resource and task processors act as a cohesive unit. Reliable data transfers at high transmission rates are prime requirements. Unlike a backplane bus, however, both resource and task processors must contend for equal network access; there is no master/slave protocol as in conventional bus designs. Likewise, the 10M-bps data transfer rate possible using a broadband transmission scheme is tempered by severe signal attenuation (30 dB maximum) as nodes are placed at extreme ends of the 3000’ (914-m) coaxial cable used as the physical link.

The company chose to implement a CSMA/CA (collision avoidance) scheme rather than collision detection for data transfers to provide high throughput during peak periods of use as well as to ensure data integrity. Collision detection schemes like Ethernet suffer degradation in throughput as network traffic increases. These schemes impose random wait states on contending nodes before retransmission is possible.

As the likelihood of collisions increases as traffic increases, this mechanism is used more frequently as retransmissions occur. More significantly, such schemes rely on the occurrence of detectable signal corruptions as signals collide. According to the company, widely separated nodes may have no detectable collisions on the broadband network due to severe signal attenuation.

As implemented on SyFAnet, each node listens twice (carrier sense) before transmitting data packets. The first carrier sense detects whether any node is active on the bus. If the cable is free, an initial carrier burst is sent. The second carrier sense detects a possible collision with another node if the two modulated carrier bursts generate a beat signal with high frequency components. This initial phase requires little overhead since its duration is approximately that encountered with the carrier sense portion of the Ethernet scheme.

(continued on page 52)
HEI has a light pen with specs to suit your need, whether you’re doing text editing, menu selection, or more complex graphics system work. Each pen is built with integral hybrid circuitry. Each can be made with custom sensitivity and field-of-view tolerances.

HEI light pens feature:
- Two TTL outputs
- 100FL ambient light rejection
- Spot sensitivity of 7FL
- Power input of only 5VDC @ 125 ma.

Adjustable light sensitivity and coiled cord are standard on all models. Pens are available with cable connectors.

HEI light pens are rugged and dependable. Proven in a number of sophisticated applications for over ten years, with more than 24,000 units in the field. Go for the best in industrial quality CRT light pens.

PICK A PEN FROM HEI.

The Optoelectronic Specialists
Victoria, MN 55386
612-443-2500

Collision avoidance
(continued from page 51)

If the cable is still free, the transmitting node sends a second carrier burst so that receiving nodes can adjust their automatic gain control circuits to the level of the received signal. A data packet follows after the receiving node responds to its unique address. Further, a reserved time slot added to the packet allows the receiving station to return an acknowledge (or a negative acknowledge) after a CRC check has been performed. This requires that the receiving node’s data link controller be able to perform the CRC calculations and construct the response frame “on the fly.” Currently, the necessary logic is implemented as discrete logic, but soon will be integrated into a single gate array. As a result, virtual circuit capability is provided in hardware to further reduce software overhead.

Proprietary radio frequency broadband receivers use a center frequency of 48 MHz so that standard television circuits can be used. Furthermore, each transceiver supports four attached processors to further reduce connection costs. Network interface units, resident in either task or resource processors, identify attached processor addresses. They also prepare data packets for transmission. No active components (eg, amplifiers and repeaters) are used to support 254 addressable nodes along a maximum of 3000 cable-ft.

A maximum of 32 task processors are available clustered in a single chassis to support dumb display terminals, or as standalone workstations. Existing communication capabilities available for either configuration include 2780/3780, 360/20-HASP, 3270 and SNA/SDLC PU Type II, and CCITT X.25 protocols. The resource processor manages these resources and also serves as a gateway to other networks. Price and configuration information are available upon request from the company.
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CalComp introduces the MBA.

Every computer system has the business basics—accounting, finance, administration.

But when end users or OEMs add CalComp's M-84 plotter, their system becomes an MBA (Master of Business Art) that produces presentation-quality graphics for less than $2,000.

The M-84 actually makes your system a little smarter. It's based on the Z80 microprocessor and has built-in firmware for five line styles, selectable character rotation, six different character sets and circle, arc and sector generation. It can also work as a printer and digitizer.

M-84 is fast, precise and quiet. It plots at speeds up to 17.7 inches per second with resolution of .004 inches on paper or film for overhead projection.

M-84 is analytical and easy to maintain. Diagnostics test and report on interface and plotting functions on your command.

The M-84 is versatile. There are three standard interface models—Centronics, IEEE and RS-232, and most popular applications software packages, including ISSCO's DISSPLA and TELL-A-GRAF, SAS/GRAF and Digital Research CP/M-based Graphic System Extension.

Our M-84 is colorful—8 pens, 8 colors. The high number of pens means faster plots and easier operation because users won't have to switch pens to get more colors.

Don't wait to get your M-84. Call your CalComp representative today.

California Computer Products, Inc., M/S3, 2411 West La Palma Ave., Anaheim, California 92801. In continental U.S. except California, call (800) 556-1234, ext. 156. In California (800) 441-2345, ext. 156.

CALCOMP
A Sanders Graphics Company
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CONTROL DATA:
AFTER 25 YEARS,
STILL THE LEADER IN
THE PERFORMING ARTS.

Designing peripherals with exceptional performance is as much an art as a science. We know. We've been doing it since 1962. From the beginning, we've been dedicated to giving you solutions to on-line and back-up storage needs. Example: the Storage Module Drive (SMD) we introduced became the industry standard for removable media disk drives. The SMD is just one of the high-performance products that helped make us the world's leading independent supplier of storage peripherals.

We're still adding star performers to our product family. The LARK with a combined 50 Mbytes of fixed and removable media. The WREN high-performance 5-1/4" winchester drive. The Sentinel 1/4" cartridge streaming tape drive and the RSD that provides 80 Mbytes of removable media in a unit one-half the size of the original SMD.

Today there are more than 35 different products designed to help you meet any storage or back-up requirement, with maximum reliability and low cost of ownership built right in.

There's more—the direct support that Control Data offers. We can deliver maintenance on everything we make. So wherever your customers are, Control Data peripherals can be counted on for less downtime and more productivity than unsupported products. Our spare parts programs help ensure that your reputation for excellent service with your customers is backed to the hilt, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. In the United States and around the globe.

Add to this the commitment to research, to development and to manufacturing quality that a corporation the size of Control Data contributes, and you're looking at precisely the kind of performance that makes our OEM peripherals top-rated in independent preference studies year after year.

Every performance needs a program. We'll send you one free: our new 48-page OEM products catalog. Write OEM Product Sales, Control Data Corporation, PO. Box 0, HQN08H, Minneapolis, MN 55440.
Schematic capture links with VLSI layout

A dual-display CAE system automates the custom IC layout process along with the logic design process. The SCALDstar from Valid Logic maps the cursor position on the logic schematic (displayed on a monochrome terminal) to the corresponding position on an adjacent color layout display, and vice versa.

Schematic capture and logic design (SCALD) software is the same as that used by the company's SCALD I system for logic design. In addition to the schematic capture and editing programs, the software includes timing verification and simulation programs that produce verified net lists. Layout programs can use these lists for the manufacturing process. This approach allows logic design and layout processes to share information with each other so that the whole design process can proceed with faster feedback between various design stages.

The layout software uses a modified version of the CEASAR layout editor developed at the University of California at Berkeley. Completing the entire design process before running design rule checks (DRCs) and electrical rule checks (ERCs) is not required, however. By incorporating DRC and ERC into the layout process, these checks, which can take a CPU hours on large mainframes, are alleviated.

Even in custom VLSI, many cells are very often replicated. Once such a cell is designed and laid out, it can be checked internally for compliance with all design rules. When this is accomplished, the cell can be replicated, and all the geometries within its boundaries will comply. The only areas that require further checking are those where the cell either connects with, or is directly adjacent to, other circuit elements. For the purposes of rule checking, such a cell can be represented as a hollow rectangle or "doughnut." Only those parts of the cell's geometry that can connect or abut are shown in this doughnut as a boundary area.

As an extension of this process, circuit elements made up of other elements that have been checked internally need only have their doughnuts subjected to the DRC. This forms yet another, larger doughnut of elements that have been scrutinized. The rule checking takes place at various points in the layout process (e.g., when the designer writes the element to a file). Thus, it does not require that a large mainframe devote hours to it at the end of the layout process (e.g., when the designer writes the element to a file). Thus, it does not require that a large mainframe devote hours to it at the end of the layout process. Since mistakes are caught and corrected at this stage, there is seldom a need to laboriously search for errors or rerun the entire rule check.

In addition to automation within the layout process, the system can pass information to the logic design process. This transfer can be done, for example, in the form of capacitive loading information that assists the timing verifier programs in estimating propagation and wire delays. Problems encountered in timing verification can then be passed back to the layout process for correction before they proceed too far. This feedback loop lets the timing verifier focus on the resulting physical design characteristics for final verification.

Each element in the SCALD data base thus consists of four elements: the logic schematic; the actual graphic layout information; the pin connection information; and the doughnuts created by rule checking. Timing verification information is associated with the layout data and the doughnuts, and can be updated as the design approaches its final form. Valid Logic Systems, Inc., 650 N Mary Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. Circle 246
$48,450* gets you everything in a turnkey, interactive engineering workstation and PCB design system. Everything, including lowest price for fastest payback.

Design boards up to 16 layers with integrated, interactive automatic placement and automatic routing, and real-time design rule checking. And get outputs for manufacturing.

Have total office automation/engineering documentation support with a full-function word and graphics processor... which merges graphics with text.

Instantly switch between system functions.

Standard features include:

- High resolution 1024 X 780 display
- MC 68000 10MHz with 1Mbyte of memory
- Graphics display system with Intel 8086/8087 processors
- Multilingual screen capability

Add a printer, plotter and magnetic tape drive for a total price of less than $84,000. Share peripherals with as many EAS workstations as you need and transfer design data through an ETHERNET* local area network.

Our fast, responsive menu-driven UNIX*-based system is a breeze for the beginner, thanks to our user interface... yet doesn’t bog down the experienced user.

Call or write us for the whole story.

OEM inquiries invited.

EAS. The ultimate in functionality with economy.

936 Silas Deane Highway
Wethersfield, CT 06109
Phone: (203) 529-3200
Telex: 643-067 (HQ HFD)

CIRCLE 33
Radical approach for future CPU design

Today's computers are mainly number crunchers. Computer scientists, however, believe that future computers will be human problem solvers behaving much like doctors, lawyers, and engineers. To become a problem solver, the computer must be programmed to possess knowledge about the subject and infer answers to problems as a human would.

Development of a knowledge based processor has been the elusive goal of the artificial intelligence community for more than 20 years. A few "expert systems" have been developed for limited applications. However, these are confined to the same computer architecture and processing tools that mark the rest of the computer population (Computer Design, Apr 21, 1983, p 65-76).

To develop a new generation of knowledge based systems, computer scientists agree that a new thinking process for designing computers has to prevail. For that to happen, a concerted effort on the part of government, academia, and industry is required. Such programs have shown up on both sides of the Pacific Ocean—Japan's Fifth-Generation Computer Project and this country's Microelectronics and Computer Technology (MCT) Corp. MCT consists of 12 high tech companies and is still writing its charter.

On the other hand, Japan's effort is, as usual, a coordinated government-backed project to develop new computer technology for the 1990s. At a recent week-long science symposium, Kazuhiro Fuchi, director of the Institute for New Generation Computer Technology (ICOT) Research Center in Tokyo, discussed the theoretical issues for achieving the goals of the fifth-generation machines. ICOT, made up of some 80 researchers from the labs of such companies as Fujitsu, Hitachi, NEC, Toshiba, and Sharp, is conducting the Japanese project.

ICOT's idea of fifth-generation machines is to develop a new information processing technology composed of elements from diverse scientific fields. These fields include behavioral science, linguistics, psychology, mathematical logic, and neurophysiology.

Fuchi says that developments over the past 10 years in these various fields have recently been found to be closely related. While interdependent efforts have not reached the stage of practical application to computer technology, Fuchi contends that they inspire the feeling that information processing technology will be integrally reorganized in the near future. This means that the way people think about computers and the way computers are designed will change dramatically.

Principles of the internal structure of computers have not changed much since Von Neumann synthesized the physiology of logic elements that form the basis of today's computers. But as software programs advance beyond human comprehension, and VLSI chips evolve at an exponentially increasing rate, a new overall viewpoint of computer architecture has to emerge. Such modern approaches as associative processing, parallel processing, and variable structures and architectures based on high-level languages have all been tried on an individual basis. While each approach performs well in individual applications, a new implied theory is needed to organically position and employ each approach. This theory should focus on both hardware structure and programming.

So far, experimental machines for parallel processing and associative processing have been built to provide higher performance capabilities and more sophisticated functions. These, however, are very difficult to program despite certain unique characteristics of the systems in some cases. Fuchi believes that this situation is about to change. Dataflow type architecture is becoming very attractive because the architecture describes the computing processes in terms of the flow of data rather than by the conventional approach, which centers around control logic. In this architecture, parallel operations are described along with the flow of data.

(continued on page 64)
The World's Most Elegant Microprocessor Family is Banishing Current Benchmarks to Computer History.
Be advised: the NS16000 family is establishing all new benchmarks for 8-, 16-, and 32-bit microprocessors.

Here is proof beyond doubt that any NS16000-based product will outperform any other microprocessor-based product.

Of course, comparing the NS16000 family and the microprocessors your competition is banking on is difficult—perhaps even irrelevant—because the NS16000 family is, fundamentally, much more advanced.

No other commercial processor (micro, mini or mainframe) is designed to fully support the use of high-level languages. All members of the NS16000 family of CPUs however, feature not only 32-bit internal architecture, but also a high degree of regularity in the arrangement and use of their 32-bit registers. Data can be read or written 1, 8, 16, or 32 bits at a time, as sophisticated programs require, and transfers from one register to another are not restricted.

Moreover, the symmetrical instruction set of the NS16000 CPUs includes over 100 genuine two-operand instruction types, but avoids special-case instructions that compilers cannot use. All instructions can be used with the addressing modes common to most microprocessors (register, immediate, absolute, and register relative), as well as with powerful HLL-oriented modes that only the NS16000 offers: top-of-stack, scaled indexing, memory relative, and external. And any operand length and any general-purpose register may be used with any mode.

The combination of these virtues makes it possible to write especially lean high-level language programs on NS16000-based systems. The simplicity with which a programmer can implement a compiler, for instance, is matched only by the compiler’s increased speed of execution. In effect, the dream of being able to pack the enviable working environment and performance of a large computer into a microprocessor has become reality.

Putting large-computer performance into a microprocessor is further advanced through the implementation of the NS16000’s Demand Paged Virtual Memory—a strategy equivalent to that used in such systems as the VAX-11 series and all present IBM mainframes.

With an architecture that supports uniform addressing, the NS16000 is the first commercial microprocessor able to feature Demand Paged Virtual Memory as a means of solving large-memory-management problems. As a result, an NS16000-based system, blessed with this completely flexible memory configuration, can maximize the use of its physical and virtual memory resources and achieve a level of performance heretofore unrealized.

With the NS16082 Memory Management Unit (MMU), only the information most recently used is kept in RAM: other information is swapped in and out from mass storage, as needed. Consequently, each programmer, each program, each task has access to a uniform addressing space of 16 Mbytes simultaneously and independently, without reservation or special exception. (And more efficiently than on any other commercial processor — micro, mini, or mainframe.)

Among the reasons for the MMU’s prowess is its support of a two-level pageable translation, whose process is speeded up by an associative on-chip cache. Utilizing a very fast Least-Recently-Used (LRU) algorithm and a powerful “referenced bit,” the NS16082 MMU achieves a translation cache hit rate of over 98 percent.

The NS16081 Floating Point Unit (FPU) extends the NS16000 instruction set with very high-speed floating-point operations for both single- and double-precision IEEE operands.

Designing the FPU into a system allows programmers to treat floating-point numbers as they would any other data types, and to use any of the addressing modes to reference them. For example, the scaled index mode permits an array of floating-point data elements to be addressed by its logical index, rather than its physical address. The power this can add to a system makes it especially applicable for graphics and engineering work-stations.
With the introduction of National's proprietary GENIX™ operating system, even the advantages of using UNIX® on a large computer have been ported to the NS16000 microprocessor family. GENIX is an elegant implementation of the proven Berkeley 4.1 BSD version of UNIX. Created in-house, to facilitate the development of software for NS16000-based applications, it is the first UNIX operating system to support Demand Paged Virtual Memory in a microprocessor.

Here, then, is a demonstration not only of the pure functionality of the NS16000 family architecture, but of the large-computer-like results now possible on a microprocessor-based system using GENIX.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KERNEL CODE SIZE COMPARISON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NS16000-BASED SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS16000 (BERKELEY 4.1 BSD IMPLEMENTATION)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When you consider applications for the NS16000 microprocessor family—from elegant personal and business computers, to graphics work-stations, to industrial control systems—keep in mind that:

1. The NS16032 CPU and the NS16201 TCU are in production now.
2. The NS16082 MMU, the NS16081 FPU, and the NS16202 ICU are being sampled now.
3. Evaluation tools are available now.
4. Development tools are available now.
5. Training classes are in progress now.
6. Third-party software for the family is available now and increasing daily.
7. The software you write now will work without modification if you move your product line from one NS16000 CPU to another in the future.
8. Similarly, the optional use of the NS16000's MMU and FPU slave processors—integral parts of the NS16000 architecture—will allow you to determine price/performance trade-offs while preserving your initial software investment.

Footnotes:
1. The NS16032 CPU, the first of the NS16000 CPUs, has a 16-bit-wide data path to memory and 32-bit internal architecture. Before the end of this year, CPUs implementing the same 32-bit internal architecture, but with 8- and 32-bit-wide data paths to memory will also be available, to allow maximum price/performance flexibility within your product line.
2. Results for the 68000 were taken from Computer Architecture News, Vol. 10, No. 4, June 1982, pp. 17-28. The 68000 was run at 10MHz, with no Wait States. Source programs in Pascal.
3. Results for the NS16032 were obtained on a DB16000 at 10MHz, with no Wait States. Source programs in Pascal. All variable sizes are 32-bit.
4. Results for the 68000 were obtained on a SUN System at 10MHz, with no Wait States, using Motorola's ROM-based floating point subroutine package.
5. Results for the NS16032, utilizing the NS16081 FPU, were obtained on a DB16000 at 10MHz, with no Wait States. IEEE floating point, variable sizes.

VAX is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. UNIX is a registered trademark of Bell Laboratories. GENIX is a trademark of National Semiconductor Corporation.
Meet the logic analyzer family that spans a wide spectrum in design. It's a family you can rely on in hardware design, software test and debug and even system performance analysis. One that's equally at home testing and troubleshooting low-cost single processor designs or sophisticated multiprocessor systems.

You can choose from a wide selection of different logic analyzer configurations with HP. And when you do, you'll have an analysis solution that can help accelerate your design cycles...and speed your products to market.

The 1630A and 1630D...for confidence in tackling the day-to-day logic problems.

Choose one of these logic analyzers and you'll have the combined power of timing, state, and software performance analysis in one convenient, low-cost instrument. At just $8,600*, the 1630A gives you 35 channels of state/performance analysis (to 25 MHz), or 8 channels of timing (to 100 MHz). In the interactive measurement mode, it delivers 27 channels of state and 8 timing.

For $10,630*, the 1630D offers 43 channels of state/performance analysis or 16 timing. In the interactive mode, you have a choice of 35 state and 8 timing or 27 state and 16 timing.

As your primary tool in hardware test and debug, the 1630 provides new triggering power to help you isolate the source of timing errors. This includes pattern triggering ANDed with a transition or glitch, edge or glitch triggering, and time qualification of pattern triggering. This is the capability that helps you quickly solve difficult hardware problems such as timing errors, transient effects and handshake malfunctions.

Use the 1630 in software development and integration phases and you have sequencing, triggering, store qualification, and sequence restart power to isolate targeted areas of code and view just the measurement information you desire.

To optimize your system performance, the 1630 gives you a nonintrusive view of system software in action. One that lets you analyze system activity at the level of procedures and tasks instead of the instruction level. Histogram displays make it easy to spot software bottlenecks and inefficiencies. The result can be improved system performance, and a more competitive product...with minimal additional design effort.

The 1630 also gives you interactive measurement capability for greatly enhanced analysis power. The ability to cross arm and trigger between state and timing analyzers helps you get to the problem source quickly when the difficulty could be either a hardware or software malfunction.

Throughout the development cycle, you'll find the 1630 easy to use. That's because menus simplify operation. Label assignments let you view results in your system's terminology. And inverse assembly, via low-cost peripherals, displays listings in familiar target microprocessor mnemonics.

The 64110A...a configurable analyzer that can handle those complex problems found in multiprocessor environments.

This logic analyzer is, in reality, a number of different analyzers, depending on how you configure it. For example, it can be a standalone timing analyzer with 8 or 16 channels. It can also be a standalone state analyzer with up to 120 channels. You can combine timing and state with performance overview. Or, combine multiple state or timing analyzers in the same station.

Price for the 64110A,
The analyzer you need here... a logic analyzer.

including a 60 channel state analyzer subsystem with performance overview is $21,870*.

Put the 64110A to work in the hardware test and debug phase and you can allocate high speed timing resources. For example, you might choose sampling speeds to 400 MHz. The resulting 2.5 ns resolution lets you make high-resolution measurements to resolve timing margin problems.

In addition, the timing analyzer provides new triggering capability. The dual threshold mode lets you trigger on marginal signal levels, which helps you spot excessive fanout, bus loading problems, and slow transition times. Other trigger modes include time qualification of pattern triggering, sequential triggering, pattern triggering ANDed with a transition or glitch, glitch triggering, plus other modes that simplify the analysis of handshake problems.

In software test and debug, the 64110A gives you unequalled tracing, triggering, and store qualification power. With its master enable function, 16-level sequencer plus 8 user-definable terms for trigger, store qualification and count functions, you’ll have little trouble locating the specific portion of code you want and displaying only the information of interest...even in the most complex multiprocessor software.

For system performance analysis, the 64110A gives you a nonintrusive view of software in action in the form of histogram and graph displays. The histogram modes provide a fast way to locate system bottlenecks and identify inefficient portions of software. These display modes help you identify a processor stuck in a loop, see where software went into the weeds, or spot activity occurring in a forbidden area. A graph mode shows software performance data in chronological order.

Interactive measurements between all analyzer subsystems multiplies the power of the 64110A far beyond the capability of other logic analyzers. Cross arming and triggering between any of the analyzer subsystems helps identify the source of difficult hardware/software interaction problems, and resolves hardware/software fingerprinting issues.

In any phase, the 64110A is a pleasure to use. Directed syntax softkeys guide you through setups and measurements with a minimum of keyboard entries. Symbolic tracing means you interface with the analyzer using terminology you’re familiar with. And preprocessors with inverse assemblers let you view measurement results in familiar processor mnemonics. All of which lets you concentrate on the problem you’re trying to solve...not the analyzer.

Choose both and you’ll have your analysis needs covered.

When you combine both of these analyzers in your lab, you have a cost-effective solution to the day-to-day test and debug tasks, plus the power to deal efficiently with those complex troubleshooting jobs.

So before you buy any logic analyzer, be sure you explore the individual power of HP’s standalone analyzers...and the synergistic effect of a combination of instruments.

For complete details, call your local HP sales office listed in the telephone directory white pages. Ask for an HP field engineer in the electronic instruments department.

*U.S.A. list price only.
Functional programming and predicate calculus-type programming have at their core the use of a certain form of logic itself as the programming language. The two types use a formal specification language. Formal specifications may be regarded as a type of highly abstract program that can be converted and made concrete in accordance with system requirements. Making the conversion in the same language could be achieved by using actual logic blocks. This, according to Fuchi, will alleviate the problem of verifying programs. One reason that program verification is difficult is the low level of languages currently in use. For this reason, other programmers are slow to accept it. This phenomenon can be traced to the existing antiquated computer architecture. So, one cause for the "software crisis" lies in the very system of existing computers.

Verifying that programs are written correctly involves nothing more than verifying that the meanings of two statements are identical. Stated another way, it is simply a problem in semantics. While some current artificial intelligence languages may have simplified semantics, the languages actually present considerable difficulties. Fuchi says that, while the syntax of artificial intelligence languages often appears general and simple, the meanings of the words used within these syntaxes are quite specific and complex. This parallels the difficulties encountered in semantics of natural languages.

Fuchi contends that these difficulties reinforce the need for innovative programming styles and languages to support them. He says that while conventional languages are dedicated to the Von Neumann-type machine and are therefore semantically complex, logic-type languages with simple semantics infer that logic-type machines will also be simple. Thus, he calls logic programming "the missing link between knowledge engineering and parallel computer architectures."

The first task of the Fifth-Generation Computer Project is to develop the Personal Sequential Inference (PSI) machine that in effect, is a LISP machine using Pro-Log programming concepts. It will provide user interface facilities comparable to the LISP machines, have up to 2M bytes of memory, and exhibit a performance of 20k Pro-Log procedure calls per second. Following will be a more powerful and better-designed
Robots?
Not the walking, talking kind, of course. But fully automated machines that produce 128K ROMs faster and better than any human.
You'd be amazed at the delicate precision of their mechanical arms, doing everything from automatic die prep and lead frame preform insertion to eutectic die bonding. And their rapid-fire automatic lead bonding is 10 times faster than manual methods.
They're the results of the advanced technologists at NEC, designed to perform to an inhuman standard of quality.
What that means to you is dramatically higher quality and fast turnaround. 128K prototypes in 40 working days. Production quantities in just 12 to 14 weeks.

Take your pick: CMOS or NMOS.
Our new 128K CMOS ROMs save space and extend product life in low-power applications. Available in standard 28-pin plastic package or 52-pin flat package.
Or choose our 250 ns NMOS ROMs. Edge-triggered for speed and power. In 28-pin plastic or ceramic package.

Come see the robots.
To arrange a tour or just to find out more, write or call NEC Electronics U.S.A., Inc., Electronic Arrays Division, 550 E. Middlefield Rd., Mountain View, CA 94043, (415) 964-4321.
Woburn, MA (617) 935-6339; Melville, NY (516) 293-5660;
Columbia, MD (301) 730-8600; Pompano Beach, FL (305) 785-8250; Southfield, MI (313) 352-3770; Rolling Meadows, IL (312) 577-9090; Dallas, TX (214) 931-0641; Orange, CA (714) 937-5244; Cupertino, CA (408) 446-0650.
Oh, and don't worry, we also have the very best people in the industry telling these mechanical wizards what to do.
CPU design
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super PSI. In a parallel effort, a logic
based database unit will be built and
interfaced to the PSI machines.

For the long range, a fifth-genera­
tion system is scheduled to have the
following functions: problem-solving
and interface, knowledge based man­
agement, and an intelligent inter­
face. Targeted for this machine,
which will be composed of 1000 pro­
cessing elements of CPU and
memory, is a performance of 100M-
to 1G- procedure calls per second.
The knowledge based management
system, corresponding to today’s
disk and file systems, is expected to
have a capacity of up to 1000G
bytes. The intelligent interface sys­
tem is supposed to contain a vocab­
ulary of up to 10,000 words including
2000 grammar rules. This system
will ensure a 99% accuracy in syn­
tactic analysis of written natural
language. In addition, a speech re­
cognition system will be able to
recognize up to 50,000 words with
95% accuracy, while a graphics sys­
tem will be able to store up to 10,000
pieces of graphics and image infor­
mation.

These ambitious plans are, of
course, for a research machine and
do not constitute feasibility for
commercial applications until well
into the next decade.

—Nicolas Mokhoff, Senior Editor

Image transform adjusts hidden surfaces

Sophisticated 3-D mathematical
models can nearly mirror the physical
characteristics of real-world objects.
Yet, graphical display limitations
have hampered their use in computer
simulation, animation, and com­
puter-assisted design. However,
Manufacturing Consultants and
Services’ recent enhancements to the
Anvil 4000 mechanical CAD/CAM sys­
tem point to the possibility of inte­
grating hidden feature removal into
the 3-D model itself. On the other
hand, Megatek Corp’s Template®
graphics package focuses on feature
removal as part of the image trans­
formation process.

Although Template is a graphics
subroutine package and Anvil 4000 a
fully developed application, both
use 3-D mathematical models for
image transformations. Real-world
objects are defined in terms of a
3-axis coordinate system (ie, length,
width, and depth) as well as attri­
butes that describe these objects as
unique entities (eg, four connected
line segments form a rectangle).
Once an object has been described
in terms of an absolute coordinate
system (independent of view ori­
tentation), an image of this object is
generated with vector or raster coor­
dinates. This display list is what a
user sees on a display terminal. Any
changes the user makes to the image
do not alter the mathematical
model. In other words, vector end­
points (or raster coordinates) are
changed, not the coordinates de­
scribed in the mathematical model.

Template can only eliminate hid­
den features once the user defines
visible ones. Working with either
raster coordinates or vector end­
points, the user transforms the
image to the desired shape and
attaches attributes to polygon faces
that make up the image. Part of the
attribute information describes the
direction in which polygon vertices
are defined (clockwise/counter
clockwise). Normal vectors to each
polygon face are automatically cal­
culated. Users then have a series of
options that eliminate all (or a se­
lected portion) of polygon faces
pointing into the screen. This back­
face elimination process thus acts as
a filter after image transformation
occurs. A selective erase option also
allows users to manually delete fea­
tures from selected views (eg, menus
and dimensions).

Since each display session does
not affect the 3-D model, changes
can be quickly processed locally
without accessing the central data
base where the model is kept.
Changes to the model usually re­
quire that new display lists be gener­
ated and displayed again on the
user’s terminal. As a result, system
overhead increases, according to
Bob Bruns, Template development
manager.

However, according to Anvil 4000
development director, Ross Stout­
enborough, multiple display lists
must be stored if hidden features
have been defined for many views.
In fact, Template does store these
lists as metafiles for direct viewing,
or as input for further image
(continued on page 70)
How can you develop one system and offer your customers a choice of three?
Develop it around HP's new three-in-one microsystem.

Now you don't have to redesign your system to offer your customers a range of performance. Because the entire power range of HP's new A-Series computers fits into the same small, convenient package. At a slimmed-down starting price of $7445*

So you can offer 1 MIPS performance. Or floating point hardware and microprogramming in either a 1 MIPS or 3 MIPS computer. Whichever one your customer chooses, you can fit it easily into the same space in your system.

**Identical software keeps it simple.**

When you change processors, you don't have to go back to the drawing board with your programs. Because, in addition to compatible hardware, these computers run identical software. That's the best kind of compatibility you can buy.

Our A-Series family consists of the Micro 26, Micro 27 and Micro 29. The Micro 26 comes with integrated 9.4 Mb mini-Winchester disc and microfloppy. And it has 8 I/O slots, giving you plenty of room for our wide selection of I/O cards for instruments, measurement and control, and datacommunications, to name just a few.

The Micro 27 adds floating point hardware and microprogramming. And, for jobs needing up to three times the power, our 3 MIPS Micro 29 has got what it takes.

**Our brand new operating system really performs.**

That's one secret of our success. The new, full-function RTE-A real-time operating system provides the performance you need for your real-time automation applications. Ranging from dedicated machine control to monitoring instruments to supervising a whole network of computers.

This power, speed and I/O capacity also make our A-Series systems ideal for multi-user, multi-tasking environments.

Of course, these compact new computers are part of our newly expanded OEM program. This includes higher discounts and credits, extended warranties and free training. So you'll make more when you get your product to market. And you'll also get there faster with our new operating system and newly packaged microsystems.

If you'd like micro, mini or maxi performance in one micro package, call your local HP sales office listed in the white pages of your phone book. Ask for a technical computer representative. Or write for more information to: Hewlett-Packard, Attn. Greg Gillen, Dept. 11171, 11000 Wolfe Road, Cupertino, CA 95014. In Europe, write to Henk van Lammeren, Hewlett-Packard, Dept. 11171, P.O. Box 529, 1180 AM Amstelveen, The Netherlands.

*A600+ microsystem component, 128Kb memory, box, Winchester disc.

Prices are U.S.A. list in OEM quantities of 100 and include integrated peripherals, one interface card, RTE-A execute and 512Kb of memory for Micro 26 and Micro 27. Micro 29 includes 768Kb of memory.
Micro:
1 MIPS for $7445

Maxi:
3 MIPS, plus floating point hardware and microprogramming, for $16,350

Mini:
1 MIPS, plus floating point hardware and microprogramming, for $13,140

Whatever the level of performance you pick, it fits in this little 7" x 19" x 25.5" package.
Image transform
(continued from page 66)
transformations. Memory requirements further increase since the 3-D model must be saved at the end of each session, according to Stoutenborough.
To reduce memory requirements, Anvil 4000 maintains graphical attributes within the 3-D model itself. Thus, 3-D coordinates are used in place of the 2-D coordinates typically used for display lists. Physical characteristics (ie, height, width, depth) are retained. Likewise, geometrical relationships and textual information are stored. Even with the 3-D mathematical model, implementations like Template lose such attribute information when display lists are generated since they deal in 2-D coordinates.

Associating display attributes with the 3-D model allows polygon faces to hide all (or a portion) of other polygons without graphical computations. Anvil 4000 knows each view is to be displayed, and changes in one view do not impact the display of other views. Rather than work with polygon faces that approximate the actual object (a la Template), users manipulate the mathematical definition of that object. As with Template, users can select surfaces to hide other surfaces, or explicitly declare features to be hidden in a view. However, surfaces can also be partially hidden because the system is aware of the geometrics involved.

Since the hidden surface facility works on the graphics data base, display lists viewed at the terminal are not saved. Images are regenerated at the start of every session because part of the graphics data base is loaded locally at the terminal. Only state information (eg, changed attributes) contained in that data base is stored when the session ends—display lists disappear altogether.

Although such state information is not associated with the Template 3-D model, Bruns claims that application developers are free to implement such relationships when they use Template subroutines. Manufacturing and Consulting Services, Inc, 17942 Cowan, Irvine, CA 92714; Megatek Corp, 3985 Sorrento Valley Blvd, San Diego, CA 92121.

—Joseph Aseo, Field Editor
Circle 247—Manufacturing and Consulting Services, Inc
Circle 248—Megatek Corp

Let’s hear from you
We welcome your comments about this issue. Just jot them on the Reader Inquiry Card.
256K CMOS RAM
Better Performance than Bubble - at a Comparable Price

Compare these Key Features:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTEL iSBC 254 - 2A BUBBLE MEMORY BOARD</th>
<th>DTI CBC 256 CMOS STATIC RAM BOARD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>Multibus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Size</td>
<td>256K bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Voltages</td>
<td>5 V, 12 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Currents</td>
<td>3.0 A, 1.4 A (max.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycle Time</td>
<td>48 milliseconds avg.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Card Slots Required</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Temperature</td>
<td>0°-55°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multibus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>256K bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100 mA (max.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>500 nanoseconds typ.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0°-70°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ADDITIONAL FEATURES OF DTI'S CBC 256 INCLUDE:**
- All - CMOS technology.
- Flexible addressing:
  16 bit with paging
  or 20 bit contiguous
  (24 bit available Aug. '83)
- 8 or 16 bit data words.
- 3-year data retention time.
- 256K, 128K, 64K, 48K, 32K and 16K byte versions.

For more information regarding the CBC 256K CMOS Ram board, or any of our other all-CMOS Multibus boards, call or write Bill Long, CBC Product Manager at (601) 856-4121.

**Diversified Technology**
An Ergon Co.
P. O. Box 748, Ridgeland, MS 39157
Telex 58526.

Multibus and iSBC are trademarks of Intel Corp. Above specifications taken from manufacturers current published data.
ONE SLOT SHOPPING.

INTRODUCING
THE WINCHESTER/FLOPPY/TAPE
THREE-IN-ONE MULTIBUS CONTROLLER.

Try this on for size.
DSD's new 7215 single-board Multibus® controller/interface handles two SA1000-type 40Mb Winchesters, a ¼" streamer, and two 8" floppies.
Plus on-board data separation, 32-bit ECC, and self-diagnostics. All on the same board.
There's also a version for 5½" drives, the 5215, with similar capabilities.
And both are very, very quick.
Thanks to a pipelined architecture that moves data at non-interleaved speeds.

Top-of-the-line performance.
The 7215 and 5215 are the highest performance controllers on the market for 8" and 5½" drives.
And that makes them ideal for multiuser and UNIX™ applications.
They also emulate Intel® iSBC® 215 and iSBX™ 218 controllers so you can run RMX 86 anytime.
And with 24-bit addressing support, you can take advantage of high performance microprocessors like the 68000 and the new inexpensive memory chips to address larger physical RAM memory.
To tune system performance, both boards offer four alternatives for bus arbitration. As well as having the capability to boost system performance by performing overlapped seeks and multisector operations.

Plus the convenience to match.
The best part about all this performance is that it comes on one board. So it only takes up one backplane slot. And there are no extra boards to fool with.
As easy as that sounds, there are those of you who'd rather not do-it-yourself. For you, the 7215 controller is also available in our 770 storage systems.
And like all DSD products, our Multibus boards and systems are supported by our exclusive Rapid Module Exchange™ and regional service centers.

Shop around.
Compare our incomparable Multibus boards and systems to anything else you like. To make it easy, just send your business card to DSD Corporate Headquarters, Marketing Communications Department, for a free copy of "The Multibus Buyers Guide."
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CIRCLE 41
CP/M heads for the big time

A Z80 chip, a custom gate array, and interface software from Virtual Microsystems provide a CP/M co-processor for users of DEC’s LSI-11/23 based computers. The combination gives users access to the many available CP/M programs on the market. Both the Z80A and the gate array are packaged in a 40-pin DIP (the z-Chip), which is inserted in the floating point chip socket on the LSI-11/23, Micro-11, J-11, or DEC Professional Computer processor board.

Because of the proprietary gate array, the Z80 appears like an ordinary DEC floating point chip to the LSI-11 operating system. This design also lets the Z80 address system memory. In addition, the Z80 runs at its full 4 MHz, taking its timing signals from the system. When using the z-Chip with systems that only have one floating point chip socket, such as the Professional, the floating point option is unavailable. On LSI-11s with two sockets, however, both can run simultaneously.

The software package, called The Bridge, has two functions. Without the z-Chip, it acts as an 8080 simulator, running 8080 machine language programs 4 to 10 times slower than a 1-MHz 8080 would. If the z-Chip is present, the package runs programs at almost the full 4-MHz speed of the Z80.

As a simulator, the software package allows the sophisticated debugging and tracing utilities, which are native to the LSI-11 system, to be used in developing 8080 or Z80 based software. In conjunction with the z-Chip, it provides access to popular word processing and spreadsheet programs, along with access to the large-capacity hard disks and sophisticated peripherals of the LSI system.

DEC’s recently introduced single-user systems do not yet have a large base of applications software for business or professional use. Thus, the z-Chip provides the system integrator with added functionality when configuring systems. It is the lowest priced (and least capable) of equivalent programs written for minis, it has many useful features. Moreover, this software also alleviates the problem that information system managers often have with microcomputers—system incompatibility.

Since the system is intimately connected to the minicomputer and uses its storage and printers, the problems of incompatible disk formats or expensive separate printers, modems, and support are eliminated. On the other hand, spreadsheets, word processors, and other, essentially 8-bit utilities can run without loading down the mini’s 16-bit operating system.

With the Bridge software included, the z-Chip is list priced from $495 for the DEC Pro to $695 for the LSI-11/23, with OEM discounts available. The Bridge software is separately priced at $1000 to $3500, depending on configuration; z-Boards are priced near $1000 per user. Virtual Microsystems, 2150 Shattuck Ave, Berkeley, CA 94704. Circle 249

DATA COMMUNICATIONS

Terminals cater to distinct applications

As AT&T divests its regulated business from the unregulated side, Bell’s competitors can expect a steady stream of products for the home and office markets from its unregulated side. In anticipation of the breaking up of the Bell System, AT&T planners have orchestrated product introductions to fall within the timeframe stipulated by the antitrust settlement.

Thus, to no one’s surprise, Teletype Corp, a subsidiary of Western Electric, used this year’s May 16-19 National Computer Conference forum to toll its bell. The company announced four terminals that are expected to be available later this year. The terminals include a full-mapped graphics display unit, two different asynchronous interactive units, and an IBM 3270-compatible terminal with a 5½” diskette controller.

Long identified with the Teletypewriter Exchange System (TWX), Teletype has not introduced a new product line since 1975 when it came out with the 4540 and 4400 dumb terminals. These, however, were available only to users who signed up for AT&T’s regulated business transmission service. With its chains broken, the company has now unleashed an intelligent dot-mapped display terminal. Driven by Bellmac-32 (the 32-bit microprocessor from Bell Laboratories), the terminal uses the Unix operating system for its application programs.

This powerful combination allows programmers to simultaneously download multiple software programs
Graphics display terminal (continued from page 73)

from a host computer. The screen can then be divided into up to six windows of varying lengths and widths, allowing programmers to develop different portions of a single program, or multiple programs, in each window. Various editions of the same program can be displayed concurrently with both old and new editions of any program accessible during editing. The 5620 terminal can compile one program while users continue working on another. Thus, users can work on one program, display a second, and have the terminal execute a third. In this way, data can easily be compared. Users can also examine two sets of files at the same time, from more than one data base.

Data are displayed on a 800-dot x 1024-scan line 15”-diagonal screen that allows both graphics and line drawings to be viewed to a 100-dot/in resolution. The detachable low-profile keyboard has eight programmable function keys for different fonts and for cursor control. An optional mouse for controlling the cursor is also available.

Data are manipulated using internal 256K-byte RAM and 48K-byte ROM. Baud rates for transmission are key selectable and range from 300 to 19k bps. The unit is priced at $6115. The 5620 is intended, not as a standalone device, but rather to run with hosts under the Unix operating system Release V. This latest version of Unix should be available when the terminals are shipped in the last quarter of this year.

Complementing the 5620 are three terminals to be used in conjunction with host computers. The 5410 is an asynchronous terminal for applications in timesharing, inquiry response, data retrieval, and software development. It is a buffered version of the 5410. Both terminals are based on the ANSI 3.64 specifications for conversational terminals. The 5410 operates in a character-at-a-time mode while the 5420 has a buffer memory for 72 lines of display. This gives the user four modes for manipulating the data into a desired display.

Furthermore, the user can scan all 72 lines of available memory in the scroll mode. The horizontal split screen mode partitions the display into fixed and scrolling regions. The windowing mode divides the display into as many as four addressable windows that can look into the display’s memory. Finally, the page mode splits memory into three distinct 24-line pages that emulate three exclusive terminals.

The 5420 display can be changed from 80 to 132 columns to meet the needs of applications such as accounting spreadsheets and linedrawn graphics. Up to eight
Our Series/1 enhancements set new ideas in motion.

Thanks to what we've done for Series/1, our Value Added Remarketers will soon be able to do even more for their customers.

Nothing takes a smart remarketer farther than competitive products to remarket. That's why it's important news indeed that IBM has announced a series of enhancements for the Series/1.

New product ideas

There's a new high-end processor that doubles the Series/1's memory, supports more terminals and more applications, and represents a major gain in price/performance.

Then there's a more efficient high performance disk subsystem, containing 200-800 megabytes of storage incorporating cache technology for faster access time. A new, economical tape unit, with automatic loading. And a new Series/1 packaging that allows an entire system, including 30 megabytes of disk storage, to be contained in a desktop enclosure.

Moreover, there are enhanced operating systems, supporting more applications and attachments. There is new communications support. And, thanks to improved technology, Series/1 maintenance charges are lower as well.

New tools to work with

Series/1 is really only the beginning. VARs who qualify can also remarket the IBM Personal Computer, Displaywriter, Datamaster, CS-9000, 4300 systems and the new System/36.

Taken together all these systems give existing VARs a new competitive edge, and potential VARs new reasons to join with IBM. All in all, setting new ideas in motion.

For more information please use the coupon or call 1 800 IBM-VARS.

---

Larry Humphreys
IBM Distribution Channels
P.O. Box 76477
Atlanta, GA 30358

Please send me information about qualifying as a VAR.

Name ____________________________ Title ____________________________

Company ____________________________

Address ____________________________

City __________ State __________ Zip __________

Phone ____________________________
Graphics display terminal (continued from page 74)

System-defined function keys can be downloaded from a host, and up to eight other keys can be defined locally and stored in a nonvolatile memory. All keys are defined by an 80-character string and labeled as 16-character words on lines 26 and 27 of the display. Labels change as key functions are altered. A standard bidirectional buffered printer port accommodates local and online printing. The 5420 lists for $1495. The less costly ($995) 5410 has a character set that consists of the standard 128 ASCII characters plus a 96-line drawing graphics and special symbols capacity.

All the terminals feature nonglare displays with tilt and brightness controls. The keyboards meet the 30-mm DIN height specification. All keyboards can be stored on a shelf under the display, giving the operator more working space.

The fourth terminal is the company's answer to compatibility with IBM's computers. The 5540 is compatible with IBM's 3270 asynchronous terminal. It supports SNA/SDLC protocols as well as BSC line protocols. The terminal can replace existing SNA terminals without host software modifications. A 5 1/4" floppy disk drive is included for controller programming. The terminal contains a dual-microprocessor based controller for clustering up to 32 devices. Upgrading from BSC to SNA/SDLC is done by changing diskettes. The 5540 is also compatible with Teletype's 4540 displays and printers.

A lightweight low-profile keyboard with 3270-like key layouts includes 24 programmable function keys, an insert mode, an erase-to-end-of-file function, and a primary stroke capability on often-used keys. The list prices of the 5540 controllers range from $4500 to $11,500. The smaller 5548 display with the standard 24 programmable function keys lists for $1633. The optional lightpen, compatible with the 5540 displays, lists for $417. A typical cluster configuration, consisting of one controller, four displays, and one character printer has a list price of $13,234 while a controller, 24 displays, and two quietline printers together list for $61,882. Teletype Corp, 5555 Touhy Ave, Skokie, IL 60077. Circle 250

Information system inherits PBX and LAN traits

Simultaneous voice and data transmissions are promised for a distributed communication system that combines per-line switching of private branch exchanges (PBX) and packet switching of local area networks (LAN). The Rose information exchange from CXC Corp has the flexibility to handle anywhere from 192 to 50,000 subscribers on multiple processing nodes. Furthermore, the system is claimed to be the first to dynamically allocate bandwidth from the user's terminal or telephone to the long haul network.

By borrowing extensively from both PBX and LAN technology, the Rose exchange seeks to offer the advantages of both without being hindered by the limitations of either. Per-line switching present in PBXs is adept at handling fixed numbers of subscribers by using cross-point arrays (implemented currently as integrated circuits or stored programs). However, subscribers must be geographically concentrated due to the PBX's central location. Likewise, expansion requires installing several fixed capacity PBXs since incremental growth cannot be accommodated.

To extend the geographical range, LANs include sender and receiver ID information in all transmissions. The sender issues a datagram that includes a physical address and the intended receiver's symbolic address. If identified on the network, the intended receiver returns a physical address and the original sender's address on another datagram. This establishes a virtual circuit for actual message transfer.

However, the elaborate encoding and decoding process precludes using packet switching for short haul transmissions. Also, extensive signaling and overhead information must be used regardless of actual message size. Thus, fixed bandwidth schemes prevalent for such networks emphasize long messages.

(continued on page 82)
WE JUST CAN'T LEAVE A GOOD THING ALONE.
INTRODUCING
THE iSBC® 286/10.

How could we leave it alone?
When you've introduced the highest performing 16-bit CPU on the market, you've just got to make it immediately available at the board level.

Look at the stand alone specs of the 286. It offers three times the performance of any other microprocessor. It's got memory management and protection, on chip. It has 16 Mb of physical memory. It's compatible with Intel's new 80287 Math Coprocessor. And it's more than a match for today's powerful 16-bit operating systems.

Now, imagine all that raw power in the company of an Intel board.

Powerful, yes. But we couldn't leave the 286/10 alone.

So we designed it as part of a family. Joining five other new high performance MULTIBUS® boards and a real-time operating system: Intel's new iRMX® 286R. Fully compatible with our industry standard iRMX® 86 Operating System and its languages.

But we still couldn't leave the 286/10 family alone.

So we designed it to be totally compatible with every one of our iSBC 86, 88 families. A MULTIBUS board for every price and performance level. Complete with software.

But then, we couldn't even leave all our boards alone.

Not with board extensions available. Like our new iLBX® Intel's Local Bus Extension. It offers arbitration-free, direct access to high performance memory. With three times the performance of any other bus system.

All this togetherness comes down to Intel's concept of "Open Systems." Giving designers and management complete flexibility, through our entire product line. Rapid, easy access to VLSI, via industry standards.

Performance Comparisons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MHz</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available</td>
<td>early 1984</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Based on Eratosthenes Sieve Benchmark in PASCAL. Details available from Intel.
“Eratosthenes Sieve Prime Number Benchmark on the iSBC 286/10 Board,” literature order number 210584.

And naturally, when you go with Intel, you'll never be alone. We'll be there, with hardware and software support. Training, consulting and servicing. Helping you to reduce your risk, by minimizing your initial investment and maximizing your design's total potential.

Call us, toll-free. (800) 538-1876. In California, (800) 672-1833. In Europe and Japan, contact your local Intel Sales Office. We'll send you information on our new high performance products and a board development kit. A kit that'll get you started for less than $10K.

And, if you don't mind us saying so, that alone should be enough to make you want to call.
Ding, dong, the "Which" is dead.
Our newest low price
Winchester
disk controller
lowers the
boom.

If, by any chance, you've been uncertain which company has the lowest price, highest value Winchester disk controllers, our new WD1000-05 will lay that "which" to rest.

Simply put, the WD1000-05 is the new price leader in hard disk controllers. How much a price leader? Our one-piece price, if you care to order an evaluation unit, is just $150. Can you imagine what we must be selling these for in OEM quantities!

The WD1000-05 is designed for those systems builders who (a) want to offer a hard-disk based system to stay competitive and, (b) who recognize that shaving $100 or more from their manufacturing costs could be the key to success.

Our new WD1000-05 is no stripped-down model, either. It includes our remarkable VLSI WD100 Winchester Disk Controller, and WD1100-II Support Device. There is on-board sector buffering, data separation, write compensation and error-checking, too. All on one board, designed to mount atop a 5½" drive.

Call our Controller Hotline, 714/966-7827, for up-to-date details. Or send us your company PO or check for $150 and we'll send you an WD1000-05 board for evaluation. It's our way of keeping you on top of things.

Components Group, 2445 McCabe Way, Irvine, CA 92714, (714) 557-3550

WESTERN DIGITAL CORPORATION
Introducing the Munchkin, the lower cost solution to 5¼" floppy disk control.

Looking for a lower cost solution to interfacing 5¼" floppy disk drives to your system? Let our new WD1770 show you the way. We call it the Munchkin. You'll call it the economical solution you need in today's price sensitive systems market.

The WD1770 is a diminutive one-chip controller/formatter that masters both single and double density 5¼" floppies. It gives you all the features of our FD1793. Plus Digital Data Separation and Write Precompensation. On one chip. With just 28 pins. Component count is reduced, too. Which saves beaucoup board space. And on-chip digital data separation eliminates the manufacturing cost of tweaking PLL data separation.

A single read line is the only input required to recover serial FM or MFM data from the disk. Data rates are selectable. So are sector lengths. And a new programmable Motor On feature pre-enables the spindle motor. Stepping rates are compatible with the FD1793. Or, for rates of 2, 3, 5 or 6 msec, specify the WD1772 version.

Why wait? Call our Controller Hotline at 714/966-7827 for immediate information. Or write Kathy Braun on your letterhead for a free sample. Then find out for yourself why we say the Munchkin is such a big deal.

*Munchkin is a trademark of Western Digital Corporation

WESTERN DIGITAL CORPORATION

Components Group, 2445 McCabe Way, Irvine, CA 92714, (714) 557-3550
That is, they combine several short messages into a single long one if sent to the same receiver.

The CXC exchange overcomes these limitations by supporting intranode communications (a node containing up to 192 subscribers) with per-line switched station interface modules (SIM) and internode communications with packet-switched network interface modules (NIM). As many as 64 node processors can be linked in a cluster to serve 12,288 subscribers. More than 50,000 subscribers are linked when a maximum of four such clusters are connected. Both broadband and baseband network techniques establish virtual circuits between subscribers on different node processors.

The Rose revolves around SIM functions. Digitized voice and data transmission are passed at 192k bps between a user's telephone/terminal and one of four quad-per-line switches (QPLS) contained in a single SIM. Since 2-pair wire is used as a transmission medium, time division multiplexing (TDM) techniques split the 192k-bps frame of information into two clear channels of voice and data with 64k bps allocated to each. A third 64k-bps channel is used for packet and control information.

Intranode transmission usually involves switching within a SIM (each SIM handles 16 lines) or between any of the three SIMs contained in a node processor. Data transmissions can be increased from 64k bps to 128k bps if there is no simultaneous voice transmission. If all four lines controlled by a single QPLS are tied together, data transmission rates jump to 512k bps. Variable bandwidth allocation in 8k bps TDM windows allows the node to dynamically configure as a ring or multidrop network topologies in addition to traditional point to point communications.

For internode transmissions, the SIM splits the control and packet information from the voice and data frames, and passes it to the NIM for transmission on an Ethernet network. The Ethernet network provides message routing between nodes. Datagram services for message routing are provided on the Ethernet network. Actual message transfers occur on the virtual circuit established on the broadband network. Each NIM handles 12 station modules.

Voice and data channels are passed to the NIM with an HDLC-like bit-oriented protocol. The path between the SIM and NIM can also be allocated in 8k-bps increments from 8k bps to 2M bps. Likewise, the traffic between the NIM and the (continued on page 84)
For the first time... an oscilloscope to match the timing accuracy demands of today's fastest technologies.

Laboratory quality timing accuracy plus the convenience of a portable oscilloscope.

If the accuracy of your timing measurements must keep pace with the latest technology, the HP 1726A Time Interval Oscilloscope is your best solution. It can handle tough timing problems. Although most general-purpose, laboratory oscilloscopes solve a variety of problems, their timing accuracy is typically design limited to ±500 picoseconds. This simply is not adequate for designing and producing many of today's products.

Introducing the 50 ps scope. HP's 1726A time-interval oscilloscope solves this timing limitation with a revolutionary approach. Its new method of making timing measurements is based on combining HP counter technology with HP's advanced oscilloscope triggering circuits. The results? New levels of accuracy (±50 ps), resolution (±10 ps), and repeatability (±30 ps). All this in a portable package that won't clutter your bench or test station. Typically, the 1726A's accuracy is a factor of ten improvement over most laboratory scopes, including the one you're probably using or planning to purchase.

Also, it provides accurate first-pulse measurements... and it's easy to use.

Check the time interval table.
With the 1726A, your time-interval answers are consistently accurate... and oscilloscope timing calibration is preserved even with its Time/Div vernier out of detent. In fact, intervals as long as 1.2 µs can be measured with ±50 ps accuracy.

For unprecedented convenience and ±30 ps repeatability, dial in start/stop trigger levels with 1 mV resolution, position the on-screen markers, and read the answer on the 1726A's LED display. You get fast, convenient, results you can trust... time after time.

Meeting the needs of today's technology.
With continuing IC advances, you'll need the capabilities of the 1726A in your lab or production area. Use it to uncover 400 ps clock skew in computer mainframes. Determine 200 ps propagation delays in IC's or hybrids. With the 1726A's 50 ps accuracy, observe the 20 ns round-trip delay of a test signal within a test system. Or, tie the 1726A to your data-logging system through its HP-IB interface. And with its time-interval module turned off, you'll find the 1726A to be a high-quality, general-purpose, dual-channel 275 MHz oscilloscope.

Get all the details by calling your local HP sales office listed in the telephone directory white pages. Ask for the electronic instruments department.

HEWLETT PACKARD

CIRCLE 46
Information system (continued from page 82)

broadband network can vary from 8k bps to 24M bps.

Thus, total traffic can vary between not only intranode and internode transmissions, but also between simultaneous voice (56k-bps) conversations and data sessions (up to 512k bps). In fact, the 33M-bps broadband ring network is treated as a pool of traffic capacity that each node draws on as needed. For example, this bus can be viewed as a pool of 512 simultaneous voice conversations, or over 4000 full-duplex data sessions running at 8k bps or less. Each node can also handle such tasks as voice and text mail, message store and forward, and call cost accounting. In addition, up to four MC68000 microprocessors are available for application software. One MC68000 processor with 1M byte of memory is dedicated to executing the network operating system. The other 16-bit microprocessors can manage peripherals, such as printers and disk drives, as network resources. A single 8-bit microprocessor oversees the operation of each SIM in the node.

DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS

Development software in silicon

A totally silicon based target-resident development environment supports the development of realtime software on the actual target system. Sphere, from Infosphere, uses a threaded code Forth-like language that blurs distinctions between various language facilities. This language can be augmented with user-defined extensions.

The Sphere system fits into 16K of ROM and is built around a run-time nucleus that includes a multitasking executive, run-time primitives, and some commonly used device drivers. Other device drivers can either be written in the system’s high level Forth-like language or in the processor’s native assembler. The run-time primitives are written in the target microprocessor’s native machine language. These primitives adapt the microprocessor to a standardized 16-bit architecture. This architecture includes such operators as arithmetic and stack manipulators, interrupt handling operators, and task control operators.

To support an unlimited number of tasks, the multitasking executive uses interprocess communication and a round-robin execution of equal priority tasks. The run-time nucleus can be used as the minimal run-time environment in the final system once software development is completed and volume production started. With this system, the entire 16K-byte development environment can remain in the final product. This allows for software enhancements or for field development of different applications (e.g., realtime control systems).

Currently implemented for the DEC PDP-11/LSI-11 family, the Motorola 6809, and the Zilog Z80, Sphere can be adapted to further processors by rewriting the run-time nucleus. For those time-critical program portions requiring absolute machine code, a processor-specific native assembler is provided for each supported processor. In addition, the development system features a compiler-compiler, a language facility allowing the adaptation of extensions to meet specific needs at a high language level. Using the self-defining characteristics of a Forth-like language, the user can create new language elements and data types that are specific to a given application.

For instance, the standard operator set includes emulators for programmable logic arrays and programmed logic sequencers. Such operators, as well as others that can be user defined, allow implementation of the state machine characteristics of embedded realtime systems. As a result of the system’s threaded code characteristics, applications become an integral part of the programming environment. Applications are made up of one or more concurrent tasks and can include a subset of the system’s supplied, predefined operators in addition to user-defined operators.

Two complete configurations of the development system are available for the DEC Falcon SBC-11/21 single-board computer. One version includes the pretested Falcon computer, a VT-103 terminal, Sphere license and software, power supply, mass storage, and I/O expander. The other version is available without terminal, power supply, or mass storage. **Infosphere, Inc, 4730 SW Macadam Ave, Portland, OR 97201. Circle 252**

Each subscriber can access the Rose exchange system with a telephone, 30-key alpha keyboard/speed dialer, RS-232 interface, and LCD display. Users need only minimal training to access system functions because the LCD display prompts them through the operation of the terminal’s 14 soft keys.

The CXC Rose is scheduled for production late this year. Price and configuration are available upon request. **CXC Corp, 2852 Alton Ave, Irvine, CA 92714. Circle 251**

August Preview—
Watch for a major staff-written review on 16-bit operating systems.
Take A Closer Look At The MPC Alternatives

- Ergonomics
- Price/Performance
- Plug Compatible Emulation
- UL Listed
- FCC & CSA Approved
- Available Now*

MPC 1100
The MPC 1100 video display terminal is a comprehensive PERKIN-ELMER™ 1251 Emulator. It is 100% plug compatible with all RELIANCE-PLUS™ operating system software and application programs. An advanced monochrome alphanumeric terminal, the 1100 offers significant advantages over the 1251 personality.

MPC 2100
The MPC 2100 series of color video display terminals emulate the full functionality of the ISC 8301™ series. They accept the software commands of PLOT-10™, IGS™ and ISSCO™ graphic software. A high resolution, self convergent monitor assures superior color graphics.

MPC 1200
The MPC 1200 series are ANSI 3.64 video display terminals. The 1200 fully emulates the DEC™ VT/131 & VT/132. The MPC 1250 is completely compatible with DEC™ VT/125 architecture, accepting all REGIS™ software commands to produce superior bit-map graphics.

MPC's Alternatives bring you the costly options of other terminals as standard features. A new generation of engineering excellence delivers an unmatched range of standard features:

- **14" Screen**: Enlarged screen assures easier reading and reduced eyestrain.
- **Detachable Keyboard**
- **24 Programmable Function Keys**: Plus, the numeric keypad adds 10 more programmable function keys!
- **40/80/132 Columns**: User selectable for individual needs.
- **Enhanced Scrolling**: Jump, Smooth, and Bi-directional scrolling for easier reading and editing.
- **8 Pages of Video Memory**: Two RS-232 Ports
- **Double High/Double Wide Character Capability**
- **Soft Set-Up Mode Plus Host Configurable**: All attributes can be changed dynamically from keyboard or host computer.
- **Multiple Screen Attributes**
- **Flexible Split Screens**
- **Color Monitor Option**: All MPC terminals also available in color.

You’ll See Built-in Extras as Standard Features

- **Enhanced Scrolling**: Jump, Smooth, and Bi-directional scrolling for easier reading and editing.
- **8 Pages of Video Memory**: Two RS-232 Ports
- **Double High/Double Wide Character Capability**
- **Soft Set-Up Mode Plus Host Configurable**: All attributes can be changed dynamically from keyboard or host computer.
- **Multiple Screen Attributes**
- **Flexible Split Screens**
- **Color Monitor Option**: All MPC terminals also available in color.

Contact Your Nearest MPC Distributor

- **Kierulff Electronics**: Call your Kierulff Division, (outside Calif. 800-338-8811)
- **Computer Peripherals Inc.**, Richardson, TX (214) 644-3606
- **Digital Solutions, Inc.**, Marietta, GA (404) 955-4488
- **Dayton-Forrester Associates**, Canoga Park, CA (213) 701-0127
- **Pro Com Sales**, Elk Grove, IL (312) 860-1028
- **The Tricom Group**, Hicksville, NY (516) 681-1222
- **MIDCOM COMMUNICATIONS, INC.**, Southfield, MI (313) 353-5836
- **Computer Dataco Inc.**, Kansas City, MO (816) 221-1212
- **Peripheral Business Systems**, Kirkland, WA (206) 823-6661
- **Peripheral Equipment**, Pleasant Grove, UT (801) 785-909
- **Dynamic Systems North West**, Mukilteo, WA (206) 745-5311
- **RC Data Inc.**, San Jose, CA (408) 946-3800
- **Trans Alaska Data Systems, Inc.**, Anchorage, AK (907) 561-1776
- **Andor Systems**, Ontario, Canada (416) 746-2775
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WE DON'T MEASURE WINCHESTER CAPACITY JUST IN MEGABYTES.

We measure it in terms of production capacity. Capacity for technological innovation. And capacity for building-in quality at the lowest possible cost.

We're the Tandon 5¼" Winchester Company. And we're at a disadvantage. Unlike our Tandon sister companies, we're not the world's production leader in our field. We're only number two. Though not by much. Like the Tandon 5¼" Floppy Company, we didn't start first, but we intend to finish first.

We build a wide range of drives. Open-loop and high performance closed-loop models. Right now, we have the capacity to build and ship 60,000 drives a month. That means that we have the capacity in place to be number one in 5¼" Winchesters. And we intend to be. By offering you what no other Winchester manufacturer can.

No other Winchester company makes so many of the parts that go into its drives.

No other Winchester company builds its own heads.

No other Winchester company manufactures more of its own plated media and its own PC board assemblies.

Our innovative products are backed with a 105% guarantee. Including our brand-new half-height 5¼" drives. With 6.4 and 12.8MB in half the space of traditional 5¼" Winchesters.

We're dedicated to building more drives with more capacity in less space for less cost.

Which means we're dedicated to being the world's leading producer of 5¼" Winchesters.

TANDON 5¼" WINCHESTER COMPANY.
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Monolithic Systems Corporation has provided reliable DEC compatible memory products for over 12 years. In fact, MSC patented the first semiconductor memory product in 1974! The success of Monolithic Systems has been attributed to products that perform better than any other in the business, products that have the modularity to grow with the systems that they’re installed in and products that offer the best price in the market. These claims are supported by a one-year warranty which underscores MSC’s superior quality in design and manufacturing.

In 1983 MSC will continue to lead the market with products for Q-BUS* and VAX* machines. These products will be very formidable contenders for years to come. As always, Monolithic Systems will be on the leading edge of memory technology and innovation with products to last the life of your machine.

For further information on Monolithic Systems Corporation and how we may support your computer needs, call Toll Free 1-800-525-7661.
In the harsh world that is ruggedized distributed processing, networks that reconfigure at will can sustain damage yet keep on computing.

by Ralph Mauriello

As distributed processing applications multiply, designers are paying increasing heed to matters of reliability and system recovery. Nowhere is this trend more prevalent than in the ruggedized installations common to many military settings. In such places, the failure of a communication path or system node can have serious consequences. The simple inconvenience and lost time associated with such failures in less harsh environments now literally become matters of life and death.

As a result, novel schemes for distributed systems are constantly being developed. In such schemes, hardware embodying new technology, software capable of recovering from catastrophic failure, and system concepts that embrace redundancy are at the fore. By adopting these concepts, system manufacturers can improve distributed system performance for office, factory, and other civilian areas.

Ralph Mauriello is a senior technical staff member at Litton Data Systems, MS 44-52, 8000 Woodley Ave, Van Nuys, CA 91409, where he is responsible for distributed processing technology applications. He is also interested in emulation design and applications. Mr Mauriello has a BSEE from the University of Southern California and an MSEE from the University of California, Los Angeles.

Litton, a longtime supplier of ruggedized hardware, uses a unique approach to the problems of reliable distributed systems. The advantages of this approach are that processing, data, and control are all truly distributed around the system and configurability allows the system to change according to real-world conditions.

In this system, each node's processing ability can range from one low cost, software compatible distributed processing system (DPS) microprocessor to multiple, high throughput number crunchers. The application programs are distributed as determined by system response time requirements.

The system data base, which is also distributed, has portions that can be replicated at various nodes to ensure that system response time requirements are satisfied. However, only one change authority for each data element of the data base is allowed. Along with the processing and the data base, the
system control is also distributed. Local or nodal control is exercised at each node by a replicated executive program. Overall system or network control is accomplished by an executive module that can be located at any one of the system's nodes.

This distributed processing system provides efficient handling of functionally partitioned software tasks. Each software module can issue action requests to other modules, whether local or remote to the node, while the entire transaction is transparent to the requesting module.

The unifying element of this processing system is the serial interelement bus (SIB). This bus connects all nodes by means of a serial 20M-bit fiber optic link. Key features of the bus are dual-loop redundancy with continuous loop monitoring to permit automatic reconfiguration, a reassignable bus controller function to preclude single-point failure, and replicated bus access logic. Other characteristics include self-determination for bus access by each node; direct element to element addressing; four addressing modes; two types of interchangeable transmission media—fiber optics and coax cable; support for system and remote bootload request capability; provision for multiple bus systems; and a 20M-bps transfer rate. These combined features eliminate the possibility of a single failure bringing down the entire system.

The SIB consists of a primary loop for data and a secondary loop for backup. Broken cables or failed nodes are automatically detected and the bus reconfigured to permit complete fail-safe operation. Bus operation is under the control of the bus controller node, which can be any node on the bus. This node continually monitors bus operation for abnormal conditions. There is also a backup bus controller that monitors both the bus and the bus controller. This backup assumes control when it determines that the current controller has failed. Control logic for bus access is fully replicated and independent in each node.

A node's processing ability can range from a single central processing unit (CPU) element to a large multiprocessor. The heart of an element, the simplest form of a node (Fig 1), is a standard internal bus known as the intra-element bus (IEB). All CPUs, memories, and input/output (I/O) interface cards are required to interface with the IEB. The I/O cards can interface with peripheral devices that are currently used in military computer systems.

One of the many configurations possible is a cluster (Fig 2). Adding memory management provides memory protection and paging for up to 2M words of shared memory. Four elements are shown, each capable of simultaneous, independent computation. Elements and clusters can be tied together using the company's SIB. Fig 3 shows a large distributed system configured for a typical military application. All elements and clusters are interconnected to permit complete exchange of
control and data. With the DPS hardware and firm­
ware support, the software design can be greatly
simplified to permit this function.

The three major functions of the DPS software
are system initialization, system control, and local
control. System initialization permits bootloading
and startup of all processors from a single initia­
tion point. Programs required by all processors
reside in a single mass memory bootload medium
that can be replicated if desired. Once the system
has been initialized, the control software periodi­
cally monitors bus and processor performance with
fault recovery and degraded mode routines. The
software also oversees all bus controller functions
and allows a unit that has been removed for main­
tenance to return to normal operation. The local
control software, replicated in every processor, is
based on available military operating systems.
Those portions of the operating systems not ap­
licable to distributed processing are removed, and
the modules required for control and distributed
processing are added.

Simulation testing stresses reconfigurability
The first application of the DPS was in a combat
simulation test system (CSTS) aboard a U.S. Navy
destroyer of the Spruance class. The CSTS simulates
a total combat situation at dockside or at sea. Using
the ship’s installed equipment, realistic training is
provided for the entire combat team. Simulation is
provided for the principal sensors of the gunfire
control system, the underwater fire control system,
the missile fire control system, the search radar,
and internal ship sensor systems. In addition, simu­
lating external communication permits data
exchanges with other ships and intercepting air­
craft to be included. Before DPS based simulations,
most ships’ systems operated on a standalone
basis, a situation that limited training and pre­
cluded realistic interaction between the various
systems.

By providing common surface, subsurface, and
air targets to the ship’s combat system, the CSTS
can simulate the entire ship’s external environ­
ment. This test system translates complex, multi­
threat scenarios for operator training. Detailed
scripts, entered on disk files, define threats from
surface, subsurface, air targets, or various combi­
nations thereof. Each scenario can generate up to
999 tracks; as many as 64 of these tracks can be dis­
played simultaneously. Scenarios can be sus­
pended, advanced, changed, or resumed at any time.

A 20M-bit serial bus in the CSTS is implemented
in a dual-loop configuration [Fig 4(a)]. Informa­
tion transfer on the primary and secondary loops
occurs in opposite directions; the loops are com­
pletely independent of each other. In normal oper­
atation, the primary loop is used for data transfer
while the secondary loop carries a predefined idle
pattern. This technique allows each node in the
loop to constantly monitor the status of both
loops. A failure of either loop—loss of signal/
synchronization—will be detected and the bus
automatically reconfigured [Fig 4(b)]. Since all
nodes are operational and internode communica­
tions are intact, the training exercise will proceed
without interruption. Should a node fail, the exer­
cise will continue as though battle damage or cir­
cuit failure has caused the loss of a sensor.

Combat system requirements, which are natu­
rally more stringent than those for training and test
systems, dictated special care in distributed nodes
and data bus design. Increased survivability, mini­
mized host interference, minimized software im­
pact on the host processor by using a bus interface
card set, and dual-loop interconnectability were the
Fig 4 A dual-loop, 20M-bps bus with data flow in contra rotation (a) is the basis of the distributed system. The bus can be reconfigured by shunting (b) if a broken cable of a failed node disrupts normal operation. If a failure in the primary link occurs (c), control can be switched to an auxiliary link to avoid shunting.

needed improvements. As a result of the stringent criteria in these areas, a modified design now provides a 3-card set for interfacing the nodal interface bus (NIB)—the name for the improved 20M-bit serial bus—and the IEB.

This 3-card set improves survivability, the first important criterion, by increasing the number of available transmission paths. Survivability, a major requirement in ruggedized systems, permits operation after battle damage and/or equipment malfunction. This requirement is usually met by the use of redundancy and maintainability; usually, only surviving single-point failures are addressed. Recently developed tactical systems stress continued operation, despite battle damage, by the use of distributed processing with a high speed data bus interconnecting distributed resources.

Key to achieving greater survivability is the design of both the system elements and the communication links between the distributed system’s elements. Communication links must be both high in speed and efficient in order to handle the volume of communication between elements; they must also provide acceptable response times. The basic system design requires that processing take place either at the elements where the data are collected or at the location where the processed data are required. This processing location is determined by reducing the amount of data that must be communicated among the elements, and by satisfying system response times. The link must also be able to survive either single or multiple failures in the link or processing elements.

**Increased survivability with interconnection**

By improving upon the previous bus design, increased survivability is possible. Whereas the previous systems could sustain only one failure before breaking up into multiple isolated loops, the improved systems can sustain several failures in a single loop before breaking up. One advantage of this design is that transmission is possible on either a main or an auxiliary loop of the NIB. In the old configuration, a single broken wire would require shunting, thus making the loop vulnerable to a second failure. With the improved designs, however, several cable failures can be sustained without shunting. Fig 4(b) shows that a single failed cable in the old system results in a shunt condition. Fig 4(c) shows that data transmission around the loop can be achieved in spite of the broken cable. This can be done without shunting by simply switching to the auxiliary loop. Fifty percent of subsequent failures can be accommodated by shunting, thus keeping the NIB fully intact.

Furthermore, a new scheme (Fig 5) increases system survivability by interconnecting the main loop with the succeeding downloop nodes. The auxiliary loop is interconnected so that it skips a node; any failure on the main loop causes automatic switching to the auxiliary loop. As with the scheme shown in Fig 4(c), subsequent failures to the main loop will not affect operation. This interconnect scheme can also sustain failures in the auxiliary loop while maintaining complete communication between all nodes. Though the algorithm for implementing the reconfiguration is more complex than that required for the interconnect scheme shown in Fig 4(c), the added reconfigurability gives this interconnect scheme greater use.

![Fig 5](image-url) Reconfiguration allows the system to operate when both the main and the auxiliary links have sustained damage. Failure in the main loop causes automatic switch to the auxiliary loop. A second failure in the auxiliary loop causes shunting of nodes A and E. Communication is thus maintained between all nodes.
CEAG'S MILITARY RELIABILITY GOES INDUSTRIAL

What Will Your Next Generation Computer Need?

2.0 Volts 3.0 Volts 5.0 Volts 5.5 Volts or 6.0 Volts
PROGRAMMABLE
@300 to 3000 Amps

CEAG ELECTRIC CORPORATION, manufacturer of highly reliable military specification power supplies, introduces a new industrial modular building block supply. User can select outputs. Up to ten supplies can be easily placed in parallel.

INPUTS: 208 ± 10% rms volts
30 3 wire - 47 to 450Hz

OUTPUTS: Single - selectable by jumper
2.0 vdc 300 amps, or
3.0 vdc 300 amps, or
5.0 vdc 300 amps, or
5.5 vdc 300 amps, or
6.0 vdc 300 amps

SIZE: 5 X 14 X 16 in. WEIGHT: 30 lbs.

REMOTE MONITORING: Power supply status - current and temperature
LOCAL SENSE: Automatic
REMOTE SENSE: Standard
HOLD UP TIME: > 20ms
RIPPLE AND NOISE: 15mV rms 50mV p-p 50MHz
MARGINING: Continuously adj. ± 10% max.
OPERATING TEMP: 0 - +65°C No derating

VOLTAGE PROTECTION: Over and Under
PROGRAMMING: Over voltage
INDICATION: Over temperature and under voltage
EFFICIENCY: > 70% (typ)
EMI: FCC compliant

Designed to meet U/L, CSA and VDE safety requirements

CEAG ELECTRIC CORP.
Power Supply Division
1324 Motor Parkway, Hauppauge, New York 11788 • 516-582-4422
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Besides survivability, the 3-card set design meets other improvement requirements. Direct memory access for the card set and a programmable microprocessor within the card set permit execution of all bus functions within the microprocessor. Dual-loop capability is improved by an additional 3-card set that provides an interface to the second NIB and direct interconnection of the interface card sets, thereby eliminating node processor software and interference.

Reduced interference with the node CPU and minimized impact on the node processor software directly result from using a microprocessor in the node interface controller. This permits bus protocols, bus controller functions, and message routing to be supervised at the interface controller, thus removing these responsibilities from the node processor. Resulting response time improvements meet the requirements of a realtime combat system. The software impact on the node main processor is now limited to the development of an I/O handler appropriate for the architecture being emulated.

Litton's DPS concept calls for the use of multiple architectures. Before the DPS, all bus functions had to be implemented in software and, therefore, in the native language of the target computer being emulated. Placing all of these functions outside the node processor eliminates the costs traditionally associated with developing the bus function software.

In applications where survivability and reconfigurability are paramount, this network scheme proves to be a viable architecture. Although the network criteria described here are currently the sole province of military application systems, this will not be the case for very long. As distributed systems proliferate to other settings—such as hospitals, financial institutions, and realtime control environments—the need for reliable, reconfigurable performance will become evident. Moreover, as manufacturers and system integrators assume increasing liability for their products' shortcomings, their incentive to ensure continued operation—or, at the very least, graceful failure under less than optimum conditions—will increase.

The DPS provides a viable alternative to link failures. The design's simplicity is likely to attract both generals and general managers concerned with their distributed processing systems' ability to keep on computing in both simulated and real-world conditions.
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**High resolution, low cost graphics should be more than a retrothought.**

Why settle for a low resolution retrofit graphics terminal when you can have a VISUAL high resolution terminal with quality and reliability built in. And at a cost that makes retrofits overpriced.

The VISUAL 500 and VISUAL 550 emulate the Tektronix 4010/4014 but cost only about half as much. And they provide 585(V) x 768(H) resolution for sharp text and graphic display on a large 14” screen without the need to add boards or change the CRT. This superior resolution offers the ideal vertical to horizontal dot density ratio of 1:1 for balanced images and reduces the “stairstep” effect you get with most retrothoughts.

The VISUAL 500 provides selectable emulations of the DEC VT52, Data General D200, Lear Siegler ADM3A, and Hazeltine 1500 terminals. The VISUAL 550 is DEC VT100 protocol-compatible as well as a character or block mode terminal which complies to the ANSI X3.64 standard.

Call or write for a free comprehensive reference booklet on graphics terminals including a glossary of graphics buzzwords.

**VISUAL 500/550**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VISUAL</th>
<th>RETROTHOUGHTS</th>
<th>DIGITAL ENGINEERING</th>
<th>SELANAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>VT640S</td>
<td>DG650S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>585</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>768</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>480</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14”</td>
<td>14”</td>
<td>12”</td>
<td>12”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix 4014 Compatible</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Tablet Support</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Vendor Printer Support</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Dir. Cross Hair Cursor</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>OPT</td>
<td>OPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programmable Function Keys</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tilt/Swivel Enclosure</td>
<td>STD</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatibility</td>
<td>VT52</td>
<td>VT100</td>
<td>VT100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VT100</td>
<td>VT200</td>
<td>VT200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VT100</td>
<td>VT300</td>
<td>VT300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VT100</td>
<td>VT400</td>
<td>VT400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VT100</td>
<td>VT500</td>
<td>VT500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VT100</td>
<td>VT600</td>
<td>VT600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VT100</td>
<td>VT700</td>
<td>VT700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VT100</td>
<td>VT800</td>
<td>VT800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VT100</td>
<td>VT900</td>
<td>VT900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VT100</td>
<td>VT100</td>
<td>VT100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VT100</td>
<td>VT100</td>
<td>VT100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VT100</td>
<td>VT100</td>
<td>VT100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VT100</td>
<td>VT100</td>
<td>VT100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRICE (suggested list**)</td>
<td>$2,495</td>
<td>3,025</td>
<td>3,025</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Retrothoughts price includes DEC VT100* terminal based on published information as of 4/83.
There's only one single-chip hard disk controller that really lives up to its name.

Ours.  
\[ \mu \text{PD7261D} \]

T theirs.  
\[ \text{ST506} \]
\[ \text{SMD} \]
\[ \text{Sync Detector} \]
\[ \text{FIFO} \]
\[ \text{ECC} \]
NEC's single-chip HDC, the µPD7261D. It outperforms the competition one to five.

At NEC, we don't think a single-chip HDC should require three or four extra chips to make it do all you want it to do. Obviously, not everyone agrees.

But, unlike the competition's, our single-chip HDC has all the essentials built right in. Including control commands for both SMD and ST506 interfaces. ECC error detection. Sync detection. And even an 8-byte FIFO to compensate for DMA controller latency.

Not only does our single chip do more, it does everything better. For example, its data speeds are 20% faster than any other HDC (12MHz/SMD and 6MHz/ST506). It uses higher level commands so it needs less software. And it performs overlapped seeks, which means it can position read/write heads for more than one drive simultaneously.

Even more impressive is the versatility. You'll be able to use the µPD7261D to control virtually any hard disk, from 5" Winchesters to 14" SMDs. And it can handle as many as 4 ST506 and 8 SMD disks at the same time.

Our controller is ready to save you time and space right now. And we're fully second-sourced.

NEC is already famous for its floppy disk controllers (µPD765A for standards and minis; µPD7265 for microfloppies). Now we're out to make a reputation for our µPD7261 Hard Disk Controller. The world's first single-chip HDC that deserves its name.

For a data sheet, contact NEC Electronics, One Natick Executive Park, Natick, MA 01760, Attn: Hard Disk Controllers.
If you're trying to support more than 4 programmers doing 8086 software with stand-alone microprocessor development systems, here's an offer you'd be crazy to refuse:

Buy our MicroSET-86™ software cross-development tools and a DEC VAX or DG MV/Family system to run them on. You'll save enough on your first major project to pay for the computer system.

Of course, if you already have access to a VAX (or MV or any IBM-compatible mainframe), you're that much further ahead.

People with experience in cross-development know it's the only sane way to tackle big software projects. As for which cross-development tools to use — just remember this astonishing fact:

Of the first 20 companies to try MicroSET-86, not one has bought a competing system.

THE ONLY COMPLETE PASCAL DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

Our Pascal cross-compiler for the 8086 family is a full systems implementation language; you'll have little need for assembly language programming. And it's efficient, too: independent benchmarks (available on request) show a savings of 15% in code size and 31% in execution time compared with Intel Pascal-86.

MicroSET-86 also includes an Intel compatible linker, locater, and assembler.

Just as important as MicroSET's efficiency is the shortening of the development cycle. Using our high-level Cross-Debugger to control execution on the target system, you can locate, fix, and re-test an erroneous line of code in a fraction of the normal time.

Multiply by a few hundred, and you'll understand how MicroSET-86 users routinely shave months off typical development schedules — while producing more reliable, more maintainable systems.

TRY MICROSET-86 AT NO RISK

MicroSET-86 supports the entire 8086 family: 8086/8088/186/286 and 8087. It works perfectly with any Intel in-circuit emulators you already own, and has a complete set of host-target communication programs and other valuable utilities that you can't get anywhere else.

If you're interested in a dramatic productivity boost for your microprocessor development efforts, call us now to arrange a free, no-obligation evaluation of MicroSET-86 on your own computer.

If you're like the others who have accepted this offer, you'll be convinced too: nothing beats MicroSET-86 for software productivity.

Intel is a trademark of Intel Corporation.
VAX is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.

First Systems Corporation

Products for productivity.

865 Manhattan Beach Blvd.,
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266
(213) 546-5581
TELEX: 4992635
By enabling UNIX to handle message based information transfers, it can be adapted for use on the latest generation of systems that incorporate multiple file processors.

The advent of distributed processing and intelligent workstations has proved a boon to the localization and dissemination of computer power. As remote workstations and terminals become more powerful, however, the overall system software has had an increasingly difficult time in coordinating the activities of the many elements it must oversee. Worse still, performance is often diminished as data exchanges and system processes are forced to file through hardware bottlenecks en route to their destinations.

Many coping strategies have been invented to redress this situation. One of the most promising is a combined hardware/software approach that uses function-specific hardware and software modules to perform diverse system operations. In such a system (Fig 1), several types of board-level computers serve specific functions. Four types of processing are provided in the system depicted in Fig 1: user terminal (RS-232), cluster workstation, applications and mass storage/file handling.

Coordinating operations remains a problem, however. In the case of Convergent Technologies’ MegaFrame system, this problem is amplified. The reason is the system designer’s desire to allow two separate operating systems, Convergent Technologies’ operating system (CTOS) and UNIX, to coexist within the same multiprocessor system. This combination enables users to have the best of both worlds by running standard UNIX System V software in a realtime, message-passing environment.

Software design
The two major software challenges facing the software designers were the desire to use the existing software base running under CTOS, and to maintain full compatibility with Bell’s UNIX System V. CTOS is a message based operating system with a realtime kernel. Because system services needed by an operating system (eg, terminal handling and file management) are built on top of the kernel, each processor can be endowed with only the functions it needs. For example, the terminal processor (TP) has no file management ability, and the file processor has no terminal handling ability.

Individual operating systems running on different processors can communicate because each processor can access memory in any other processor. This enables mailbox-like, message based information transfers to occur. As a message based operating system, CTOS required several changes to perform this task, but UNIX, which has no real concept of message passing in discrete packets, required a whole new software layer to be written. This layer allows the operating system to communicate via messages to all other processors in the system (Fig 2).

To improve performance and allow file resource sharing, the UNIX file system was offloaded and
MegaFrame hardware components supply specific board-level computers for various system tasks. All processor and memory boards share a high speed, 11M-byte/s bus. Actual systems may contain several of each type of processor.

included as a server process under CTOS on the file processor. The UNIX file system was redesigned and reimplemented to run under this operating system. To make the program interface properly with CTOS, the UNIX file system was converted into a message based server process. This means the file system is now single threaded in a multiprocessor environment. A parallel server process using the same data structures as the regular file system was added. Any operation modifying a data structure is sent to the single-threaded file system server for completion. This allows high volume traffic, such as normal reads and writes, to flow quickly around the single-threaded bottleneck. It also eliminates concurrency problems that arise with multi-threaded operation.

**Controlled access files**

UNIX was designed to allow as many simultaneous reads and writes as desired. In a multi-processor environment, a question often arises as to which processor has the most recent file update. Normally, there is only one process writing to any particular file at a given time. When there are multiple processes writing on the same processor, UNIX buffers them properly. A problem exists when the file is already open and is then accessed again for write by a different processor. This situation, known as a controlled access, causes the file processor to pick a file master for that file. From that point on, all operations concerning this file funnel through this file master to the file processor until the file is closed, eliminating ambiguity.

In addition, UNIX assumes that all of its processes are running on the same processor, implying that all information concerning them is in one central place. With multiple processors, this is obviously no longer the case. Ensuing confusion is eliminated by assigning unique process identification numbers and teaching the utilities to use this information in a manner consistent with standard UNIX.

Running multiple operating systems on the same machine is pointless without a method of sharing service resources and data. To let UNIX share services with CTOS, the message handler running in the UNIX kernel had to be enhanced. This allowed full CTOS message handling, including sending messages directly to another processor, to be used under UNIX. Thus, it became possible to route messages to the proper service process, allowing any UNIX user to access the standard existing CTOS system services, including indexed sequential access method (ISAM),...
systems network architecture (SNA), 3270, 2780, X.25, and Convergent Technologies' database management system (CT-DBMS).

The message structure that CTOS uses (and adapted to UNIX) is a simple request/response algorithm. For each request sent to a process, the process must respond in some way (including expiring). To reach a process, a request or a response must pass through an exchange (a place where messages wait to be received).

The entire algorithm is driven by the concept of a request code and the associated service exchange (Fig 3). A request code specifies the basic format of a request and the location of the service exchange. A service exchange is the exchange on which a request is queued for service by some process. The service process, in turn, dequeues each message and services that request. Upon completion, the service process calls a subroutine to respond to the request. The exchange to which the response is queued is embedded in the request. Because request blocks are self-descriptive, they can be checked for validity regardless of the actual request.

To communicate with other processors, known as Inter-CPU Communication (ICC), the request and response circular queues can be accessed by all processors. This is achieved by setting a lock flag in the requestee's (server's) memory. Since this operation must be uninterruptible, a locked test and set instruction is used by all processors. Once the flag is set, the requester places the CPU identification and the address of the request/response in the requestee's memory in a circular queue. The lock is then removed and the server processor is interrupted and informed that an addition has been made to the ICC request or response queue. Once the processor receives the interrupt, it determines whether the message is a request or a response. Then, the message is copied from the client processor to an area in the server processor.

If the message is a response, the processor finds out which exchange the response is to be queued on. If there is a process waiting for something to be queued on that exchange, the process is woken up to process the response. When the message is a request, the processor finds out if there is any one process that services that request on the requestee's processor. If not, an error code is set within the request and a response is initiated.

The system's distributed design made it easy to functionally partition the software. In turn, this partitioning simplified the entire software effort and made configuration and expansion easy for original equipment manufacturers because of the reduction in interprocessor coordination that is required.

To service workstation needs, the cluster processor (CP) needs only a file processor. The CP controls communication on the high speed cluster lines, on which both workstations and terminals can be placed. The CP software polls each workstation or terminal connected to the cluster line and runs all the communication software including X.25, 3270 and 2780 emulation, and SNA. It also allows both a daisy wheel and a Centronics-compatible printer to be connected at the same time.

The TP is designed to handle up to 10 RS-232 lines at speeds of up to 19,200 baud each. To run the lines at that speed, it is necessary to poll for input characters every 500 µs. This polling loop consumes 18% of the total processor bandwidth; the remaining bandwidth handles communication utilities.

Home of the UNIX kernel is the application processor (AP). While externally it is still Bell System V UNIX, the kernel has been converted from a swapping system to a virtual memory system. Even though there can be many processors all running UNIX, the system still appears to the user as a single processor.

For instance, a unique process identification is assigned to make a process status (PS) command look as it would on any other commercial UNIX system. This command, however, is extensively modified. Included is a facility to query process information from other processors across the bus. This information is then processed and displayed in the same manner as the standard PS command.

The file processor and its software
The file processor's role is important because it is not merely a device controller but a complete computer running CTOS configured with the UNIX file
interface subsystem. It can also run other service processes such as an ISAM file server or a DBMS server. Nevertheless, the file processor's primary role is to provide direct service between the other processors and the secondary storage devices.

In each system, one file processor, designated the master, serves as the coordination point for many activities. For example, a central name service implemented on the master is used by any processor that needs to access a system resource known only by its name. The central name service determines where the resource is actually located.

As the file system server, the file processor provides the base file system services. This base file system supports CTOS files directly, and the UNIX file system is built on top of it. The base file system provides both input/output (I/O) on a disk sector level, as well as directory services like creation and deletion of files and directories. It has a fixed, simple directory hierarchy: the top level addresses the physical disk device, the middle level a particular directory within that device, and the bottom level a particular file within that directory. The interface subsystems that allow a specific type of file and directory access method to be based on these abilities, such as the UNIX access methods, provide the code that maps their particular structures to the base file system.

Thus, the base system remains constant while retaining flexibility in the type of application file access methods that can be built on top of it. This furnishes several benefits. First, it provides flexibility in supporting diverse operating systems with their special needs for file service. Second, it allows the storage devices to have one format such that backup and restoration operations always function regardless of the type of application file system supported. Third, it means that the basic operating system/file system software running in the file processor need not change when a new file system or file access method is added.

In providing its directory services, each file processor controls all accesses to the files resident on the devices connected to that file processor—and only those files and devices. That is, each file processor has complete control over file storage on the devices connected to it, but cannot operate on files residing on devices connected to any other file processor.

Furthermore, a file processor (other than the master) has no information about the devices and files on the other file processors, except that they exist. The particular parameters describing the directories, files, or even open files reside exclusively in the controlling file processor. This separateness is further imposed on the file handles created for open files, and on the device names themselves. Due to this functional partitioning of device control, requests originating at other processors must be routed to a particular file processor. This is the job of the ICC subsystem.

In its support of a base file system, the file processor performs all the functions required of an efficient secondary storage driver. For disk devices, it optimizes the execution of multiple sector transfers by transferring as much data as is physically possible for each single I/O operation. The disk driver schedules all pending I/O operations and also performs overlapping seeks by issuing buffered seeks to each drive at the highest possible rate.

The file processors function as the main data servers for the distributed processing system and, in fact, are the only processors that control storage devices. This puts a high demand on them for producing and consuming secondary storage data. Demand comes from all the processors, but especially from the APs. In general, all file processors have to provide secondary storage service for the system when online. In addition, the master file processor is responsible for bootstrapping and downloading code to all other processors. The software uses the file processor's ability to establish a direct memory access (DMA) channel between the disk device and the memory of a remote processor to achieve the high disk bandwidth. Reading and writing the disks is the most common service the file processor provides (Fig 4).

When a file processor receives a request to read some number of sectors, the disk data destination may be a remote processor. That is, the requesting process could be running in a processor other than the one receiving the request. The request block information contains the buffer address where the disk data are to be delivered. This address has two basic components: a single-byte hardware-encoded bus address of the processor, and the linear address relative to the beginning of the destination processor's memory.

![Fig 4 Disk read/write operations can take place as remote DMA transfers initiated by a file processor. Here, data are received from the disk controller (dashed lines), assembled into 4-byte packets, and transferred in 32-byte bursts.](image-url)
The benchmarks are in. Perkin-Elmer has won again—by executing 21 MIPS on our Model 3200MPS with a sustained I/O bandwidth of 40 MB/sec.

**King of the road**
Consider this. The VAX 11/780 can execute 1.2 MIPS. The Eclipse MV/10000 fares a little better at 2.5 MIPS. But the Perkin-Elmer 3200MPS gives you a plug-in parallel processing system that starts at 3 MIPS and can be expanded up to an astonishing 21 MIPS.

**Maneuverability**
The Model 3200MPS gives you new freedom in estimating jobs that are difficult to size. You can start with a 3 MIPS processor priced at only $150,000. Then, as your needs grow, you can add anywhere from one to nine Auxiliary Processing Units (APUs) at an extremely affordable $35,000 each.

**Automatic shifting**
The Model 3200MPS is designed to handle demanding real-time applications as well as heavy streams of independent number-crunching tasks. You can segment your application into multiple task modules, with each APU performing a set of related functions. Our virtual task manager gives you full virtual capability without the virtual overhead.

**Ease of handling**
The Model 3200MPS provides maximum flexibility for software development, system maintenance, and system extension. Our state-of-the-art universally optimizing FORTRAN VII Z enables you to use modular programming techniques for programmer productivity while maximizing real-time efficiencies.

The Model 3200MPS can be structured to permit continued system operation though one or multiple APUs may fail.

To find out more about 21 MIPS mainframe-style crunching on our Model 3200MPS write or call today: The Perkin-Elmer Corporation, Two Crescent Place, Oceanport, NJ 07757. Tel: 800-631-2154. In NJ 201-870-4712.
Such a linear address is required because the iAPX 186 based processor boards and the 68010 based processor boards store information in memory with adjacent bytes in reverse order. When the file processor software determines that the disk is ready to start the data transfer, it issues a read operation to the disk controller, along with a start remote DMA operation to the DMA logic onboard. From the software viewpoint, this causes the entire disk transfer to run to completion, although the hardware is performing several discrete steps.

Downloading, which occurs during system bootstrap and any other time a processor must be downloaded and started, is a special responsibility of the master file processor. This downloading process is a coordinated one where the master file processor is in control and all other processors in the system act as slaves.

The master file processor executes its bootstrap read only memory like the other processors. However, since it can determine through a hardware status port that it is the master file processor, it proceeds to read the bootstrap code from a local device (its own disk or tape) and starts up the operating system. The master then turns its attention to the other processors, polling each possible bus slot position. It then determines if a processor is connected to this slot at all; if a processor does exist but failed its self-test; or if the processor passed its self-test and is waiting for bootstrap service.

If the master file processor finds that all is well, or that a sufficient number of working processors are present, it reads each processor’s request for service, downloads the appropriate system image into each processor, and issues an interrupt to that processor—waking it up and causing it to execute the code that was downloaded into it. Thus, the master file processor is the critical element in bringing the system to life.

**Inter-CPU communication the key**

Permitting several autonomous processors of the same type to function by interacting with each other and thus deliver higher throughput is the system’s most significant ability. Multiple file processors in the same system act in concert to support a very large unified data area. Software implemented in the file processors permits this unified large data area, despite the use of discrete processors and memory. Software extensions to the CTOS file system allow any given processor to access any secondary storage data no matter on which file processor the storage device resides.

The software subsystem that ties all multiple file processors together, allowing them to function as a unit, is the ICC. Multiple file processors use the ICC to achieve unified file system service in three different ways. First, the master file processor broadcasts requests to ensure that all file processors are synchronized for certain situations. Second, ICC routes all file system requests that involve a pathname (device, directory, file and specification) to the master. The master file processor then determines which file processor services the device name specified and performs another ICC route to that file processor (Fig 5). Third, the file processors utilize the ICC’s ability to route file system requests that contain a file handle for an open file directly to the file processor servicing that file.

Although each file processor manages the devices and the data on them virtually independently, a small class of information and activity is synchronized among the file processors. When this synchronization is required, the relevant original request is routed to the master file processor, which implements the synchronization. Shared information is the CTOS user profile information. Since a user or some application process may potentially access data on any file processor, each file processor must have user profile information available for every user.

Activities that have global implications for file system storage must be synchronized. There are two such cases. First, the file system supports requests that permit a user to close all currently open files. Since the user may have files open on any device, each processor must receive the request so that any of that user's open files controlled by that processor can be closed. Second, the file system must be able to suspend all disk activity. Again, this request must be broadcast to all file processors so that all activity can be stopped.
How it blasts through software BOTTLENECKS

How would you like to have a picture that identifies a software bottleneck? A picture taken as your software executes in real time? Via a measurement that is completely nonintrusive? Well now you can do all that. Via a low-cost subsystem for HP's 64000 Logic Development System called the 64310A Software Performance Analyzer.

But that's not all this powerful new software tool can do for you. It gives you a perspective on software like the one shown to help you characterize software through benchmarks of processors, operating systems, algorithms, application programs, etc. It provides data for intelligent hardware/software design trade-off decisions. It gives you new insight into software debugging, revealing interaction problems difficult or impossible to spot with other techniques. And it can put a spotlight on software inefficiencies that rob your system of performance and add extra cost.

Six different perspectives on software in action

Consider your own software projects. What problems could you solve with these six measurement modes?

1. Memory activity measurements, which show how your memory resources are being utilized.
2. Program activity, giving you a direct measure of time or occurrences required by specific software modules.
3. Module duration, showing execution time distribution of a specific software module as it reacts to internal and external stimuli.
4. Module usage, a measure of module demand.
5. Inter-module duration, the distribution of times from the exit of one module to the entry of another.
6. Intermodule linkage, the number of direct transfers between specific module pairs.

Individually, in combination, and interactively with emulation and logic analysis, these measurements give you tremendous new insight into software activity resulting in higher performance software with less development time.

High-level commands and histogram displays spell simplicity

That's because of its high-level symbolic interface that lets you define measurements and view results in familiar software terms using module names and variable names directly from the program being executed. Histogram displays of all measurements give you an intuitive feel for software activity. And statistical measurements and displays provide confidence level and error tolerance information.

Every lab should have at least one software performance analyzer

Consider this. The 64310A, costing just $3400*, can be added as a plug-in board. Many engineers who have used this analyzer say they've gotten a factor of two or better improvement in software performance with very little effort. Few analysis tools offer so much for so little.

For more information, call your local HP sales office listed in the telephone directory white pages. Ask for the electronic instruments department.

*U.S.A. list price only.
The master file processor functions as a filter process for requests; responses are routed directly. One exception, however, is when the master is the processor that services the request. In this case, the master does not act as a filter but instead actually services the request and posts completion to the original requester using ICC.

Furthermore, one of the primary jobs of the open request, in terms of request routing, is to cause the open request to establish a logical connection between the requesting user application and the file processor serving the file being opened. When a file is opened, the file system returns a file handle to the user. This handle uniquely identifies the file. This is then used when subsequent requests for service on that file are issued.

To enable the ICC to route the subsequent requests that pass file handles for that open file, the file processor servicing the open request places an encoding of its processor bus address into the file handle. The ICC mechanism uses this encoding to route requests from the user application, such as read sector or write sector, directly to the servicing file processor. This produces the logical connection that allows efficient, direct routing to take place.

When the user application is finished with the file, it issues a close file request using the file handle. The servicing file processor closes the file and considers that file handle invalid. The logical connection has now been severed. However, the ICC itself knows nothing of the file system activities; so, if the user application should erroneously issue another file request using that file handle, the ICC would route it to the correct file processor. Upon arrival, the file processor would determine that the file handle is not currently valid and post a completion status with an error indicating an invalid file handle. Thus, the ICC mechanism and the special software in the file processors function in concert to form a unified storage system distributed among devices controlled by several processors.

In the system described, true distributed processing within a local environment is used to produce a powerful, high bandwidth, distributed computing system. Key to the system is the software that allows the use of multiple backend file processors. These processors improve system throughput by offloading the major part of the I/O activity from the other processors. Since these file processors are true computer systems in themselves, they also support sophisticated applications such as database management.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power Requirements:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DC +12V ±5% 0.3A typical, 0.7A max.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC + 5V ±5% 0.5A typical, 0.7A max.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Phone, write or wire TEAC Corporation of America for complete technical data, price and delivery.

---

Please rate the value of this article to you by circling the appropriate number in the "Editorial Score Box" on the Inquiry Card.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High 704</th>
<th>Average 705</th>
<th>Low 706</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Everybody knows a creator needs the proper tools to create the 'perfect masterpiece'. Zax Corporation has the answer. The 'Box' computer used in conjunction with our Emulators creates an efficient tool that allows the design engineer to edit, assemble, link and debug to his specifications...in the simplest, most effective way, at a fraction of the cost.

The Box has the versatility of changing from an 8-Bit to a 16-Bit computer quickly...simply by changing from our Z80B card set to our 8086 card set...giving an option of operating systems; CP/M-86™ Concurrent CP/M-86™, or MSODS™.

Standard features, for the creator, include an EPROM and E²PROM Programmer, 2 8" double density, double sided floppy disks, 4 RS232 ports, and Centronics Printer Port...with option of 20 or 40 MBYTE hard disks, full function GP-IB controller, 8" and 5¼" floppy disks, and up to 1 MBYTE bank memory module, etc....

The Zax ICD-278 Z80B and 8085 In-Circuit Emulators offer as standard 64 KBYTES of static memory for mapping and emulation control, 2K x 32 real time trace, and a total of 22 powerful debug commands. The ICD 178 8086-88 emulator comes standard with 128K of static memory (expandable to a full megabyte), 2K x 80 real time trace and a total of 30 different debugger commands.

Zax gives you, the creator, all the tools necessary to develop (including software) and the versatility to implement your ideas with expandability at a lower cost for the complete system. For more information into our creative ideas or a demonstration call us at 1-800-421-0982.
SOME THINGS WOULD BE BETTER LEFT TO MEMORY.

Just think how many products could be replaced, redesigned, or otherwise improved, if only you had the memories to do the job.

Memories you could use in entirely new ways. To open up new applications. And bring old ones back to life.

Those memories are here. Right now. For military or commercial applications. From the people who've pioneered memory technology from the start.

Intel.

For example, you've no doubt heard the term "software in silicon." Well, Intel has an EPROM that can be used as a software carrier. At 256K, it's twice as dense as any EPROM on the market. So it holds a word processing program, an entire operating system, or a game that could blow the doors off the arcade.

We've had similar breakthroughs in bubble memory. Our 1 and 4 megabit bubbles let you put working storage capabilities in places that would shake a disk system to bits. Places like an earthquake monitoring system. Or the portable system in a commuter's briefcase.

What's all this whiz bang technology going to cost you? A lot less than you imagine.

Our 64K iRAMs, for instance, cost less than static RAMs. So they're perfect for smaller systems.

And our electrically alterable, non-volatile E²PROMs can be recalibrated automatically. In-system. So things like robots, medical instruments, and navigational equipment can change with the wind.

For manufacturing, our intelligent Programming™ Method cuts EPROM programming time by a factor of 6. So you save money there, too.

As well as later on, thanks to Intel's Reliability Monitoring Program. This program provides you with vital statistics on each part we make. No one else does that. And our reliability level, as a result of the program, helps you lower your repair costs, reduce maintenance and build a product that's more valuable, longer.

Get a copy of our full line product guide for more details. Call (800) 538-1876. In California, (800) 672-1833. Or write Intel, Lit. Dept.: Z-12, 3065 Bowers Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051.

You and your products will be a lot better off.
We've just created the fastest

The new Speedwire Insulation Displacement point-to-point wiring system.

COMPATIBLE WITH . . .
VMEbus CIM Bus RM65E
WEDGE 8 & WEDGE 16 P896

A breakthrough in prototyping technology - not just in speed, ease-of-use and reliability . . . but also in offering significant savings to customers assembling electronic circuit prototypes or small production runs.

Speedwire's secret? It's all in the superiority of an insulation displacement system that eliminates the clumsiness and inconvenience of cutting or stripping wire.

And then maximizes those advantages with a totally unique terminal design. Dual rolled tines that give four contact points for every connection. Resulting in initial contact resistance of 0.37mΩ average and a change of only 0.01mΩ average after 50 insertions.

IC's simply plug into high reliability four jaw contacts on the other side of the terminal.

A superiority of terminal performance confirmed by an independent test house.

What's more you can add greater packaging density to Speedwire's other advantages. Two and three level wire wrap suddenly becomes a space-wasting system compared with Speedwire's low profile.

Speedwire's low profile leads to another advantage . . . less crosstalk between adjacent pins in high speed applications such as those encountered in VMEbus systems. Typical wire wrap posts produce an "antenna" effect which is minimized by the Speedwire IDC system. Also, wires run close to the extensive ground plane on Speedwire boards, causing a coupling effect which further reduces crosstalk.
Reworking is simplicity itself. 
(Ever tried unwrapping or desoldering quickly?). Speedwire is available to you in two ways... as an introductory kit containing all the tools you'll need plus a single EUROCARD or as piece parts whereby you can select double EUROCARDS or extended depth, double EUROCARDS.

Quite simply, a product of design excellence. As you might expect from a major international company that has been in the forefront of prototyping technology for some twenty years... and who is making a substantial investment to remain there for the foreseeable future.

VME COMPATIBLE DOUBLE EUROCARD AVAILABLE FROM STOCK.

BICC-VERO ELECTRONICS INC.
171 Bridge Road Hauppauge New York 11788
Telephone: (516) 234-0400
TWX: 510-227-8890

4001 Leaverton Court Anaheim
California 92807
Telephone: (714) 630-2030 Telex: 277732
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Leaders in packaging technology
Well, IBM claims yet another first.
By offering the p-System™ on their Displaywriter
and PC, it becomes the only operating system they
market for both. They obviously know a good thing
when they see it.

But then so did Apple®, Commodore, Corvus™, TI,
Digital, HP, Osborne®, Philips, Sage®, Zenith, NEC, and
Olivetti, for that matter.

And as a microcomputer manufacturer, you can
see why. Applications sell hardware. But in the 16-bit
marketplace, there just aren’t enough applications
available. Or are there?

Right now, there are hundreds of high-quality
p-System applications. Like general business appli-
cations. Vertical applications for medicine, law, and real
estate. And integrated professional productivity tools
such as spreadsheets and word processing. The list

With the p-System, these applications can be
running on your machine, too. Sooner than you thought
possible.

And, with the p-System you can offer your cus-
tomers the most complete set of microcomputer
software development tools anywhere. Including com-
pliers for UCSD Pascal,” FORTRAN-77, and BASIC,
a screen editor, 10 macro assemblers, a print spooler,
graphics utilities, and a host of others.

The p-System, the Universal Operating System,”
makes it possible with real portability across all 8
and 16-bit micros. We can make it possible for you, too.
Inexpensively. After all, IBM is offering it on the PC
for just $50.

So check into acquiring the world’s only Universal
Operating System yourself.
IBM did. And how often do they make a bad move?

SofTech Microsystems • 16885 West Bernardo Drive • San Diego, CA, 92127 • (619) 451-1230
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. UCSD Pascal is a trademark of the Regents of the University of California.
Universal Operating System and p-System are trademarks of SofTech Microsystems, Inc. Osborne is a trademark of Osborne Computer Corporation.
Sage is a registered trademark of Sage Computer Technology. Corvus is a trademark of Corvus Systems, Inc.
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DOCUMENTATION—THAT MOST ONEROUS OF CHORES

Designers need not approach their documentation duties with fear and loathing. By applying the same structured techniques they use for hardware and software design to the manual, designers can become positively prolific.

by Thomas Jepsen

As engineering projects grow in size and complexity, their documentation is of increasing concern to engineering managers. Ad hoc documentation approaches that sufficed for smaller, simpler designs, are woefully inadequate for projects requiring the coordinated design and implementation of hardware and software. In fact, the design and implementation phases of development can suffer serious setbacks from the lack of a sufficient, well-written product definition. Corporate documentation standards are often outdated and inappropriate. In addition, most standard reference works on system design give little coverage to documentation. Thus, the responsibility for creating documentation often falls upon engineering personnel who are unprepared for the task.

In today's multifaceted engineering environment, documentation must be viewed as a design effort similar in concept to hardware/software design. As with hardware/software design, when structure and methodology are imposed, the end product exhibits fewer defects and is easier to maintain. The Table provides a comparison of structured and unstructured documentation methods, noting the advantages of the former.

With the advent of structured design techniques in both hardware and software, the notion of evolutionary design phases has become widely accepted. Implicit in this notion is the concept that each phase or step entails different functions. The phases common to hardware/software design find counterparts in documentation design as well. The predominant design phases include architecture, design, implementation, integration, test, and manufacture.

Individual documentation requirements form a hierarchy of documentation types with each document fulfilling a specific purpose (Fig 1). It is no more feasible to combine several documentation requirements in the interest of economy than it is to require the chief hardware designer to write all the software.

Documentation types

The functional specification is by far the most critical document in the entire design exercise. Yet, it is rare to find a functional specification that even marginally fulfills its basic purpose (ie, specifying...
function. Frequently observed defects include lack of organization, excessive detail, and the lack of a table of contents. User requirements and the limitations of current technology are two driving forces present during the architectural phase of product design. The functional specification is the primary means of establishing a compromise between these two forces.

In some situations, the end user may directly supply system requirements in the form of a procurement specification. This is often the case with defense and other government projects. In other cases, a marketing organization that has determined a market exists for a particular system represents the end user. From a marketing standpoint, the definition of this system is often given in a marketing requirements or product objectives document. In either case, user requirements must be mediated by available technology limitations.

Conflicts inevitably arise between system designers and end users (or their representatives) during the architecture design phase. Differing expectations cannot be ignored or left for later resolution. Failure to adequately define system architecture at an early stage often causes later problems.

A common tendency at this stage is to become immersed in the details of implementation, such as deciding which integrated circuit family or compiler/assembler to use. Exactly what constitutes

### Documentation Scorecard Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Milestone</th>
<th>Project A (Structured Approach)</th>
<th>Project B (Unstructured Approach)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial funding</td>
<td>Functional specification exists and is readable; upper management understands project and provides adequate funding</td>
<td>No functional specification exists; upper management rejects proposal (or provides inadequate funding)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduling</td>
<td>Due to good documentation, milestones are identifiable</td>
<td>No well-defined schedule; many setbacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identification of functional requirements</td>
<td>All functional requirements are identified; responsibilities are clearly defined; project proceeds on schedule</td>
<td>Schedule setbacks occur due to discovery of missing requirements; staffing is found to be inadequate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing</td>
<td>Product is testable due to a good functional definition</td>
<td>Product is inadequately tested due to lack of functional definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacture</td>
<td>Easy transition to manufacturing environment; high reliability of shipped product</td>
<td>High failure rate in quality assurance due to nonstandard assembly, lack of standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>Good customer acceptance due to readable end-user documentation and well-organized marketing strategy</td>
<td>Vague claims and misunderstandings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installation/Operation</td>
<td>Product is easy to install and operate</td>
<td>Product is difficult to install; unforeseen operational problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance</td>
<td>Excellent field support due to high quality documentation</td>
<td>Poor field support; many units returned to factory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 1 Each document in the documentation hierarchy has a particular purpose. Important to note is the central nature of the functional specification.
implementation is often difficult to define and varies from one design project to the next. A good rule to follow is that a functional specification should not differentiate hardware-performed functions from software-performed functions. The functional specification refers to the entire system's functions, rather than to individual component functions.

Developing the documentation structure

A typical functional specification might consist of an introduction; a system overview; system interfaces; configurations; data flow and control flow; functional descriptions; performance requirements; reliability, availability, and serviceability; and a glossary of terms. The introduction describes, in simple and unambiguous language, what the system does. This point is often overlooked since it is easy to forget that first-time readers do not start out with a sense of the system's overall purpose. In addition, the original product concept is often vague and ill-defined. Putting it in writing aids in creating a structured product definition. The introduction should also define the functional specification's purpose, the document's organization, and the intended audience. Some functional specifications can be used for presentation to end users and customers. Others may be strictly for internal use.

In a system overview, the system is broken down into its functional components. Each component is described in summary format. For a complete computer, this section describes the processing unit, peripheral devices, main memory, the operating system (OS), and the functional software. For an OS, this section might describe job management, data management and storage management routines.

System components communicate with one another and with the outside world at a high level in the system interfaces section. For example, in a telecommunications network, this section defines the network data transfer protocol. For a computer system, it defines console communications abilities, channel interfaces, and teleprocessing features.

Most large systems can be configured in various ways, depending upon their application. All possible configurations should be defined, with emphasis upon maximum and minimum configurations. This includes the number of peripheral devices, the number of stations in a network, multiprocessing capability, and so forth. Fig 2 is a typical treatment of this documentation chore.

Structured programming concepts greatly emphasize the difference between data flow and control flow. Data flow describes the actual user data that the system processes. Control flow describes how data flow can be controlled or altered. The data flow section typically explains data format and structure while control flow explains the command structure. If elaborate descriptions of data formats or command listings are required, these descriptions can be made into appendices.

With functional descriptions, the terminology defined in preceding sections exhaustively lists system functions. Since all system components and interfaces have been defined, functions can be described as interactions between system components and the outside world. For example, if the function to be described is the creation of a file, then much information has already been defined. The system interface section, for instance, describes the user system interface that allows the user to create a file; the data flow section describes the format of the data in the file; the control flow section describes the command used to initiate file creation; and the system overview section describes the system components that must interact in order to create a file.

With this information, a functional description can be straightforward and use previously defined terminology. Fig 3 gives an example of a functional description using this approach. As shown in this figure, the user enters the FILE CREATE command at the console at 1. At 2, component F creates a

![Fig 2. The system configurations section of the functional specification defines how possible systems can be best arranged, and emphasizes minimum (a) and maximum (b) configurations.](image)
proper size data buffer. At 3, data arrive over the teleprocessing interface and are reblocked and placed in the buffer. At 4, component E begins input/output (I/O) protocol over channel interface Y and transfers the contents of the data buffer to disk. At 5, after successful completion of I/O, the response message is returned to the console. Otherwise, an error message is generated.

The numerically quantifiable requirements for proper system functioning are listed in the performance requirements section. Generally, performance is measured in terms of time, such as the number of required operations per second, or the length of time required to perform a specific function. Performance requirements must be based on actual user requirements. They must also be capable of verification by testing and/or benchmarking.

Reliability, availability, and serviceability must also be addressed. Required system reliability, such as mean time between failures, possible degraded mode operational scenarios, and anticipated maintenance support functions, are defined at a high level. Maintainability should be investigated at an early stage since special maintenance considerations can affect system architecture.

During systems documentation, it is important to include an accurate glossary of terms. Many common data processing terms, such as copy, modify, or archive, have different meanings in different contexts. Each term should be defined as it occurs in the functional specification. Also, the need for an adequate table of contents and subject index cannot be overlooked. The information contained in the functional specification is of little use if it cannot be quickly found. Many word processing and text editing systems are capable of automatically generating a table of contents and/or a subject index. This should be considered when selecting a text entry system for documentation.

**Specifying hardware design**

Using a block diagram, the hardware design specification breaks the hardware down into functional subcomponents and describes the implementation of each subcomponent. For digital circuitry, the chip architecture is specified (e.g., transistor-transistor logic, complementary metal oxide semiconductor, etc), along with power supply requirements. One standard approach to explaining hardware is to first define the machine instruction set and then define all machine operations on a register level. Thus, overall machine operation can be described in terms of the operation and timing of individual components.

System timing is an important part of a design specification as well. System clocking, instruction cycle definitions, and memory access timings must be defined, preferably by means of timing diagrams. Fig 4(a) shows a typical hardware system laid out in a block diagram. Fig 4(b) supplies a register/component description.

An adequate bus structure definition is also critical. Often this becomes a separate, independent section of the design specification. Important items that should be defined include the number of lines, line definitions, signal levels, and bus protocol. In addition, for microcoded machines, the hardware design specification often defines the microcode instruction format and instruction set. For extremely complex machines, however, a separate microcode specification may be necessary.
WHEN ZENITH PROMISES HI-TECH CRT DISPLAYS, ZENITH DELIVERS, ON TIME AND TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS.

ZENITH CRT DISPLAY FULL LINE SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEATURES</th>
<th>5&quot; CRT DISPLAY</th>
<th>7&quot; CRT DISPLAY</th>
<th>9&quot; CRT DISPLAY</th>
<th>12&quot; CRT DISPLAY</th>
<th>14&quot; CRT DISPLAY</th>
<th>15&quot; CRT DISPLAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Picture Tube/Display Area</td>
<td>70° Deflection 4 x 5 Aspect Ratio</td>
<td>85° Deflection 4 x 5 Aspect Ratio</td>
<td>90° Deflection 3 x 4 Aspect Ratio</td>
<td>90° Deflection 3 x 4 or 4 x 5 Aspect Ratio</td>
<td>90° Deflection 4 x 5 Aspect Ratio</td>
<td>110° Deflection 3 x 4 Aspect Ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronization</td>
<td>Horizontal: 15-24 kHz/Vertical: 47-63 Hz</td>
<td>Horizontal: 15-32 kHz/Vertical: 47-63 Hz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Power Requirement</td>
<td>12 VDC</td>
<td></td>
<td>12 VDC</td>
<td>24 VDC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OPTIONS AVAILABLE ON ALL MODELS
- Package Design: Kit, Frame or Custom Design Plastic Cabinets
- Landscape or Portrait Modes
- All EIA Phosphors and Custom Blends
- Face Treatments: Chemical Etch, Light Mechanical Etch, Stain, Polished, PPG, Double Contrast
- CHROMAGOLD™ Ergonomic Amber Enhanced Tube
- 110/220 V Switching Power Supplies (Powers both display and system logic program)
- Soft Arc—Improved Arc Suppression
- Wide Band Video (To 30 mHz)
- Dynamic Focus (Available on 9", 12", 14", and 15" Models)

For details call or write Zenith Radio Corporation/CRT & Components Operations

THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON

CIRCLE 64
One area often overlooked is physical/packaging specifications. This includes a description of the frame or card cage, printed circuit (PC) card requirements (physical dimensions, multilayer requirements), and physical layout of the hardware. In many cases, bus structure may dictate a preferred PC card arrangement for addressing purposes. This physical/packaging specification should be documented at an early stage.

Other areas that must be documented are power and environmental requirements. Depending upon where in the world the product is used, it may have to undergo Underwriters Laboratory, Canadian Standards Association or Verband Deutscher Elektrotechniker testing. Also, the product may have to operate under widely varying power conditions—an important point to remember. The completed hardware design specification must give the experienced designer sufficient information from which to draw a circuit diagram, and to begin construction of a prototype machine.

At this time, attention should also be given to design automation capabilities. If schematics or logic diagrams are to be generated using automated logic or computer aided design systems, the choice of an adequate system must be considered.

**Software/program specification**

System software functions are defined by breaking them down (i.e., modularizing them). At a high level, this entails dividing functions into supervisor-state and problem-program-state functions, or into mainline operational functions and diagnostic mode functions. As functions are increasingly modularized, interfaces between modules and data flow throughout the system must be clearly defined. One primary purpose of a software/program specification is to divide the total development effort into separate units that various programmers can deal with, yet which can be readily and easily interfaced during system integration. Fig 5 shows the modularization of a large software effort (an OS) into small, manageable modules. If each module and submodule is clearly defined in the software/program specification, coding and integration can proceed with relative ease and a high probability of success.

The experienced programmer should be able to develop a software function flowchart directly from the information given in the software/program specification, and begin code module development. I/O data formats should be clearly explained. Programming language, coding, commenting, and flowchart development requirements must also be stated.

Moreover, a test method must be established to verify that the particular product performs as described in the functional specification. System testing usually consists of writing test programs to confirm various aspects of system functioning. This normally takes place after the hardware prototype and the source code have been separately developed, debugged, and integrated.

The test specification’s primary purpose is to define an approach to testing. Testing can concentrate on verifying mainline functions through the use of test cases, worst-case testing, or a combination of the two. The test specification also describes the structure of test programs and defines dummy data structures that must be developed. Remember that the test specification must refer back to the actual functions described in the functional specification—concentrating on confirming implementation details should be avoided.

**Defining responsibility**

The question often arises as to who is responsible for writing specifications. The only good answer is that creating a specification must be a group effort. One individual rarely possesses all of the skills necessary to complete the task. For all specifications, however, a similar process should be followed. Once the need for the document is established, an outline should be created and reviewed, then all conflicts resolved. At this point, those with appropriate qualifications should write each individual section.

In general, the people responsible for product architecture should also be responsible for putting the functional specification together. All personnel that review product architecture should also review the document. Technical writers might be asked to provide support at various stages of document production. An experienced professional writer may be able to help with the outline and original structure of the document, and to provide editing support. Responsibility for the finished product, however, remains with engineering management.
**FOR MULTIBUS AND EXORCISER COMPATIBLE BOARDS...**

**NOBODY MATCHES BURR-BROWN!**

When you need I/O boards, there is one place to call. Burr-Brown.

**SELECTION**
Over 35 boards compatible with Intel Multibus alone...30 with Motorola EXORciser, DEC LSI-11, and Zilog.

**QUALITY**
Each board is made with the technical precision and reliability that has become our trademark worldwide, because every board is burned in at 70° centigrade for 120 hours.

**PRICE**
You can have the exceptional performance and selection of Burr-Brown at a price that’s competitive with anyone...and a full-year warranty to back it up.

---

### MICROCOMPUTER INPUT/OUTPUT BOARDS

**INTEL AND NATIONAL MULTIBUS COMPATIBLE**

Intel ISBC80 and 86, ICS80 and MD8S800, National BLC80 and Starplex, and other Multibus Systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL NUMBER</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MP8418-PGA</td>
<td>15-channel Differential/31-channel single-ended, Fixed gain, 12-bit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP8418-PGA</td>
<td>15-channel Differential/31-channel single-ended, Programmable Gain, 12-bit.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ANALOG INPUT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL NUMBER</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MP8418-IO</td>
<td>15-channel Differential/31-channel single-ended input, Fixed Gain, 12-bit. 2-channel output, ±10VDC, 12-bit (individual DACs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP8418-OA</td>
<td>15-channel Differential/31-channel single-ended input, Programmable Gain, 12-bit. 2-channel output, ±10VDC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL NUMBER</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MP8316-I</td>
<td>16-channel 0-20mA, 12-bit (common DAC).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP8316-V</td>
<td>16-channel ±10VDC, 12-bit (common DAC).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SPECIAL PURPOSE INPUT**

P8430

16-channel RTD 3-wire (100 ohm or 1000 ohm).

**DISCRETE OPTICALLY ISOLATED INPUT**

P810

24-channel Dry-Contact Closure, 1.5mA Wetting Current at 24VDC.

**DISCRETE REED RELAY OUTPUT**

P802

32-channel Relay, 0.5A at 28VDC.

**DISCRETE INPUT/OUTPUT**

P8303-72

72-channel TTL levels. User configured in 8-channel increments of inputs or outputs.

### MOTOROLA EXORCISER COMPATIBLE

Motorolla Exorcsser, Rockwell System 65 and Syntek Systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL NUMBER</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MP7217</td>
<td>16-channel, single-ended, Fixed Gain, 12-bit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP7432-IO</td>
<td>32-channel Differential/64-channel single-ended inputs, Fixed Gain, 8-bit. 2-channel output, ±10VDC, 8-bit (individual DACs).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISCRETE OPTICALLY ISOLATED INPUT**

P710

24-channel Dry Contact Closures, 1.5mA Wetting Current at 24VDC.

**DISCRETE REED RELAY OUTPUT**

P702

32-channel relay, 0.5A at 28VDC.

### DEC LSI-11 COMPATIBLE

LSI-11, -11/2, -11/23 PDP 11/03, 11/23

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL NUMBER</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MP1216-PGA</td>
<td>16-channel Differential/32-channel single-ended, Programmable Gain, 12-bit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z80 COMPATIBLE ZB90, MCS</td>
<td>16-channel Differential/32-channel single-ended inputs, Fixed Gain, 12-bit. 2-channel ±10VDC outputs, 12-bit (individual DACs)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Call us... Tomorrow's Solutions Today.

Data Acquisition and Control Systems Division
3631 E. 44th St., Tucson, Az. 85713 (602) 747-0711 TWX: 910-952-1115

CIRCLE 66
Monitek has found the missing link between today's microcomputers and industrial processes: M^T Memory Mapped Process Interface Subsystems. M^T places the system/process interface where it's always belonged: between processes and programs.

So for the very first time, programs "see" industrial processes as automatically mapped blocks of memory. And communications between programs and processes are handled by simple read and write operations. With M^T, you'll free the CPU from database update chores. Simplify programming. End hassles with hardware. And have a stand-alone process interface subsystem that offers you single-point modularity, Eurocard design, and VME synergy. For full details, call or write us today. Monitek, Inc., Digital Systems Division, 1495 Zephyr Avenue, Hayward, CA 94544. Phone: (415) 471-8300. © 1983, Monitek, Inc.

The review process is also important. Outside groups, such as field support and marketing, can provide valuable insight. In fact, as many outside groups as is practical should be allowed to participate in the review cycle. Reviewers generally suggest changes and make corrections. A revision system allows documentation updates—these revised documents should be circulated as often as required.

Responsible hardware/software managers should be in charge of writing hardware/software specifications. Since these specifications are generally for internal use only, and are primarily intended for specifying the design effort, their writing and review often takes place completely within the design/programming groups. A competent, experienced writer, however, can provide valuable support.

Once the design process is completed and manufacturing has begun, new documentation requirements emerge. The product must be installed, operated, and maintained in the user environment. If the design is adequately documented, a good foundation exists for generating end-user documentation. The design documentation provides much of the information required to produce marketing, installation, operation, and maintenance manuals. If adequate design documentation has not been prepared, however, user documentation is prepared in a react mode (i.e., in response to demands from irate users).

In today's fast-changing, complex hardware/software environments, engineering managers must take a carefully planned, step-by-step approach to developing large systems documentation. Specifications that fulfill the requirements described result in a product that is fully functional, well-defined, testable, and relatively fault-free. It is also wise for designers to remember that if one of the system requirements cannot be adequately documented, it is likely that it does not exist in any useful fashion in the first place.

Please rate the value of this article to you by circling the appropriate number in the "Editorial Score Box" on the Inquiry Card.

High 707  Average 708  Low 709
Texas Instruments and Anova team up for peace of mind when you're away... and extra convenience when at home.

- High functionality, low cost of TI's TMS7040 8-bit microcomputer contributes to Anova's pioneering intelligent electronic control for modern homes (Page 2).
- Two new additions to TMS7000 single-chip microcomputer family combine outstanding NMOS performance with CMOS low-power dissipation (Page 3).
- Dependable, economical assistance that helped Anova achieve cost-effective design is available from any of the TI Regional Technology Centers (Page 4).
It was a tall order. A microcomputer with large, on-board memory. On-chip timer. Sufficient I/O ports. With performance capability that would minimize hardware to hold costs down. And meet overall system size constraints. The TMS7040 8-bit, single-chip microcomputer fit the bill.

Result: Anova Electronics' sleek, new remote Control Center brings a greater degree of security to American homes and small businesses. Total convenience in the operation of lights and appliances. And significant energy savings. Whether anyone is on the premises or not.

Outstanding cost/performance ratio

The Anova Control Center handles up to 16 individual lights and/or appliances. Instantly. Or automatically by program which can vary from day to day. With immediate display of what's going on, including the status of each light or appliance.

The TMS7040 has 128 bytes of on-board RAM that readily accommodate all necessary programming. Plus 4K of on-board ROM which, with the TI TMS1000 4-bit microcomputers in the outlet modules, provide the intelligence for the "status" feedback.

Electronic control of home or business is now possible with new Master System designed by Anova Electronics. The Control Center utilizes TI's TMS7040 8-bit microcomputer to handle infinitely variable control of up to 16 lights or appliances. When Control Center is linked with Protection and Telephone centers, the highly functional TI microcomputer provides all necessary unification.
TMS7000 Strip Chip Architecture yields smaller, microprogrammable chips.

TI's unique Strip Chip Architecture Topology (SCAT) gives the TMS7000 family today's smallest 8-bit microcomputer chip. One that is low cost, microprogrammable, and that can be customized.

SCAT eliminates as much random logic as possible in favor of defined individual sections — such as control, ALU, and registers — for easy interconnection. For example, registers for the timer, I/O control, interrupt handling, ALU, etc., are arranged in a strip. Any additional 8-bit registers can be added to the strip with the eight interconnect lines already being available. There is no need for randomly locating additional registers and then routing interconnect lines all over the bar.

Contributing to TMS7040 functionality are 32 configurable I/O ports that permit the display and keyboard multiplexing. And, an internal, on-chip timer that provides for different delays within the software. As well as three fully utilized interrupts.

So much functionality packed into a device enabled Anova to hold parts count down, simplify its design, maximize reliability, and achieve cost goals.

Effective design help from Regional Technology Center

In designing the trim, compact Control Center, Anova relied on TI's convenient Regional Technology Center.

Anova engineers determined what functions the Control Center was to perform — defined the specifications — and left the development of the software code up to the specialists at the TI center. For both the TMS7040 and TMS1000 microcomputers.

By contracting to have the center perform the programming, Anova was able to utilize its engineering staff more effectively. And eliminated the need to invest in a development system.

For more details on TI's growing TMS7000 8-bit and popular TMS1000 4-bit microcomputer families, check numbers 1 and 2 on the coupon.

New TMS7000 members combine CMOS/NMOS advantages.

Well suited to telecommunications, portable instrumentation, and high-performance consumer products are two unique additions to the TMS7000 series. Both combine the performance capabilities of TMS7000 NMOS microcomputers with a CMOS typical power dissipation of only 50 mW at 5 volts. Reducing power even further are a "wakeup mode," dissipating 4 mW (typical), and a "halt mode" that typically requires only 2 mW.

The new TMS70C20 is a CMOS version of the TMS7020, with 128 bytes of RAM, 2K bytes on-chip ROM, 3- to 6-V operation, and 3 MHz nominal operating frequency.

The new TMS70C00 is a ROM-less 8-bit microcomputer intended for software development.

Engineering samples of both the TMS70C20 and TMS70C00 are available now in 40-pin, 600-mil, dual-in-line plastic packages.

Coming soon:

New TMS7000 UART capability.

A serial port in TI's new TMS7041 microcomputer enhances I/O and communications capability. Otherwise identical to the TMS7040, the TMS7041 operates in several modes. One permits interface with Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART) peripherals as well as multiple microcomputers. Serial links are implemented by standard asynchronous protocols. In the unique "isosynchronous mode," transmission rates are 16 times those of the asynchronous mode. A serial I/O mode can be used to expand I/O lines using external shift registers and to communicate with peripherals requiring a non-UART serial input. Check with your TI sales office for details on availability.
Anova greatly benefited from the expert applications and programming help provided by TI's Northern California Regional Technology Center. And similar help is available at the center most convenient to you: Technical courses and seminars. Hands-on experience with a variety of TI semiconductor products, including TI microprocessors and microcomputers. Demonstrations. Well-equipped laboratories. Development and evaluation systems. Access to sophisticated design-automation capabilities. Vocabulary development for speech-synthesis applications.

Upon request, experienced TI applications engineers are available on a contract basis to prepare proposals, design prototypes, and provide consultation.

In fact, a Regional Technology Center is your most convenient entry point to TI's unmatched combination of products, knowledge, and experience that can determine the most appropriate semiconductor solution for you.

Check the listing at right for the Regional Technology Center nearest you. Then visit it soon. And get the right answers — fast.

Texas Instruments P. O. Box 401560
Dallas, Texas 75240

Please send me more information on

1. TMS7000 Series 8-bit microcomputers
2. TMS1000 Series 4-bit microcomputers
3. TI Regional Technology Centers

For details on the Anova Master System, call Anova at (800) 227-6715; in California, (415) 572-9686.
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A FLEXIBLE ENVIRONMENT FOR HIGH SPEED COMPUTING

A peripheral system of tightly coupled processors and high speed mass memory can attack large computation chores by relieving the host of most control tasks.

by Gary L. McAlpine and Gerald B. Feldkamp

The headaches involved in running complex scientific programs in image processing or seismic data interpretation are many. Most prevalent are the host overhead and input/output bottlenecks encountered in getting data first into the system, then into the processing format an array processor requires. Even when the array processor is capable of very high speed computation, keeping it fed with data often proves impossible.

In most processing situations, even 32-bit superminis contend with a great deal of host overhead and memory use. The host is in charge of loading programs into an array processor. Moreover, host memory must be allocated to read data in from a disk or tape drive. Also, the host must send data to the array processor and then accept the results into its main memory. Further processing and buffering are usually necessary before the desired results are achieved, and every step devours host processor time, input/output (I/O) channels, and expensive peripherals. The net result is that many host resources are unavailable while numbers are being crunched.

But why not offload host control of peripherals while simultaneously allowing them to work at their full potential? This can be accomplished by providing dedicated control processors for each device and intelligent memory buffering along with high speed addressing, data transfers, and formatting. In addition, why not provide general-purpose hardware that can be tailored along broad lines to suit an application? The hardware world thus created can then be further defined by software to optimize resources and eliminate the throughput bottlenecks with minimal host intervention.

Aptec's Dimensional Processing System does exactly that. It is designed to connect to Digital Equipment Corp PDP-11 or VAX-11 computers using

Gary L. McAlpine is currently vice president of research and development at Aptec Computer Systems, 10180 SW Nimbus Ave, Portland, OR 97223, where he is responsible for DPS-2400 hardware development.

Gerald B. Feldkamp is currently manager of software development at Aptec Computer Systems. He is responsible for DPS-2400 software design and development. Mr Feldkamp holds a BS in computer engineering and an MS in communications engineering, both from the University of Michigan.
Fig 1 As shown in this DPS-2400 system block diagram, the host can access Unibus devices by calls or programs in the DIAS, or, directly in the hardware transparent mode, via a host-resident driver.

DEC's Unibus. Devices used with the DPS attach to connections that look exactly like the Unibus. Thus, there need be no hardware adapting outside the DPS environment since the host sees the DPS and its dedicated processors as if they were Unibus peripherals. The devices think they are attached to a Unibus computer.

The hardware environment

The purpose of the DPS (Fig 1) is to distribute processing, I/O resources, memory, and control so that attached Unibus devices can be maximized. That is, data transfers can be conducted at full speed without the usual performance degradations arising from operating system overhead and device contention.

Each peripheral is connected into the DPS through a dedicated processor, called a data interchange adapter (DIA). The DIA accesses the Unibus registers of the attached device via a private bus that is not directly connected to the host. Connection to mass memory in the DPS is via an internal, 32-bit wide, 24M-byte/s data interchange bus (DIB). In addition, DIAS are Unibus devices and thus connect to the host through the Unibus. A DIA hardware transparent mode is also available wherein the standard host device driver can control the attached device without any DIA hardware interference. This is essential if an evolutionary path to using the DPS is to exist.

Mass memory consists of up to 27, 1M-byte, plug-in boards with onboard error detection and correction circuitry. Although up to 27 boards can be plugged into a full-blown system, some slots are reserved for DIAS. For each DIA needed, one less memory board can be included. Therefore, while broadly configurable because of the emphasis that can be placed on the number of attached devices or the amount of memory, the DPS is obviously not really application specific.

All DIAS are physically identical (Fig 2). Each is built around a 2901 bit-slice bipolar processor capable of both 16- and 32-bit integer operations. Every processor accepts interrupts from any devices including other DIAS. A DIA's 48-bit instruction word contains 15 fields and performs several operations in a single instruction cycle. Its onboard program source random access memory (RAM) can store 4K 48-bit instruction words. Microcode programs residing in the DIA allow the programmer to offload many functions from the host. These include not only full control of the attached device, but also control of data transfers to and from areas of DPS mass memory, addressing algorithms, and on-the-fly data formatting.

The types of programs residing in the DIA include device specific drivers, various utilities, a standard monitor program call Diamon, as well as an interpreter, called STAPLE (Structured Application Language and Executive). This interpreter runs DIA control programs. One system DIA is always defined by software as the host DIA (HDIA) and is the host's port into DPS mass memory. By convention born of practicality, no device is attached to the HDIA.

With DPS, a system can be designed in segments by adding DIAS with attached devices and 1M-byte
increments of mass memory. Thus, mass storage (tape and disk) and array processors can be added without eliminating the general-purpose hardware environment. At the same time, hardware, such as data acquisition or imaging systems, can be added for specialized applications. Any given DPS configuration can be easily changed to suit a different set of applications by loading different microcode modules into the DIAs' program source memory.

The modular nature of the DPS and the general nature of DIAs give programmers access to all hardware capabilities and allow them to use those capabilities via software. It is possible, for instance, to use the processing and communication abilities of the DPS to apply multiple array processors to the same computation, dramatically improving throughput. Users can also implement a variety of buffering and I/O schemes to smooth data flow among buffers in mass memory and peripherals.

The basic approach to programming an application using the DPS is to distribute a very large job among tightly coupled processors. Each part of the job is assigned to that processor controlling a device best suited to the task. The programmer's job, then, is to coordinate the data flow among peripheral processors, DIAs and their attached devices, mass memory and its buffers, and the host.

An imaging application using radar data highlights a number of DPS uses. Such a signal processing task requires several manipulations of a very large set of complex data. In its raw form, radar data collected from a flying aircraft consists of a set of data points positioned at the intersections of a polar grid. To produce an onscreen image, however, the collected data must first be processed to form a rectangular grid of data points upon which a 2-dimensional fast Fourier transform (FFT) must then be performed. At this point, results can be sent to an image display system.

**The basic task is to ensure a continuous flow of data in its raw form.**

Such a task typically requires taking a raw data set of 18M complex points—or 36M bytes—and producing a 1024 x 1024 byte image that a human can analyze. Implicit in this task is interpolating the polar-arrayed data to roughly 8M data bytes lying on a rectangular grid. While complex, the actual processing is a familiar problem and can be attacked with a minicomputer and an attached array processor.

However, the sheer mass of data brings with it buffering, I/O control, and formatting problems. In such data manipulations, even the most powerful array processors work at a fraction of their potential speed, thus taking an excruciatingly long time to produce meaningful results. To some extent, dedicating disk and tape devices to the array processor might mitigate the dilemma. This approach, however, risks denying these expensive resources to the host and to other users.

One possible DPS configuration designed to address this problem is shown in Fig 3. Note that with the exception of the image display system and its connected DIA, the arrangement represents a fairly general-purpose system. In the event some future specialized tasks arise, the display system need only be detached and its DIA used for whatever device replaces it.

Since it is impossible to dump 36M bytes of data into mass memory at once, the basic task is to ensure a continuous flow of data in its raw form on tape to buffer areas in DPS mass memory. Data can then be sent to the array processor for interpolation into rectangular form. This reduced data can be stored in an 8M-byte buffer representing one grid. Once the 8M-byte buffer has been filled, its contents will be passed once again through the array processor for a 2-dimensional Fourier transform and scaling to produce a 1M-byte data set. In turn, the display's DIA will send this set to the display system.

Various I/O and control tasks are assigned to several DIAs. The tape and array processor DIAs share two buffers for records read from tape; while one fills, the other is read. These two DIAs can share a synchronization flag in mass memory that indicates which buffer is full. The array processor's DIA will also write its first results into the 8M-byte buffer. When that operation is completed, the 2-dimensional Fourier transform and scaling can be carried out on that buffer. The final results are sent out to the 1M-byte buffer where the display's DIA picks them up for transfer to the display.
Another choice could be made to use a second array processor and DIA to do the Fourier transform, thus using the two array processors in a pipelined mode. Such an arrangement speeds up processing and is also indicative of available options.

Alternatively, two or more array processors might work on each stage of the problem in a parallel mode. Both the interpolation and the Fourier transform problems can be split into independent segments for distribution across the available resources. This requires a different combination of steps, flags, and buffer space; but all these options are available with the DPS modular programmable architecture.

However, once an analysis of the problem has led to a decision on the hardware configuration and processing task allocation, attention must turn to programming. The objective is to set up the DPS so that a simple command from the host puts it in motion. The host need not be disturbed again until the job is done or the subsystem has intermediate results to pass back to the host. The general-purpose software modules available to do this reside in three places: on the host computer, in each DIA, and in DPS mass memory.

The software environment
The host computer has access to the DIAs through a host software driver that supports the DIAs as Unibus devices. Similar to many other device routines, application programs running on the host computer can send calls via the driver to a given physical device (in this case, a DIA). Such calls can request services or simply start a program that can then run entirely within the DPS. To address DPS mass memory, the host must also go through this driver and through a DIA because DPS mass memory is not connected directly to the Unibus.

The real heart of the DPS software resides in the program memory of the individual DIAs in the form of DIA program source (PS) load modules. Load modules consist of various pieces of microcode that fall into four major categories: the DIA monitor program, Diamon; various utility routines for data transfer between host, DIAs, and mass memory; device-specific routines; and the STAPLE interpreter mentioned earlier. The DIA PS modules are loaded into every DIA. Each module contains an identical copy of Diamon and the STAPLE interpreter along with other microcode modules as needed.

This STAPLE interpreter executes programs stored in mass memory. Such programs usually call on microcode routines and utilities stored in the DIA. STAPLE is a high level structured language akin to Rational FORTRAN (RATFOR). STAPLE programs are written, compiled on the host into pseudo-object code, then loaded into a file area in DPS mass memory. The DIA-resident STAPLE interpreter reads and executes the pseudocode on host command.

The real heart of the DPS software resides in the program memory.

Since Diamon’s major responsibility is to communicate with the outside world, it interfaces with the host-resident driver and accepts calls to run microcode subroutines linked into the DIA’s PS load module. A microcode library of commonly used routines—especially host/mass memory data transfer routines, as well as several that allow a Floating Point Systems array processor to read and write mass memory—has been developed for the DPS. With no device attached, the HDIA contains all the microprograms needed for host/mass memory transfer in its load module. Additionally, the user can write device or application-specific microcode to link into the load module with Diamon and STAPLE.

DIA runtime microcode is presently available in the library of general DIA primitives and DIA I/O primitives. In addition, a set of special mass memory I/O routines has been developed for FPS-100 and AP-120B array processors. These routines enslave the DIA to the array processor. In this arrangement, the array processor issues I/O commands to the DIA for reads and writes to DPS mass memory. The user can also write specialized microcode via the DIA assembler and linker on the host. Examples of DIA I/O primitives provided in the microcode library are H2MM16, which transfers buffers of 16-bit data from the host to DPS mass memory; and PB2MM32, a utility that moves 32-bit data directly from the DIA’s private bus (to which a Unibus device is attached) into DPS mass memory.

Microcode routines linked into DIA PS modules can be run via calls passed to Diamon from the host driver or via calls issued by a STAPLE program. To execute from the host, Diamon receives the task’s name from the driver and attempts to match it to its table of available routines. On making a match, Diamon accepts any arguments to be passed to the called routine, which executes, returns output parameters, then transfers control back to Diamon. Users can easily begin working with DPS-2400 by calling DIA microcode routines directly from FORTRAN programs via the host driver. Later, they may wish to let an increasing number of operations migrate into the DPS itself in the form of STAPLE programs.

Although the 4K-word program space on the DIAs is sufficient for quite a bit of microcode—certainly enough for very sophisticated device drivers—needs
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Fig 4 The DPS software organization depicted reveals an interpretive approach to program execution. STAPLE programs can, however, easily call onboard microcode routines for increased efficiency. Software development is considerably simplified by the high level programming language.

will most likely arise for rather complex buffering, flag sharing, and interaction of multiple devices and DIAs. This will require more program space than available on the DIAs. Therefore, a block-structured language, DIA-STAPLE, was designed to use DPS mass memory as its program storage and to provide high level control structures. STAPLE simplifies the programming of complicated control and synchronization operations required in advanced applications.

Programs running in the STAPLE interpretive environment are not cross-compiled into DIA machine code, but into a pseudo-object code to be executed by the interpreter. STAPLE programs compiled on the host are downloaded into the file area in DPS mass memory using a host-resident utility. Here, they are available to all DIAs. All microcode routines called by a STAPLE program must be resident in the PS DIA’s memory, which runs the STAPLE routine. An overview of DPS software organization is given in Fig 4.

There are trade-offs inherent in using the STAPLE interpretive approach. On the plus side, users can program in a high level language and applications can grow without regard to the finite size of PS memory. On the other hand, using an interpretive approach is slower than running machine code directly on the DIA, though integer operations run at speeds comparable to similar operations coded in DEC PDP-11 assembly language. Users, however, have the opportunity to optimize application programs by properly balancing the STAPLE code and certain microcode routines that may be chosen for hand coding some speed-critical operations.

Using the system intelligently

Obviously, using the DPS-2400 requires several considerations. First, some rather general decisions must be made concerning the amount of mass memory needed and the type and number of attached devices required. Remember that each device requires its own DIA, plus an additional DIA to serve as the HDIA. Once defined, the hardware configuration can be easily expanded with additional devices and/or 1M-byte memory boards.

Software is another consideration. As indicated, the load modules must each contain, in addition to Diamon and STAPLE, all those microcode routines and utilities that the system manager anticipates will be needed. System users can choose to interact with devices attached to DPS transparently. Access can be gained to DPS devices via standard FORTRAN programs or by calling DIA device-specific microcode routines via the host based DIA driver; STAPLE programs can also provide access. Users can develop new microcode required to meet special speed-critical operations; the appropriate DIA PS load modules should then be relinked and reloaded into the affected DIAS and tested. These options provide an evolutionary path so that existing FORTRAN programs can use DPS with very little modification. Later developments can be implemented in STAPLE or special microcode as the user sees fit.

For instance, in the radar imaging example, the hardware selected uses about 10M bytes of mass memory, one tape drive, one array processor, and one image display system—for a total of four DIAs including the HDIA. Routines for reading and writing between the array processor and mass memory, and between tape and mass memory, are included in the function library. These routines can be linked into the load modules for those devices’ DIAs. At this point, display system routines have to be user programmed in STAPLE with calls to some combination of new and existing microcode routines. Of course, the HDIA contains all needed memory transfer and allocation routines.
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Then let your fingers do the programming.
Application programs can, by choice, work in a well-defined context at a high level.

To read and process the raw data, the programmer needs to write and compile a STAPLE program to read the tape, and a program to do the interpolation and FFT computations. The array processor DIA will operate in the slave mode, accepting I/O requests and conducting the data transfers between the array processor and mass memory. In this limited example, it would be possible to read an entire 36M-byte file from tape, perform the buffering, interpolation, Fourier transform, and display of a single image entirely on the DPS with no host intervention beyond the signal to begin.

Since the DIAs contain software oriented to the functions of the devices they control (in addition to any application-specific microcode), other applications can readily take advantage of the resources. The system manager defines these resources in the DIA PS load modules either directly from other FORTRAN programs running on the host, or from other STAPLE procedures loaded into DPS mass memory. Thus, the flexibility inherent in the DPS-2400 system extends from the general hardware definition through DIA device-specific programming to application coding. System designer priorities determine hardware choices and application needs. Application programmers can, by choice, work in a well-defined context—at a high level if they do not use optimization options in microcode. Thus, application coding, predicated solely on the requirements of the problem and the abilities of the hardware, is finally a reality.
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**High Resolution RGB Color Monitor**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRT</th>
<th>12&quot; Diagonal, 76 Degree, in-Line Gun, .31 mm dot pitch black matrix, non-glare surface (NEC-320CGB22)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input Signals</td>
<td>R,G,B channels, Horz Sync, Vert Sync, Intensity — all positive TTL levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Bandwidth</td>
<td>15 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scan Frequencies</td>
<td>Horizontal – 15.75 KHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vertical – 60 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misconvergence</td>
<td>Center: 6 mm max, Corner: 1.1 mm max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display Size</td>
<td>215 mm X 160 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>Horizontal – 690 dots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vertical – 240 lines (not interlaced)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>480 lines (interlaced)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OEM inquiries invited, contact PGS for complete technical data, pricing and delivery.
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**P GS** Princeton Graphic Systems

1101-I State Road  □  Princeton, New Jersey 08540  □  (609) 683 1660  □  TLX: 685 7009 PGS Prin.
Since its introduction in late 1981, the innovative Centronics technology behind the Printstation 350 Series has received OEM praise for its paper handling and reliability. With new Printstation family additions, we now offer new capabilities and higher speeds. Now, more than ever, the Printstation 350 family will provide OEMs with the flexibility to meet all their printing needs. Bar code printing. Large characters. Color. Graphics. More multipass fonts. More speeds, from 50 cps (multipass) to over 400 cps (10 cpi). And more efficiency with an outstanding new breakthrough: a 1-, 2- or 3-bin automatic sheet and envelope feeder option.

Add these new capabilities to proven Printstation 350 innovations such as true multi-function paper-handling, and family design with 80% parts commonality — and you have the ideal OEM printer choice for all three information processing categories.

**DATA PROCESSING.**
Printstation 350 means exceptional throughput — approaching line printer speeds in DP applications such as: □ Program listings □ Business reports □ Data logging □ Spread sheets . . . using full 6-part, single sheet or fan-folded forms . . . and capable of operating at 100% duty cycle.

**BUSINESS PROCESSING.**
Whether in an office or on a loading dock, whatever a business needs, a Printstation 350 will print: □ Bar code tickets □ Mailing labels □ Insurance forms □ Purchase orders □ Sales charts & graphs □ Invoices . . . on business cut sheet, instant tear-off and sprocket-feed forms . . . with graphics . . . and without afterthought options.

**WORD PROCESSING.**
A Printstation 350 means complete job flexibility with a choice of fixed pitch or proportional fonts for: □ Business correspondence □ Office memos □ Proposals □ Personalized and form letters □ Envelope addressing.

And with our new automatic sheet/envelope feeder you can maximize operator productivity at an amazingly low cost.

Attractive and quiet enough for every office but right at home in a warehouse, teller station or shipping department. That's Printstation 350. From Centronics — the first choice of OEMs worldwide. For a copy of our new Printstation 350 brochure, write Centronics Data Computer Corp., One Wall Street, Hudson, N.H. 03051. Tel. (603)883-0111.
OUR NEW 74HC HIGH-SPEED CMOS LOGIC FAMILY COMBINES LSTTL SPEED WITH CMOS LOW-POWER.

Get off the design tight-rope with the 74HC series, a high-speed CMOS Logic Line with an operating speed thirty times higher than the standard C²MOS logic.

This new generation of integrated circuits makes possible new applications in high-speed portable instruments which couldn’t be achieved with current LSTTL or CMOS devices.

No matter what your design parameters, Toshiba America offers the most comprehensive CMOS Logic Line available today, ranging from our standard 4000/4500 series through our higher speed 40H series to our newest line, the 74HC series, the fastest yet.
For more information about our entire logic line, write Toshiba America, Inc., 2441 Michelle Drive, Tustin, CA 92680, (714) 730-5000. Or call your local sales rep or distributor.

Wherever your imagination leads, now or in the future, Toshiba will have the answers you need.
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## Toshiba America, Inc.
A World Standard in MOS.

### Characteristics of Logic Families

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>New HS-CMOS (74HCT Series)</th>
<th>LS-TTL</th>
<th>* New HS-CMOS (4000 Series)</th>
<th>Std. CMOS (4000/4500 Series)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prop. Delays Time</td>
<td>8ns</td>
<td>9ns</td>
<td>15ns</td>
<td>125ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. Clock Freq.</td>
<td>65MHz</td>
<td>45MHz</td>
<td>20MHz</td>
<td>2MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiescent Power Diss.</td>
<td>0.01 W</td>
<td>0.01 W</td>
<td>0.01 W</td>
<td>0.02 W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise Margin</td>
<td>3.5V/1.5V</td>
<td>2.0V/0.8V</td>
<td>4.0V/1.0V</td>
<td>3.5V/1.5V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f(max)</td>
<td>4mA/4mA</td>
<td>0.4mA/4mA</td>
<td>0.36mA/0.8mA</td>
<td>0.12mA/0.36mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Op. Volt. Range</td>
<td>2.5V</td>
<td>4.75-5.25V</td>
<td>2.5V</td>
<td>3.18V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data believed to be accurate and representative of each logic family.
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When we designed our new 1100 Series 5¼" 96 TPI floppy with up to 2Mbytes of storage, we set our standards high. High in reliability and high in performance. Naturally, we made it fully compatible with the industry—the same size, power, interface and bezel. It’s even priced to compete with floppies that can’t begin to match its performance. But that’s where the similarities stop.

To begin with, we developed the 1100 with a unique chassis-within-a-chassis design to provide unequaled alignment stability—assuring that the positioning mechanics are isolated from mounting and system handling stresses. At the same time, it provides unmatched electrical shielding and acoustic noise reduction.

And in order to make alignment simple, the 1100 has only three mechanical adjustments—all featuring stable, micrometer-quality precision. All easily accessible while operating the drive with the PCBA in place.

Then, we included our temperature compensating positioner-to-spindle referencing and precision diskette clamping techniques for pre-

The only thing aver

5¼" floppy
cise track positioning—every time. With our 1100 series, diskette interchangeability is guaranteed.

And if that weren't enough, we designed out all electrical adjustments—making board replacement a breeze. The microprocessor electronics precisely control the spindle motor at the spindle, eliminating speed drifts and wear factors typically handled by pot settings. Nobody else can compete with that.

And because we've been building high performance floppies since 1977, nobody can mass produce them like we can. Nobody.

So if you want a high performance floppy for the same price you're now paying for low performance, give us a call.

At Micropolis, we don't believe you should have to pay more for the best.

Corporate Offices
21123 Nordhoff Street, Chatsworth, CA 91311 • (213) 709-3300 • Telex: 651486

European Operations
210 Elgar Road, Reading, Berks. U.K. RG20PJ • (734) 751-315 • Telex: 848591

age about our new is its price.

MICROPOLIS™
Where lasting memories are made.
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DIALIGHT LED CIRCUIT BOARD INDICATORS STEP UP YOUR PRODUCTION BY ELIMINATING PRODUCTION STEPS.

You'll save money when you stop mounting LEDs on PC boards the old way — bending leads, inserting holders, adding resistors — and start using LED Circuit Board Indicators from Dialight. Mounting our LED Circuit Board Indicators is easier and less time-consuming. They eliminate production steps and reduce labor costs. Not only is positioning faster, it's far more accurate. As soon as you insert the assembly you are ready for wave soldering.

Dialight originated the idea of packaging LEDs for easy mounting on PC boards. And we've developed over 50 different Circuit Board Indicators in red, green, yellow and red/green bicolor. Choose single-element LEDs or QUAD-LED™ four-element arrays with a wide range of voltages with or without current limiting resistors. Send for our catalog. And the next time you need LEDs for PC boards, eliminate steps and save money — specify Dialight. 203 Harrison Place, Bklyn., NY 11237 (212) 497-7600 TWX: 710-584-5487

DIALIGHT meets your needs.
A North American Philips Company
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The adage that "a picture is worth a thousand words" has long had a double meaning for designers of computer-based systems. Of course, it's true that graphics capability can speed the delivery of information and thus make a system more friendly and more productive. But it's also true that a really useful picture requires many words of stored data—plus the ability to rapidly retrieve and process the data. Hence, until quite recently, advanced graphics capability was restricted to very expensive systems, such as those for military simulation, motion picture production, or medical diagnostics.

In the last few years, however, tumbling costs and improved performance of memories, microprocessors, and other hardware have triggered explosive growth in graphics capability for most computer-based systems. Emerging standards for graphics software should further slash system costs by eliminating the need to "reinvent the wheel" and by allowing much frequently used software to be embedded in inexpensive silicon chips.

Perhaps because of the proliferation of video games and inexpensive home computers, people increasingly demand advanced graphics capability in the workplace as well. But the "throwaway" costs of video games are not easily duplicated in more demanding application areas. Many apparently advanced graphics features of games are really illusions—for example, the use of simulated 3-dimensional images and a limited palette of colors. Of course, video-game designers have also been able to embed most of the software in custom IC chips that can be produced cheaply because of the huge market volume.

For professional, industrial, and business system designers, the solution is to employ some of the same strategies used by game designers. Costs can be cut if the graphics capability embraces only a limited range of applications—hence, the emergence of families of dedicated workstations that perform only those tasks required in a specific application area. Then, for example, a workstation for a mechanical designer might have 3-dimensional graphics, whereas one for an accountant would merely provide, say, a simulated overlay of related forms. Of course, dedicated workstations can then be networked to form larger systems in which a mechanical designer might send cost information to an accountant.

One type of workstation that vitally concerns system designers is the engineering workstation, because engineers are involved as both designers and users of these systems. Therefore, we have chosen engineering workstations as the subject for our staff report in this issue. Unfortunately, many so-called engineering workstations emphasize graphics to the exclusion of other desirable features. So you should act now and help define the requirements of engineering workstations—or else the tools of your trade may continue to be inadequate.

Michael Elphick
Editor in Chief
CARING ABOUT QUALITY

My dad worked a lot of overtime the month he bought me my first mechanical drawing set. Even so, we couldn’t really afford the set I wanted. But he bought it anyway.

He said, “Quality always pays for itself.”

Later, when I was a senior in high school, the designs I drew with that set won me a four year scholarship to college. I’ve never forgotten that lesson. And now, when I design a computer system, quality is everything to me. For disk drives, I come to Fujitsu.

One expression of quality: Fujitsu’s 14-inch, 335 Mbyte Winchester disk drive.

QUALITY LIVES

© 1982, Fujitsu America, Inc.
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Special report on graphics technology

143 Workstations that take chip design from end to end
by Richard Parker and Sydney F. Shapiro—The proliferation of inexpensive memory, CRT controllers, and microprocessor ICs is fueling the development of powerful engineering workstations, some of which can do the entire design and simulation task.

167 Adapting applications to the Graphical Kernel System
by David H. Straayer—Conversion to this popular standard gives graphics applications portability and device independence. Deciding if conversion is appropriate, however, is up to the programmer.

177 Mammoth displays that measure in meters
by Donald K. Wedding, Roger E. Ernsthausen, Thomas J. Soper, and Donald J. Ewing—Plasma displays with pixel counts in the millions and diagonal dimensions in meters are migrating from military to commercial markets. For designers, the result is expanded graphics horizons.

189 Distributed system format aids graphics development
by John Moreland—Full-function graphics workstations can access mainframe data bases and can up productivity and project size with local image manipulation.

197 System architecture speeds multitasking image processing
by Ted J. Cooper and William K. Pratt—Specialized hardware and the Motorola 68000 microprocessor enable a digital image processor to independently perform complex image transformations.
The Lexidata 3700 has the speed and performance you've come to expect from the leader in high resolution displays.

In terms of speed, the 3700 writes in pixel blocks automatically (e.g. for fills and horizontal vectors). This is continuous speed, not burst speed, at 42 million pixels per second.

Its pixel-by-pixel rate is also continuous and fast. Fast when you're generating vectors. Fast for individual pixel update—crucial for imaging applications.

This speed is augmented by state-of-the-art 1280 x 1024 color at a flicker free 60hz refresh.

In terms of performance, the 3700 comes standard with Writable Control Store (WCS), enabling the user to implement his own high speed routines. Additionally, WCS also gives direct access to the main processor, so even complex functions run fast. There's also separate storage for over 1000 characters in user-definable fonts.

Remember, too, that the 3700 stems from the 3000 family, the most popular high-performance line ever developed. The 3700 is a complete performance package offering speed and features that live up to your expectations.

The Lexidata 3700. Fasten your seat belts.

For quick response call 1-800-472-4747 (in Massachusetts, call 617-663-8550) or write to us at 755 Middlesex Turnpike, Billerica, MA 01865. TWX 710-347-1574.
WORKSTATIONS THAT TAKE CHIP DESIGN FROM END TO END

The proliferation of inexpensive memory, CRT controllers, and microprocessor ICs is fueling the development of powerful engineering workstations, some of which can do the entire design and simulation task.

by Richard Parker, Contributing Editor and Sydney F. Shapiro, Managing Editor

They are interchangeably called computer aided design and computer aided engineering workstations. Sometimes the blanket labels "engineering" or "graphics" workstations are used, which can apply to either or both types of workstations, depending on the definition.

But regardless of whether they are design or engineering workstations—and there are important differences between them—they are both modern design-automation tools. Moreover, they are changing the way microelectronic circuits are made, from their conception to their final package. Semiconductor technology itself is propelling such workstation developments, from inexpensive memory and controller chips for better graphics displays, to more powerful 16- and 32-bit microprocessors. Computer networking and software developments have blended these devices together to create powerful automation tools.

Who needs engineering workstations? Consider this: studies have shown that many circuit designers spend only about half their time doing actual design work. The other half is spent on such tasks as documentation, management and planning, component evaluation and selection, and technical

Powerful graphics are available from the PERQ 2 engineering workstation, a joint development of Three Rivers Computer and International Computers Ltd. The Unix based machine has a 13" CRT display with 1280 x 1024-pixel resolution and can support any combination of graphics and text.
Do-it-yourself workstations

The very semiconductor device technology that drives high resolution graphics workstations is also making it possible for users to assemble their own systems from a collection of semiconductor parts— at a lower price, of course. Such systems' performance levels could not come close to those of high performance systems in the $50,000 range, but some rudimentary applications could do well enough with cheaper, home-built workstations.

Semiconductor RAM, for example, is widely available at less than $1 per kilobyte. So are a host of relatively inexpensive graphics controller chips that can easily handle 1024- x 1024-pixel graphics resolutions. As if that is not enough, a little more money can buy powerful graphics controller boards. And, of course, microprocessor technology has become so pervasive that powerful 16-bit units, many of them board-level based, can be affordably purchased.

Probably the one flaw with these parts is the cost of software development to tie everything together into a working system. But, again, that cost depends on the system performance level one is looking for—a level that, for many basic applications, may well be affordable for the do-it-yourselfer.

consultations—duties that are repetitive and ripe for automation. Thus, in an age when the byword is better automation for higher productivity, it benefits management to consider using the available design automation tools to improve design productivity. And what a selection they have before them, ranging from simple, inexpensive, personal computer based workstations all the way up to the “do it all” graphics terminals that translate a microcircuit from a simple idea to a packaged product.

To be sure, engineering workstations, called computer aided design (CAD) systems, have been around for quite some time. CAD systems were and still are primarily involved with the back end, or physical layout, of the chip design process. In attending to this process, many CAD systems have been dubbed glorified drafting machines.

Revolution in the workstation environment

The emergence of computer aided engineering (CAE) workstations, with their ability to take on additional frontend chip design tasks such as logical design and simulation, is revolutionizing the engineering workstation environment. Furthermore, local area network (LAN) advances have meant that relatively inexpensive CAE workstations can be tied together at different and remote locations that can share in the network's resources. Parallel developments in mass storage, microprocessors, and graphics controller chips have accelerated the spread of engineering workstations.

Although there is a deluge of high quality engineering workstations on the market, only a few, like the PERQ 2 from Three Rivers Computer (Pittsburgh, Pa), stand in a class by themselves when it comes to powerful graphics capabilities. Jointly developed by Three Rivers and England based International Computers Ltd, the Unix based workstation offers exceptional graphics capabilities.

For example, the 13" (33-cm) cathode ray tube (CRT) display with 1280- x 1024-pixel resolution (at 100 dots/in) supports any combination of graphics and text; presents drawings; erases instantly; offers freehand artwork and easy rotation of 3-dimensional models; and allows individually created typefaces to be generated for any design. The display can be highlighted for any area with scroll, pan, and zoom capabilities. PERQ 2 can be used as an independent workstation or as part of a network of distributed workstations. It has 32-bit virtual memory, an optional 20" (51-cm) landscape-type display, 2M bytes of maximum main memory, and 32M bytes of mass storage Winchester disk memory (a second 32M-byte Winchester disk drive is optional).

Many modern high quality engineering workstations include such advanced display features as windowing. This feature allows an engineering workstation to simultaneously display several unrelated events, so the user can study several displayed documents at once.
In the windowing concept, which is rapidly taking hold in engineering as well as office graphics workstations, the user typically selects the desired window (object) via a mouse, keyboard, or some other interactive device. Once selected, the window is enlarged to show its contents (traits) in greater detail. Such detail can be further scrutinized via soft keys that allow the user to zoom in on local and microscopic features in a desirable manner (schemas).

These abilities—objects, traits, and schemas—are a sampling of features to come for many more graphics workstations. Already, the objects, traits, and schemas approach is widely used in artificial intelligence. Expert systems in this area will be the future computers that will design other computers.

An example of improved operator interface to engineering workstations can be seen in the “function screen” on the workstation from Telesis Systems Corp (Chelmsford, Mass). As the only device used to input information into the workstation, it accelerates the user learning curve and improves the user interface. A keyboard is presented right on the “function screen,” a lightpen interactive CRT display. This display emulates functions that require as many as five distinct input devices in other workstations (eg, trackballs and digitizer tablets). The CRT display provides a user definable soft key menu that automatically reconfigures in response to selected commands and design objectives. As users gain experience with the engineering workstation, they can use the soft key menu to modify the system.

More microcomputing muscle

Powerful 16- and 32-bit microcomputers are beginning a new phase for engineering workstations. Before such relatively inexpensive computing devices became widely available, both CAD- and CAE-type workstations suffered from two main traits: high price and great dependence on larger mini and mainframe computers with their attendant delays. This situation is rapidly changing for the better.

Low cost is a powerful incentive behind the drive for microcomputer based workstations. Microprocessors like the 16-bit MC68000 lead that drive. For a CAE workstation to earn that title, it must be small and relatively low priced (under $10,000) in order to be practical in a networking environment. In this application, several workstations can share the network's valuable resources. It is no wonder that microprocessor based personal computers, many of which can be called super personal computers, are aspiring to be engineering workstations.

Use of the personal computer as a workstation is promoted by FutureNet Corp (Canoga Park, Calif). That company's DASH-I schematic designer converts the IBM PC into a low cost workstation that automates circuit and schematic system design. VTERM, a software package, allows the personal computer to emulate a DEC VT-100 terminal so that DASH-I data can be transferred to a DEC VAX or PDP-11 computer system. In addition, the DASH-I XT also converts the IBM XT personal computer into a workstation.

However, before personal computers can be accepted as engineering workstations, appropriate software operating systems must be developed. Such software will allow all networking workstations to operate in a virtual memory mode so that local and remote mass memory is accessible with the same speed and ease.

One approach for implementing virtual memory in an engineering workstation network is to use a dedicated microprocessor based circuit just for the virtual memory function. Whenever demand paging
of virtual memory defaults and a page of information is not ready, the dedicated circuit takes over to supply the missing information page.

But, microprocessor power by itself is not a complete answer. It is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to handle all software languages with one microprocessor. While running LISP, for example, most microprocessors lose speed when used with a conventional instruction set. When LISP is compiled for conventional microprocessors whose architectures have reserved bits for data types (untagged architecture), throughput is slowed down. Many MC68000 microprocessor based engineering workstations, when used in a timesharing mode, suffer from this problem.

A recently announced microprocessor based development system workstation is the KDS from Kontron Electronics (Culver City, Calif). Although initial systems are available with a Z80 processor and a CP/M V2.2 operating system, a version with a 68000 central processing unit (CPU) and Unix operating system is expected to be announced presently. In the latter version, the Z80 becomes the 68000’s input/output (I/O) interface processor.

With the KDS, only the 16” x 10” (41- x 25-cm) CRT unit and detached keyboard are set on the bench; all remaining components are located elsewhere. A computer module supports up to four in-circuit emulator modules and one timing and state logic analyzer module that function together as an instrument package for microprocessor hardware debugging and software/hardware integration.

16-bit micros take charge

Despite limitations, many emerging engineering workstations are capitalizing on existing 16-bit microprocessors. A good example is the structured computer aided logic design (SCALD) workstation from Valid Logic Systems Inc (Sunnyvale, Calif), which is based on the 16-bit 68000 microprocessor. The workstation allows designers to design gate-array circuits as large as 500k gates and to do local simulation. Such a task formerly required using a large and powerful mainframe computer like the IBM 370 or the DEC VAX. Although the SCALD workstation does not provide the processing speed of a large mainframe computer, it does provide many powerful features that make it cost effective.

Using the SCALD workstation, for example, a designer can interactively validate and debug portions of a logic design before it is committed. The workstation runs on the Unix operating system and has all the tools required to create structured top-down logic diagrams. The SCALD’s software allows the development of a design data base that contains module definitions, device parameters, and component interconnections. Logic design timing can be verified and simulated for entire circuits and even circuit parts. A postprocessor is included to provide net lists and verifiers. A single cluster controller manages up to four SCALDs that each have a 1024- x 800-pixel display. Each controller can handle up to 4M bytes of error-correcting memory.

Perkin-Elmer (Oceanport, NJ) recently introduced its MC68000 based model 7500 scientific computer, which is essentially a packaged workstation. It features multi-user program development, data acquisition, data reduction, and graphics display. A monochrome version includes 416K bytes of memory and a video module with a 13” (33-cm) monitor; its color counterpart has 640K bytes of memory and can display any combination of 16 colors out of a 27-color palette. Both use the Unix-like IDRIS operating system and are supported by ANSI, FORTRAN 77, BASIC, and C.

Another powerful yet relatively low cost engineering workstation based on 16-bit microprocessors is the model 230 advanced color graphics terminal from Envision (San Jose, Calif). The workstation is based on the Intel 8088 and NEC 7220 microprocessors. It provides a designer with a local display that allows vector storage manipulation in the terminal. Graphics objects and schematic symbols can be defined, stored, and manipulated within the terminal without host computer intervention and overhead burden. Graphics drawings are made in a 16k- x 16k-bit virtual address space. The workstation features up to 16 colors from a 4096-color palette, zoom and panning, graphics drawing primitives, and compatibility with Tektronix Inc’s (Beaverton, Ore) Plot-10 software package. Two-dimensional transformations like scaling, translating, and rotating can be performed on drawing segments. In addition, object and segment operations such as picking, copying, and changing visibility can be done locally.
PrintaColor’s new TC1040 is the perfect printer for your color graphics system. Hardcopy can be generated by virtually any computer or color display terminal—faster and easier than ever.

**Color fast and picture perfect**
The TC1040 was designed with full image-seeking and bidirectional capabilities that allow it to produce an 8½" x 11" image in one and a half minutes. With resolution of up to 120 dots per inch, your images are printed crisply and clearly every time on a variety of media from 8½" to 14 7/8" wide.

**4,913 choices of color**
TC1040 ink-jet technology produces sharp text and precise graphics in just about any color you can imagine via PrintaColor’s versatile method of ordered dithering.

**Quiet and simple**
Non-impact, whisper-quiet operation makes the TC1040 ideal in any office setting. Snap-in, disposable cartridges contain specially formulated inks that dry instantly on plain paper.

**Built for long life**
The TC1040 has a performance rating of over 5,900 hours MTBF. The drop-on-demand printhead has a proven reliability of more than 10 billion operations. Modular design simplifies routine maintenance checks and minor adjustments.

And the TC1040 has all applicable regulatory agency approvals.

**The Logical Choice**
For greater speed, more colors and higher quality resolution in a color printer, look to PrintaColor’s TC1040—the new color hard-copy solution—for text, image and graphics.
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Envision's model 230 advanced color graphics terminal is an example of how powerful 16-bit microprocessors are propelling engineering workstation performance. This terminal uses both Intel 8088 and NEC 7220 microprocessors. Vectors allow designers to store and manipulate elements such as graphics objects and schematic symbols all within the terminal without host computer intervention.

Still another 8088 based graphics display system is the model 2001 from CGX Corp (Acton, Mass). This system has three microprocessors on its processor board, each dedicated to specific tasks. An Intel 8088 command processor supervises internal timing, data transfers, interrupts, and control panel communications; an AMD 2091 bit-slice processor transfers data from the host computer to a data buffer; and an Intel 8089 I/O processor transfers that information to a selected display station. This multiprocessor one-on-one architecture enables users to mix independent color raster and monochrome vector terminals on a single-cable IBM compatible network of interactive workstations.

Two 16-bit 8086 microprocessors as well as dual 16-bit high speed floating-point 8087 coprocessors power the AYCAD CAD system from Aydin Corp (Fort Washington, Pa). The turnkey system also includes a bit-slice bipolar microprocessor for hardware graphics vector generation and an 8080 microprocessor to run the system's digitizer. Running on the CP/M-86 operating system, the CAD system features a high resolution 1024 x 1024-pixel raster-scan display, a separate alphanumeric system console, full ASCII keyboard with calculator pad, a 36" x 48" (91- x 122-cm) digitizer tablet, 35M bytes of Winchester disk drive storage, and 1.2M bytes of floppy disk drive storage.

Even 32-bit micros play a role
There is no question that 16-bit microprocessors provide limited intelligence to engineering workstations. As powerful as they are, many engineering workstations are going the 32-bit microprocessor route to obtain the necessary intelligence independent of larger mini and mainframe computers.

Hewlett-Packard Co (Palo Alto, Calif) adheres to that method. The firm has announced a 5-chip set that includes a 32-bit CPU. The chip set will form the basis of the HP-9000 family, powerful engineering workstations the firm claims will perform like "personal" mainframe computers. Besides the 32-bit CPU, the chip set includes a 128K-bit static

CGX graphics display systems consist of a vector display station, a color raster display station, and a channel unit containing processor and channel interface boards. The systems run from the IBM 360/370, 30XX, and 43XX family, or from IBM-compatible host mainframe computers.
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Advanced engineering workstations such as the AYCAD from Aydin can just about do it all. This turnkey system runs on the CP/M operating system and includes many features. Separate microprocessors run the system's digitizer tablet and graphics vector generator.

Random access memory (RAM), an I/O processor, a memory controller, and an 18-MHz clock generator. The set interfaces with any of three local area networks: Ethernet, the forthcoming IEEE 802, and Hewlett-Packard's shared resource manager (SRM). Each HP-9000 workstation will be able to house as many as three 32-bit CPUs. The top-of-the-line workstation will have a color CRT display with menu-prompting soft keys, 2.5M bytes of error-correcting RAM, a 27K-byte floppy disk drive, a 10M-byte Winchester disk drive, a built-in thermal printer, and a wide range of software packages. Software capability includes single-user BASIC and multi-user Hewlett-Packard UX operating systems, FORTRAN and Pascal compilers, and a Hewlett-Packard graphics library.

The CPU chip has a microcoded stack architecture that supports 280 instructions, including IEEE standard floating-point arithmetic formats. Offering a processing capability of 1M instructions/s (at the 18-MHz clock rate), the CPU supports direct addressing of 500M bytes of memory, more than any microprocessor around. In addition, the CPU is fast: it can perform 550-ns executions for a register load, 5.94-µs executions for a 64-bit floating-point addition, and 10.34-µs executions for a 64-bit floating-point multiplication. When used in the HP-9000 workstations, each workstation can handle 36M bytes/s over the system's processor bus. RAM can be added in 256K-byte increments. And multiple I/O processors within each workstation allow interfacing to other workstations and computers.

Teletype Corp (Skokie, Ill) is also taking advantage of 32-bit microprocessor power in its 5620 workstation. Based on the 32-bit Bellmac 32 processor from Bell Laboratories (Murray Hill, NJ), the workstation includes a monochromatic 15" (38-cm) CRT display. It runs on the Unix operating system that allows users to work on several programs at once, displaying them concurrently on the CRT screen. The 5620 lets users create up to six windows of any shape or size on the display.

While the workstation executes one program, the user views and manipulates another on the screen. Software can be downloaded from the host CPU into the 64K-byte main memory of the 32-bit semiconductor RAM. Firmware is housed in 24K bytes of 16-bit erasable programmable read only memory (EPROM). The workstation has full graphics capability with an 800- x 1024-pixel resolution. A mouse as well as three programmable keys is available to facilitate CAD applications. The 5620 can communicate with other terminals as well as with computers via an RS-232-C port at speeds ranging from 300 to 19.2k baud.

Another CAD workstation based on 32-bit microprocessors is the CDX500 from Cadnetix Corp (Boulder, Colo), whose performance rivals that of mini- and mainframe computer based systems. The system is aimed at printed circuit board (PCB) design applications. It includes a microcomputer with 32-bit internal architecture, up to 3.5M bytes of main memory, a 19" (48-cm) ultrahigh resolution color display, a 5 ½ " 40M-byte Winchester disk drive, and a 1M-byte floppy disk drive. Other features include a detachable keyboard, mouse input device, and an object-oriented user interface.

Powerful CDX5000 software packages allow interactive schematic generation, automatic component placement, high speed automatic trace routing, interactive editing of component placement and trace routing, and continuity and design checking. Additionally, the software allows automatic generation of PCB artwork and numerical control tapes; design documentation, including assembly drawings and bills of materials, can also be automatically generated.

The trend toward 32-bit microprocessors to support advanced engineering workstations can be seen in machines such as the CDX500 from Cadnetix. Aimed at PCB design applications, system features include a 32-bit microcomputer, up to 3.5M bytes of main memory, and 40M bytes of Winchester disk drive memory. A 19" CRT display provides high resolution.
A family of workstations from Orcatech Inc (Ottawa, Ontario, Canada) consists of a low end Orca1000 for engineers who require minimum capabilities and flexibility; the Orca2000 for the single user who wants growth capabilities; and the top-level Orca3000, designed around the Motorola MC68000/68010 32-bit microprocessors. The family's Unix based operating system is integrated using the Special Interest Group on Computer Graphics (SIGGRAPH) Core standard. The top-level system has parallel architecture that allows designers to simultaneously update a display image with the system's graphics processor, send data to the host computer, perform design calculations, and store the resultant picture.

**A different approach**

Despite microcomputer technology's powerful attributes, many engineering workstation manufacturers prefer to rely on general purpose computers, which provide greater number-crunching abilities than even the most powerful micros, but, of course, are higher priced and physically larger. For example, CAE Systems Inc (Sunnyvale, Calif), Mentor Graphics Inc (Tigard, Ore), and Calma Microelectronics Div of General Electric (Santa Clara, Calif) have opted to use the 32-bit Domain workstation computer from Apollo Computer (Chelmsford, Mass) for their engineering workstations. Like many other workstations, Domain runs on the popular Unix operating system.

The Domain computer has a 300M-byte optional disk drive memory, local disk storage, virtual memory capability, and local networking options; it can also interface with larger mainframe computers. Its DN 600 color computational node has a palette of over 16 x 10M colors, up to 2M bytes of dedicated dual-ported display memory, 16M-byte virtual address space per process (15 processes per user), and up to 3.5M bytes of main program memory. It provides seven software selectable color display modes and 4, 8, or 24 color planes on a 19" (48-cm) 1024 x 1024 bit-map raster display. Vectors are drawn at more than 1M pixels/s under control of the company's Aegis operating system.

Powerful computer aided design/computer aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) systems like the Electronic Design Management System (EDMS) from Prime Computer Inc (Natick, Mass) derive their performance from powerful computers like Prime's 32-bit 50 Series. The menu-driven, multi-user EDMS for interactive digital logic design analysis and drafting has an electronic component and a circuit design data base, both controlled by a database management system (DBMS). The EDMS has a color graphics and alphanumeric display and is compatible with other Prime computers and communications software.

Speaking of software, good general purpose software for engineering workstations is difficult to find. Most software packages on the market were originally developed for custom integrated circuit (IC) designs, making them ill-suited for universal gate-array designs. Such packages lack automatic placement and routing routines, continuity checking, layout verification, and gate-array cell digitization.

Very few so-called integrated software solutions exist for engineering workstations. Many CAD and CAE workstations still require multiple software packages that contain their own operating systems,
As an answer to the lack of integrated software in engineering workstations, California Devices' integrated design, engineering, automation system (IDEAS) provides the design and verification tools for gate arrays. Software developed at the firm will include modules for layout, simulation, masking, and testing. The modules will share a common data base. (Source: Electro/83 Professional Program.)

As an answer to the lack of integrated software in engineering workstations, California Devices' integrated design, engineering, automation system (IDEAS) provides the design and verification tools for gate arrays. Software developed at the firm will include modules for layout, simulation, masking, and testing. The modules will share a common data base. (Source: Electro/83 Professional Program.)

run programs written in different languages, and use different data bases to perform the IC design, simulation, and verification functions.

California Devices Inc (San Jose, Calif) thinks it has an answer to the engineering workstation software problem with its integrated design, engineering, automation system (IDEAS) workstation. The workstation is based on software being developed at Computer Devices Inc and provides integrated design and verification tools for gate arrays. The software modules currently used for layout, simulation, masking, and testing are being integrated into a single cohesive system with a common data base. System modules, linked by interface drivers, take input data from the common data base to generate the output files required at each step of the evolving design. Each design phase is fully interactive, allowing the designer total control.

The IDEAS workstation features a common data base accessible by system modules; a schematic entry package that allows direct entry of logic and circuit schematics, with optional entry of network list descriptions; and logic and circuit simulation. It also features automatic placing and routing, a network equivalence check, tooling database conversion, and an automatic interactive test program. Workstation outputs include pattern-generation tapes, schematics, layouts, bonding diagrams, production test programs, test patterns, and documentation.
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Good engineering workstation software follows a hierarchical scheme like the software in Daisy Systems' Gatemaster workstation. Three software packages (DANCE, DRINK, and SING) follow an integrated hierarchical structure format.

CAE Systems already offers an engineering workstation (the CAE2000) with truly integrated software. Unlike many engineering workstations whose software is limited in scope (i.e., it is maximized for either initial schematic capture or for final physical layout), the CAE2000 has an integrated software package that addresses the entire electrical design cycle, from behavioral definition and analysis through physical layout and testing.

Hierarchical structure needed
One requirement for good engineering workstation software is that it follow a hierarchical scheme. That is, a gate-array design problem should be subdivided within software into manageable blocks, each of which should be designed and checked before going on to the next one. The software development system of the Gatemaster workstation from Daisy Systems Corp (Sunnyvale, Calif) described later, is a good example. The system's three software packages, DANCE, DRINK, and SING, follow an integrated hierarchical structure format.

Fortunately, other firms are producing better software packages for the engineering workstation environment, in many cases optimizing them for a specific part of the design cycle. An example is GenRad Inc's (Santa Clara, Calif) HILO-2 software package, a high speed universal logic design simulator optimized for accuracy and efficiency. Aimed at semicustom IC designs such as gate arrays, cell arrays, and custom ICs, as well as conventional standard IC designs, the software package's resources facilitate fast, accurate logic design verification and effective test validation.

Developed at Brunel University in Uxbridge, England, HILO-2 features gate-level and functional-level logic design simulation and timing verification, test validation, a high power language for functional modeling, and a menu-driven interface. The software package runs on 32-bit virtual memory computers like DEC's VAX-780.

Artificial intelligence is also finding its way into CAD/CAE software development tools to create software programs that are not only more powerful, but are also user friendly. Symbolics Inc (Chatsworth, Calif) now uses MIT's LISP language in the Symbolics' 3600 workstation, allowing designers to develop complex software programs for specific applications like very large scale integration (VLSI) designs. These programs allow such features as realtime object manipulation and object
relation of several manipulated objects. A software program developed by the 3600 processor, for a VLSI circuit for example, would define objects like gates and paths which influence the circuit’s simulation. The 3600 workstation has a 36-bit microprogrammable CPU, with 32 bits assigned to integers (28 for bit pointers and 4 for data types) and 4 bits assigned to keep track of stack pointers and other manipulations.

**Relational DBMSs excel**

Getting the right DBMS for an engineering workstation is crucial, for it is the DBMS that allows all workstation pieces—eg, CAD programs, graphics software packages, and processor—to work together harmoniously. A relational-type DBMS is the most flexible for computer aided engineering workstations. Certainly, there are other, more efficient DBMSs than relational ones (such as hierarchical and network types). However, efficiency is not a major problem for computer aided engineering applications, since database accessing is not very frequent and access paths can be optimized because the paths are known in advance.

For higher efficiency, Mentor Graphics employs a hybrid form of the relational DBMS approach in its Idea 1000 workstation. By letting each schematic component form its own small database, the Idea 1000 workstation keeps each relation’s size (ie, the number of parameters) comparatively small. The distributed engineering workstation is autonomous, connecting to Apollo Computers’ 12M-bps Domain local area network, and is supported by a distributed database structure. At each Idea 1000 workstation, a designer can break down a logic diagram, graphically simulate circuits, and change circuit components as well as circuit features. The system maintains a list of components and documented circuit changes, and analyzes and evaluates the circuit according to user defined parameters. Each network workstation holds in its own memory all the work done at that particular station. The 32-bit system employs the Aegis virtual memory operating system, has a fast main memory expandable to 3.5M bytes, and large (300M-byte) disk drive storage capacity.

An important feature of the Idea 1000 workstation is the DBMS' flexibility. A special file, which is a relational statement script of database changes, is paired with a data dictionary file that governs all database files involved in the workstation. This approach allows the database configuration to gradually adapt to any new needs as the files are accessed. There is no need to shut down the workstation merely to reload the data base. All database file changes are automatic and transparent to the user.

A recent addition to the list of DEC VAX-11 based design/management systems is the Series 8000 from Cadtec Inc (San Jose, Calif). This hardware/software system integrates the company’s model 8200 interactive graphics workstations with model 8500 graphics office stations. Heart of the Series 8000 is the CORD data system, a relational database system with an object-oriented interface. Although initial application software focuses on logic design, future extensions will enable the system to support all levels of IC and electronic system design.

The workstation/office station system concept is based on the belief that an engineer needs a workstation’s high performance only 20% of the time. Office stations suffice the rest of the time and give the engineer required access to all project data on the VAX via standard RS-232 communications protocols and a local area network.

Digital Equipment Corp (Marlboro, Mass) also offers its own CAD/CAM system, based on the company’s VAX series 32-bit computers. The VAXstation family workstations can form a network that allows several engineers to work simultaneously on different parts of a complex VLSI circuit design, then pass the resulting design on to other engineers for circuit layout, software development, and manufacturing.

**How much local computing?**

Just how much local computing power an engineering workstation should have is under debate. The need to rely on a large and often external mainframe computer is one of the problems plaguing engineering workstations, some of which do not possess sufficient intelligence to handle complex graphics requirements. Although many engineering workstations can respond to host computer commands and store data locally, they may still be under the control of an application program that runs on the mainframe host computer. Thus, much of the host computer’s processing time may be spent on simple graphics routines that could be performed locally on a more intelligent workstation.

ComputerVision’s Instaview interactive design workstation can be used for a variety of CAD/CAM applications. A wide range of specialized software capabilities plus PCB and integrated circuit design significantly increase the designer’s productivity.
This problem is exacerbated for timeshared systems. In addition, time is wasted as data are transferred between the host computer and the local workstation. Moreover, inherent reliability is a problem for any communications link to another computer—if either the host computer or the communication link fails, the workstation loses all graphics abilities.

Some workstations, like the Omega 400 from Metheus Corp (Hillsboro, Ore), claim to be intelligent enough to handle an entire design problem from back to front. The system carries a chip designer from product conception and block diagram to layout simulation and test-vector generation. The workstation, with its 1024- x 1024-pixel graphics display, has an impressive drawing speed of 1M pixels/s. It features 4- and 8-bit display planes that provide up to 16M color shades, an onboard signature analyzer, and self-test microcode.

**Ideally, a workstation with a graphics presentation should provide the highest resolution possible.**

Last November, Metheus introduced the 4750, a VLSI system that spans all phases of the IC design process: logic design, simulation, and mass layout. The engineering workstation is based on a powerful 32-bit standalone computer that allows it to capture, simulate, and verify both logical and physical VLSI IC designs. It is Multibus based and uses three 68000 microprocessors—two in the CPU and a third as a display list manager for a bit-slice graphics processor. Unix based, the workstation supports virtual memory operations and is available with 1M byte of main memory (expandable to 16M bytes), 30M bytes of 5¼" Winchester disk, and 1M byte of floppy disk memory. An even more recent version, the 4740, provides logic design and simulation but not mass layout.

The trend toward more intelligent graphics engineering workstations is also evidenced in the model 4110 from Tektronix. This graphics workstation performs some fairly complex graphics manipulations, freeing the host computer’s valuable time and increasing system reliability. Intelligent graphics workstations like this generally have the appropriate software packages and sufficient semiconductor RAM and mass memory to do their stated tasks. The 4110, for example, can perform low level graphics routines like manipulating local picture segments, forming 2-dimensional images, and executing higher level commands. It allows users to communicate with it through a scrollable-dialogue display that retains a graphics image on the CRT screen.

Convergent Technologies Inc (Santa Clara, Calif) takes a dual-processor approach in making a more intelligent graphics workstation. It uses a pair of 16-bit 8086 microprocessors in its IWS-110/120 workstations to cut down system throughput delays for complex graphics. One 8086 microprocessor is used as the main CPU while the other is dedicated to graphics processing. The IWS-110 is a desktop unit; the IWS-120 is a floor-standing model. Each has a bit-mapped 15" (38-cm) noninterlaced display with a 660- x 512-pixel resolution. The workstations provide both bit-mapped and character-oriented displays and include vector and raster-scanning display modes with multilevel software interfaces.

Software programs called CADISYS were made available to Mentor Graphics by California Automated Design Inc (Santa Clara, Calif). By using the Idea 1000, they are claimed to reduce the logic design and physical layout time of a VLSI circuit pattern of 2500 gates. Three subsystems are involved: automatic placement, automatic routing, and interactive graphics. Programs are written in Pascal or FORTRAN. Recently announced Idea 1200, 1300, and 1400 CAE workstations function either alone or as part of a network. In addition to the 32-bit Apollo Domain computer, each node contains a graphics display with an optional electrostatic printer, up to 1.5M bytes of program memory, and up to 34M bytes of Winchester disk storage.

**Optimizing design locally**

Some engineering workstations are optimized for local logic design, leaving simulation and modeling to a remote host computer. The advantages of this approach are more local design flexibility than if the same workstation were to handle design, simulation, and modeling, and greater design economies, particularly for custom IC designs. The Logician engineering workstation from Daisy Systems exemplifies this approach. It can be linked via the Ethernet LAN to other system elements such as mass storage devices, printers, and mainframe computers.

Even more powerful is Daisy’s Gatemaster, which reportedly reduces gate-array development time by 50% to 70%. Based on the 10-MHz 16-bit 8086 microprocessor, the workstation employs multiple processors for the I/O ports, a special bit-slice microprocessor for graphics, and a complete set of software packages. The Gatemaster allows designers to experiment at the gate level with a gate-array design; this can be done for several different types of gate arrays. The workstation is compatible with gate arrays of all major manufacturers and accommodates both metal oxide semiconductor and bipolar technologies. A 19" (48-cm) high resolution CRT display, programmable keyboard, and optional bit-pad digitizer tablet are all available.
The other giant in the Multibus market.

Announces Six New Products for Expanded Efficiency and Capability

Three New Multibus Systems
Introducing three new powerful low-priced systems to complement our extensive line of ISIS-compatible, CP/M and MP/M systems.

MODEL 95/86 RMX, an RMX-86 real-time 16-bit development and OEM system. The standard system comes with 512KB RAM, one DS/DD floppy, one 42MB Winchester, a clock/calendar and an 8087 numeric processor. A 20MB streaming tape is available and the system's single chassis expansion capacity is unmatched. It will also operate under CP/M-86. Workstation versions also available.

MODEL 95/38 UDI, a highly versatile Intel MDS-286 (Series III), and MDS-225 (Series II) compatible system. This multi-personality system runs Series III software, CP/M-86 and with the included modification kit, runs under ISIS-II and CP/M-80. The perfect expansion workstation for your engineering department.

MODEL 95/36 CP/M, a CP/M-86, 16-bit development and OEM system. The standard system comes with 128KB RAM, two DS/DD floppies, high performance CP/M-86 and system diagnostics in ROM. It's highly expandable with six expansion card slots, two expansion 8-inch peripheral slots and hard disk options to 160MB. It will run UDI (Series III) software under CP/M-86 and will also run under RMX-86.

Three New Multibus Boards
ZX-914 PROM PROGRAMMER BOARD. Zendex puts PROM programming on a single board for less than $1,000. The ZX-914 programs 2764s, 27128s, 2817s. By utilizing Intel's "Fast Programming Algorithm," it will program a standard 2764 in less than two minutes! It will also do "byte splitting" for 16-bit CPUs. The ZX-914, combined with the ZX-908 (which programs 2716s, 2732s and 2732As), gives the Zendex PROM Programmer Board user the full range of programming capabilities for the 2700 series EPROMs. Zendex supplies the ZX-914 user with utilities for programming under either ISIS-II, CP/M-80, or CP/M-86.

ZBX-348 CLOCK/CALENDAR MODULE. Zendex puts a clock/calendar on a multimodule for less than $400. The ZBX-348 supplies a clock/calendar with year, month, day, date and time of day. No system should be without one. Zendex will supply drivers for RMX-86 human interface users for only $25, to help you get up and running. We are already shipping the board in large volumes to both OEMs and end-users.

ZX-906B MULTIBUS DISPLAY. Zendex puts even more time-saving features on our most popular engineering design aid. The ZX-906B is even more powerful than the ZX-906A. Enhancements include:
1) The ability to display first and last events at an address.
2) Perform single-step traces.
3) Trace all of the power lines in your Multibus system.

The ZX-906B will pay for itself almost immediately in engineering time saved. Even if you own an emulator. Even if you own a ZX-907.

New Money-Saving Prices
Effective April 1, 1983, we offer all customers, on all products, approximately a 5% discount for payment with order (PWO):
In addition to this 5% across-the-board opportunity to save, we have further reduced the price of several boards and systems, such as:
- ZX-86 CPU Board.
- ZX-86/87, the ZX-86 with an 8087 numeric processor.
- ZX-86-I, the ZX-86 which runs at 10MHz.
- ZX-710/720, the ISIS-compatible floppy disk subsystem.
- ZX-907, the bus/tracer analyzer.
- MODEL 835, the ISIS-compatible system.

Call or write for our new expanded catalog.

Zendex Corporation
6644 Sierra Lane
Dublin, CA 94568
(415) 828-3000
TWX 910 389 4009
Call (800) 227-2634, Ext. 922 (Outside Calif.) or TWX for your local distributor. Zendex products are available worldwide.

*Trademark of Zendex Corp. CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research Corp. Multibus, RMX, Multimodule and ISIS are trademarks of Intel Corp. MOS, an Intel ordering code, is a trademark of Mohawk Data Sciences Corp.
The three software packages previously mentioned propel the Gatemaster's performance to new heights: Daisy Network Connectivity Extractor (DANCE), Daisy Resolving Linker (DRINK), and Simulator Input Generator (SING). DANCE checks syntax errors and any missing connections or conflicting parameters; DRINK links multiple pages together and allows an incomplete design to be operated on as a complete entity; and SING creates component and network lists and checks for design-rule errors.

Reaching resolution requirements
Ideally, a workstation with a graphics presentation should provide the highest resolution possible. This is particularly important for complex graphics presentations. Unfortunately, extremely high resolution means more refresh memory, which translates into more money. An engineering workstation with about 128K bytes of graphics refresh memory costs about $5000 to $10,000—a price range that can skyrocket to $40,000 or more for a 1024K-byte system. That is one reason why raster-scanning graphics display technology is popular, since it provides the lowest cost and best overall performance of any of the three major graphics display technologies for a given size refresh memory. (See the Table.)

High resolution is probably not needed for every application. The staircase effect produced with a raster-scan type display is apparently not a big problem for many applications, as is evidenced by the dominance of this technology in all kinds of graphics workstations. For applications requiring higher resolution, one can, of course, improve raster-scan display resolution by adding more memory to the system. However, that will negate the system's original advantage—its low cost.

A more promising approach appears to be using antialiasing hardware and software to smooth out the graphics "jaggies." Some workstations, such as the Graphics-32 from Applicon Inc (Burlington, Mass.), have antialiasing algorithms already built in. One algorithm in the Graphics-32, for example, lessens the jagged effect by displaying with less intensity the pixels adjacent to ones located on the edges of jagged lines.

With the proper antialiasing algorithm, sufficient resolution can be achieved from a raster-scan workstation display. Given the right antialiasing circuit, for example, a 1024- x 1024-pixel display, commonly found on many graphics workstations, can achieve resolutions close to those possible from much more expensive systems. This method is used in the System 3400 from Lexidata Corp (Billerica, Mass), the Vistagraphics 3000 from California Computer Products Inc (Anaheim, Calif), and the CG7900 from Chromatics Inc (Tucker, Ga).

Many such systems employ special techniques to improve graphics resolution while keeping the overall system cost down. The Lexidata 3400, for instance, allows the user to assign four work areas to the display for such features as zoom, scroll, pan, and wraparound. Both this system and the Vistagraphics 3000 allow individual pixel blinking. On the other hand, the Chromatics CG7900 has outline boxes in place while depicted objects are moved about. Regardless of these uses, many applications, such as those involving complex interactive designs, usually require the higher resolutions found on vector-scan and direct-view storage tube technologies.

Better graphics standards to come
There is a growing need for graphics standards. Ideally, graphics software programs written for one engineering workstation should be useful on another. Realistically, that is not the case, primarily since the industry does not agree on what the appropriate graphics standards should be. Fortunately for the user, the computer graphics industry has begun to recognize this problem and to

---

### Table: Three Major Graphics Display Technologies
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Raster scan</th>
<th>Vector scan</th>
<th>Storage tube</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Low to moderate</td>
<td>Moderate to high</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td>Poor to fair</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brightness</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color capability</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Virtually none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selective erasure</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image (dynamic manipulation)</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freedom from flicker</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>(poor with large amounts of data)</td>
<td>Good (poor for &quot;write-through&quot; mode)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory dependency</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What would you call a computer with five menu personalities, one for each of five user levels from sophisticated developer to casual user?

Flexible?

What then would you call one with that plus a dictionary-driven applications generator that can reduce systems development time by an order of magnitude? This applications generator (called N-GEN, by the way) also allows customers who aren't expert programmers to create their own special programs.

Extremely flexible?

What then would you say about the computer with all the above plus an operating system derived from UNIX*, enhanced for maximum portability and compatibility? And what if it has industry-standard interfaces, comes tailored for any application from one to sixteen users, and has as much or as little memory and mass storage as you require? What do you make of a computer this exceptionally extremely flexible?

Anything you want.

And in great numbers. Because the OEM price starts under $10,000.

So before you decide what to call it, call us at 1-800-222-1235. And see how easy it is to make whatever you like out of Tower™ 1632.


BUILT FOR SYSTEMS BUILDERS. TOWER 1632.

*UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.
Low Cost Subminiature Ball Slides

LOW FRICTION, LOW INERTIA, PRECISION BALL SLIDES—preloaded to eliminate backlash and side play in head carriages and other reciprocating mechanisms in disk drives, printers, plotters, and copiers.

Hardened stainless steel balls roll on hardened way rods for long life without lubrication. Anodized aluminum bodies ground top and bottom. Stackable for XY positioning. Custom and special designs available.

Sizes start .23" high x .38" wide x .50" travel, capacity 1 1/2 lb. Linear accuracy .0005 inch/ inch. Repeatability .0001 inch most models.

COMPARE OUR PRICES —
Call (203) 775-4041 for 12 page catalog and price list. Popular sizes in stock.

Del-Tron Precision, Inc.
934 Federal Road, Route 7
Brookfield, CT 06804 (203) 775-4041

IC Synthesizer Compatible...

MURATA ERIE'S NEW PIEZOELECTRIC 2mm THIN TRANSDUCER FOR TIGHT PLACES. With voice synthesis becoming more and more common and all types of equipment getting tinier and tinier, there's simply no place for old-time flimsy-cone speakers. Our new piezoelectric transducer is just 2mm thin, 50mm in diameter and can handle a lot of abuse in both tone and voice applications. It's high input impedance of 1K ohms also makes things easier. Find out all you need to know. Write to Murata Erie North America, Inc., 1148 Franklin Road, SE, Marietta, GA 30067, or call (404) 952-9777 for complete technical details.

Please rate the value of this article to you by circling the appropriate number in the "Editorial Score Box" on the Inquiry Card.

High 713  Average 714  Low 715
THE NEW CHROMATICS CT 4200

WITH OUR 2 YEAR GUARANTEE

$3995

NOBODY ELSE DELIVERS SO MUCH RELIABILITY FOR SO LITTLE MONEY.

- Best price/performance color terminal on the market.
- 512 x 512 x 4 Bitmap image, 512 x 384 viewable.
- No flicker 60 Hz refresh rate.
- 85 characters by 48 lines alphanumeric display.

- High resolution 13" precision in-line CRT.
- Optional 1024 x 1024 x 4 with 1024 x 768 viewable.
- 2 year limited warranty on all parts and factory service.

- Detachable 64-key keyboard. Optional 92-key keyboard shown.
- Supported by many popular graphics packages.
- Quantity discounts available.

Chromatics

For full product information on the best price/performance color terminal in the business, contact:
Offices Worldwide
CIRCLE 84
What's Megateknology?

Everybody else claims to make state-of-the-art computer graphics systems. We don't. At Megatek, we're making history out of state-of-the-art. In fact, we're turning it into state-of-the-past. It's what we call Megateknology.

Meet Our Family.

Meet our family of Whizzards. One graphics miracle after another. Innovative, sophisticated systems that set industry standards others can only try to match. Tomorrow's design solutions today. In short, graphics Whizzardry.

The 7600 System. Power and Performance.

Our top of the line Whizzard.® The powerful 7600 perhaps provides the greatest range of operator interaction of any system today. Dual-bus architecture supports both high resolution stroke refresh and color raster displays. Up to two. Real time dynamics on color raster displays make frame updates at stroke refresh speeds for both 3D, wireframe and solid surface objects.

State-of-the-art doesn't even come close to the 7600.


Customize your own system to meet specific design needs. The 7200 offers unprecedented flexibility and speed. Modular architecture supports both high resolution stroke and real time dynamic color raster displays providing powerful, economical system configurations. Working in 2D or 3D, this Whizzard provides solid solutions for any design application, today or tomorrow.

Our 6200. Economical graphics terminals.

Whizzard 6200 graphics terminals are completely self-contained with their own desk, display monitors and interactive devices. They combine the high vector density of a raster terminal with the 12-bit virtual addressability and dynamics of a vector refresh system. And, our 6200 can display real time data and static overlays simultaneously. Efficient, effective and economical design tools that minimize host computer burden and reduce communications through local display list architecture.

That's Meg
The Whizzard 1600s. Desktop miracles abound.

Then, consider our 1600s for creating graphics miracles right on your desk. With all the features of our more powerful, expensive Whizzards but in a compact, highly efficient 2D design station, right at your fingertips. Everything an engineer or designer could ever want in desktop computer graphics. Color or monochrome. High quality and resolution. VT-100™ compatibility. Greatly increased productivity thanks to ergonomic design.

Megateknology, pure and simple.

**Graphics Software is Megateknology, too.**

The Whizzard’s WAND™ Upward and downward compatibility throughout our graphics family. It lets you write applications programs that run on either vector refresh or color raster systems for both 16- and 32-bit computers.

Or take TEMPLATE® Computer and device independent software support for 32-bit or larger mainframes. 2D and 3D dynamic or static applications in batch or interactive modes. Creates, displays, modifies or stores graphics for a myriad of applications.

That’s Megatek.

Everything you could want in graphics hardware and software. Examples of innovative pioneering in computer graphics technology: Power, greatly increased productivity, multi-functionality, versatility, simple design excellence and solutions.

But then, there’s state-of-the-art. Or by comparison, state-of-the-past. Why choose it when you can put Megateknology to work solving your graphics problems? It’ll make miracles for you, too.

See us at SIGGRAPH, Booth 527, July 26-28, Detroit, MI.

VT-100 is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.

Making History out of State-of-the-Art.

---
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YOU CAN FIND A LOT OF COMPANIES WHEN YOU WANT TO BUY A MONITOR...
...BUT HOW MANY CAN YOU FIND WHEN YOU WANT TO SERVICE IT?

There's one you won't have to search for. Conrac.

We're committed to giving OEMs the service and support you need—when you need it and where you need it. We're implementing an extensive network of regional and local technical centers throughout the country, and that means service and replacement parts along with sales support nearby, where you need it. And with our ongoing training program, the skills that our people can offer your people are constantly being polished and upgraded.

When you look at the total picture—our 36 years of experience, the broadest range of products in the industry, high quality, performance, reliability, serviceability, availability and responsive engineering and customer service—it's easy to see why Conrac is the first choice in OEM markets. You know that once you buy from us—you won't have to search for us.

For more details on Conrac's complete line of monitors, and our schedule of training programs, call or write:

Conrac Division, Conrac Corporation, 600 N. Rimsdale Ave., Covina, CA 91722.

Regional Offices:
Western (213) 966-3511,
Mid West (312) 833-3310,
Eastern (203) 348-2100,
New England (617) 272-6720.
That's what makes us different. The critical difference for superior digitizer performance. ALTEK applies precision craftsmanship to every facet of construction. The result...

UNCOMPROMISING ACCURACY
Every DATATAB*, large or small, has resolution, stability and repeatability of .001". Accuracies to ±.003"...the highest in the industry.

"Uncompromising Accuracy for consistent results"

UNCOMPROMISING DEPENDABILITY
DATATAB*'s patented design, proprietary construction and simple control electronics make periodic maintenance unnecessary. Performance is unaffected by use, temperature or humidity.

"Uncompromising Dependability for long term reliability"

UNCOMPROMISING VERSATILITY
Unequaled variety of sizes, models and interfaces. Just compare..... sizes up to 42" × 130". Models with opaque, backlit, rear projection, translucent or restrained cursor surface. Controllers range from a single printed circuit board to standalone workstations.

"Uncompromising Versatility... a DATATAB for any application"

UNCOMPROMISING...Our Customers wouldn’t have it any other way.

GRAPHIC DIGITIZERS by:

ALTEK Corporation
2150 INDUSTRIAL PARKWAY
SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND 20904
TEL: 301-622-3906 TWX: 710-825-0422
See us at Siggraph Booth #471
ADAPTING APPLICATIONS TO THE GRAPHICAL KERNEL SYSTEM

Conversion to this popular standard gives graphics applications portability and device independence. Deciding if conversion is appropriate, however, is up to the programmer.

by David H. Straayer

The Graphical Kernel System is rapidly gaining acceptance as a worldwide standard for computer graphics. It was originally developed by the Deutches Institute für Normung, the official standards-making body of West Germany. The International Standards Organization is in the final stages of converting the Graphical Kernel System from its current status as a Draft International Standard (formal designation: DIS 7942) to an International Standard. ANSI is also in the process of adopting the Graphical Kernel System as an American National Standard. Many vendors, including Tektronix, Sigma, Spectragraphics, Data General, ISSCO, Graphics Software Systems, and Digital Research Inc, have either announced products compatible with the standard or an intention to produce them.

In essence, the Graphical Kernel System (GKS) is a standard for a graphics programming interface—a standard graphics subroutine package. The implications of such a standard, however, extend beyond graphics subroutine packages. This is because the existence of such a standard suggests that specialized hardware will become available to perform graphics functions. Indeed, GKS workstations are already beginning to appear.

GKS hardware availability has far-reaching implications for the future of existing application software. To extend and protect the value of existing applications, many programmers need to decide if conversion is appropriate. Probably the most important reason for converting an existing computer...
This example of DI-3000 graphics, from Precision Visuals, Inc, is patterned on the ACM SIGGRAPH Core graphics system. It includes 3-dimensional graphics, which GKS does not. Interfacing to GKS should not be difficult, however, since GKS was patterned after the Core.

graphics application to GKS is to enable the software to draw its pictures on a new terminal, plotter, or other graphics device. Although computer graphics devices with improved performance, features, and lower prices are being introduced almost daily, appropriate software is needed to use them.

Most existing software supports graphics equipment that improved devices are rendering obsolete. This software must be replaced or modified to take advantage of these devices. But, software is far from free; in fact, today's computer graphics solutions to real world problems often entail as much software cost as hardware cost.

One option, of course, is to rewrite existing software so that it uses a new piece of computer graphics equipment. The trouble with this type of approach is that it solves the immediate problem, but does not address tomorrow's problem—the next generation of graphics devices. If the application is based on device-independent software, however, it would then be much easier to adapt to a new device. With device-independent software, writing or buying a device driver (a software adapter) often completes the conversion. Thus, the application works nicely. If the graphics software is not based on a device-independent package, then converting to GKS will provide these advantages since it is by design device independent.

Dealing with device independence
Is there any reason to consider converting an application that is already based on a device-independent package? While there is a lot of truth to the old saying: "If it ain't broke—don't fix it," nonetheless, conversion can be justified. First, GKS is an official standard for device-independent computer graphics software packages. Second, as mentioned earlier, much work is being done with it in the computer graphics vendor community, and many GKS-compatible products are expected in the near future. Hardware vendors embrace GKS because it will lead to a large base of compatible graphics software. As more devices that support GKS software are introduced, improved computer graphics technology becomes easier to use. Thus, the strongest argument for converting existing application software to GKS is to make this software compatible with new hardware, and new applications that are likely to be written. In addition, GKS could simplify software maintenance and conversion by having all graphics software based on the same standard.

It makes sense to base software on GKS because GKS also has some significant advantages as a graphics interface. For example, unlike previous proposals, GKS has a published binding to FORTRAN. This binding specifies the actual names and argument sequences for graphics functions. Therefore, if an application is written for one vendor's GKS package, and another vendor's version is substituted later (perhaps to run on a different host computer, or to use a new device not supported by the first vendor's GKS), the original code has an excellent chance of being able to run without any modification. However, GKS does allow the use of special features from particular devices through an escape mechanism. This requires additional work converting programs that use the mechanism. Thus, programming managers should be aware of the problems involved in using nonstandard functions in graphics programs and decide if these functions should be used in production packages.

GKS has a workstation model that makes it easy to use different graphics devices, and particularly easy to use the best features of each device. For example, using color on a color device and dash patterns on a monochrome device for the same graph is simple and does not require a program change. The ability to control and display text as a part of computer generated pictures simplifies application writing. In addition, GKS has powerful segmentation and input systems.

Surveying existing graphics packages
One of the oldest software interfaces to graphics is listed in Table 1. It was originally written to support pen plotters produced by CalComp. Many other plotter manufacturers have supplied CalComp-compatible software for their plotters, and many application programs have been based on this interface. Since the interface was originally designed for plotters, programs that use it are not likely to be interactive, nor are they likely to use many of the newer graphics features such as filled areas or dynamics. This will simplify GKS conversion of CalComp based applications despite the package's device-independent nature.
The PLOT 10 Terminal Control System (TCS) is a software product introduced by Tektronix to support one of the earliest affordable computer graphics terminals in wide use—the 4010. The direct view storage tube (DVST) technology of the 4010 terminal has left an imprint on TCS. Since selective erase is impossible on a DVST, TCS is only partially interactive. It has a rich repertoire of coordinate systems, including a device-independent virtual coordinate system and the device-dependent terminal coordinate system. Although TCS was originally intended to be device dependent, the addition of the 4014 terminal and 4662 plotter to the company's product line resulted in some TCS device independence. There are numerous TCS based applications due to the achievements of the 4010 series of terminals. In addition, many PLOT 10-compatible terminals have extended the life of TCS based application software.

TCS has significantly more routines than the CalComp package, but like the CalComp package, TCS is mostly nonmodal. This means that there are commands to draw different styles of lines, rather than commands that establish the line drawing mode. There are, for example, different routines to draw solid and dashed lines rather than a mode-setting routine that specifies whether subsequent lines are to be dashed or solid. Table 1 shows a typical TCS interface routine. With more routines and input, converting TCS based applications will be more difficult than converting CalComp based applications.

An example of the Special Interest Group on Computer Software (SIGGRAPH) Core software is DI-3000 (Table 1). This class of graphics interface software is based on the Status Report of the Graphics Standards Planning Committee, which operated under the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) SIGGRAPH. The original status report was published in 1977 and updated in 1979. The Core has been used as a de facto standard by computer graphics manufacturers for both software and hardware functions. The Core is not radically different from GKS since early versions of GKS were patterned after the Core.

Tektronix's PLOT 10 Interactive Graphics Library and Megatek's Template® also implement Core functions. However, since no binding of Core functionality was ever published in FORTRAN, all three FORTRAN packages use their own subroutine names and calling sequences. This, along with the failure of ANSI to adopt the Core as an American National Standard, has caused GKS to replace the Core as a computer graphics standard.

Like several other Core implementations, DI-3000 permits 3- as well as 2-dimensional graphics. Since GKS is currently only a 2-dimensional standard, any applications requiring 3-dimensional functions cannot presently be converted to standard GKS. However, 3-dimensional extensions to GKS have been proposed, and there are even products that offer 3-dimensional graphics and GKS compatibility. Core systems also feature segmentation (ie, the ability of a graphics system to store and manipulate parts of pictures), which is unavailable in either CalComp or TCS systems. DI-3000 supports a variety of graphics devices, as do other Core packages. A good software selection is available for such Core systems.

Although GKS is two dimensional and the Core is three dimensional, in most other respects GKS is a superset of the Core functions. Most Core based applications should be relatively easy to convert to GKS. However, applications that use uncommon or esoteric Core functions could pose special problems.

### Methods of GKS conversion

There are three different strategies for converting software to the GKS standard. The first is to make GKS look and act like an existing package. The second is to convert the application completely to use GKS. Finally, there is a combination of the two, which is the preferred solution under certain conditions.

Making GKS look like an existing interface entails building a software interface on top of GKS. Such an interface must provide subroutines that match the names and calling sequences of the original application package. This approach is justified if a lot of application software already exists. It is particularly attractive if a source code is
unavailable for all of the software. In the latter case, it may be the only possible solution. This approach is also advantageous because it does not affect the original source code.

Since GKS is powerful, device independent, and rich in functions, it is usually larger than the original package, and adding a software layer can only make it bigger. However, given that today's computers are larger, faster, and less expensive than those for which many existing applications were written, this will not always be a serious concern. Acquiring the interface software could be a problem, however. While buying commercial packages, where they exist, would be economical and practical, building a custom interface would yield the exact functions needed at a somewhat higher cost. The chief obstacle to buying prewritten interface packages is that none currently exist. As the market for GKS applications expands, however, these packages will no doubt be written and marketed.

Building an interface layer may be necessary if satisfactory commercial software is unavailable. It will be easier to build interfaces for simple systems like CalComp than for complex ones like the Core. The biggest problem will be coping with the heavy device dependence of packages such as TCS. Building such a layer will require a detailed knowledge of the original graphics interface package as well as GKS.

If extensive modification of the source code is called for, then the appropriate method would be conversion of the existing applications to GKS. This approach will also have the largest impact on the original application's source code. Converting an application requires intimate knowledge of the original graphics package, the application program itself, and GKS. However, this strategy is appropriate when there are only a few application programs, or when existing programs are worthy of overhaul (e.g., to use new features). One benefit of this approach is a reduction in the application program size, since GKS can handle many graphics operations that the applications programmer previously had to hand code.

Several tools prove helpful when converting software to GKS. For example, source code listings with cross-reference can aid in locating and modifying calls. A more modern method of accomplishing the same goals is to use a good interactive text editor. A user manual for the current graphics package is needed to determine the functions of calls to graphics subroutines. User manuals for the devices supported by current packages show what the calls can do. Then, a good working knowledge of GKS draws it all together.

Generally, the first step in conversion is to identify which parts of the application call on graphics. Next, classify the calls into major types: control functions, actual drawing functions (primitives), calls that modify appearance (attributes), transforms, "windowing" calls, and others. Once the procedure is understood, make a trial recoding and use the system to help debug the software. In graphics, it is often the final display, rather than error messages, that shows whether or not a program is correct.

Taking the hybrid approach

While it is easy to make adapters for packages like CalComp, the complexity of the Core often makes it easier to modify the applications. In such cases, a hybrid approach incorporating parts of the original code and the newly written code is advised. The intent of this approach is to modify the original source code as little as possible and avoid having to construct an adapter that covers all situations. If an adapter is unavailable, and the amount of application code to convert is not too large, this hybrid approach is the easiest (and probably the quickest) method.

The general approach involves making adapters for the most commonly used routines—the graphics primitives in particular. Adapters for initialization and termination routines can aid in the performance of tasks such as buffer management. When these adapters are complete, convert the less frequently called routines on a case by case basis. If a frequently used routine is encountered, it may be beneficial to build an adapter. A major technical problem emerges, however, because GKS does not have a "current position" (which is analogous to the location of a pen on a plotter), a feature usually included in previous graphics packages. This problem is easily solved by creating a current position via a FORTRAN-named common, or an equivalent facility in other languages. Routines, such as text display and line drawing routines that need to know the current position, can access this common information and update it if necessary.
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One decision that must be made is whether or not to buffer line segments. Buffering reduces the number of calls to GKS. Applications where efficiency is not critical can tolerate the unbuffered approach. The best illustration of this is found in the code examples in Table 2.

If the example in Table 2 seems inefficient, consider the example in Table 3, which buffers arrays of connected line segments. Note that the current position is maintained as the last point stored in the XB,YB arrays. Not included in this example is a text drawing routine that would flush the buffer and set the current position to match the behavior of the original graphics package. This is often a difficult calculation. Thus, it is wise to make sure the calculation is necessary, since many application programs never use the updated cursor position value. If the application programs being converted draw polylines of many connected line segments—a common occurrence when curves are approximated by short line segments—this method greatly reduces the number of calls to GKS.

There are a few other housekeeping chores to consider in a buffered environment. For example, it is important to ensure that the buffer is properly initialized; an adapter to start up routines (INITT in TCS, PLOTS in CalComp, etc) can help do this. Be sure to flush the buffer before inputting operations and before termination. Also, remember to flush the buffer before most calls to GKS routines in the application. Finally, try to make buffer size very flexible so that it is possible to tune performance by balancing the memory required for buffers with the run-time overhead of calls to the system.

When all the issues are considered, conversion to GKS may not be appropriate for all graphics application programs. Programs that require substantial investment and that show potential for future adaptation to new graphics devices will benefit most from GKS conversion. The ultimate goals of GKS are to provide the portability and device independence of application programs. Indeed, these goals are highly valuable to computer graphics users, but reaching these goals requires an investment of time and money in conversion to GKS.
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MAMMOTH DISPLAYS THAT MEASURE IN METERS

Plasma displays with pixel counts in the millions and diagonal dimensions in meters are migrating from military to commercial markets. For designers, the result is expanded graphics horizons.

by Donald K. Wedding, Roger E. Ernsthausen, Thomas J. Soper, and Donald J. Ewing

The evolution of large, flat panel, ac gas discharge (plasma) displays has been constant, if not speedy. Developed by university researchers in the early sixties, the first ac gas discharge displays were 1" x 1" (3- x 3-cm) units with 16- x 16-pixel display matrices. From this humble beginning, these displays have advanced to the point where meters are the units of dimensional measure and pixel counts are in the millions.

Accompanying this size increase have been multiple control, design, and fabrication problems. As these issues are overcome, large flat panel displays using ac gas discharge technology proliferate. Adding impetus to this growth is the increased emphasis on display size, readability, resolution, and user interface. Although military applications presently hold the lion’s share of ac gas display discharge installed bases, these displays are finding their way into commercial application realms as well. IBM, for instance, is offering its recently developed large ac gas display as an option to its system customers.

Photonics Technology recently introduced the first meter-diagonal display with an active area of 80 x 60 cm and 1600 x 1200 pixels. The company designed and produced the meter-sized ac gas discharge (plasma) display under a teaming arrangement with Magnavox Electronic Systems. This high resolution, 1-m diagonal, flat panel display has a resolution of over 400 pixels/cm² and a total of about 2M pixels. The active display area is 5.3 ft² (0.48 m²)—making it the world’s largest, fully populated, non-projected display, according to the company.

This display is part of a terminal and its control electronics are housed in a window frame cabinet. This cabinet is 4" (10 cm) deep and surrounds the display panel (see Photo). This packaging design.
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Photonics' meter-sized display terminal features an active display area of 5.3 ft². The display is nonprojected, fully-populated, and has high resolution.

preserves display transparency and allows rear projection of film positives and rear mounting of maps to be used as visible reference backgrounds to the dynamic electronic display overlay. Optional features include an interactive touch panel, backlighting, and brightness control.

The display system operates from ac or dc voltages with required power less than 200 W. Using an Intel 8086, a Motorola 68000, or a DEC microprocessor and a high speed interface, the display can be updated at over 3.2 M pixels/s. The system is available with a second integral processor and a 1M-byte memory system for local computation and display management.

AC gas discharge display technology

Sandwiching an ionizable neon based gas mixture between two glass substrates creates the ac gas discharge flat panel display. Each substrate contains an array of parallel electrodes covered by a thin layer of dielectric material (Fig 1). The two substrates are oriented so that the electrodes of one substrate are perpendicular to the electrodes of the other substrate. The substrates are sealed together to form a 3- to 5-mil chamber between the opposed dielectric surfaces. This chamber is filled with the neon gas mixture.

The assembled flat panel contains a matrix of X-Y electrode crossover points formed by the X-axis electrodes on one glass substrate intersecting the Y-axis electrodes on the opposite glass substrate. Each X-Y electrode crossover defines a light emitting pixel; the total number of pixels equals the multiple of the number of electrodes on each axis. Consequently, in a display matrix with 1024 x 1024 electrodes, there are 1,048,756 intersecting pixels.

In an ac gas discharge display, each electrode is dielectrically insulated from the gas. By comparison, dc gas discharge electrodes are not covered with a dielectric layer and are in direct contact with the gas. The presence of the insulating dielectric layers in the ac gas discharge display allows each pixel location to act as a capacitor and store electrical wall charges on each dielectric surface. A simplified model for a single pixel is shown in Fig 2. Here, \( C_d \) represents dielectric capacitance, and \( C_g \) represents neon gas capacitance. Capacitance is defined as

\[
C = \frac{e \text{(area)}}{t}
\]

where \( e \) is the dielectric constant and \( t \) is the thickness of the material, dielectric or gas.

The cross-sectional area is the same at each pixel location for both the dielectric layer and the gas. For each insulating dielectric layer, the dielectric constant \( e \) is much greater than is the dielectric constant of the gas layer. Also, the thickness of the gas layer is much greater than that of the dielectric layer. Thus, capacitance across the gas \( C_g \) is low relative to capacitance across each dielectric layer \( C_d \).

Since voltage is inversely proportional to capacitance, most of the voltage drop occurs across the low capacitance gas layer. A small voltage drop also occurs across the high capacitance dielectrics. This voltage drop across the gas layer causes the electrical charges created by the gas discharge to collect and be stored on the dielectric surfaces.

Typical design parameters affecting the capacitance ratios are as follows: for dielectric layer, e
might equal 10 and t might equal 1 mil. For the gas layer, e equals 1, and t could equal 4 mils. These values yield a $C_g$ of 0.25 (area) and a $C_d$ of 10 (area). The resulting capacitance ratio ($C_d/C_g$) equals 40. In the design of some dielectric layers, e may approach 20 and t may be 0.25 mil with a resulting $C_d$ of 40 (area) and a capacitance ratio of 160.

Electrical charges (electrons and ions) are produced when the gas volume is ionized and discharged at a selected pixel site when proper operating voltages are applied to selected X-Y electrodes. Charges are collected upon the dielectric wall at specific locations defined by the crossovers of opposite electrodes. These charges develop an electrical field opposing the electrical field that created them, eventually terminating the gas discharge for the remainder of the half-cycle and aiding initiation of the gas discharge on the succeeding opposite half-cycle of applied voltage. The stored dielectric wall charges add to and reduce the magnitude of the external applied voltage required to initiate the succeeding discharge. The benefit is that a selected pixel can be maintained in an on state, i.e., discharging at each succeeding half-cycle, at a significantly reduced applied voltage. Thus, ac gas discharge displays have an inherent electrical memory characteristic.

**Resolving gray-scale and resolution issues**

Different gray-scale or variable intensity modulation techniques are used in large ac gas discharge displays. These include ordered dither techniques such as time modulation and pixel-intensity modulation.

The ordered dither technique produces an appropriate arrangement of on and off pixels to provide intensity differences or gray-scale effects. Predetermined dither threshold values are assigned to each display pixel of the matrix. When the intensity of any given picture element is greater than the predetermined threshold value, the pixel is turned on. Otherwise, it is off.

The time-modulation technique varies the amount of time that the pixel is on within the refresh cycle in order to control viewer-perceived intensity. When the pixel is on for a low proportion of the refresh cycle, the perceived intensity is low; conversely, it is high when the pixel is on for a large proportion of the refresh cycle.

With the pixel-intensity modulation gray-scale technique, the sustaining voltage required to provide a pixel bi-stable operation is reduced. This reduced voltage is below the minimum that will sustain the on-state condition in a pixel that has previously been energized by an appropriate exciting voltage pulse. When the sustaining voltage is reduced, as described, and the pixel is energized by an appropriate voltage pulse, enough charge is injected into the pixel so that a discharge continues on successive pixel cycles. But, since the sustain voltage is reduced, the resultant repetitive gas discharge at the pixel site diminishes with each successive cycle until the discharge at the pixel is exhausted. The number of cycles that occurs during the discharge depends on the magnitude and duration of the initial exciting pulse. Therefore, the initial exciting pulse determines perceived intensity.

Quite often, large area ac gas discharge displays are used in applications requiring display transparency for rear projections and/or rear mounting of maps. Selecting the exact display resolution for applications requires consideration of trade-offs between map readability and electrode productivity. Currently available 1024 x 1024 displays at resolutions of about 23 to 25 pixels/cm have 3- to 3.5-mils electrode width with a 60% to 65% transmissivity factor.

For 1-x 1-m to 2-x 2-m displays, 2048 x 2048 pixels will suffice for many applications. Thus, the resolution for these displays will range from about 10 to 20 pixels/cm (100 to 400 pixels/cm²) with allowable electrode widths up to 7 or 8 mils and electrode matrix transmissivity above 60%. Higher resolutions of 30 to 60 pixels/cm have been successfully demonstrated for smaller panels containing 512 x 512 pixels. A 1024 x 1024 panel at a resolution of about 32 pixels/cm was recently demonstrated in a radar application. Panel resolutions of 400 to 4k pixels/cm² are also feasible.

There is no evidence that higher resolution panels up to 1600 pixels/cm² have a shorter

---

**Fig 2** The capacitance model for an individual pixel reveals that the dielectric capacitance ($C_d$) is much greater than the gas capacitance ($C_g$). Charges, which are stored on the dielectric, ionize gas at selected pixel sites upon application of an external ac voltage.
TABLE 1
Display Technologies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Projection</th>
<th>Nonprojection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CRT</td>
<td>CRT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Refractive</td>
<td>- Nonemissive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Reflective</td>
<td>- Flat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Valve</td>
<td>Liquid Crystal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Deformable Oil Films</td>
<td>- Emissive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Cathodochromic</td>
<td>- Vacuum fluorescent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Magneto-optic</td>
<td>- Gas-electron-phosphor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Electro-optic</td>
<td>- dc gas discharge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Light emitting diode</td>
<td>- ac gas discharge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

operating life, particularly when the panels have an adequate operating window. Likewise, crosstalk between pixels is not a problem with an appropriately designed, high quality panel.

Color is becoming a greater issue in display systems. Neon components in the ionizable gas mixture produce the traditional orange color of the ac gas discharge display. However, by using gas mixtures with an invisible or colorless discharge, selected photoluminescent phosphors can be excited by photons from the gas discharge to produce a variety of colors. Prototypes of such panels were fabricated in the early seventies under government contract. Government funding for the early color work has terminated because of serious technical problems including very short operating life, lack of brightness, crosstalk between adjacent pixels, and high operating voltages.

In conjunction with high resolution activities and large area developments, Photonics also began developing multicolor ac gas discharge displays several years ago, initially encountering the common problems of life, brightness, crosstalk, and high voltage. However, with technology advances involving innovative panel design and fabrication, special gas mixtures, custom phosphor compositions, filters, and hybrid electronics, all of these prior art problems have been or are being solved. Small area, high resolution, multicolor displays will soon be introduced.

Display technologies: drop-ins and drop outs

AC gas discharge (plasma) display panels have been used primarily in settings where available space is at a premium, such as in ground vehicles, submarines, and aircraft. Due to the high cost of the electronics, most current applications for this technology are military, requiring both alphanumerics and full graphic abilities. Depending on display size, such applications include systems for air traffic control, airborne command post, aircraft instrumentation, naval shipboard, intelligence information display, data recording, tactical and battery computers, army night vision, integrated fire support, telemetry integrated processing, radar or sonar, satellite communication, and briefcase terminals.

Although some commercial applications use segmented character structures, almost no applications use the dot-matrix structure. The commercial or military user can choose from a variety of display technologies, some of which are summarized in Table 1. Among the nonprojected displays, the commercial user has mostly selected the ever-dominant and economical cathode ray tube (CRT). From the nonprojected flat displays, the commercial user has typically selected liquid crystal display (LCD), light emitting diode (LED), vacuum fluorescent display (VFD), and dc gas discharge. Some of the projected displays, particularly the CRT, have also been used commercially.

The commercial road in ac gas discharge has a history of drop outs. In 1977, Control Data Corp switched from ac gas discharge to CRT displays for its licensed Plato terminals. Interestingly, the ac gas discharge display, developed at the University of Illinois, was meant for Plato.

In July 1978, Owens-Illinois stopped producing ac gas discharge display panels and heads (monitors) after trying to develop a commercial market for over seven years. With the exception of a few Plato terminals sold to Control Data and the University of Illinois, almost all of Owens’ sales were to a few prime military contractors, including SAI Technology Company and Magnavox, with some direct sales to the U.S. Department of Defense.

Other commercial manufacturers have also dropped the technology, including Texas Instruments (in 1981), and Control Data Corp (in 1982). In May 1981, Magnavox stopped manufacturing its commercial Orion terminal, after producing it for a decade, to concentrate exclusively on the military market. Both a producer and user of segmented and dot-matrix commercial displays, NCR Corp recently stopped operating after a decade; it is now converting to LCDs.

Nippon Electric Corp manufactured and sold panels and monitors for the commercial market
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throughout the seventies and advertised in numerous commercial and trade publications. However, these advertisements appear to have ceased during the last three years. The company is now engaged in other flat panel technologies including liquid crystal. Fujitsu, an early player in ac gas discharge display technology, advertised on a small scale and made a few U.S. sales, but mostly sold commercially in Japan and Western Europe. Fujitsu, like NEC, appears to be switching to other technologies such as liquid crystal.

Things are not as grim as they might seem, however, for the ac gas discharge display. Despite those firms who have left the technology behind, IBM announced in March 1983 the availability of its new ac gas discharge terminal, model 3290, as an option to its CRT terminal model 3270. IBM is also offering this 10k-character display on an original equipment manufacturer (OEM) basis through contracted distributors.

Table 2 presents a list of applications with available and future display technologies. As shown in this table, all of the major nonprojected display technologies have been used for small indicator displays, primarily in the commercial market. Most of these displays are segmented except for a few dot-matrix models such as the Burroughs 480-character dc gas discharge.

Larger, page-sized displays of 1k to 6k characters have been used for both commercial and military applications. For example, the U.S. Navy is using a 2k- and a 6k-character ac gas discharge display. The U.S. Army is also using a 2k-character ac gas discharge display. Numerous other commercial and military applications make use of thousands of 2k-character CRTs.

AC gas discharge displays produced up to now have either 2k or 4k characters. The Plato terminal now uses both ac gas discharge and CRT displays with 4k characters. Most of the military terminals marketed by SAI Technology in the past eight years have been 4k-character ac displays. LCD and electroluminescent (EL) have only recently become available in 1k- to 2k-character displays. VFD and gas electron-phosphor (GEP) are only at the laboratory stage of development and must be considered only as a future technology.

For tactical military and for command, communication, control, and intelligence (C3I) display applications, the CRT dominates because of its low cost. However, ac gas discharge is being specified more often for some programs. Corresponding commercial applications requiring 300 in² (1935 cm²) or more of display are served 100% by CRT.

At present, all large area briefings and status displays are limited to ac gas discharge. Projection displays hold sway in the commercial market, however, with cost as the controlling factor. In the military market, however, ac gas discharge technology is challenging the projection displays developed by General Dynamics, Hughes Aircraft, and Singer Librascope. These projection displays have low resolution (4 to 12 pixels/cm) compared with the much higher resolution ac gas discharge (15 to 40 pixels/cm). However, projection displays do offer multicolors while ac gas discharge is presently limited to a single color (orange, yellow, or green). These characteristics are subject to change in the near future.

**Large area displays of the future**

During this year and next year, Photonics Technology will introduce a series of large area displays measuring 3 m diagonal. These displays will have an active matrix of from 2048 x 2048 pixels to 4096 x 4096 pixels. However, there are unique process and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Display Applications and Technologies</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large area briefings and status displays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactical and C³I displays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page-sized display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicator displays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A FEW EXAMPLES OF HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR CHARACTER

MITSUBISHI Ultra-High Resolution CRT’s make the difference.

And these examples of actual display applications, like CAD-CAM, DATA DISPLAY, or IMAGE PROCESSING, are why MITSUBISHI CRT’s are America’s number one choice when high resolution color graphics vs. medium-range performance, reliability, and cost-effective “display design options,” are needed to give displays the right image.

The personality of the MITSUBISHI ST and AT Series CRT starts inside; with up to 6000 characters, flicker-free performance phosphors, self-convergence, and internal shielding to protect against exterior magnetic fields and make servicing easier. And, setting themselves apart from the crowd, MITSUBISHI CRT’s possess the precision electron gun system and ultra-fine pitched shadow mask to make reading the fine print simple and accurate. 63 models from 3” to 25” in color or monochrome, including the whitest in alphanumeric character clarity and 64 distinct color discriminations.

MITSUBISHI’s CRT line includes a few surprises too. Like flying spot scanners, fiber optic recording CRT’s, high precision radar displays, and beam penetration models.

Take a good look at your character.

Then call or write your nearest MITSUBISHI Display Products Group. You’ll receive all the specifications, special applications assistance, or a demonstration.

If the image you develop means a better understanding, the picture is clear. A MITSUBISHI CRT builds character quality.
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New dimensions in data storage...

Techtran cassette/disc recorders, standard in the industry. They do what you want where you want it—fast.

- High storage to 720K bytes per media
- 110 to 19.2 K bytes with automatic file handling
- Powerful text editor, character string search
- Motor shutoff, programmable commands, self-test
- Single and dual drive models
- Desktop, rack and carrycase mounting
- AC and battery power, RS232 I/O's
- Priced $995 to $2125 with liberal OEM discounts
- Custom designs upon request
- Fully compatible to PBX, SMDR, programmable controllers, dataloggers, N/C, data instruments, program loading. Call or write us today.
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LITHIUM BATTERY HOLDERS IN 2 STYLES

COIN HOLDER
BH906 *

Fits all coin type cells up to 23mm x 3.2mm.

CYLINDER HOLDER
BH2/3A *

Memory Protection was Never Easier.

Now you can permanently solder MPD's new coin or horizontal battery holder right on your PC board. Standard 3 volt lithium cells for reliable memory back-up systems clip right in...

- Sturdy, high-temp. UL94V-0 Valox® material
- Stainless steel nickel plated contacts
- Easy insertion and removal of batteries
- Efficient, economical
- Custom battery holders available on request.

Patent Pending

For all the details, call or write today.
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equipment problems associated with manufacturing large-sized ac gas discharge displays from 1.5 to 3 m in diagonal. For example, extreme care must be taken in selecting and handling the large, heavy glass substrates to avoid microscratching of surfaces and chipping of edges. Throughout the process, panel substrates must be protected from contaminants. Solvents, moisture, airborne particles, and the like are of great concern. Special protective coverings for the substrates are a must between process and assembly stations.

Large area panels are capital-intensive and equipment for their manufacture is not commercially available. Thus, all of the major processing equipment must be specially designed and built. Procurement of acceptable electrode artwork requires special development with lead times up to 12 months. Manufacturing large area panels also requires skilled labor, especially for inspection and process control. Inspection times in excess of 300 h per panel are common. In a 1-m x 1-m display, over four miles of electrodes must be microscopically examined.

As display size increases, operational failure at spacer locations becomes a major quality control problem. Accordingly, Photonics has developed a proprietary Microspacer display panel. Prior panels have relied on many spacer rods to maintain uniform gas discharge distance throughout the display area. However, each spacer rod causes up to 40 inoperative or nonfunctional pixels, a serious problem in large area displays. For example, in a 1-m x 1-m display, spacers may cause over 15k pixels to be inoperative. The Microspacer panel avoids this difficulty and provides a display with less than 0.001% inoperative pixels—a total of less than 40 inoperative pixels in a 2048 x 2048 display.

It is likely that large area display terminals of the eighties and nineties will use a nonprojected, fully populated, multicolor ac gas discharge flat display panel with gray scale. Panels will have less than 0.001% inoperative pixels, a resolution of 400 to 4k pixels/cm², and a diagonal of 0.5 to 3 m. These displays will compete with CRT, LCD, GEP, and military projection displays. They will also compete in the commercial market as electronic manufacturing costs decline and computer based graphics applications become widespread.

Please rate the value of this article to you by circling the appropriate number in the “Editorial Score Box” on the Inquiry Card.

High 719 Average 720 Low 721
The Tektronix 4027 Color Graphics Terminal has been understandably famous. It features high-quality, dot-addressable graphics, and readily available application packages using Plot 10 software. The Datamedia ColorScan has these features, too. (And what’s more, it takes up less space, and its display is comfortably brighter.) Indeed, the ColorScan emulates the 4027 in almost every respect except price. It costs up to 30 percent less — a distinction that will make the ColorScan very famous, very soon.

Write Datamedia Corporation, 7401 Central Highway, Pennsauken, NJ 08109. Or call 1-800-DMC-CORP. (In New Jersey: 1-609-665-5400.)

Getting Business Computing Together.
Finally, a single source for multi-processor designed for OEMs and systems integrators. Now that's intelligent.

Intelligent Systems introduces the Datavue multi-processor, multi-user computer system.

The Datavue system offers OEMs and system integrators a powerful solution for multi-user, multi-tasking, terminal-based environments—and all the advantages of single-sourcing.

With Datavue you configure just the right amount of computer power for current needs and deliver to your customers a simple, economical growth path from one to eight users.

**Advanced systems architecture delivers stand-alone performance.**

For advanced applications—decision support systems, office automation, management productivity, and even process control—Datavue provides a simple computing environment with a dedicated computer for each user (or control application). Up to eight computer cards can be inserted in the Datavue system which resource shares mass storage and common I/O. Each user gets a full microcomputer with a Z80A, 64Kb RAM, and CP/M* 2.2. As a result, all users get stand-alone performance with the economies of a multi-user shared resource system.

---

**Intecolor 2405**

Add intelligent terminals to meet your customers' needs. Since 1973, Intelligent Systems has been a world leader in designing and manufacturing color graphics terminals. Now, you can profit from our expertise with: The Intecolor 2405, the indus-
Advanced architecture gives each user a microcomputer card with a Z80A and 64Kb RAM, and lets you add up to eight terminals.

Datavue's unique single-user home system is fully compatible and only $1995! To supplement your sales of Datavue's multi-user systems, you can offer a single-user home system that can be used as a stand-alone or with a modem to communicate with the base system. The home system includes a Z80A, 64Kb RAM, 1 Mb floppy, two RS232-C ports and CP/M 2.2. And it's very competitive—in function and price—with personal computers.

Put it all together with Datavue. Stand-alone performance. Up to eight users. Price and profitable margins. Powerful options, from synchronous communications to 80Mb mass storage, and more. Color, graphics, and wide-screen terminals (or use your own). A huge library of off-the-shelf CP/M 2.2 software. Plus, the unmatched advantages of single-sourcing.

That's Datavue multi-processor, multi-user systems. That's Intelligent Systems.

In addition, you can add users for only $450 each. Consequently, you can deliver precisely the computing power your applications need.

Datavue price/performance wins, especially with heavy compute requirements. For example, a four-user system with a full microcomputer for each user is only $7045—or only $1762 a user! This four-user system includes:

- 4 microcomputers, each with a Z80A, 64Kb RAM, 4Kb EPROM, and 2 RS232-C ports
- 12Mb 5¼" Winchester hard disk and a 1Mb floppy for back-up
- Shared resource management card for mass storage
- Centronics parallel printer port which all users can access
- CP/M 2.2 operating system, compatible with the world's largest library of off-the-shelf software.

Datavue's unique single-user home system is fully compatible and only $1995! To supplement your sales of Datavue's multi-user systems, you can offer a single-user home system that can be used as a stand-alone or with a modem to communicate with the base system. The home system includes a Z80A, 64Kb RAM, 1 Mb floppy, two RS232-C ports and CP/M 2.2. And it's very competitive—in function and price—with personal computers.

Put it all together with Datavue. Stand-alone performance. Up to eight users. Price and profitable margins. Powerful options, from synchronous communications to 80Mb mass storage, and more. Color, graphics, and wide-screen terminals (or use your own). A huge library of off-the-shelf CP/M 2.2 software. Plus, the unmatched advantages of single-sourcing.

That's Datavue multi-processor, multi-user systems. That's Intelligent Systems.

More information. Datavue is shipping now. OEM contract discounts are available. And a limited number of dealerships are open. For details, contact Marketing Communications at 404/449-5961, TWX 810 766 1581.

AN INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS COMPANY
Intecolor Drive, 225 Technology Park, Norcross, Georgia 30092
404/449-5961, TWX 810 766 1581

*CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
Worldwide popularity of Thomson-ECFIS first generation graphic display processors, the EF9365 and EF9366, led to the development of the next generation GDP—the EF9367.

Designed for compatibility with U.S. standards, this innovative product has enjoyed industry acceptance in the fields of high-end intelligent terminals, CAD systems, process control systems, personal computers, video games...

HIGH SPEED AND LOW COST. Designed to display up to 512 x 1024 (programmable) color or black and white pixel images, the EF9367 offers high speed with its on-chip vector and character generators, and ease of use at a competitive price.

A CHALLENGE TO YOUR IMAGINATION. Thomson-ECFIS new GDP may just be the heart of a wide variety of applications with an unlimited number of colors, independent planes, smooth roll-up capability, and microprogrammed cursive writing. The only limitation is your own imagination. Ask for a prototype.

YOU MAY DEPEND ON US, WE'RE NEVER FAR AWAY...

THOMSON-CSF COMPONENTS CORPORATION
SEMIConDUCTOR DIVISION · P.O. BOX 1454 CANOGA PARK CALIFORNIA 91304 / 6660 VARIEL AVENUE CANOGA PARK CALIFORNIA 91303 USA. TEL.: (213) 887-1010 · TWX 910 494 1954 · TELEX 698 481

THOMSON-CSF COMPONENTS CORPORATION
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GRAPHICS DEVELOPMENT

Full-function graphics workstations can access mainframe data bases and can up productivity and project size with local image manipulation.

by John Moreland

Engineering applications requiring image manipulation and graphics data bases have greatly expanded in the past several years. These applications need flexible workstations that have a very high performance color or monochrome raster display, sophisticated local graphics capability, and the ability to be expanded and upgraded to meet evolving requirements. They must also be able to communicate with other workstations and mainframes and have an efficient means for transferring data and programs. In addition, a well-defined software interface with other systems is essential.

To address these needs, Spectragraphics' System 1500 is a system of distributed, high performance computer graphics workstations. Designed as a cost-effective solution for sophisticated graphics requirements, the 1500, built around its multistation controller, provides high resolution displays, real-time raster screen updates, and an advanced concept in graphics database processing.

The heart of the system is the multistation controller (see Fig 1), which utilizes a 19" (48-cm) rackmountable chassis containing the graphics processing modules to support from one to four users. There are many options for communications between the host computer and the multistation controller. High speed communications are provided for both local and remote environments, allowing even communication-intensive applications to be supported with workstations up to hundreds of miles from the host computer.

Each workstation can be configured with its own workstation processor, providing local control of all intelligent workstation peripherals. Peripheral options include keyboards, joysticks, data tablets, digitizers, light pens, programmable functions switches, and programmable functions dials.

John Moreland is director of marketing for Spectragraphics Corp, 10260 Sorrento Valley Rd, San Diego, CA 92121. He holds a BA from California Lutheran College and a PhD from Claremont College for work done in probability theory, formal logic, and the theory of languages.
Fig 1 System 1500 supports configurations in which its multistation (MS) controller is directly connected to the host computer, using a parallel host interface (PHI), or in which a communications controller (CC) is connected to the host computer. This allows high speed serial communications to the multistation controller several miles away, using communications processor (CP) pairs.

Three functionally distinct elements make up the multistation controller: the communications components, the graphics processing components, and the display generation components. Fig 2 depicts the multistation controller's architecture. The system is designed around three buses: the system bus, the group bus, and the pixel bus. With this configuration, these functional elements can carry out their respective tasks without interference from other system functions. Host communications can be accomplished independently of graphics processing, as can display generation.

A subset of the Multibus, the system bus allows graphics data transmission to and from the host at rates up to 2.5M bytes/s. The group and pixel buses are of proprietary design. The group bus is a 16-bit wide bus supporting 10M-byte data transfers for vector endpoint data and graphics instructions. The pixel bus is designed to support fast transfers of raster pixel data at 12M pixels/s. This supports a pixel drawing rate of 83 ns/pixel.

**Choices for communication**

With the available communication options, the needs of a wide variety of computing and workstation environments can be met. These options include serial and high speed parallel direct memory access (DMA) interfaces, as well as a communications controller that supports several high speed formats.

High speed communications between the multistation controller and the host computer are supported by parallel host interfaces (PHIs). These are optional modules that reside in the multistation controller. Each supports DMA data transfers at up to 2.5M bytes/s (depending upon the host computer).

When the multistation controller is located near the host computer, a PHI can be used to attach it directly to the host's input/output bus [Fig 3(a)]. These configurations usually require the controller to be within 100' to 200' (30 to 60 m) of the host computer, depending on the particular host involved.

However, when the controller is located more than 200' from the host computer, the system offers some communication options. One option is the communications controller, which supports communication rates up to 1.544M bps. The communications controller is attached to the host computer using a PHI [Fig 3(b)]. A single communications controller can support up to 16 multistation controllers and 64 workstations, using multidrop coaxial links.

Communications media include coaxial cable; low speed telephone; T1 telephone; and either
fiber-optic cable or microwave link, using modems. Supported protocols include both T1 and V.35, with rates up to 1.544M bps between communications processor pairs.

**Graphics processing**

Three standard modules and one optional module handle multistation controller graphics processing functions. Every controller includes a system processor, a display list memory (DLM) module, and a group processor. An optional transformation processor can be added to improve performance and to add 3-dimensional graphics functions.

The system processor manages all system resources and interactive user input. It has an Intel 8086 microprocessor with a DMA floppy disk controller and nine RS-232 ports. One of the RS-232 ports is for remote diagnostics; four others are dedicated to input from the four workstations. The remaining four ports are unallocated and can be used for low speed host communications (to 19.2k baud) or additional peripheral support. The system processor also has 256K bytes of random access memory (RAM) firmware storage, with a small amount of electrically programmable read only memory for firmware boot routines. At power-up, the processor boots PRISM-MS—the multistation controller’s RAM based system firmware—from its mini-floppy disk drive.

One of the system processor’s primary tasks is DLM management. The multistation controller uses a memory management system that allows DLM to be allocated to a user depending upon application requirements. Thus, a user is not limited to some fixed portion of DLM, but has all unused memory available at any time.

**With the available communication options, the needs of a wide variety of environments can be met.**

Another system processor function is managing interactive input from the four workstations. Each workstation, configured with a set of interactive graphics peripherals (keyboards, joysticks, data tablets, etc), has its own workstation processor. The system processor manages communications with the workstation processors and executes the interactive commands issued by each workstation processor, which manages all input from the interactive peripherals. This offloads the task from the host computer. The workstation processor uses an Intel 8051, which multiplexes peripheral input to an RS-232 link to the system processor.

In addition to the system processor, a multistation controller can be configured with up to 1M byte of DLM. DLM is contained on one or two boards, each of which holds up to 512K bytes of RAM (64K dynamic RAMs). The standard configuration consists of one DLM module with 128K bytes of RAM. Memory can be added in 128K-byte increments.

The DLM is dual ported and can be simultaneously accessed from both the system bus and the group bus. Thus, data transfers can be accomplished between the host computer and DLM while graphics data are being processed for display.

Last of the standard modules is the group processor. A bipolar bit-slice processor using AMD 2901s, the group processor provides all graphics processing functions for up to four users. It contains 64K bytes of RAM for writable control store (WCS), 8K bytes for character and symbol storage, 8K bytes for scratchpad memory, and 4K bytes for table storage to speed computations such as trigonometric functions. Character storage RAM allows user-defined symbols and characters. The 2901 processors use a variable cycle time, optimized for the individual instructions within the system instruction set.

Group processor functions also include graphics command execution, 2- and 3-dimensional graphics data processing, 2-dimensional graphics transformations, viewport clipping, hardware text generation, and realtime fill of complex polygons. All functions are performed within a 16-bit device.
coordinate system. Thus, graphics data bases are defined within a 3-dimensional virtual space with 64k discrete points on each axis. This allows realtime scaling up to 64 times without loss of screen resolution. Objects can also be scaled down to zero. All scaling is over a continuous range using a 16-bit fixed-point scale factor.

As an option, the transformation processor functions as a coprocessor for the group processor, using two 16 x 16 multipliers (AMD 295 J 7s) plus special divide hardware. In addition, the module contains 32K bytes of WCS RAM with 2K bytes of scratchpad memory. Scratchpad memory is used for transformation matrix stacking and allows a stack approximately 50 levels deep.

With the transformation processor, the multistation controller provides full 3-dimensional graphics transformations that include translating, scaling (both up and down), and rotating around the X, Y, and Z axes. The transformation processor also provides concatenation and nesting of transformations, as well as improving system performance on 2-dimensional transformations.

Moreover, the transformation processor can perform a full 3-dimensional transformation of a vector (including scale, translation, and rotation) in approximately 1 µs. When this transformation capability is combined with the group processor’s graphics processing functions, the multistation controller can update graphics displays at rates in excess of 300k vectors/s. This performance is well beyond realtime animation rates.

Both the group processor and the transformation processor perform their functions by accessing graphics commands and data in DLM using the group bus. Vectors, text characters, or other graphics entities are processed and passed over the group bus to the display generator for display processing.

**Display processing and generation**

The display generator, pixel memory modules, and video output modules perform display processing. These modules do vector to raster data conversions, store rasterized graphics data, control display colors on color systems, and refresh the workstation raster display monitors.

Conversion of vector-formatted data to raster pixel-formatted data, generation of fast hardware character font output, pixel memory array update, and display refresh are display generator functions. It also stores cursor X-Y locations for display list picking functions.

With a proprietary design built from discrete components, the display generator uses a proprietary algorithm for vector to raster conversion at a constant 83 ns/pixel (12M pixels/s). This is more than an order of magnitude faster than most raster devices. Many other raster display devices require the host computer to perform this time-consuming process.

An important characteristic of the display generator’s function is that its performance is independent of the angle of trajectory of the vector being converted. Many raster devices specify only their rates for generating horizontal vectors, since this is much faster than for other vectors. The display generator’s rate is independent of the angle of the vector.

After being processed by the multistation controller’s display generator, raster data are written into the appropriate workstation’s pixel memory array. The workstation’s display is refreshed from this array.

In addition, each workstation supports up to 4096 simultaneous colors. The number of colors is determined by the number of pixel memory “planes” associated with that workstation. Each multistation controller pixel memory module contains four 1024 x 1024 planes (up to three of these modules can be configured for each display). With one module (four planes), a workstation provides 16 simultaneous colors or gray-scale shades. With two modules (eight planes), a workstation provides 256 simultaneous colors. Master buffered pixel memory architecture enhances display generation performance (Fig 4). A set of pixel memory arrays supports each workstation’s display. In addition to pixel memory arrays, the system is configured with one or two master buffers.

A master buffer is a set of pixel memory arrays used in the picture update process. To update a display, the updated image is written into a free master buffer. Once the updated image has been placed in the buffer (this usually takes a fraction of a second), several things happen simultaneously. On the next display refresh cycle, the new image is displayed on the appropriate display. At the same time, the image is copied into the appropriate user pixel memory array and the buffer is erased. After

---

**Fig 4** Master pixel memory buffers allow display images to be created without erasing the user’s pixel memory. New images are copied to the user’s pixel memory during a single refresh cycle.
one refresh cycle, the displayed image has been updated and the master buffer has been cleared for updating another display. As a result of combining master buffering with the display generator's fast vector to raster conversions, realtime screen updates can be done on a raster display.

Both 16- and 256-color systems use a color look-up table that resides on the video output module. This color lookup table allows the colors to be chosen from a broad range of colors, allowing color codes to be matched to an application's requirements or to those of a real-world object. It also facilitates continuous-tone shading of solid objects.

The video output module controls a "live" cursor for echoing user interactive input. Many interactive input devices, such as joysticks and data tablets, require a displayed screen cursor. Under input device control, the video output module displays a screen cursor, updating its position continuously. Because of this "live" cursor function, the cursor can be updated without regenerating the displayed image, and without using the extra pixel memory plane required by many raster systems.

Supporting software

PRISM, a library of host software routines for mini and mainframe computers, supports the System 1500. PRISM was designed to work in conjunction with the PRISM-MS firmware. PRISM's host computer routines interface to the multistation controller and provide protocol formatting and host-dependent driver routines for control of the multistation controller's functions. Function organization is the same in both PRISM host software and PRISM-MS firmware. PRISM and PRISM-MS were written to conform to Graphical Kernel System standards. They provide standard graphics capabilities organized for easy implementation.

In addition, PRISM has extensions for applications that require more than the standard functions. These extensions have been designed to facilitate interactive engineering and scientific applications. They include 3-dimensional functionality, advanced structured graphics database capabilities, and a range of raster graphics features. In each case, the host software provides easy access to the multistation controller's firmware and hardware.

Please rate the value of this article to you by circling the appropriate number in the "Editorial Score Box" on the Inquiry Card.
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LOW COST DISK BACKUP OR DATA LOGGING FOR

RS-232 • MULTIBUS • S-100 • Q-BUS**

**Trademark of Digital Equipment Corp.

Featuring:
- 15M bytes of formatted storage per cartridge
- Read/Write at up to 1.2M bytes per minute, 30 ips
- High speed 90 ips search
- Full system hardware and software compatibility
- Proven data reliability
- Streaming or start/stop operation
- Optional serpentine recording
- Tape Archive Utility software for disk backup and restore (S-100 and Multibus)
- Small desktop size

Come to Digi-Data for all your ¼" and ½" tape drive requirements. Digi-Data has been designing and manufacturing tape drives and subsystems for 21 years.

Digi-Data Corporation
8580 Dorsey Run Road
Jessup, MD 20794
Tel. (301) 498-0200
TWX 710-867-9954

© . . . First In Value

In Europe contact:
Digi-Data Ltd.
Kings House
18 Kings Street
Maidenhead, Berkshire
England SL6 1EF
Tel. 0628 9955-6
Telex 84 7720
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Producing the next wave of smart products isn’t enough. You’ve got to be first! To be first and stay there you need a development system that makes your designers more efficient, a system that speeds up the time-consuming task of developing and integrating hardware and software.

The ultra-productive environment you need is available now in the KDS. Kontron’s field-proven CPU, mass storage, slave in-circuit emulation and logic analysis capabilities are perfectly blended in this user-configurable, ergonomically designed workstation. The KDS solution starts with stackable, card-configurable modules that may be located wherever convenient. Add the detached keyboard and adjustable CRT, and a truly productive working environment emerges. You can tilt, swivel, raise or lower the CRT to suit your viewing angle. The detached keyboard gives you control over all systems and the ability to display all functions on the extra-large (15-inch), easy-to-read screen. Two 5½" floppy disk drives are incorporated in the CPU; an optional 10 Mbyte hard disk plugs in if you need it. Software, emulation and logic analysis are fully integrated.

You have complete control over up to four KSE slave emulators and one KSA logic analyzer. Emulation support is available for most popular 8- and 16-bit chips. You can select the 32-, 48- and 64-channel logic analyzer (to 100 MHz) that suits your needs for timing and state analysis.

KDS comes complete with all the applications software you need. Editors, linkers and assemblers are provided for assembly language programming and for use with Pascal compilers. Software developed on other Kontron systems can be ported to the KDS via an RS-232 link. Industry-standard operating systems* make KDS even more versatile, opening the door to third party software and many new applications. Find out how much more the KDS Multifunction Development System can do for you. Write for a demonstration, or call 1-800-EMULATE.

*KOS** now; 68000/UNIX** available in June 1983.

*CP/M® is a registered trademark of Digital Research, Inc.

*UNIX® is a trademarked product of Bell Laboratories.
Our Past Is Your Future

Ikegami Technology
For systems applications requiring high quality, dependable CRT display monitors, Ikegami brings you the technology of the future, today. An innovator in video technology for over 36 years and the world’s leading producer of high quality broadcast camera systems and monitors, Ikegami has applied its unparalleled experience to the design and production of display monitors for the computer industry. Put Ikegami’s Emmy award-winning digital techniques for automatic setup to work for you. © NATAS / ATAS

HDM Series
Ultra high resolution for your most demanding graphics systems. Ikegami’s HDM Series color and monochrome display monitors utilize a delta-gun, raster-scan CRT and superb quality wide band, high speed scan, video amplifiers to provide the precision you need (up to 1280 × 1024 pixels interlace mode), plus the long life and easy maintenance you demand from a top quality graphics display. Available in 19V and 25V CRT sizes.

The UD Series
Medium resolution, digital drive, color display monitors for business graphics systems. The Ikegami UD Series provides high performance (615 × 240 or more pixels interlace mode) at a very economical price.

Easy Interface. Easy Maintenance.
Ikegami display monitors are designed to interface with your equipment, quickly and easily. There’s no complex rework … no hassle. Ikegami’s sophisticated design virtually eliminates maintenance problems, so you know your Ikegami displays will continue to bring out the best in your systems, year after year.

For more information on high-performance CRT display units designed to meet your needs, today and tomorrow, write or call Ikegami today.

© NATAS / ATAS
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See us at Siggraph ’83 Booth #905

East — 37 Brook Avenue
Maywood, N.J. 07607
(201) 368-9171

West — 3445 Kashiwa Street
Torrance, CA 90505
(213) 534-0050
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE SPEEDS MULTITASKING IMAGE PROCESSING

Specialized hardware and the Motorola 68000 microprocessor enable a digital image processor to independently perform complex image transformations.

by Ted J. Cooper and William K. Pratt

When intelligent controllers and cheaper random access memory chips for image storage appeared in the late 1970s and 1980s, it became economically feasible to store a large number of images in an independent digital image processor. This led to architectures containing arithmetic logic units and multiple lookup tables that could be hardwired to perform arithmetic and logical image combinations. Image convolution became possible by a sequence of addition and spatial offset operations. Although these second-generation processors were powerful, they were also relatively inflexible. Third-generation processors, introduced in the early 1980s, use a bus structure in which image memories, dedicated processors, and a 16-bit microprocessor can be interconnected modularly. Relatively complex image processing algorithms can be rapidly executed by a sequence of point, ensemble, and spatial operations; and general purpose computing can be done as needed. This structure makes possible a standalone digital image processor that does not require host computer support.

These digital image processors are computationally powerful and flexible, but suffer from a limitation: they can usually perform only a few operations concurrently. Many applications need to simultaneously digitize, display, process, and record images for multiple users. The multitasking digital image processor was developed to satisfy this requirement.

Ted J. Cooper is director of research and development at Vicom Systems, Inc, 2307 Bering Dr, San Jose, CA 95131. His experience in image processing includes both medical (computerized tomography scanners) and military (side-looking airborne radar) applications. Mr Cooper holds a BS in physics from Seattle University and a PhD in nuclear physics from Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

William K. Pratt is president and chairman of the board at Vicom Systems, Inc. Previously, he was an electrical engineering professor at the University of Southern California. Mr Pratt holds a BSEE from Bradley University and an MSEEE and a PhD from the University of Southern California.
Fig 1 The processor has two primary buses: a versabus and a high speed image bus. High speed image processing modules digitize, store, process, and display images at digital video rates.

The multitasking vicom digital image processor contains two buses: a microcomputer bus (the Motorola versabus) and a high speed image bus (Fig 1). Attached to the microcomputer bus is a microcomputer system consisting of a Motorola 68000 microcomputer and its associated peripherals. Connected to both buses are high speed image processing modules that digitize, store, process, and display images at digital video rates.

Digital images are input to the system via a high speed parallel port in the microcomputer system. Analog video is externally digitized, then spatially and temporally processed by the video processor before being stored in the image/graphics memory. The pipeline image processor executes image processing algorithms on stored images. Images to be displayed are transferred to the display processor, which then performs such display-oriented operations as zooming and scrolling.

By software command, image/graphics memory can be logically configured into rectangular arrays of height J and width K. This can be done over a wide range. All pixels in the image memory are memory mapped and uniquely addressable by the microcomputer. Pixels can be represented as 16-bit integers for logical and graphics operations or as 16-bit 2's complement numbers for arithmetic operations. In 2's complement form, each pixel is represented as

\[
S \cdot M(1) M(2) \ldots M(15)
\]

where S is the sign bit (0 = positive, 1 = negative) and M(1 . . . 15) are the magnitude bits. An imaginary binary point is shown after the sign bit. With this representation, all pixels are scaled in amplitude between ±1. Black is usually represented as 0.0 and white as 1.0. The negative numbers accommodate image arrays produced by subtractive processes.

A pixel's low order 4 bits, or nybble, can be write protected so that only the microcomputer can modify them. In this way, pipeline processing of the upper 12 bits will not affect them. This feature permits the bottom nybble to store image-associated graphics such as boundary outlines or text. Another application is pixel labeling for image segmentation and classification.

Working faster with the microcomputer system

The complete form of a microcomputer system consists of a Motorola MC68000 microprocessor, program memory, disk and magnetic tape controller, and communication interfaces connected to the Motorola versabus (see Fig 2). The MC68000 microprocessor has a direct 16M-byte address space that permits users to quickly manipulate image memory without resorting to "mapping windows." With this feature, parts of several images can be manipulated at dramatically greater speeds, a benefit that is typical in ensemble and convolutional operations. The MC68000 also eliminates multiple user contention for access to the mapping window. Any user, at any time, can manipulate any image since all image and program memory is universally available. The operating system can limit multi-user access, if necessary, through a memory management unit (MMU).

Another major strength of the 68000 is its large number of available general purpose registers: 15 of the 16 data/address registers are always available.
More user registers allow more data manipulations without having to move intermediate results to a stack. This, in turn, means fewer instructions and less execution time for a given algorithm.

High speed image processing modules provide realtime computation of generalized imaging algorithms. If customized or unique modules are required, the speed of the central processing unit's data manipulations determines the final throughput rate. The large number of general purpose data/address registers, along with their 32-bit width, makes the 68000 microprocessor an excellent companion for dedicated high speed hardware.

In a digital image processor, extending the address space to 16M bytes (64M bytes when separate user/supervisor and program/data spaces are used) gives image manipulation and storage ample room. The 8-MHz 68000 used in the digital image processor performs 16-bit memory to memory moves in 1.6 $\mu$s and 16-bit x 16-bit multiples in 8.75 $\mu$s. The 16-MHz version of the 68000, to be available soon, will cut these times in half.

By adding an MMU, the 68000 microcomputer system readily adapts itself to multi-user, multitasking environments. The MMU permits many users to share a single copy of a program. This is accomplished by transparent partitioning of memory and data spaces. It also permits programs to be compiled or assembled and linked so that they can reside anywhere in physical memory. This feature is particularly important in realtime applications where context switching between several tasks must be quick and efficient.

The Motorola VERSAdos operating system provides realtime, multi-user, and multitasking capabilities. The system's realtime nature is essential to image processing systems because the acquisition, analysis, and display of data occur at digital video data rates. The VICOMSYS task that operates under the VERSAdos environment provides simple image processing primitives. These primitives handle all standard operations and can be chained together into sequences that emulate the most complex algorithms. Several users can view separate images, using various combinations of display buffers/display generators/graphics generators without affecting each other.

Other users can concurrently edit files; compile programs; and execute full intertask communication, synchronization, and control functions. High level programming languages such as FORTRAN and Pascal, as well as assembly language, are available. Extensive program debugging tools are also offered.

**Image processing and multitasking**

Most image processing algorithms can be reduced to a sequence of primitive operators involving point, ensemble, and spatial processing. Such algorithms can be efficiently executed in the recursive pipeline structure shown in Fig 3. In this structure, the microcomputer initializes the pipeline controller and one of the processors. An original image is read sequentially from image memory and the pixel stream is directed to one of the processors. The processed image is then stored in a work space in image memory.

The pipeline processor executes single pass in about 33 ms. After the first pass, the microcomputer initializes the pipeline controller and another processor in preparation for the next pass. During the next pass, the previously processed image is directed to a processor, then stored again in a work space. The procedure is repeated until the algorithm is completed.

Cost effectiveness is the major advantage of the recursive pipeline processing technique. Relatively simple, low cost primitive operators can be combined to rapidly execute complex algorithms, typically in 1 s or less. For example, the pipeline image processor can compute an image's moving
window standard deviation at each pixel. In the first processing stage, the original image is convolved by the spatial processor with a 3 x 3-pixel convolution mask or kernel. This operation is performed Q times to produce an array $M(j, k)$, which is an $L \times L$ moving window average of the original image where $Q = (L - 1) + 2$. In order to obtain the desired $L \times L$ response, the small generating kernel algorithm can choose the 3 x 3 kernels, $K$, for each repetition.

Following this series of operations, the original image is squared pixel by pixel by the point processor, and then is convolved Q times. This results in the moving window average of the squared image. Next, the point processor squares the mean image $M(j, k)$ and the ensemble processor subtracts it from the squared image’s average. A square root operation by the point processor then results in the standard deviation image. Fig 4 shows an example of this process.

**Display and video processor features**

The display processor consists of display buffers and display and graphics generators. Fig 5(a) illustrates the interconnection for a color image and a red/green/blue color graphics display. Modules for monochrome image and graphics display, or for pseudocolor image and color graphics display, can be configured.

Fig 5(b) contains a functional diagram of the display buffer, which consists of a memory that stores a 512- x 512- x 16-bit or a 1024- x 1024- x 16-bit pixel image. This image is read in at the pipeline rate over the image bus. The image data are read out from the buffer memory at digital video rates to the display generator through a zoom/scroll processor that performs integer zoom up to 16:1 and nonwraparound scroll.

The graphics generator provides four graphics overlay planes, two cursors, alphanumeric text characters, and graphics generation. Graphics can be superimposed over the entire image and also created within a vertical strip that resides next to the image and is one-fourth its width. The two cursors are independent; their shapes are programmable up to one-eighth the display area size. The character font is programmable within an 8-column by 10-row cell, and the text memory contains 256 character entries. Each character can be independently blinked, underlined, or inverted.

The graphics generator contains a microprocessor and a special purpose controller that rapidly draws vectors and arcs and performs high speed filling of closed contours. The processor supports four RS-232-C ports to connect interactive control devices (e.g., a joystick, trackball, data tablet, or mouse). Each pixel’s graphics bits are read out at digital video rates from the overlay memory, the cursor generators, and the character attribute controller into display generators.

Each display generator contains a set of cascaded lookup tables (LUTs) that drive a digital to...
Retro-Graphics terminal enhancements. They've literally changed the face of the display terminal marketplace. Because our line of graphics enhancements that carries the Retro-Graphics name transforms some of today's most popular alphanumeric terminals — the DEC™ VT100™ and VT132™, for instance, and Lear Siegler® ADM 3A, 3A+, and 5 displays — into terminals with full bit-map graphics capability.

These enhanced terminals feature complete emulation of their Tektronix® counterparts, the 4010 Series graphics terminals. Additionally, they boast vector, point, and character generation, selective erase, a variety of I/O device interfaces, and, of course, complete compatibility with industry-standard software, including DISSPLA®, TELLAGRAF®, PLOT 10™, DI-3000™, Template™, SAS/GRAF™, and ILS®.

And Retro-Graphics delivers all this while retaining the original alphanumeric features of the terminals.

More than 25,000 users who have put Retro-Graphics into action can attest not only to the performance benefits but, importantly, to the dramatic cost savings over comparable terminals. Savings that have amounted to 50 percent and more.

Together, high quality and low cost make Retro-Graphics one of the brightest ideas to come along in some time. The idea you can check out for yourself by calling us today or by clipping and mailing the coupon.

CLIP AND MAIL TO:
Digital Engineering
630 Bercut Drive, Dept. 217
Sacramento, CA 95814
☐ Send information on Retro-Graphics for DEC and Lear Siegler terminals.
☐ Arrange an informative demonstration.
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analog converter (DAC). In a display buffer, the G-LUT merges image-associated graphics data derived from main image memory with display-associated graphics data from the graphics generator. The pixel amplitude data, representing pixel luminance or color component values, enter the Y-LUT for amplitude modification (e.g., gamma correction, contrast stretching, and windowing). Finally, pixel amplitude and graphics data are merged in the M-LUT to create the DAC input.

The video processor module in the digital image processor is the gateway for external realtime digital data to enter the system. It resides on the high speed bus and has a functional composition as shown in Fig 6.

Moreover, the video processor acquires digitized data at video rates, provides preprocessing as needed to improve signal to noise (S/N) ratio, and permits frame to frame arithmetic logic unit (ALU) operations on the current data with respect to past data. It then performs LUT operations on the incoming data and, finally, moves the processed data to the display buffer and/or main image memory.

All of these processes are performed in a single frame time. They permit complex video digital data manipulation even before the pipeline processor is called upon to perform other image processing tasks. An excellent example of how these sophisticated features are used is digital angiography in medicine. In this application, a contrast dye is injected into the patient's veins. Then, the physician uses a video digitized X-ray fluoroscopic unit to view the dye as it progresses through the patient’s circulatory system. The dye is significantly diluted in the patient's blood by the time it appears in the arteries, resulting in reduced visual contrast. To improve contrast and cancel bone structure, a frame to frame subtraction is made of pre-dye injection and post-dye injection images.

In the video processor, several successive frames of a still object can be averaged to reduce camera or sensor noise effects. To accommodate conventional disk transfer rates, a 512 x 512 image can be averaged and subsampled to produce a 256 x 256, a 128 x 128, or even a 64 x 64 array. When the video processor’s 512 x 512 memory has been filled, as many as 64 frames of subsampled video data can be transferred at one time to the display buffer and/or main image memory. While resolution is reduced in the subsampling scheme, the number of frames/s that can be saved on disk is significantly increased.

Because the video processor can do LUT arithmetic and image feedback, a user can perform image addition, subtraction, logarithmic, and masking operations with past data on a frame to frame basis and can view the results as they occur. Raw or uncorrected data can be simultaneously transferred to main image memory and stored on disk so that a...
The HCD-75. It’s both.

Meet the high capacity ¾” cartridge back-up system with the split personality. The 3M HCD-75 does everything streamers do, and more! Now you don’t have to choose between streaming and block addressability for data storage. The HCD-75 lets you design a reliable system that does both. Best of all, it’s available right now—thousands of them are already in use—with the following high performance features:

HIGH CAPACITY — a full 67 megabytes of formatted back-up storage — more than any other ¾” system and most ¼” systems.

DATA/CARTRIDGE INTERCHANGE — unlike some other systems, every HCD-75 drive will read every 3M formatted data cartridge, no matter where it originated. A unique combination of stepper head and edge seek features allows unlimited cartridge interchange between drive systems.

COST EFFECTIVE — you get more for less. Total cost per megabyte with the HCD-75 is significantly lower than any other tape system.

Put it all together and you have one of the best friends a computer designer ever had: the 3M HCD-75 back-up system. For more information call (612) 736-9003 or write: Data Recording Products Division/3M, 3M Center 223/5N, St. Paul, MN 55144.
complete record of the original data is available for a later time. Viewing differences or changes in video images, while saving the raw data, is a significant ability in medical, production inspection, and robotic vision applications of image processing.

**Frame buffers allow multiple tasks**

The digital image processor depicted in Fig 1 can simultaneously perform multiple image processing tasks through its combination of high speed buses, shared image memory, and software control. In the microcomputer system, users can edit and compile programs. At the same time, they can control processor operation through timeshared, MMU-controlled computing. In addition, it is possible to acquire, process, archive, and display images at the same time.

These abilities are available because both the video and display processors contain frame buffer memories. All analog video frames are digitized; the video processor then stores them in a frame buffer. Later, the digital data can be transferred to the image/graphics memory at the synchronous pipeline processing rate.

Concurrent with other processing, images can be continuously displayed and locally manipulated by the display processor, which contains a frame buffer for each displayed monochrome or color image. New images are transferred on demand from image/graphics memory. While acquisition and display take place, either the microcomputer system or the pipeline image processor can perform image processing on images retrieved from image/graphics memory.

Image archival to the processor disk, to a magnetic tape unit, or to a host computer can also be done without disrupting the other tasks, since there is direct memory access through the shared memory.

This generation of digital image processors combines high speed computational elements with image acquisition and display modules that can function concurrently in a multitasking environment. The result is powerful, cost-effective digital image processing that is vital to many modern applications.

---

**The Best of Computer Design**

Now Available in One Dynamic Volume.

**New Directions in Computer Design:**

Systems, Software and Architectural Trends For the '80s—Volume I

By Saul B. Dinman, Editor-in-Chief, Computer Design Magazine

Some 20 years of technological innovation have created dramatic developments and changes in the computer systems industry. Through increasingly advanced and sophisticated architectural design, the mainframe, minicomputer and microcomputer, accompanied by their memory systems, software and data communications remain the prime systems of the '80s. Computer Design magazine has been a leader and authority in publishing these industry developments and trends. Saul B. Dinman has compiled within one softcover book a selection of Computer Design's most informative articles on computers of the '80s — where they've been and where they're headed. This is the first of a three-volume set.

---
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Powerful 16-bit portables travel light

Though the dust is far from settled over the portable computer fray, two recent contenders are delivering 16-bit computing power in a lightweight, briefcase-sized enclosure. When it comes to computing and data management power and flexibility, the two indicate similar goals. However, the particulars of implementing these goals and the balance of standard vs optional features differ. Whereas Sharp's 11-lb (5-kg) PC-5000 is more Spartan, enhancing a package of industry-proven elements through a meaty selection of options, Gavilan's 9-lb (4-kg) mobile computer boasts of numerous standard features and several proprietary solutions to the packaging and interface puzzle. Sharp's computer measures in at 12.81" x 12" x 3.44" (32.54 x 30 x 8.73 cm), while Gavilan's is a bare 11.4" x 11.4" x 2.7" (29.1 x 29.1 x 6.9 cm).

Both computers are based on Intel's 8088 microprocessor and support the MS-DOS 2.0 operating system. Besides industry standard packages, the two companies are developing sturdy plug-in applications software to withstand the jostling incumbent on carry-along elements. Sharp is putting its applications in bubble memory cartridges; Gavilan, in proprietary ROM based capsules. Both offer word processing, communications, and spreadsheet analysis functions; to these Sharp adds a database manager and Gavilan, a forms processor. In addition, both load software from standard floppies. Sharp also accesses software through a built-in read/write cassette interface.

The Sharp computer programs in BASIC; the Gavilan, in BASIC and Pascal. Also, Gavilan's computer comes with development system software including a cross-compiler for high level languages, debug tools, capsule and message-holder builders, and access to human-interface and data structuring software. Development software runs on the portable unit or on the IBM PC with the main unit as the target system.

Gavilan particularly caters to the user interface. A proprietary touch panel is key to the company's claim that nonprogrammers can become familiar with the system within 15 min. Controlled by an Intel 8051 dedicated processor, this solid state "mouse" eliminates control functions, gearing the human interface visually toward the display onscreen, instead of toward the keyboard. By moving a finger over the touch panel, a user correspondingly moves a display pointer that identifies the desired function, file, or item. The panel detects X-Y movement at finger speed; proprietary algorithms figure pixel-to-pixel resolution. Built-in system software contains the touch panel control, as well as the operating system kernel, interpreter, and data structuring operations. Data structuring software manages document storage and provides a uniform human interface and data integration across applications.

Considering their size, both units offer appreciable main memory and backup storage options. In Sharp's case, 128K bytes of RAM can be expanded to 256K, with 128K ROM for cartridge applications using MS-DOS and GW BASIC. Another 128K bytes of optional bubble memory can be devoted to the applications software. Gavilan uses nonvolatile, static CMOS main memory, providing 80K bytes (with 32K user space) augmented by up to 128K bytes through its plug-in CapsuleWare. Another 128K bytes of processor memory can be added to the system's disk drive and memory expansion module.

Gavilan's built-in 3" drive stores 320K bytes formatted. The drive controller handles a second, identical drive external to the main unit. One of Sharp's 2 optional 5 1/4" disk drives fits into the main unit to provide 320K bytes formatted; its second drive attaches externally.

Each machine features a flat LCD that folds over its full-sized keyboard. Sharp's display resolution is 640 x 80 pixels, while Gavilan's is 420 x 60 pixels. Both have bit-mapped graphics. The displays shape up into 8-line x 80-col and 8-line x 66-col formats, respectively. Though Gavilan's 66-char line presents a minor drawback, the computer includes an interface that allows it to hook up with full-screen video displays using standard software. Sharp's keyboard includes 8 soft function keys, whereas Gavilan eliminates keyboard entry of control functions by designating 10 function areas on its touch panel.

(continued on page 208)
In both cases, I/O interface is via RS-232-C. Gavilan has an integral 300-baud modem and direct phone interconnection with an optional acoustic coupler/modem that allows the portable unit to communicate with other computers over standard phone lines. Gavilan’s optional 300-bps, 10-key auto-dial modem plugs into phone lines with a standard Bell jack. It is also equipped with a speaker for 2-way conference calls.

Printers are optional in both units, although they plug into either computer without extending the footprint. Sharp’s high density, dot-matrix thermal impact printer produces near letter-quality copy in thermal mode on thermal paper. It will also print with carbon ribbon on plain bond. The printer produces 80 chars/line, 12 cpi or 66 chars/line, 10 cpi; print speeds are 37 or 30 cps, respectively. Gavilan’s 50-cps thermal ribbon printer outputs single-sheet correspondence quality copy on plain bond. The 80-col unit comes with its own battery pack.

Both main units power from built-in battery packs and ac adapters are standard in each. Base price for the PC-5000 is $2500; the Gavilan mobile computer is $4000. Gavilan Computer Corp, PO Box 5004, Campbell, CA 95008; Sharp Electronics Corp, Systems Div, 10 Sharp Plaza, PO Box 588, Paramus, NJ 07652.
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It’s Not Enough Just To Have Your Blood Pressure Checked.

If it’s high, you have to stay on your medication to keep it under control. Some 34 million Americans have high blood pressure, but only half of them know it. And of those who know it’s high, more than half of them don’t have it under control. Left uncontrolled, high blood pressure may lead to stroke, heart attack or kidney failure.

The American Heart Association is fighting to reduce early death and disability from heart disease and stroke with research, professional and public education, and community service programs.

But more needs to be done.
You can help us save lives by having your blood pressure checked, staying on your medication if it’s high, and sending your dollars today to your American Heart Association, listed in your telephone directory.
2D/3D INTERACTIVE COLOR TERMINAL

MATROX GXT-1000

THE NEW MATROX GXT-1000 color graphics terminal delivers true 2D/3D interactive performance. It's fast. It's intelligent. It's high resolution. And it costs less than $10,000 in OEM quantities. Complete.

THE GXT-1000 TRANSFORMS, CLIPS AND DRAWS lines at speeds of up to 20,000 vectors/second. Area filled rectangles at 5000 rectangles/second. True 3D 1000 polygon pictures with hidden surfaces removed and shaded in 10 seconds.

HOST WORKLOAD AND COMMUNICATIONS ARE GREATLY REDUCED. The GXT-1000 allows the user to down load complete object data files, using 64K x 64K x 64K virtual co-ordinates, to local memory. The terminal contains up to 22 Mbytes of RAM and disk memory for local picture segment storage, (up to 2000 active segments). Once downloaded, all data manipulation and viewing can be performed locally, in near real-time, without host support.

HIGH RESOLUTION
- up to 1280 x 1024}
- 4 to 16 video planes
- 256 color look-up table per surface
- 19” high res. color monitor
- interlaced or non-interlaced

HIGH SPEED
- 80286 graphics engine
- 6 pipelined slave processors
- up to 20,000 short vectors/sec
- up to 5000 filled rectangles/sec

HIGH PERFORMANCE
- 64K x 64K x 64K virtual addressing
- local picture storage up to 22 Mbytes on disk
- local segment storage up to 1 Mbyte (2000 segments) in RAM
- full 2D transformations standard
- 3D with hidden surface removal and shading optional
- multiple viewports and dialog areas (up to 64)
- real time pan in 64K x 64K virtual space

LOCAL I/O SUPPORT
- host interface via RS-232, RS-422/449 or parallel DMA
- detachable low profile keyboard
- complete interfaces for data tablet, optical mouse, printer & plotter
- add-on Winchester/floppy/disks

OEM OPTIONS
- desktop or rackmount electronics
- available unbundled as Multibus board set
- VAX host software package
  Multibus, 80286 - TM INTEL VAX - TM DEC

Matrox
Electronic Systems Ltd.

5800 Andover ave.,
T.M.R., (Montreal) Quebec
Canada H4T 1H4
Telex: 05-825651
Tel.: (514) 735-1182
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Minifloppy drives top 3M bytes per diskette

Two 5¼" drives provide twice the nominal industry standard per-disk data capacity, storing over 3M bytes of data on a single diskette. Meanwhile, standard interfacing and a 5¼" form factor facilitate upgrades from lower capacity systems. Model 1560's interface is functionally compatible with SA460-type minifloppy drives, while model 1860 interfaces with SASSO-type 8¼ floppies. The double-sided drives use UHR-II high coercivity 600-Oe flexible diskettes and record data in FM, MFM, or M²FM encoding format. Each drive transfers data at 500k bps; average rotational latency is 83 ms with 2-ms track to track access time. Average seek is 88 ms.

Proprietary features developed for the company's Minipac 5¼ floppy disk cartridge drives (Computer Design, Sept 1981, p 95) provide 9.5k-bpi recording densities with 170-tpi track density. In both drives, an Intel 8051 microprocessor with 4K PROM controls a closed loop servo system that handles real-time control functions. It manages head positioning and compensates for dimensional changes in the diskette caused by environmental variations or misclamping errors—without embedded servo data in the data tracks. The system also accommodates database conversions and software developed for 48-, 96-, and 100-tpi formats.

Moreover, single-element read/write heads have a tunnel erase feature that stores erased data between tracks. Positioning the heads to one reference track on each diskette instead of on a drive assembly ensures interchangeability and eliminates track 00 adjustment and head alignment.

A photoetched optical scale on the head carriage defines track centerlines after the reference track is analyzed. Scale lines are 590 µin apart; track centerlines are 5.9 mils (10 scale lines) apart. A 1.8° precision stepper motor attached to the read/write head carriage provides accurate positioning and reduces access times; the head carriage moves in 59-µin increments.

Weighing just 2.5 lb (1.1 kg), models 1560 and 1860 mount in a 8.25- x 14.61- x 20-cm cabinet. In quantity 500, the drives cost $370 each. Amlyn Corp., 2450 Autumnvale Dr, San Jose, CA 95131.
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Ethernet compatible IBM PC system executes spoken commands

Templates storing up to 200 words provide the vocabulary for a voice-actuated computer networking system. Separate vocabularies can be loaded and unloaded to accommodate different applications and operators, then saved on disk for later use. The voice recognition unit can be trained to respond to a particular voice for each vocabulary. Transferring vocabulary files via Ethernet lets users take advantage of voice recognition on any properly equipped computer in the network from a remote telephone.

Basic configuration of the ComNet Executive consists of IBM Personal Computers equipped with a 10M-bps Ethernet link over thin coaxial cable; the Ethernet Companion expansion board, which handles voice digitization, storage, and display; and a Bell 103/212A modem. The ComNet network supervises tasks like Winchester disk sharing, print spooling, and remote job execution. In addition, it supports an electronic mail function that carries spoken or keyboard-input messages. A message can be heard or read from any node, as well as sent or received over standard phone lines from a remote location.

Though the network supports multiple servers—each equipped with a hard disk—server disk drives can support data storage and retrieval for other network terminals. One server will support a network of IBM PCs with neither floppy nor hard disk drives.

The hardware key to the network is its Ethernet Companion board, which converts voice signals to data signals, then back again. Speech can be digitized at any node and sent to any other node for storage and/or replay. Special voice functions include annotated text, store/forward, and forward/store.

Direct-connect 300- or 1.2k-baud modem comes with automatic DTMF pulse/tone dialer and optically coupled auxiliary ring indicator output. An additional voice circuit allows the modems to transfer voice or data in both directions. Telephone emulation software includes single-line CBX support and lets users specify access codes for network security.

The company is designing software geared to accept voice recognition input. ComNet Executive system with voice recognition and software costs $2995 quantity-one. Teemar, Inc, 23600 Mercantile Rd, Cleveland, OH 44122.
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A Lot More Than Meets The Eye

Sure, our CM4000 display module features brilliant, full color spectrum, high resolution graphics and precise alphanumerics. Very impressive indeed! But, turn a CM4000 around and you'll find a display with a lot more going for it.

The CM4000 also boasts the industry's tightest convergence specifications: 0.2 mm center, 0.5 mm corners. The CM4000 generates up to 2,600 characters at horizontal scan rates ranging from 15-25 KHz. In our exclusive, Step Scan Plus™ mode it automatically maintains full vertical display size for "eye popping" full-screen graphics.

In addition, Motorola engineers designed the CM4000 to operate on less power. The resulting reduction in heat dissipation means longer life. In fact, the CM4000 was designed for an MTBF goal of 20,000 hours!

And, speaking of Motorola engineers...we provide our OEM customers with responsive, in-depth engineering support every step of the way. Whether you are in the conceptual stage, or well along in product development, Motorola can help with color and monochrome displays and complete system integration.

For full information, call toll-free 1-800-528-6050, ext. 3454. In Arizona, 1-800-352-0458, ext. 3454. Or write: Director of Sales & Distribution, Motorola Display Systems, 1299 E. Algonquin Road, Schaumburg, Illinois 60196. Telex: 72-2443

The Eyes Of The World Are On Us. We Have To Be Better!
Multi-protocol communications controller ensures data security

A hardware independent communication gateway controls access to shared resources between computers with different protocols. Through the ETC 140 controller, any type of terminal—from mainframe to microcomputer—can talk to an intelligent modem, printer control buffer, time of day/date clock, and hardware encryption unit. Automatic online electronic messaging provides remote access while the system concurrently performs other tasks, such as printing or communications.

In addition to uploading and downloading data and protocol formats, system monitors feature interactive command structure, transparent control codes for automatic operation, and monitor control transfer. Local and online data encryption and error correction overcome security problems often encountered in local area networks. A proprietary encryption algorithm surpasses the NBS standard, while multiple-key encryption is available for greater security. Programmable encoding formats handle serial data interface with disk and tape units as well as with data channel formats. Manchester, NRZ, NRZI, F0M, and FMI methods are supported.

Based on a 6809E central processor and a 1-MHz system clock, the Bell 103/202 compatible unit offers user selectable transmission rates of 300 or 1.2k baud. Moreover, the controller arbitrates between telephone lines and synchronous or asynchronous protocols at speeds from 45 to 19.2k baud. System memory comprises 16K RAM, expandable to 64K, and 8K ROM, expandable to 24K. In addition, the controller has two 8-bit parallel ports and 4 RS-232 serial ports (RS-422 optional). Each of 2 identical programmable serial interfaces supports 2 serial channels that can be programmed individually for asynchronous or synchronous operation in a variety of formats. The channels also support RS-242 modem control signals.

The 4-user, multitasking ETC 140 system costs $1595. Computer Development Inc., 6700 SW 105th St, Suite 200, Beaverton, OR 97005. Circle 265

Bisync/Async interface gives micros a direct line to mainframes

A single-unit communications board with protocol converter and hard disk store/forward device makes it possible to sequentially load different protocols. This eliminates the intermediate dumb terminal or frontend controller link usually employed for connecting microcomputers with mainframes. Just a year after entering the microcomputer market, the company is announcing this communications board which enables its 8-bit System 800 and 16-bit System 1600 microcomputers to follow 4 IBM mainframe protocols: Async, batch-processing Bisync 3780, Bisync 3270, and Bisync HASP.

Async mode offers a store/forward function that transfers files to mainframe systems such as IBM, CDC, Hewlett-Packard, DEC, Prime, Data General, and Honeywell. While looking like a terminal to the host, the interface can cause backup files to accumulate, then send and receive several together.

Intelligent batch-processing Bisync 3780 mode makes the system look like an IBM 2770, 2780, 3741, 3780, or a CPU. In Bisync 3270 mode, the interface communicates with any IBM network as if it were a 3270-type terminal—thereby allowing the computer to receive files on disk as if the data were going to a printer. Finally, Bisync HASP mode makes the microcomputer functionally equivalent to an IBM 3777 programmable terminal or System/360 model 20 CPU. In this case, the computer emulates a HASP multileaving workstation.

Two asynchronous I/O ports are standard; one connects directly to the microcomputer’s CPU while the other goes to the mainframe. Two ports can be added to handle additional traffic. The company anticipates that users will soon operate the 4 communication modes within the same computer. Existing series 800 and 1600 units can be field upgraded with the communication enhancement.

Moreover, Microsoft will supply MS-DOS 2.0 operating system software for TAB’s 16-bit machines. This will make the computers compatible with about 90% of 16-bit application software, as well as with IBM’s PC-XT microcomputer. CP/M-86, MP/M-86, and CP/NET operating systems are already standard. TAB Products Co., 1451 California Ave, Palo Alto, CA 94304. Circle 266
The Convergence Factor.

Convergence: the single most critical factor in color CRT performance.
Until now, Delta-gun tubes were the best way to achieve near perfect convergence, but only with costly adjustment electronics. Meanwhile, many in-line tubes are plagued by perceptible misconvergence. Which can lead to poor picture quality. A poor quality image for your product. And poor, bleary-eyed operators.
The Panasonic achievement: low cost in-line color CRTs with better-than-Delta convergence performance.
Without complex adjustment electronics... and none of the convergence drift inherent in active correction systems. At last, high resolution in-line tubes with stable performance that stands up to the ravages of time and tough office/industrial environments.

How did we do it? With a preconverged in-line tube/yoke combination unlike any other. Our precision S/ST (saddle/saddle toroidal) deflection yoke is ideally matched to each tube, for near perfect convergence, high repeatability and stability over a wide range of operating conditions.
We combine it with a specially-designed OLF (overlapping field lens) gun and unitized grid construction, providing spot uniformity across the entire screen and near-Delta resolution.
The result: a triumph over the convergence factor. Find out what it can do for your next color terminal or monitor, and ask about our full line of quality color and monochrome CRTs. Write or call: Panasonic Industrial Company, Electronic Components Division, One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, N.J. 07094; (201) 348-5278.

The achievement of Panasonic high resolution in-line color CRTs.
Rugged bubble memory cartridges replace built-in disk/tape drives

Targeted for harsh, remote, and portable applications, a family of solid-state memory cartridges comes in 128K- and 256K-byte capacities. Bubble memory data storage systems greatly increase reliability over traditional moving magnetic-media recording systems, particularly in extreme conditions; typical bit-error rate of the new cartridges is $1 \times 10^{-14}$ and MTBF, 180k h. Average access speeds are faster than those for tape and on a par with those for floppy disk drives.

Three versions revolve around a removable bubble memory cartridge whose standard size, shape, and interface can be used for program or data storage with other nonvolatile solid-state memory technologies. The CH2100 interface provides serial or parallel I/O for connection to an internal controller. Serial interface is RS-232-C or TTL compatible, with switch-selectable rates to 19.2k baud; parallel interface transfers data at 12.5k bytes/s. The unit comes as an aluminum cartridge holder with interlock latch, a separate circuit card with serial or parallel interface, and removable bubble memory data cartridge. Configurations to 1M byte, to be announced shortly, will be compatible with the present interface. Average access time is 48 ms, 96 ms max; standard op temp ranges are 0 to 55 °C and 10 to 40 °C; -20 to 60 °C range is optional.

Two versions besides the CH2100 are available. The DR3101 data recorder connects to the host via an RS-232-C or an IEEE 488 interface. Software emulates a DEC TU-58 cartridge tape recorder or an HP floppy disk drive. With the RS-232 interface, communication rates are switch selectable to 38.4k bps. Solidrive FDE525 is electronically compatible with 5¼" and 8" ANSI standard floppy drives and operates transparently to the host. DIP switch settings provide for change of standard format. Prices range from U.S. $2175 to $7437 each. Targa Electronics Systems Inc, PO Box 8485, 3101B Hawthorne Rd, Ottawa, Canada K1G 3H9.
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Digital process recorder tightens instrument control

A synthesis of advanced analog process recording and high speed alphanumeric reporting, the DPR 1500 steps up data gathering capability while simplifying data evaluation. Thirty analog channels with built-in signal conditioning equip the instrument to monitor process variables from 17 sensor types. Digital displays show operator prompts in addition to channel number, variable value, and engineering units. High/low set points can be tied to an alarm for each channel. Flexible presentation format organizes sampled data on a universal chart in trend, tabular, or deviation report.

A single-chip microcomputer controls analog signal input processing; each input is conditioned, then applied to a dual-slope 15-bit A-D converter. Thermocouple, 100-Ω RTD, voltage, and current analog inputs are scanned every 5 s. The microcomputer linearizes RTD and thermocouple inputs and compensates for temperature variations in the thermocouple reference junction.

Integral 170-cps bidirectional dot-matrix printer outputs copy in color or monochrome (purple). Single-color approach forces pressure-sensitive paper against an anvil, whereas 6-color method employs an ink-filled color wheel. Dot-fill technique based on a microprocessor algorithm creates continuous lines; preselected chart speed or log interval determines printing frequency.

Reporting formats include trend, for continuous record; trend with deviation, for comparing processor inputs with reference input; tabular, for periodic records; and tabular deviation. Message option with trend format alerts operator to specified event or annotates the chart for quality control. The recorder configures for 4 ranges—extendable to 8—with remote switching option.

Print formats can be changed easily, since chart paper comes with preprinted grid lines only; the recorder prints the rest of the data. Universal, 100-division calibrated paper folds into 8½" x 11" sheets. The recorder comes in a 12.25" x 19" (31.12- x 48-cm) rack- or panel-mount metal case. Honeywell Inc, Process Control Div, 1100 Virginia Dr, Fort Washington, PA 19034.
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THE WINCHESTER BACKUP SYSTEM

Just plug it in your computer system. No additional hardware or software is needed. Transfer data to a 17.2 megabyte tape cartridge. Perform file search, update records, edit and reformat data. Use it for Winchester backup, data logging, or archival storage applications. Interfaces are built-in for RS-232, Multibus, S-100, 8-bit parallel, or Ohio Scientific. For full details on the Model 150 contact: North Atlantic Qantex, 60 Plant Avenue, Hauppauge, NY 11788 (516) 582-6060
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Low profile keyboard

Low-Profile series keyboards measure 18.4 mm, allowing designers an additional 11.3 mm to meet DIN computer terminal standards. The keyboards are available encoded or in simple matrix form. For encoded boards, 8048 microprocessors are used; for early prototype design, the 8748 EPROM version is used; and for large configurations, the 8049 with additional memory is used. Key switches are available with linear or tactile feel as well as with full N-key rollover. A nonencoded, 60-key array in 10k-piece quantity is less than $30.

Hi-Tek Corp, 7274 Lampson Ave, Garden Grove, CA 92641. Circle 269

Surface mount connector

This surface mount midboard connector on 0.10” (2.54-mm) centers is an addition to the family of Jaguar IDC connectors. The connector is designed to snap-lock onto the PC board and to provide polarized wire to board interconnection in any location on the board. It is available in 4 to 12 positions for use with 22 to 30 AWG wire. Contacts are tin-plated copper alloy, and the glass reinforced housing is UL-94V0 rated material. Priced at less than $0.03 a position, the connector is rated at 3 A. Methode Electronics, Inc, Interconnect Product Div, 1700 Hicks Rd, Rolling Meadows, IL 60008.

Alphanumeric displays

Two series of 4-digit, solder-glass sealed LED displays are available. Both series have a true hermetic seal and operate in a temp range of -55 to 85 °C. The HDSP-245X is viewable from approx 10’ (3 m), and as a 5 x 7 LED matrix, displays an ASCII 128-char set with heights of 6.9 mm (0.27”), while the HDSP-231X is 5.0 mm (0.20”). For uniform front panel appearance, high efficiency red, standard red, and yellow are all categorized for luminous intensity. Devices are TTL compatible, end stackable, and have a viewing angle of 45°. The displays range in price from $85.50 to $115 in quantities of 10 to 99. Hewlett-Packard Co, 1820 Embarcadero Rd, Palo Alto, CA 94303. Circle 271

Small heat sink

The series 5932 heat sink has fins that alternately angle backward and forward; each fin is twisted at the ends. This results in greater air turbulence and more effective cooling. With a 5-W input, the heat sink has a 59 °C rise above ambient under natural convection. Used with plastic power semiconductor devices, the vertically mounted heat sink is equipped with tinned tabs for wave soldering to PC boards. Aluminum alloy devices are available in a black anodize or gold chromate finish. Series 59328 (black) heat sinks are priced at $0.29 each in 1000 quantities. Aavid Engineering Inc, 30 Cook Ct, Laconia, NH 03246. Circle 272

Low cost power MOSFET

With applications in amps and power supplies, wire and hammer drivers, motor controls, disk drives, and brushless motors, the ECONOFET BUZ71 MOSFET was designed to replace the 2N3055 bipolar transistor. The device has a 100 mΩ (typical) on-resistance due to a wide but short channel. The MOSFET blocks 50 V, handles continuous current up to 12 A, has no second breakdown, and switches faster with fewer circuit components. The device is available in a TO-220 package in N-channel configurations for $0.62.5 in quantities above 10,000. Siemens Components, Inc, Colorado Components Div, 800 Hoyt St, Broomfield, CO 80020. Circle 273

High contrast CRT display

The Chromagold CRT display features an amber pigment with yellow emitting phosphors. This color configuration gives preference figures 4 times greater than other displays. Available across the full line of 5” to 15” diagonal displays, the CRT is suited for areas with high ambient light such as offices. Coating the inside of the faceplate surface with amber pigment allows improved contrast without sacrificing brightness. The device meets European ergonomic stds for computer operator comfort. Zenith Radio Corp, 1000 Milwaukee Ave, Glenview, IL 60025. Circle 274

DC motors for robotics

A line of permanent magnet dc motors are available for robotic applications. Small cube (¼”) and std (2, 3, and 4” diameters) feature high torque to inertia ratios with low inductance. Used for precise movement control in the pincer, wrist, and other moving robotic joints, the motors provide rapid response at all operating speeds. Line also includes samarium cobalt motors, which provide higher peak-torque for applications involving greater loads. Clifton Precision, Litton Systems Inc, Maple at Broadway, Clifton Heights, PA 19018. Circle 275

Coming in August—
A Special Report on microsystems software.
HP-16C. DECREASE YOUR PROGRAMMING TIME. INCREASE YOUR PRODUCTIVITY. Now software engineers and logic designers can spend less time on bit-manipulation, Boolean and base-conversion functions and more time on more productive tasks. Like expanding your own creative potential.

How? Easy.
The HP-16C programmable calculator is capable of converting across four number bases, not only hexadecimal, octal, and decimal but binary as well. And it has the most powerful combination of bit manipulation, variable word size, and programming capabilities of any pocket calculator in the marketplace to date.

For the authorized HP dealer or HP sales office nearest you, call TOLL-FREE 800-547-3400 and ask for operator #74 M-F 6 a.m.-6 p.m. PST.

Personal computers and calculators for professionals on the move.
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SYSTEM COMPONENTS/PPOWER SOURCES & PROTECTION

Switching supply

Model PM2497A type 3.3D150 offline switcher provides 3.3 V ± 10% at 150 A. The 500-W supply has MTBF over 74k h and is protected against overloads, over-voltage, overtemp, and reverse voltage. Std features include remote sensing, ac input fuse, and brownout protection obtained from a 30-ms power loss holdup circuit. Supply regulation is ± 100 mV for conditions such as ± 20% input voltage change, static loads from 0% to 100%, dynamic load steps which are 25% of full load, and ripple and switching spikes. Pioneer Magnetics Inc, 1745 Berkeley St, Santa Monica, CA 90404. Circle 276

High speed converters

Lightweight, single-output, DX series dc/dc converters are designed for high speed switching (50 or 100 KHz) whenever small power supplies are needed. Models in the 15- to 24-W, 30- to 48-W, 60- to 100-W, and 90- to 150-W classes have dc inputs of 12, 24, and 48 V. dc input of 110 V is used in 15-, 25-, 50-, 100-, and 150-W classes. With a 100-piece minimum, prices range from $0.45 for 15 W to $2.03 for 150 W. KSC Electronics, Inc, 543 W Algonquin Rd, Arlington Heights, IL 60005. Circle 277

Microcomputer power systems

Designed for use with minicomputer based systems, the OPS-2K series of online uninterruptible power systems is rated at 2000 VA. System operates from a 120-Vac 60-Hz utility power line and has backup provided by sealed batteries. Available options include static switch, RS-232 communication interface, additional batteries, rack or standard enclosures, and various voltage and frequency options. Batteries are capable of sustaining full-rated load for 10 min. Prices start at $3950. General Power Systems, 1400 N Baxter St, Anaheim, CA 92806. Circle 278

Power supply family

EHVQ switching power supply family offers optional battery backup to guarantee uninterrupted power. Implementation is achieved by plugging an additional PC board into the EHVQ power supply and placing the battery anywhere in the system chassis. TTL-compatible signals indicate ac low, battery low, and battery charged conditions. Auto-timed power down and auto-restart with ac power restoration are also featured. Units are available in 155- and 220-W sizes with fully regulated outputs at ± 0.2% line and load regulation and semi-regulated outputs at ± 5% load regulation. Tel Electronics, 226 Terminal Rd, E Setauket, NY 11733. Circle 279

Mini power converters

The PKA series of dc/dc converters for primary voltages of 24 and − 48 Vdc are targeted for industrial and telecommunication use. Eight models within the 25- to 40-W power range are available for digital (5-V) and analog (12-V) electronic circuitries, with switching frequencies of 300 kHz. Converters weigh 3.53 oz (100 g) and measure 3" x 3" x 0.68" (76 x 76 x 17 mm). With an MTBF of more than 200 years at 113 °F (45 °C) and an op temp of − 45 to 85 °C, the devices have applications in servomechanisms, telephony and radio communications, and industrial process control. Rifa Inc, Greenwich Office Park 3, Greenwich, CT 06830. Circle 280

Uninterruptible power systems

Elgar B series uninterruptible power systems (UPS) are available in 1-, 3-, 5-, 10-, 15-, and 25-kVA single-phase, and 25-, 37.5-, and 50-kVA 3-phase models. The 1-, 3-, and 5-kVA units feature a pulse width modulated static inverter and a std electromechanical bypass switch. Smaller models include an inverter sync frequency window of ± 60 Hz, slew rate of 1 Hz/s, and auto downward transfer to bypass switch after an overload-induced reverse transfer. Units have full diagnostic and announcement package and operate from a 72-Vdc battery. Elgar Corp, 8225 Mercury Ct, San Diego, CA 92111. Circle 281

Open-frame switcher line

Created for such applications as small computers, terminals, word processors, and disk drives, open-frame switching power supplies have 11 off-the-shelf models in 5 package sizes, ranging from 40 to 250 W. Designed to meet VDE, UL, IEC, CSA, and other stds, the units also meet emission limits of FCC Docket 20780 Class A and VDE 0871/6.78 Class A. International series ac input ranges include as std 90 and 132 V for domestic and Asian applications, and 180 to 264 V for European applications. Power-One Inc, Power-One Dr, Camarillo, CA 93010. Circle 282

Like to write?
The editors invite you to write technical articles for Computer Design. For a free copy of our Author's Guide, circle 503 on the Reader Inquiry Card.

If you’ve outstripped your 256 kbyte addressing capability, if you want a reliable solution to your memory expansion needs, and if budget is a concern, we have the answer. We have made life on the Q-Bus a lot easier. QNIMAP™ another outstanding Q-Bus product from Able Computer, allows for full memory expansion up to 4 megabytes of main memory and the use of existing Q-Bus DMA devices. With QNIMAP™ you get system performance you never thought possible along with complete support from Able. The QNIMAP™ consists of two easy to install dual width boards and is software compatible with RSTS/E, RSX-11 and UNIX.

If you have other Q-Bus needs, Able has many exciting products:

- **ABLE Q/DH™** - Direct memory access communications controller - gives you DH11 performance on your PDP-11/23 Q-Bus system.
- **QNIVERTER™** - Bi-directional Q-Bus to Unibus/Unibus to Q-Bus signal converter for memory and peripheral devices.
- **UNIMAP™** - Memory expansion to 4 megabytes on the PDP-11/23. Allows use of 18 bit Unibus devices.
- **INTERLINK™** - DMA interprocessor link between two Unibus, two Q-Bus, or one Q-Bus and one Unibus system.

Find out more about QNIMAP™ and the rest of our Q-Bus products. Write or call for details. Able Computer, 1732 Reynolds Avenue, Irvine, California 92714. National offices: Irvine CA (714) 979-7030, Burlington MA (617) 272-1330, Rumson NJ (201) 842-2009. International offices: Canada (Toronto) (416) 270-8086, England (Newbury) (0635) 32125, W. Germany (Munich) (089) 463080. For immediate, toll-free information, dial (800) 332-ABLE.

Q-Bus, Unibus, RSTS/E, RSX/11 and PDP are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation. UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.
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3-D graphics
Compatible with the Space Tablet 3-D CAD system, Advanced Space Graphics is a software package for creating complex models. Features include moving and editing points in 3-D, drawing arcs and circles, and generating surfaces of revolution. Software can auto-dimension angles and lengths in 5 ways and construct in 3 orthogonal, simultaneous views. With applications in architecture, medicine, and chemistry, the system is available to IBM PC owners for under $1700. Micro Control Systems, Inc, 143 Tunnel Rd, Vernon, CT 06066. Circle 283

English comprehension software
Based on artificial intelligence techniques, RAMIS®/II English is a component for the RAMIS II DBMS. The component processes English requests and responds to questions. The knowledge base consists a general dictionary of the English language, a file dictionary, and optional file specific dictionaries for applications. With the processor, data do not have to be copied or restructured for English processing because there is direct access to sequential, VSAM, and ISAM files stored in data bases. The English processor is available from $12,000 to $24,000 based on CPU performance rating levels. Mathematica Products Group, Inc, PO Box 2392, Princeton NJ 08540. Circle 284

Ada compilers
Two software compilers generate Ada code for the Z8000 16-bit microprocessor. Zilog/ICSC compiler runs on the System 8000 under an enhanced Unix operating system that produces code for the Z8000® (segmented memory addressing) and the Z8002® (nonsegmented) microprocessors. Also available is an Ada cross-compiler that produces code on the VAX-II series. Compiler lists include all software updates for 3 months from purchase date. Zilog compiler is priced at $8000/copy. Zilog, Inc, 1315 Dell Ave, Campbell, CA 95008. Circle 285

Xenix operating system
Developed for the iAPX 286 line of microprocessors and board-level products, the Xenix 286 operating system is a multitasking multi-user system for high performance OEM applications. The combination of the 80286 and Xenix provides improved performance, multi-user access, record- and file-locking, and power-fail disk recovery. Operating system also includes driver support for 5 controller boards ranging from terminal communications to tape support. Xenix for the 80286 and the 286/10 is priced at $3000 with OEM volume discounts; licensing and support arrangements are available. Intel Corp, 3065 Bowers Ave, Santa Clara, CA 95051. Circle 286

Magnetic Components To Your Specs.
When you need transformers, solenoids, coils, torroids or similar magnetic components, ECC has the experience, personnel and facilities to design, build and deliver your parts... on time.
Whatever techniques your magnetic components require:
HIGH SPEED WINDING • HAND WINDING • ASSEMBLY
MOLDING • POTTING • VACUUM IMPREGNATION
We are ready to put our facility to work for you.
For a complete capabilities brochure, call us at:

Endicott Coil Co., Inc.
24 Charlotte Street • P.O. Box 67 • Binghamton, NY 13905
607-797-1263
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Gates Energy cells don't go into hibernation.

Most batteries tend to go to sleep when temperatures drop.
Gates Energy cells are the exception. For instance, at \(-40^\circ C\) a Gates cell will deliver 50% of its C/10 room temperature capacity. And it will survive down to \(-65^\circ C\) and below.
Our nearest competitor delivers only 25% to 30%. Sometimes, less.
Our point?
If you need reliable standby power and can't provide a cozy environment for the source of that power, go with Gates Energy cells.
Plus, they offer 8-10 years of life at 23°C in float applications. The truly sealed design means total freedom from maintenance.
Gates Energy cells are rated at 2 volts with capacities at 2.5 Ah, 5 Ah, 12.5 Ah and 25 Ah.
**Expandable CPU**

The DBC68K2 is an MC68000 based single-board computer that features dual-bus architecture, 128K bytes of memory, isbx multimodule interface, and operating systems that include Xenix. Standard is a PROM capacity of 128K bytes and interrupt circuitry; optional is SBX connection for use with Multimodule I/O, 128K-byte RAM module, and a segment- or page-oriented MMU. Applications range from process control at the low end to simulation at the high end. Prices are $1995 for 10 MHz and $2195 for 12 MHz with OEM discounts available. Microbar Systems Inc, 1120 San Antonio Rd, Palo Alto, CA 94303. Circle 287

---

### Interface Spoken Here

Put SSI’s performance-proven, price-smart printer expertise to work for you

Now SSI—the industry’s leading add-on printer supplier—makes its technological knowhow available to you. We’ve been seven years developing our interfaces, controllers, I/O structures. We have the broadest line and the best performance/price equation you’ll find. Controllers (including longline) for the complete DEC, Data General, Perkin-Elmer and TI lines. And others. The whole spectrum of serial interfaces, synchronous and asynchronous, with all the popular protocols. These are just a few examples.

When it comes to interfaces, SSI speaks your language. Call us or mail the coupon for complete information.

---

### Desktop microcomputer

A M68000/Unix based workstation, the alphanumeric 32/4, features DMA, 0.5M bytes of 150-ns main memory, and a proprietary MMU. Standard equipment includes display controller board, 12" green phosphor screen, keyboard, and two 5M-byte Winchester systems. System provides 4 serial ports, SAS interface port, multi-user Unix operating system, C, word processing, and spread-sheet software. The 32-bit desktop microcomputer sells for $4495 in large OEM quantities. Momentum Computer Systems International, 965 W Maud Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. Circle 288

---

### Multi-user microprocessor

Incorporating a 16-bit 8086 microprocessor and a Xenix operating system, the NABU 1600 offers a low cost multi-user multitasking system. Featuring 256K or 512K bytes of RAM, 8K ROM, 4 I/O ports and a disk drive controller, the microcomputer allows 3 users to access the system at once. Available software includes program development tools, high level languages, and applications programming such as word processing and database management. NABU Manufacturing Corp, 1051 Baxter Rd, Ottawa, Ontario K2C 3P2. Circle 289

---

### 32-bit microcomputer

Based on the NS16032 CPU chip, the MegaMicro 16032 is a 32-bit, virtual memory microcomputer. The system provides demand-paged address and data space of 16M bits, supports 16 hard disk drives for a memory access of 1600M bytes, and can perform 161,000 floating point multiplications/s. System operates on the Multibus std (IEEE 796). Price for the system starts at $15,000 with a board version available for $4000. The Logical Microcomputer Co, 140 S Dearborn St, Chicago, IL 60603. Circle 290
XYLOGICS HAS SOLD MORE HIGH PERFORMANCE MULTIBUS PERIPHERAL CONTROLLERS TO MORE MAJOR OEMS THAN ANYONE.

That's a fact. But it's sometimes obscured by the breadth and popularity of Xylogics' full range of peripheral controllers for mini and micro computers.

Yet for Multibus systems employing 68000, 8086 or Z8000 class microprocessors with large capacity disk and tape drives, no other Multibus controllers offer better performance or more advanced features.

NEW 450 AND 472 CONTROLLERS JOIN POPULAR XYLOGICS 440.

For the past three years, the Xylogics 440 peripheral controller—the industry's first Multibus SMD controller—has offered the highest peripheral control performance in Multibus benchmark tests and customer installations.

Now Xylogics has developed two new advances in Multibus peripheral control: the 450 and 472.

The new Xylogics 450 peripheral controller provides even more performance for Multibus disk control applications. The 450 can address up to 16MB of memory and control up to four SMD disk drives at data rates of up to 1.8 MB/sec. non-interleaved.

The new Xylogics 472 is a high performance, single-board tape controller for streaming and start-stop tape drives. It can address up to 16MB of memory and control up to four tape drives—running at speeds from 12.5 ips to 125 ips and at densities of 800 bpi NRZI, 1600 bpi PE, 3200 bpi, or 6250 bpi GCR.

The 440, 450 and 472 feature advanced channel control techniques and are designed to work together for system optimization. For Multibus users, this means low bus usage, non-interleaved disk operation and true high-speed streaming with no repositioning. All three work with any 16, 20 or 24 bit address Multibus system.

Xylogics. The leader in high performance Multibus peripheral control.

TM Multibus is a registered trademark of Intel Corp.

Xylogics®

144 Middlesex Turnpike, Burlington, MA 01803
Tel (617) 272-8140  TWX 710-332-0262
Xylogics European Headquarters (Slough, U.K.)
Tel (0753) 78921  Telex: (851) 847978
Xylogics Germany (Eschborn)
Tel (049) 6196-4704
Comm controller
A programmable single-chip peripheral, the F16456PR multiple protocol communications controller, interfaces with 16000, 8080, and 8086 based systems. Controller offers both sync and async communications on 1 chip with bit-oriented protocol, byte control protocol, SDLIC, ADCCP, and IBM Bisync. Device operates in full or half duplex, and in normal or transparent modes. Available in 40-pin DIP or ceramic, controller is priced at $59.50 in quantities of 100. Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp, Microprocessor Div, 450 National Ave, Mountain View, CA 94042.
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16-bit microcomputer
The T300 personal/business computer system includes monochrome or color display, detachable keyboard, and system unit. The system unit consists of an 8088 microprocessor, 192K bytes of RAM (expandable to 512K), 640K disk drives, and 7 expansion slots. Std operating system is MS-DOS with T-BASIC-16; an 8088 microcomputer is the CP/M-86 with CBASIC-86; 2 display units are offered, a 12" green and 14" 8 color. Both display 80 chars x 25 lines and offer a 650 x 500 operating system is MS-DOS with T-BASIC-16; an 8088 microcomputer is the CP/M-86 with CBASIC-86; 2 display units are offered, a 12" green and 14" 8 color. Both display 80 chars x 25 lines and offer a 650 x 500

8-bit micro
With applications in remote control, motor control, and tuning, the PIC16C58 is a programmable 8-bit microcomputer. Features include 32 8-bit RAM registers, 512 x 8-bit program ROM, 2-level stack for subroutine nesting, and a realtime clock/counter with mask programmable rescaler. Device has 4 input, 8 output, and 8 bidirectional I/O lines, with low power standby mode (5 µA) and 3.2 to 6.0 V in a power supply operating range. Microcomputer is priced at under $2.30 in 50k quantities. General Instrument, Microelectronics Div, 600 W John St, Hicksville, NY 11802.
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INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

56-pin terminal bit processor
BUS-64100 complies with MIL-STD-1553A/B and MacAir specifications A-5690, A-3818, A-4095, and A-5232. The hybrid processor interfaces a serial MUX data bus transceiver to a parallel 3-state data highway. Transmitter mode accepts 8- or 16-bit parallel data and transmits serial Manchester II coded command, status, or data words. Receiver mode accepts serial transmissions and outputs them to the 8- or 16-bit parallel bus. ILC Data Device Corp, 105 Wilbur P1, Bohemia, NY 11716.
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Low power 128K ROM
Organized as 16K words x 8 bits, the 2 NMOS ROM versions (52212A and B) feature access times of 350 and 250 ns, respectively. Chip maintains a standby power of 110 mW, dissipates 220 mW max when active, and uses a single 5-V supply. ROM is user defined, offering programmable chip selects with auto powerdown. Device is TTL compatible on all inputs and outputs and pin compatible with 27128 UV EPROM. A-version is priced at $8.75 each; the B-version is $9.50 each in 1000-piece quantities. American Microsystems Inc, 3800 Homestead Rd, Santa Clara, CA 95051.
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Multi-user microcomputer system
Super Slave processor provides a dedicated CPU for every user without limiting system size. This is done by sharing data with the host only when accessing drives or other common peripherals. Processor board includes a Z80A CPU, 4 serial and 2 parallel I/O ports, 2K to 4K of EPROM, and 64K to 128K of bank-switched RAM. Each board is linked through the S-100 bus to the master board, forming a network that uses the Turbo-Dos operating system. Boards are available with full documentation and warranty for $650; OEM discounts are available. Advanced Digital Corp, 12700 B Knott Ave, Garden Grove, CA 92641.
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High speed A-D converters
Three video speed A-D converters are available. TDC1014 is a 6-bit converter with ±0.4% linearity and a conversion time of 25M samples/s. TTL compatible, the device has a power dissipation of 1 W and digitizes a 1-V peak to peak signal. TDC1029 has 6-bit performance at 100M samples/s and provides a full-scale analog input bandwidth of 50 MHz. TDC1027 offers 7 bits at 18M samples/s with ±0.4% linearity and aperture jitter of 50 ps. This device consists of 127 locked latching comparators, combining logic, and an output buffer register. Converters are priced at $46 in quantities of 1000. LSI Products Div, TRW Electronic Components Group, PO Box 2472, La Jolla, CA 92038.
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Nonvolatile RAM
Operating from a single 5-V supply, NCR 52212 nonvolatile RAM is a 256-word x 4-bit array with EEPROM for backup. Typ access time is 200 ns, with max at 300 ns (commercial) and 450 ns (military). Chip is suited for applications where critical data are continually modified, and where data are to be retained during power interruption. Fabricated with an N-channel silicon-nitride-oxide-silicon process, RAM has at least 104 store cycles with 1-year data retention. Other features are auto power-up recall, memory marging, and TTL compatibility. In 100-piece quantities, price is $7.30. NCR Corp, Microelectronics Div, 8181 Byers Rd, Miamisburg, OH 45342.
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Who'd believe that Wire Graphics can take you from here...

to here... in less than 2 days?

Eastman Kodak did.
Eaton's ALL Division did. Hazeltine did.
Harris PRD did. And dozens more do.

THE "UNBELIEVABLE" SYSTEM
PEN-ENTRY 4000/8000* is a unique approach to N/C tape preparation. Utilizing interactive graphics and a light pen, wiring connections can be programmed for such processes as Wire-Wrap*, Multivue*, Stitchwire*, Quick/Connect*, etc. Using the light pen the operator can wire and layout components on the CRT display working directly from schematic, eliminating the need for "from-to" lists. PEN-ENTRY is loaded with features that save valuable time in troubleshooting and testing. PEN-ENTRY's floppy disk data storage allows ready revision of previously stored data. This means E.C.O.'s can be processed faster and more efficiently. An in-house system offers numerous advantages in cost and time savings in prototyping and production.

PEN-ENTRY also has application in the automated manufacture of P.C. Board Test Head Fixtures for ATE.

The "unbelievable" price: $25,990 for a complete system.

THE "UNBELIEVABLE" SERVICE
The Wire Graphics' Customer Service Center (CSC) provides engineering support utilizing PEN-ENTRY CAD to help you through the headache of data preparation. In less than 2 days the CSC can detect errors in your schematic and furnish an N/C tape for your wire termination equipment, or provide total job service, including MIL spec. Wire-Wrap* or Stitchwire*

Still don't believe it's possible? Send us your next schematic and we'll prove it. For a quotation on a PEN-ENTRY System or more information on Wire Graphics' CSC CAD Services, call Nat Stettin, V.P. Sales, (516) 293-1525.


*Pen-Entry 4000/8000 Trademark of Wire Graphics
Wire-Wrap Trademark of Gardner-Denver. Cooper Electronics
Multivue Trademark of Kollmorgen Corp.
Stitchwire Trademark of Interconnection Technology, Inc.
Quick Connect Trademark of Robinson Nugent, Inc.
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Energy-saving motor chip
The HV-1000 motor chip is capable of complex computations while running directly off the ac power line. It senses the load on a motor and controls a TRIAC to use a reduced voltage with a lightly loaded motor and full voltage with a heavily loaded motor. The chip is available in 2 versions: the HV-1000 for 120 Vac, the HV-1000A for 240 Vac. Both devices operate at either 50- or 60-Hz frequency and can withstand line surges to 3500 V. In a 16-pin DIP with a temp range of 0 to 75 °C, the HV-1000 is priced at $13.75 in quantities of 100. Harris Corp, Semiconductor Group, PO Box 883, Melbourne, FL 32901. Circle 300

Monolithic 16-bit DAC
Designed for digital audio applications, PCM521G-V and PCM531G-V 16-bit DACs include low noise zener voltage reference, fast settling current switches, and a low noise output op amp. THD is 0.002% (FS input, 16 bits) typ; 0.02% THD typ for -20 dB, 16 bits; differential linearity error is 0.001% FS at critical bipolar zero point. Compatible with systems that use high sampling frequencies and digital filters, DAC has a dynamic range of 96 dB and a typ settling time of 5 µs. Applicable to industrial measuring equipment, recording and playback studio equipment, and sonar, the devices are priced at $23 in 100s. Burr-Brown, Box 11400, Tucson, AZ 85734. Circle 301

Intelligent display controller
As a single-chip bar graph and numeric display controller, the 10951 can drive a 16-segment bar graph, a 7-segment display with 16 positions, or 50-V vacuum fluorescent displays. Onchip functions include RAM buffer, PLA segment decoder, output drivers, and control logic. The device adjusts brightness and refresh rate while being controlled by a host computer through serial interfacing. Applications of the 40-pin DIP include interactive terminals, automation, and instrumentation. In volume quantities, the device is priced at $5.25. Rockwell International, Electronic Devices Div, 4311 Jamboree Rd, PO Box C, Newport Beach, CA 92660. Circle 302

Macrocell array
The MCA2800ALS TTL-compatible array is composed of 130 internal (major) cells that can be personalized via computer as OR/NOR gates (4/cell) or more complex functions (2/cell) with 600-ps propagation delays. Additionally, 120 I/O cells can be personalized as offchip drivers, receivers, or bidirectional cells. Using ECL internal circuits and TTL I/O levels, the array features over 70 defined macro functions, LSFD diagnostic macro, and a 32 x 9 super macro. Packaged in a 149-pin grid array ceramic package, the unit is approx $160/part in 500-unit quantities. Motorola Semiconductor Products Inc, PO Box 20912 Phoenix, AZ 85036. Circle 303
Dataram offers more Data General compatible memory than anyone. For good reasons.

Dataram has been delivering Data General-compatible memory since 1974, today offering the industry’s most extensive range of such products — from ADD-IN memory to BULK MEMORY disc emulation systems.

AND STILL GROWING. We’ve just introduced a versatile, highly reliable 1.0 MB ADD-IN for Data General’s NOVA 4 and ECLIPSE S/140 minicomputers, which puts it at the head of an already impressive class of ADD-INs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATARAM ADD-IN</th>
<th>MAXIMUM CAPACITY</th>
<th>DATA GENERAL MINI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DR-240 (semi)</td>
<td>1.0 MB</td>
<td>NOVA 4, ECLIPSE S/140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR-225 (semi)</td>
<td>1.0 MB</td>
<td>ECLIPSE S/130 AND OTHERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR-123S (semi)</td>
<td>256 KB</td>
<td>NOVA 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR-123 (core)</td>
<td>32 KB</td>
<td>NOVA 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR-124 (core)</td>
<td>32 KB</td>
<td>NOVA 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DR-1200 (core)</td>
<td>32 KB</td>
<td>NOVA 1200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ADDING MORE THAN MEMORY. And we don’t stop with ADD-IN memory products — we can expand the capability of your Data General mini with a family of BULK MEMORY systems. Performance-proven systems that emulate Data General fixed head disc systems — but add the important advantages of solid-state speed and reliability. Making it ideal for disc swapping and more.

MORE THAN COMPATIBLE. Many of Dataram’s products incorporate enhancements not available from comparable Data General products. For example, our 1.0 MB NOVA 4 compatible ADD-IN provides an extra ECC bit (giving you 6 ECC, rather than Data General’s 5 ECC bits), transparent to the host mini, which allows full double-bit error detection.

AND FOR LESS COST THAN YOU’D EXPECT for highly reliable, proven memory products.

Any way you look at it, Dataram can do a lot in general to meet your requirements for Data General memory. But be specific — give us a call today to discuss your requirement.

Dataram Corporation □ Princeton Road □ Cranbury, New Jersey 08512 □ (609) 799-0071 □ TWX: 510-685-2542
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Fast CMOS converter
TML1073 7-bit flash ADC operates at a sampling rate of 10 MHz and draws 150 mW of power. Operating current is programmable. Max linearity error is ±1 LSB, and max quantizing error, ±0.5 LSB. Required reference levels are ±3.2 V. Conversion is accomplished with one pulse from the external clock. Open drain outputs allow interface to TTL, CMOS, or ECL circuits. Telmos, Inc, 740 Kifer Rd, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
Circle 304

CMOS ROM
The MB82256 is a 256K-bit CMOS static ROM. The device, organized as 32,768 8-bit words, offers double the memory density of a 128K ROM in a JEDEC-compatible 28-pin DIP, with a 250-ns access time. Features of the device include CMOS technology, to reduce active power dissipation to less than 83 mW; TTL compatibility; single 5-V supply; and fully static operation. Chip is suited for applications where large memory capacity and high speed/low power operation is required. Fujitsu Microelectronics, Inc, 57 Wells Ave, Newton, MA 02159.
Circle 305

Data switch IC
A high speed data switch circuit, the MD686C84A offers chip-to-chip micro-networking. Chip functions include serial communication, 128-byte storage and distribution control, and bus or time multiplexing. Four serial I/O highways contain 32 channels and transfer data at 2M bps. Serial outputs are 3 state with software or hardware control. With applications in interfacing, data switching, formatting, and timing generation, the chip is available in a 40-pin plastic or cerDIP for $57.50 in 100-piece quantities. Mitel Semiconductor, PO Box 1663, Buffalo, NY 14203.
Circle 306

200-ns access time ROM
The 2236A MOS ROM offers 32K bytes of storage and conforms to JEDEC-B standards for byte-wide memories. With a 200-ns access time and a 5-V supply, the device has an active current of 100 mA and is TTL compatible. Chip features a 2000-V electrostatic discharge protection circuit on all inputs and outputs. It is available in 28-pin ceramic or plastic packages, which are priced at $325 or $650/set in quantities of 100. Weitek Corp, 3255 Scott Blvd, Santa Clara, CA 95050.
Circle 308

Memory interface chips
The CDP1881/1882 series of CMOS 6-bit latch and decoder chips operate directly on the multiplexed address bus of the compatible CDP1800 microprocessor. Chips, designed for operation with both 2K- and 4K-byte memories, operate over a voltage range of 4 to 10.5 Vdc. The 1881 contains memory R/W input lines to enable chip select outputs. In 20-pin package, the 1881 (5-V plastic) is priced at $2.30 while the 1882 is $1.64 in an 18-pin, 5-V plastic. RCA Solid State Div, Box 3200, Somerville, NJ 08876.
Circle 310

Fast DRAM
Organized as 16K x 4, the IMS2602 dynamic RAM allows implementation of high-memory bandwidth applications. Offering worst-case access times of 100, 120, and 150 ns with worst-case cycle times of 160, 190, and 230 ns, respectively, the DRAM also features cas-before-RAS refresh-assist, which requires less support circuitry. Packaged in an 18-pin plastic DIP, the 100-piece pricing is $13.20 for 100 ns, $10.40 for 120 ns, and $8.70 for 150 ns. INMOS, PO Box 16000, Colorado Springs, CO 80935.
Circle 311

Cascadable FIFO
Organized as 64 x 4 and 64 x 5, models C/67401B and C/67402B are cascadable FIFOs with 16.7-MHz shift-in/-out rates. Applications include data rate matching between digital video systems and their peripherals, data acquisition, and tele-communications. FIFO provides structured pinouts, TTL inputs and outputs, and async operation. In quantities of 100 to 999, the 64 x 4, 16-pin DIP is $35.43; the 64 x 5, 18-pin DIP is $43.46. Monolithic Memories, Inc, 1165 E Arques Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
Circle 312

ECL static RAM
The F100480 is a 2K-byte RAM that features 25-nsec commercial address access time and is organized in a 16,384 x 1 format. Fabricated with an oxide isolation and fine line photolithography process, the RAM is 10K and 100K ECL compatible. With typ supply currents of 160 mA the device is packaged in a 300 mil 20-pin cerDIP or a 20-pin flatpak. Production of the F100480 is scheduled for Sept. Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corp, Advanced Bipolar Div, 441 Whisman Rd, M/S 23-1250, Mountain View, CA 94039.
Circle 313

64K hybrid CMOS static RAM
Featuring true output enable, the 6402 combines 4 Hitachi HM6166S and a decoder chip in an 8K x 8 CMOS RAM. Packed in a std 28-pin cerDIP, the hybrid is pin for pin compatible with the std 64K-bit ECL, as well as with 64K-bit CMOS RAM monolithics. It operates from a 5-V supply at 250 mW typ and provides 100-ns memory access time. Integrated Circuits Inc, 13256 Northrup Way, Bellevue, WA 98005.
Circle 314
BUILDING A BETTER A-to-D SOLUTION

When You Must Have High Quality, High Resolution and High Speed

Preston Scientific's building block approach provides fast and accurate ADC and DAC instrumentation Systems. They feature 15-bit resolution with conversion rates from 40kHz to 1MHz – that means multiplexed A/D conversion at one million samples per second.

You choose from a wide range of Preston input channel amplifiers, filters, and multiplexers, many manual and digital I/O interfaces and controls, simultaneous sample-and-hold amplifiers, digital multiplexing, scan table and output buffer memories with DAS controllers and related instrumentation to fit your application.

Preston's GM Series Systems are used extensively in high quality testing and research applications for a broad spectrum of industries ranging from aerospace to automotive. And, Preston ADC-DAC Systems interface to most computer systems such as DEC, HP, Gould/SEL, Perkin-Elmer, as well as array processors from Floating Point Systems, CSPI and Analogic.

Call or write for all the details today!

Building a Better A-to-D Solution – When and Where You Need It!

PRESTON

Preston Scientific
805 E. Cerritos Avenue, Anaheim, CA 92805
Telephone: (714) 776-6400
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Wide bandwidth FET op amp
Characterized by a differential input impedance of 100G Ω, gain bandwidth product of 300 MHz, ±250-V/μs slew rate, and 90-dB open-loop gain, the AH0006C is a field effect transistor op amp in an 8-pin DIP. Op amp is suited for current to voltage conversion; A-D, D-A, and sample/hold; and video amplification. With a settling time of 300 ns to 0.1% of intended value, output is ±10 V into a 1k-Ω load with a ±10-mA drive current. Op amp is sold in 100-piece quantities for $42.50. Optical Electronics Inc, PO Box 11140, Tucson, AZ 85734. Circle 315

Single-chip micro RAM
X3444, a 256-bit nonvolatile RAM, serves as a direct interface to single-chip microcomputers. Packaged in an 8-pin DIP, RAM has a sync serial communication bus with 3 I/O lines, serial data I/O, and clock. Additionally featured is an instruction to place the chip in a low power condition; this reduces current from the 15-mA active level. This RAM has a 5-V supply, 16 x 16 organization, and 2 memories—an EEPROM overlaid on a static RAM. Data are transferable between the 2 memories by store and recall operations. Xicor Inc, 851 Buckeye Ct, Milpitas, CA 95035. Circle 316

Filter kits
A general purpose kit and a digital systems kit are available to aid prototyping EMI control. The General Purpose Kit contains 48 filters from 4 series in both solder eyelet and bolt style configurations. The Filter and Filter Assembly Kit contains 30 solder eyelet filters from 5 series, 3 filtered connector assemblies, a 37-position type D, and a 50-position latch type pin header. Each kit has filters functioning between 2 MHz and 18 GHz and an instruction manual. AMP Inc, Harrisburg, PA 17105. Circle 317

EMI PROTECTION

Filter kits
A general purpose kit and a digital systems kit are available to aid prototyping EMI control. The General Purpose Kit contains 48 filters from 4 series in both solder eyelet and bolt style configurations. The Filter and Filter Assembly Kit contains 30 solder eyelet filters from 5 series, 3 filtered connector assemblies, a 37-position type D, and a 50-position latch type pin header. Each kit has filters functioning between 2 MHz and 18 GHz and an instruction manual. AMP Inc, Harrisburg, PA 17105. Circle 317

IBM-PC data acquisition system
The DT2805 is a single-board I/O system that features an 8 channel 12-bit ADC with software selectable gains of 1, 10, 100, or 500. Board includes 2 DACs with 12-bit resolution, 16 lines of digital I/O, and an onboard programmable clock. Microprocessor based, the system is programmable in BASIC and assembly language. Single-unit price is $1295, which includes user manual and sample programs. Data Translation, 100 Locke Dr, Marlboro, MA 01752. Circle 319

Manufacturing robot

Designed for precision parts handling and light material transfer applications, the 505T is a 5-axis robot. Arm is free standing for installation and motion flexibility, while programming is simplified by a personal computer and Robot BASIC. System features 3 RS-232 ports and four 8-bit parallel data buses with full handshaking capability. With a 0.001" (0.025-mm) repeatability, and robotic hand with auto-tool change the system sells for $38,000. Intelledex Inc, 33840 Eastgate Cir, Corvallis, OR 97333. Circle 318
A coloring book for your computer.

This is no children's toy. This is no-nonsense quality, yet affordable. It's the Panasonic Digital Plotter — the high-speed peripheral that turns business computer graphics into high resolution full color hard copy.

Nothing can match the Panasonic Plotter in its price range. It provides six-color graphics at a fast 400mm (16") per second, with a choice of fiber, ball point or plastic tip pens in black, red, purple, blue, green and brown.

What's more, it's got a high level of built-in intelligence that greatly simplifies external programming. With simple commands, you create lines, circles and a full ASCII character set. Plus complex, colorful grids, bar graphs and pie sections. All as easy as pie!

It features an electrostatic paper-holding system for secure, high-stability plotting. An Automatic Chart Advance option for continuous, unattended plotting. And three available interfaces — 8-bit parallel, RS232C serial and GP-IB — for compatibility with most common minis and micros, as well as for instrumentation graphics.

For complete details, write or call today: Panasonic Industrial Company, Information Systems Group, One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094; (201) 348-5337. In Chicago call (312) 981-4824.

The Panasonic intelligent plotter.

1-Year Limited Warranty.
SEE US AT NOMDA SHOW BOOTH #934
SEE US AT SIGGRAPH BOOTH #1055

Panasonic
Industrial Company
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Industrial micro robot

Microbot Alpha is a programmable micro robot for use in small-scale industrial applications such as electronics, precision instruments, and pharmaceuticals. The self-contained system uses a 5-axis humanlike arm with an 18” reach and motions that include base rotation of 330°, shoulder bend 140°, elbow bend 140°, wrist roll 360°, and wrist pitch 180°. Robot offers 2 programming options. One is a handheld device to retain 227 sets of working positions. The other is through an RS-232-C interface, using other computers with the proprietary language, ARMBASIC. System is priced at $8500. Microbot Inc, 435-H Ravenvale Dr, Mountain View, CA 94043. Circle 320

Resource management

An integrated system for manufacturing resource planning (MRP), the HiNet/MRP provides 5 workstations (expandable to 32) and a set of software modules. Hardware consists of 2 user stations with 256K RAM, 3 with 64K RAM, and 46M-byte Winchester storage. Software consists of a CP/M based LAN with office automation and business graphics. Modules offer inventory control, sales order entry, and material requirements planning. They also feature an auto update on other modules in the closed loop system. With multitasking capabilities and a training program, the system sells for $39,950. Digital Microsystems, 1755 Embarcadero, Oakland, CA 94606. Circle 322

Multibus printer controller

The MLP-2000 is a dual line printer controller that supports 2 Centronics or Dataproducts compatible printers from a Multibus slot. Accessing both printers over 2 independent high speed DMA channels, the interface has a parallel data transfer rate of 1.6M bytes/s max. I/O addressing is 8- or 16-bit switch selectable. The controller features a self-test that lets the user test either printer by flipping a switch. The test sends a 96-char ASCII pattern to a printer that checks controller operation without CPU intervention. The printer is $650. Systech Corp, 7630 Miramar Rd, San Diego, CA 92126. Circle 324

IEEE 488/IBM PC interface

PC-MATE interface board uses the IEEE 488 (GPIB) protocol and offers a companion software package. Implementing the Intel 8291A and 8292, the board provides talker, listener, and controller capabilities while allowing a programmable data transfer rate and handshaking. With test and measurement, process control, and laboratory applications, the interface board is available for $395. The software package, with high-level language interfaces, sells for $95. Tecmar Inc, 23600 Mercantile Rd, Cleveland, OH 44122. Circle 325

Host adapter

Single-board emulating host adapter UCOI/LX emulates the RLV11/RLV12 controller with multiple disk units to support drives in the 5.2M- to 83.2M-byte range. Adapter supports 22-bit addressing to provide full 4M-byte memory capacity for LSI-11S. Other features include self-test microcode, 3 selectable bus register start locations, and 2 vector addresses/ register set. The adapter also emulates 2 independent register sets in a single-quad board. List price is $1900 with OEM discounts. Emulex Corp, 3545 Harbor Blvd, PO Box 6725, Costa Mesa, CA 92626. Circle 326
the genius is in the design
the proof is in the image

THE DIFFERENCE between a conventional RGB monitor and Hitachi's monitors with Digital Dynamic Convergence™ (DDC) is the difference between a snap-shot and a professional photograph.

Proven Dependability
Most importantly, the Hitachi DDC system has proven to be a success in the field. Hitachi quality keeps them working, Hitachi innovation keeps them in demand.

HITACHI CONVERGENCE CHART

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hitachi Monitor with DDC</th>
<th>Conventional Monitor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality Circle</td>
<td>0.1mm</td>
<td>0.5mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Screen</td>
<td>0.3mm</td>
<td>1.0mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Come discover the total DDC picture at the Hitachi Trade Show Booth.
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Error correcting controller
Hard disk controller board, model HDC-1001 operates up to four 8" or 5½" disk drives and has error correcting capability via a 32-bit computer generated polynomial. Other features include 8-bit single burst correction, multiple burst detection, and programmable correction/detection span. S-100, IEEE 696 compatible, the board has data rates up to 5M bytes/s, 256 sector addressing range, and CRC generation/verification on ID fields. Complete with CP/M BIOS diskette, the controller is priced at $500. Advanced Digital Corp, 12700 B Knott Ave, Garden Grove, CA 92641.
Circle 327

Cached disk controller
The ASC-525 is an integrated disk controller. The 5½" board uses SCSI and ST506 interfaces to control up to three 5½" drives. Between the interfaces is a 256K- to 512K-byte cache for fast access times. An 8088 performs host communication, disk transfers, and cache management; the Western digital chip set is used for Winchester control. Track caching is performed by the processor, with an LRU algorithm, and tracks are read and written (with no interleaving) for fast performance. Initial unit pricing is $1500 for the 256K version. Advanced Storage Concepts, Inc, 8720 S Gessner, Houston, TX 77074.
Circle 331

DATA CONVERSION

A/D package
FASTRAK is a hardware/software analog conversion package for use with LSI-11/23 based systems. Analog conversions occur at a rate of 100k samples/s into files as large as 16.7M samples. A 200-kHz throughput rate to disk can be achieved. A watch mode displays data passing to memory (for error detection). In addition, a data sensitive triggering feature allows slow-rate gathering until a predetermined criterion is met. Complete hardware/software package is priced at $6180. ADAC Corp, 70 Tower Office Pk, Woburn, MA 01801.
Circle 329

A-D converters
The MN5290 and MN5291 are 16-bit A-D converters with an extended temp range. Designed for operation over the full -25 to 85 °C and -55 to 125 °C temp ranges, the converters guarantee ±0.003% FSR max linearity error and no missing codes for 14 bits at room temp. The MN5290 also guarantees ±0.006% FSR linearity and no missing codes over the entire temp range. Devices are packaged in a 32-pin ceramic chip and consume 1.08 W max. Prices range from $137 (100s) for the MN5291 commercial version to $199 (100s) for the MN5290 883 screened version. Micro Networks Co, 324 Clark St, Worcester, MA 01606.
Circle 333

16-bit S/R-D converter
SDC/RDC7121 synchro/resolver to digital converter has a 3-rps tracking rate with typ accuracy of ±40 arc-seconds. Based on type 2 servo loop, the tracking technique produces continuously updated, TTL-compatible digital output in byte selectable format. Internal transformer isolation is to 500 Vdc on signal and reference inputs with operation from 360 Hz to 2.9 kHz. Housed in a 2.625" x 3.125" x 0.8" (66.675- x 79.375- x 20.3-mm) module, the converters operate with ±15- and -5-V power supplies; typ power dissipation is under 1.9 W. Analog Devices, Inc, Rte 1 Industrial Park, Norwood, MA 02062.
Circle 330

Data acquisition for IBM PC
As a plug-in data acquisition board for the IBM PC, the DT2805 features low-level software gains of 1, 10, 100, and 500. The board offers an 8-channel 12-bit A-D converter system, 2 D-A converters with 12-bit resolution, 16 lines of digital I/O, and an onboard programmable clock. Combining the onboard microprocessor with microcode, the system acts as the interface between computer and board, controlling I/O operations and self-test functions. Single unit price for the DT2805 is $1295 complete with user manual and sample programs. Data Translation, 100 Locke Dr, Marlboro, MA 01752.
Circle 332

INTERCONNECTION & PACKAGING

Socket connector
Compatible with MIL-C-83503, a low profile socket connector with polarity bump is available in sizes from 10 to 60 pins. Designed for mass termination of 50-mil flat cable, the device ensures positive connection by using 2 cutting surfaces, gas-tight connections by abrasion, and gold-over-nickel plated contact areas. With a temp range of -55 to 105 °C, current rating of 1 A, and a 20 mΩ max at 6 Vdc contact resistance, the connector is priced at $1.88 in quantities of 1-99. Belden, 2000 S Batavia Ave, Geneva, IL 60134.
Circle 334

Telecomm connector
The MIL-C-83515 is a MIL-Spec version of the standard circuit Cinch telecommunications ribbon connector. The connector covers 6 styles of 14, 24, 36, and 50 contact plugs and receptacles in both std and high barrier types with solder-well and PC terminations. The connector's contact plating is 30µ in select gold plate. No formal qualified parts list status exists for the device, but first article inspection is required for each contract that uses the ribbon connector. TRW Connector Div, 5725 E River Rd, Chicago, IL 60631.
Help your programmers respond to new applications. Free them from the ASCII code trap with the ANSI Intecolor 2405. When your users are demanding color and graphics to solve their applications needs, adding more non-ANSI terminals to your system is like chaining the hands of your programmers. If your new terminals aren't ANSI X3.64, you may be locked into a generation of non-standard application programs and protocols. Your programmers may have to write translation codes for each application you want to update. And that means less flexibility, plus increased programming costs.

ANSI X3.64, color and graphics at an unbeatable price. Now you can make the break to ANSI—the industry standard protocol with unlimited control sequences—and color graphics with the Intecolor 2405 for $1295, single-piece price. Your Intecolor 2405 is completely ANSI compatible. (It also includes all ASCII codes.) Best of all, the Intecolor 2405's brilliant color graphics will help you convey more information, more quickly, and with greater comprehension than monochrome.

All the VT100 features you need in a conversational terminal. Terminal-based vector graphics on an 80 column by 24 line screen. Baud rates from 50 to 19,200. English language setup with non-volatile setup memory. Two full pages of screen RAM. A precision in-line CRT with auto degaussing. A 6MHz 8085 microprocessor with four hardware interrupts. Plus an option for defining and storing 72 functions you can recall with a single keystroke.

For only $1195 you can get our compact, attached keyboard version. And you can mix and match, with quantity discounts starting at 25 terminals.

Act now. Get all the advantages of color, vector graphics and ANSI X3.64. Get the Intecolor 2405.

At $1295 it's a small price for freedom. For details, contact Marketing Communications at 404/449-5961, TWX 810 766 1581.

NOTE: If your P.O. is received by 5/31/83, you may take advantage of our introductory offer of $995 for a single evaluation unit (U.S. domestic only).
Fast EPROM copier

Gangbuster is an EPROM copier/programmer that allows copying of 16K EPROMs in as little as 15 s and 64K EPROMs in 30 s. When connected to a terminal or computer, copier can on/offload hex files, display and alter single bytes, or move data in blocks from EPROM to EPROM. Gangbuster can program 2716, 27C16, 2764, 27C64 EPROMS and, together with a personal computer, forms a low-cost development system. Price is $450. Onset Computer Corp, PO Box 1016, North Falmouth, MA 02556.

Circle 335

Debug system

The Integrated Instrumentation and In-Circuit Emulator (ICE) is designed for development and integration of complex microprocessor systems. System consists of 3 tools: a 16-bit in-circuit emulation system, high-level language debugger, and a 16-channel, 100-MHz logic timing analyzer. PSCOPE software provides support for symbolic references, high-level language constructs, and generalized break and trace functions. Emulation system performs transparent, realtime emulation at processor clock rate for the IAPX 16-bit micros. The price for the Emulator Base System is $16,200. Intel Corp, 3063 Bowers Ave, Santa Clara, CA 95051.

Circle 337

Automated drafting system

System A-CADS/1 comes with 512 x 256 resolution CRT, LSI-11/23 CPU, 64K-byte RAM, 5 serial RS-232-C ports, video display controller, floppy/Winchester controller, plotter, and digitizer. Running under DEC's RT-11, DesignGraphix® interactive software permits a variety of predefined symbols and allows the user to create figures. The system includes text handling and graphics editing capabilities. Mass storage capacity is 5M bytes, with 512K-byte removable floppy storage. System price is $24,000. Andromeda Systems, Inc, 9000 Eton Ave, Canoga Park, CA 91304.

Circle 340

PROM programmer

The PROM-200 programs all industry std EPROMS, single-chip microcomputer EPROMS, 16-, 20-, and 24-pin bipolar PROMS and 20- and 24-pin programmable gate arrays. With CP/M disk based software to provide reading, verifying, and programming of different PROMS, the board offers 5 adapter cards. Software is user friendly and has a programming algorithm that cuts programming time from 50% to 70%. An expansion connector allows a Gang programmer to be added that can program 8 devices at the same time. Advanced Microcomputer Systems, Inc, 3501 University Dr, Coral Springs, FL 33065.

Circle 338

Small computer

A small computer system, the HP 86B has a built-in electronic disk that provides high speed mass storage capabilities. The system includes a 12" monitor and an HP 9121S 3½" disk drive. For disk-intensive applications, the data transfer rates are approx 10 times faster than a flexible disk drive. Computer features 128K bytes of user memory, expandable to 640K bytes, and an HP-IB interface for connections to the HP 9121 3½" disk drive. Available with local language keyboards, the system sells for under $3000. Hewlett-Packard, 1820 Embarcadero Rd, Palo Alto, CA 94303.

Circle 341

Multiple PROM programming

GangPak will program up to 8 MOS PROM sets and wide words in one operation. Separate downloading and programming operations can be eliminated as the operator loads device type and set size. The data are then partitioned by the software into appropriately sized blocks. Programming algorithms are software controlled with each device programmed by a 4-digit code. Other features include device testing and programming of single-voltage EEPROMS, 16k x 8 EPROMs, and 32k x 8 EPROMs. GangPak sells for $2150. Data I/O, 10525 Willows Rd, NE/C-46, Redmond, WA 98052.

Circle 336

EPROM and EEPROM programmer

For use with RM 65/RME bus-compatible microcomputer systems, the RM65-2901E is a PROM programmer for EPROMS and EEPROMS. The module programs 1K-, 2K-, 4K-, and 8K-byte EPROMS and 2K-byte EEPROMS; fits std RM 65 card cages; and has an onboard converter. The programmer supports 2758, 2764, 2784, 2708, 2716, 2516, 2732, 2722A, 2532, 2764, 2564, 68764, and 68766 EEPROMS, as well as 2816, 5213, and 48016 EEPROMS. Module is priced at $295 with volume discounts available. Rockwell International, Electronic Devices Div, 4311 Jamboree Rd, PO Box C, Newport Beach, CA 92660.
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Now, those difficult time, amplitude, and frequency measurements of repetitive and transient signals needn’t be a problem. Because HP’s 5180A Waveform Recorder lets very few signals escape detection. And it reveals your captured waveform’s important characteristics. The reason? It combines the features you need for reliable signal capture, accurate digitizing, and fast processing.

For example, flexible digital triggering snags those hard-to-capture random transients. You get the entire signal, single shot, from the 5180A’s 10 bit resolution, 20 MHz ADC. And a 16k-word memory gives you lots of storage for complex events. The 5180A also delivers exceptional dynamic performance, which means accurate results. That’s important in tasks such as frequency domain analysis where your results must be reformatted. And DMA (Direct Memory Access) means fast data transfer to a computer for rapid signal processing.

Your solution for benchtop or system use.
As an integral part of your custom automatic test system, the HP 5180A, is the first in a new generation of universal waveform recorders. All front-panel controls are accessible via HP-IB. Measurements stored in memory can be read out in either ASCII or binary format, or transferred at up to 1 Mword/sec via DMA. Combined with an HP Series 200 desktop computer, the HP 5180A forms the core of a very powerful and versatile waveform capture and analysis system.

In benchtop applications, simply attach an HP 1332A display and you have a powerful, stand-alone test instrument. For truly impressive hardcopy output, connect a digital plotter such as the HP 7470A directly to the built-in HP-IB port for fully annotated plots.

In either environment, the 5180A can do the job of several instruments, saving you cost and complexity.

Can the 5180A handle your difficult measurements?
In disc drive testing, the 5180A’s 16k memory can capture an entire sector of data.

You can use the 5180A’s bi-level trigger to capture DC-erased drop-outs. And an external timebase input allows compression of data to capture long events or equivalent time sampling of repetitive signals up to 70 MHz. In the video world, post trigger delay lets you capture a specific line in a frame. And 40 MHz bandwidth means there’s no phase distortion. For VCO testing, the 5180A provides a dual timebase for measuring both settling time and post tuning drift in a single record. Have you ever needed to strip off the AM and FM modulation from a single radar pulse? With the 5180A you can do it. In fact, this waveform recorder is built to handle a host of difficult measurements, including power-supply characterization, radar IF processing, laser pulse measurements, and many more.

HP has the support you need for those critical applications. A large and growing library of contributed software is available to you, including 1 second Fast-Fourier Transform (1K record) and DMA routines. In addition, each HP 5180A, like every HP product, is backed by our worldwide service and systems engineering staff.

Want more information?
Contact your local HP sales office listed in the telephone directory white pages. Ask for the electronic instruments department, and request a copy of our full color data sheet.
YOUR ANSWERS TO THESE QUESTIONS HELP US SERVE YOU BETTER

YOUR ANSWERS ARE IMPORTANT. The results of these surveys help our editors select topics, features and technical data that will be on target with your design activities. Your inputs also alert manufacturers to your needs and can result in the development of product speeds, ranges, capacities, and other specs that you require.

YOUR ANSWERS CAN ALSO WIN YOU A VALUABLE PRIZE!

Each questionnaire returned gives you a chance to win a special prize. Drawings are made after each issue, with a grand prize drawing at year end.

MONTHLY DRAWING — HP 41CV PROGRAMMABLE CALCULATOR
The HP 41CV offers advanced problem-solving power yet is easy to use. Communicates in words as well as numbers. Can be programmed to meet your specific needs. Fifty-eight popular functions, 130 total functions in program library. Memory expandable to almost 6,500 bytes.

ANNUAL DRAWING — HP 85 DESK TOP COMPUTER
This portable (20 lb.) unit includes an alphanumeric keyboard, tape drive, thermal printer, built-in 56K byte memory, CRT screen, and 150 built-in BASIC language commands. You can add peripheral and software packages to expand system capability. A $2800 value!
Memorex Introduces 14" Drive Capacity And Performance In A 5¼" Disc Drive Package.

When Memorex decided to be a major manufacturer of 5¼" products, we already had an edge. An edge which we have now designed into a new family of 5¼" disc drives which not only meets today's system requirements but has designed-in capabilities to support tomorrow's needs for even higher capacity and performance.

The Memorex 500 Family: Expandability, Accessibility And Reliability.
The first three members of our 500 Family, the 510 Series, feature a choice of 30, 50 and 70 megabytes of capacity with an industry-standard 5¼" disc drive interface. Average seek time is 25ms which, when combined with our switch-selectable "SECA" mode, significantly reduces net system time-to-data. Our linear voice coil actuator and advanced servo design give a maximum seek time of only 45ms and a track-to-track time of just 3ms. But even more significantly, this technology sets a base for future drives with higher capacities and even faster access times.

Above all else, reliability and quality are key to the 500 Family design. By choosing a base design with capabilities well beyond the current series, our drives feature servo and read channels with extremely wide operating margins. And by using an advanced electronic architecture with five interconnected microprocessors, we provide adaptive control systems which continually monitor critical parameters throughout the life of the drive and make dynamic adjustments to compensate for wear and component aging. In this way we obtain and retain true reliability throughout the life of the system.

Working Within The Systems, Today And Tomorrow.
It's a Memorex tradition, a summary statement that speaks to our experience, technology and resources. And it's a commitment to supply a complete family of 5¼" rigid disk products, such as our 400 Series fixed/removable drives for system back-up, our 510 Series drives for high capacity with fast access, and products yet to be announced in the 400 and 500 Families.

Call Memorex OEM today for complete information.
The only one left to convince is you.

FRANK, PowerMate's EVD Series Switchers Meet All These Specs,
VDE - 0806
IEC - 380
VDE - 0871
UL - 478
CSA
FCC 20780/15/ "J"

Go WITH IT!
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RTPOWER/MATE
THE PACESETTER IN SWITCHING POWER SUPPLIES

POWER/MATE CO. 514 South River Street, Hackensack, N.J. 07601-6697 • (201) 440-3100 TWX: 710-990-5023
Personal business computer

The Executive is a portable, personal computer for business applications. Featuring 128K bytes of memory, 7" amber video display, 80-col capability, and universal terminal emulation for mainframe communication, the system also includes 2 half-height disk drives with 200K bytes/disk. Software package includes CP/M plus (3.0), Wordstar, and various BASIC versions. Computer has a soft keyboard and writable font for customized symbols and matching key definition for mainframes. System retails for $2495 complete; modem option is available for $265. Osborne Computer Corp, 26538 Danti Ct, Hayward, CA 94545.

Circle 342

Office automation workstation

The Concept+ is a multitasking workstation with applications in word processing, database management, and scheduling. Based on the M68000 microprocessor, the system I/O structure includes 2 serial ports, 4 bus slots for peripherals, and LAN capability. Language processors are included with the system, while versions of Pascal, BASIC, FORTRAN, and COBOL are also available. Priced at $6995, the system will be available in August. Corvus Systems, 2029 O'Toole Ave, San Jose, CA 95131.

Circle 343

Array processor

A 64-bit array processor, model MAP-6410 allows micro, mini, or superminicomputers to perform iterative math functions with mainframe accuracy. All arithmetic operations are true floating point in a 64-bit Hex format, providing over 16 decimal digits of precision. Three levels of software are available: MAXPAK, which allows FORTRAN programmers to use the device without knowledge of array processors; SNAP II operating system with FORTRAN callable functions; and assembly language utilities. Prices start at $50,000 for the basic system, that consists of 16-slot chassis with power supply, CSPU control processor, 64-bit wide arithmetic processor, 128K bytes of program memory, and 512K bytes of data memory. CSP Inc, 40 Linnell Cir, Billerica, MA 01821.

Circle 344

Compact computer

The TeleTote I is a portable computer with network capability. It has a 9" display and 640 x 240 resolution and is software and media compatible with the 8-bit TS80. Based on the Z80A, the system features 64K-byte RAM, 9368.6K-byte (formatted) 5 1/4" floppy disk drive, a super mouse port, and 2 RS-232 printer/modem ports. Computer comes with the CP/M operating system, GSX-80 graphics extension, word processing, spread sheet, and graphics software. Compact system is priced at $1499; network option is $495. TeleVideo Systems Inc, 1170 Morse Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

Circle 346

16/8-bit professional computer

Designed to be used as a standalone unit or as a workstation on an office communications network, the 16/8 professional computer offers concurrent processing via 2 microprocessors in 1 system. The 16-bit microprocessor is based on the Intel 8086 and has an expandable base of 128K bytes of memory, while the 8-bit microprocessor uses a Z80A with 64K bytes of memory. Available operating systems include CP/M 86, MS-DOS and CP/M 80. Storage options include single-sided and double-sided/double-density 8" disk drives, or 5 1/4" drives with an expansion module. System price ranges from $3395 to $5295 depending on storage capacity. Xerox Corp, Office Products Div, 1341 W Mockingbird Ln, Dallas, TX 75247.

Circle 345

Upgradable computer system

MegaFrame is a computer system that allows the OEM to start with a small system and add specialized processing units as needed. These units include an application processor that runs programs under Unix with performance of 8 MIPS; a file processor that executes the file system; and the terminal and cluster processors that control communications with SNA, 3270, X.25 and 2780/3780 protocols. Systems range from the single-enclosure system that sells for $17,546 to the 5-enclosure system that sells for $110,250. Convergent Technologies, Data Systems Div, 3055 Patrick Henry Dr, Santa Clara, CA 95050.

Circle 347

Let's hear from you

We welcome your comments about this issue. Just jot them on the Reader Inquiry Card.
Modular logic analyzer

Intended for digital systems design and development, the K105-D is a 72-input logic analyzer. With a modular design, the analyzer can be set at 32 or 64 main (20-MHz) and 8 or 16 high speed (100-MHz) state and timing inputs. RS-232 compatible, with disk storage and disassemblers for 8- and 16-bit microcomputers, the device uses menu-driven screens for interactive aid and can be expanded with an integral storage system. Base unit sells for $5000 with the max-configured system selling for $17,585. Gould Inc, Design & Test Systems Div, 4600 Old Ironsides Dr, Santa Clara, CA 95050-1279.

Circle 348

Analyzer emulates data comm protocols

Data link analyzer 803B provides full emulation capabilities for data communication protocols including interactive X.25. As a monitor, the device features auto detect of protocols, data rates, bit-per-character values, and parity. As an emulator, the analyzer provides emulation for async and sync byte-controlled and bit-oriented protocols at data rates up to 56k bps. Unit has a full ASCII keyboard, 7" CRT display, and dual microfloppy disks that provide 640K bytes for user program data and storage. Depending on options, the analyzer is priced between $14,000 and $16,000. Halcyon Communications Inc, 2121 Zanker Rd, San Jose, CA 95131.

Circle 350

Component test board

The LTS-2600 transistor/diode family board is capable of testing bipolar, MOSFET, and JFET transistors, diodes and optocouplers. Specs include voltage force and measurement from 10 mV to 600 V and current from 100 pA to 20 A. An onboard 16-bit microprocessor handles pulse and measurement timing of the DUT test signals. It also coordinates test functions and programs pulse width from 50 to 300μs. Board has an overall test accuracy of ±0.25% to ±2.0% and comes with system software for component testing. Base price of the LTS-2600 is $7000, including additional power supply. Analog Devices, Rte 1 Industrial Park, PO Box 280, Norwood, MA 02062.

Circle 352

Digital scope

The Prowler is a portable processing digital scope with a sample rate of up to 20 MHz. It features 1 or 2 channels of acquisition where each channel has 4K to 16K of acquisition memory. The scope is also user friendly via the CRT, which offers step by step instruction through each mode. The front panel uses a software-driven approach, and processing capabilities include integral, derivative, multiply, divide, add, subtract, natural log, peak to peak and trig functions. Norland Corp, Rte 4, Norland Dr, Fort Atkinson, WI 53538.

Circle 349

Linear and digital test system

The 1735 component test system combines linear and digital test capabilities for applications in incoming inspection, device characterization, and device failure analysis. The system consists of a mainframe controller and 2 plug-in boards, 1 for linear testing (op amp family board) and 1 for digital testing (universal family board with AppsPac applications package). Prices for the system begin at $35,000 with deliveries scheduled for the third quarter of this year. GenRad Inc, 170 Tracer Ln, Waltham, MA 02254.

Circle 351

3" floppy disk drive

EME-101 3" floppy disk drives offer recording method, data transfer rate, and disk rotation speed compatible with 5¼" floppy drives. Drive storage capacity is 500K bytes/disk (double side, double density). Unit uses a direct-drive brushless dc motor with a steel band for fast access time. Up to 4 drives can be connected in a daisy chain. Disks are available in 500K-byte capacity, 100 tracks/in, and 300 rpm. Panasonic, One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094.

Circle 353

Tell us what you like
Did you remember to rate the articles in this issue of Computer Design? A special editorial score box is provided on the Reader Inquiry Card.
Don’t miss America’s #1 computer trade show. Whether you’re an old pro or new-to-market ISO, COMDEX is for professionals who want to turn ideas into profit.

It’s not easy for today’s ISO to keep up in the ever-changing computer market. Hot today, gone tomorrow.

That’s why COMDEX is America’s #1 computer show. It’s the place for competitive ISOs who want to stay up front.

And COMDEX/Fall ‘83 is where you’ll make contacts, pick up new lines and learn ways to improve the profitability of your business in 1984.

Where you’ll find the world’s leading manufacturers and suppliers as well as the up-and-coming stars. More than 1200 exhibitors in 5000 booths.

Where you’ll find the newest products and services that will make headlines in the trade press after they debut here.

And the COMDEX Conference sessions are where you’ll keep pace with the latest business strategies. Where internationally-prominent industry experts keep you abreast on everything from computer retailing to marketing strategy and management methods.

Profit from America’s #1 Computer Show

COMDEX/Fall ’83
November 28-December 2, 1983
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
• Las Vegas Convention Center • Riviera Hotel
• Las Vegas Hilton Hotel • Sahara Hotel

I WANT TO TURN IDEAS INTO PROFIT!

☐ Send me information on attending COMDEX/Fall ‘83

Name
Title
Company
Address
City/State/Zip

MAIL TO:
COMDEX/Fall ’83
Registration Department
300 First Avenue
Needham, Massachusetts 02194
(617) 449-1400

THE INTERFACE GROUP, Inc.
World’s leading producer of computer conferences and expositions including COMDEX/Spring, COMDEX/Fall, COMDEX/Europe, INTERFACE, FEDERAL DP EXPO, and the nationwide COMPUTER SHOWCASE EXPOS.
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Data sets for local networking

For connecting terminals and computers in a local environment, the Micro400 local data set models 430 and 431 are available. Units plug directly into a terminal or computer RS-232 interface and are powered by the unit they support. Both devices provide full-duplex async communications and can send data over 3 mi when operating at 9.6K bps (further at lower speeds). Model 430 can cover more than a mile at 19.2K bps—intended for use on customer-owned lines—while the model 431 complies with Bell publication 43401 for operations over telephone company supplied circuits. The 430 is priced at $85; the 431 at $95. Micom Systems, Inc, 20151 Nordhoff St, Chatsworth, CA 91311.

Circle 354

Bubble memory

With an extended temp operating range of -20 to 85 °C, the 7108-5 bubble memory is available in a production or prototyping kit. The memory includes VLSI controller with support circuits, 128K bytes of storage (nonvolatile from -55 to 100 °C), and has applications in navigation, robotics, and communications. Immune to the effects of dirt, vibration and shock, the memory has a 40-ms access time. Prototype kit is priced at $2390 and production kit sells for $1290 in lots of 1000. Intel Corp, 3065 Bowers Ave, Santa Clara, CA 95051.

Circle 356

Disk modules increase storage

An optional disk system allows the 1116 workstation to expand its data storage capabilities. The 8/50 provides 50M bytes of hard disk storage in fixed (42.2M-byte) and removable (10.6 M-byte) Winchester formats, while the 8/80 provides two 42.2M-byte fixed drives. Features of the module include embedded embedded servo, MFM recording, and linear voice coil actuator. System has all dc power and a microprocessor for servo, spindle, monitoring, and interface control. Solo Systems Inc, 482 Oakmead Pkwy, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

Circle 358

High density/capacity drive

Model MF351 is a 3 1/2 " flexible disk drive that is 5 1/4 " compatible. In 250K- and 500K-byte capacities, the drive features twice the density of conventional drives. With a 3-ms track to track access time, a 94-ms seek time, and a 50-ms head loading time, the drive uses ferrite heads in a Gimbal mounted assembly and a headload celenoid. Production will begin in the last quarter of this year; the device is priced at $190 in OEM quantities of 1000. Mitsubishi Electronics America Inc, 991 Knox St, Torrance, CA 90502.

Circle 357

Mass storage device

Designed for use with the 4100 series terminals, the 4926 10M-byte hard disk uses 5 1/4 " Winchester technology in which the disk media and drive heads are sealed. Disk has a standard 10M-byte formatted capacity, and an additional 10M bytes can be added. The drive connects to an intelligent interface in the terminal that features the mass storage interface bus (MSIB) and conforms to the SCSI spec. Interface includes DMA to take advantage of data rates over the MSIB, which allows 7 mass storage device controllers for additional capacity. The device is priced at $4200. Tektronix, Inc, PO Box 500, Beaverton, OR 97077.

Circle 355

Get your own

If you're reading someone else's copy of Computer Design, why not get your own? To receive a subscription-application form, circle 504 on the Reader Inquiry Card.
Compilers From Whitesmiths, Ltd.
Are Earning Top Grades.

For users of PDP-11, VAX, MC68000, 8080, or 8086 CPUs, Whitesmiths' C Compilers are quite a step above average. The compilers offer a wide range of desirable features. Like dependable and proven code, flexibility, ease of use, portability, an incredible number of cross support options (now including support for the DEC and IBM PCs), an extensive portable library, with a new set of UNIX-style functions to aid migration. And, of course, our optional Pascal Translator as well.

With our compilers, you get all this plus affordability. Prices start as low as $550 for C Native Compilers, $1100 for Cross Compilers. Pascal plus C Native Compilers cost $700, Pascal plus C Cross Compilers cost $1400. And our new "licensing under copyright" eliminates end-user licenses, thereby lowering OEM costs and simplifying software distribution.

When it comes to Whitesmiths' compilers we are sure you'll agree: we are crafting software that is in a class by itself.

To find out how you can make our compilers work for you, write Whitesmiths, Ltd., 97 Lowell Road, Concord, MA 01742. Or call (617) 369-8499, Telex 951708 SOFTWARE CNCM.

Whitesmiths, Ltd.
Software Craftsmen
There's no end to it.

Stop searching. Nobody offers you a greater potful of planar interconnect solutions than Amphenol.

Our expertise in the design, development and production of Spectra-Strip® planar cable, IDC connectors and complete interconnect systems, makes it easy for us to make planar assembly easy for you.

You can get the quality products and service you need. Fast. We make more varieties of planar cable for special applications than anyone else. Anywhere. Of course, we've got a wide range of IDC connectors to match.

From computers, to communications equipment, to instrumentation, Spectra-Strip cable and connectors are your cost-effective, no-hassle interconnection solution.

Get our quote on complete assemblies. We can give you a uniquely engineered planar system that will lower your total installed cost.

In planar products, there's no end to what we can do for you. And we're easy to find today. For more information, technical and application data, and prices...
Call the Amphenol planar quote line 1-800-227-0203

Amphenol
An ALLIED Company
Amphenol World Headquarters: Oak Brook, IL 60521
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Don’t limit your computer’s input with a mouse. A mouse can move a cursor on a screen. Period. With GTCO’s new Micro Digi-Pad™ you can position a screen cursor…or draw, trace, select menu functions on the tablet, even use the stylus like a joystick. Micro Digi-Pad is priced like a mouse…and you can use it like a mouse. Or use it with a stylus for input as natural as a pencil on paper.

GTCO’s patented digital electromagnetic scanning—with no mechanical parts—lends itself to operation in office and industrial environments that cripple an optical or mechanical mouse.

The Micro Digi-Pad is GTCO’s answer to the need for low cost, versatile graphic input.

**MICRO DIGI-PAD CHALLENGES THE MOUSE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEATURE</th>
<th>MICRO DIGI-PAD</th>
<th>MOUSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low cost</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Package</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ergonomic</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Power</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Voltage</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute Coordinates</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off Screen Menu</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trace Graphics</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stylus Option</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4D (Stylus tilt output)*</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 buttons</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digitizer Compatible</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual RS-232C</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hostile Environment</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proven Supplier</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Patent Pending

GTCO is the largest supplier of electromagnetic digitizers worldwide.
Cassette backup for IBM PC-XT

A streaming cassette tape backup system for the IBM PC-XT (hard disk version), the SynGen Image includes controller, drive electronics, and tape drive. Storage capacity is 20M bytes; under software control, the system allows backup at 2.5M bytes/min. Image has 2 backup modes: preserve backs up data to and from individual disk volumes, while filesave allows files to be saved from the hard disk to streaming tape. Compatible with PC-DOS or CP/M-86, the system sells for $995. SynGen Inc., 47853 Warm Springs Blvd, Fremont, CA 94539.

Memory boards offer increased throughput

ODP RAM-disk memory boards program microcomputer systems to access memory as a disk. This provides a tenfold increase in disk system throughput. While not a disk drive replacement, the boards eliminate disk I/O bottlenecks of CP/M, allowing faster program and execution time. Using the 80-100 double height board, existing software can be used with no loss of compatibility. RAM-disks are available in 256K or 512K versions. Quasar Data Products, Computer Systems, 10330 Brecksville Rd, Cleveland, OH 44141.

Winchester backup

An integrated Winchester disk storage and backup subsystem, Secure is designed for the IBM PC and CP/M based computers. Software package includes utility for mirror imaging or selective backup and restoration of hard disk files on cartridge tape. Cartridge tape drives are available in 2 forms: the 45M-byte version (formatted) has transparent error detection/correction, data buffering, extended status reporting, and async data input; while the 26-byte version (formatted) offers floppy interface and compatible power requirements. With OEM and quantity discounts available, the system is priced at $3995. Data Technology Corp., 2775 Northwestern Pkwy, Santa Clara, CA 95051.

Memory subsystems

With capacities of 256K, 512K, and 1M bytes, Model 220 is a computer memory subsystem. Compatible with the Prime 220, each memory card contains 64K bytes of RAM and a switch that allows users to turn the memory card off at any time. The four support options offered are onsite memory plan (OSM) as a backup system; OSM+ plan allows purchase of spare board; before repair replacement plan; and the factory repair or replacement plan. Fully upgradable, the memories are priced at $3900 for 256K bytes, $6450 for 512K bytes, and $9800 for 1M byte. EMC Corp., 385 Elliot St., Newton, MA 02164.

Small system Winchester

The RD 51 is a 5¼" Winchester for business and personal computer systems. The 10M-byte capacity disks interface with the Professional 300 computer and the Micro/PPD-11. Characteristics of the medium include 345 tracks/in, a density of 9074 bpi and a peak data transfer rate of 5M bps. Drive has an average access time of 85 ms and a rotational latency of 8.33 ms. Organized as 1224 tracks of 16 sectors each, the drive has 2 data platters and 4 data surfaces. Disk drive is available at $1695; pricing as complete subsystems with controller is dependent on system packaging. Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard, MA 01754.

Winchester tape drives

Two tape drives, model 6430 and model 6440 are intended for remote battery powered data logging applications. Power requirements are 11 to 14 Vdc at 0.6 A and 5 Vdc at 1.8 A typ; standby mode causes the drive to be switched off, eliminating power supply drain. Drive stores 17.5M bytes of data on a single data cartridge at 30 ips and has std and serpentine head configurations. The 1¼" cartridge tape weighs 2.5 lb (1.1 kg) and dimensions are 3.25" x 5.75" x 6.90" (8.25 x 14.60 x 17.53 cm). Digi-Data Corp., 8580 Dorsey Run Rd, Jessup, MD 20794.

10M-byte Winchesters

The ComFiler CR-1510 is a 5¼" Winchester drive that is compatible with the Epson QX-10. Disk drive features a storage capacity of 10M bytes (formatted) or 12.8M bytes (unformatted). The system is compatible with the CP/M 2.2 operating system and the QX-10/VALDOS software system, and includes a controller and a QX-19 interface. Drive measures 5.25" x 7.8" x 14.5" (13.33 x 19.8 x 36.8 cm) and has a MTBF rating of 11K h. The CR-1510 retail price is $2295. Comrex International, Inc., 3701 Skypark Dr, Torrance, CA 90505.

High density recording media

The Isomax flexible disk is a high density magnetic recording media that extends the storage capacity of 5¼" diskettes. With the design of flexible disk drive systems that use 5¼" disks, the new media will operate at densities of 40k fpi and increase storage capacity from 5M to 10M bytes for track densities of 96 and 200 tpi. When used with modified recording heads, the Isomax flexible disks support perpendicular recording with minimum phase distortion. Eastman Kodak Co., 343 State St, Rochester, NY 14650.
Drives have SCSI interface
Model 31802 Winchester drives have a single-board implementation of the SCSI. The drive plugs into a 6-slot backplane of a dedicated module that contains the drive's read/write logic, controller, and data separator. The board permits the host processor to address the drive in logical terms to reduce I/O programming. The drive uses an 8-bit bidirectional parallel bus in DMA mode. Transfer operations are monitored by an onboard 8085 microprocessor. The 8", 212M-byte Winchester drives are priced at $6220 in single-unit quantities; $3700 in 500-lot orders. MegaVault, an SLI Co, 6431 Independence Ave, Woodland Hills, CA 91367.

OCR scanner
The AlphaWord® series 80 contains 3 models (A, B, and C) of optical character recognition (OCR) page readers. Models A and B can scan 145 pages/hr, while model C scans 250 pages/hr. All models support RS-232-C, sync, and async interfaces. Features include self-diagnostics, the ability to read popular typestyles, and an operator message display and menu. With auto-formatting capabilities, model A sells for $12,990, B for $13,990, and C for $14,990. Compuscan Inc, 81 Two Bridges Rd, Fairfield, NJ 07006.

Personal computer mouse
For use with the IBM PC or MS-DOS based personal computers, the Microsoft Mouse comes with 3 application programs. The programs include a tutorial, practice application, and NotePad (a text editor software package that includes insert and delete features). Mouse standard interface driver supports BASIC, FORTRAN, and Pascal. Also available for use with the mouse is the Multi-Tool Word writing system. System allows users to insert, delete, and reposition blocks of text without using the keyboard. Mouse is priced at $195. Microsoft Corp, 10700 Northup Way, Bellevue, WA 98004.

IBM-compatible display stations
Model 8278 display stations, compatible with the IBM 3278 series, come in 4 models. They operate in SNA and non-SNA network structures and attach to the Racal-Milgo 4270 series of remote and cluster controllers. Models 8278-2, -3, -4, and -5 have alternate screen formats, and all formats fill the 15" diagonal display. Std features include offline testing; security keylock; a detachable keyboard; and blink, underline, and reverse video. Price is $1999 to $2556 for single quantity. Racal-Milgo, Computer Products Div, 6250 NW 27th Way, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309.

Sonic digitizer system
Sonic digitizer GP-8 employs an 8-bit microprocessor that allows the unit to perform 5 std program functions via menu entry. Either stylus, cursor with cross-hairs, or both are used for menu selections and data entry. Basic specs include resolution of 0.01 (option to 0.005), digitizing rate of up to 50 points/s, and baud rates switch selectable to 19.2k. System applications include data processing, recording, and transmission equipment. Science Accessories Corp, 970 Kings Highway W, Southport, CT 06490.
ARE YOU DROWNING IN A SEA OF SOLUTIONS?

Recognize the symptoms?
Applications backlog? Technology blur? Mounting user pressures?

You suspect that suppliers may have answers to your pressing problems, but you don’t have enough time to sort through fragmented information to determine what will really work for you.

Like the shoemaker’s kid who goes barefoot, you (of all people) need a system. An information system that displays all your current software, hardware and communications options for instant reference.

That system is DATA SOURCES, and you’re invited to make it work for you. Simply fill in the coupon and we’ll send you DATA SOURCES at 50% off its regular cover price.

What DATA SOURCES does is organize your options. It guarantees that you’ve considered all relevant products. And makes the most of your time for product evaluations by guiding you to those with the best possibility of success.

DATA SOURCES is a conveniently sized, extremely well-organized and skillfully indexed reference...maintained on a database, constantly updated and published quarterly.

YOU GET...

Hardware—Over 12,000 products from Micros to Mainframes including peripherals—terminals, printers, memory devices, etc...organized by systems compatibility.

Software—The largest available inventory of business packages for micros, minis, and mainframes including operating systems, utilities, and application packages.

Communications Equipment—from modems and multiplexors to local networks, carriers and services. Quick reference comparison charts, plus all diagnostic and test equipment.

Services, Suppliers, Support—Most complete organized listing of suppliers from installation design to maintenance and data center operations.

READ WHAT USERS SAY...

...Current and comprehensive listings are becoming indispensable.”
Gary Yost
Marketing Services Director
ASK Computer Systems, Inc.

“Literally use it daily...dramatically shortens research time...provides more alternatives than would have been known or considered.”
Curt Flannery, V.P.
Logic, Inc.

“Answer to a Systems Integrator’s prayer...very effective for locating the equipment we need...using it for everything from single-user systems to systems interfacing with mainframes.”
Richard Fletcher, President
Micro Computer Adaptation Procedure

“Dependable source of information otherwise unobtainable or costly to obtain...”
Barry Kukes, President
RSI Repair Service, Inc.

NEW FEATURES...

Quick-reference product comparison charts.
Market-tracking trends of new DP products.
Before-you-buy selection criteria and checklist.
Geographical listing of vendors offering on-site and depot maintenance.

ORDER NOW AND SAVE 50%
Yes! Rush me the latest two-volume edition of DATA SOURCES and enter my subscription at $60.00 for 4 quarterly editions. I save a full 50% off the regular $120.00 cover price.

Name ____________________________
Title ____________________________
Company _________________________
Address ___________________________
City __________________ State ________ Zip ______
Telephone _________________________
Nature of Company’s Business __________________________

Please check appropriate box: □ END USER □ VAR/OEM □ DISTRIBUTOR
□ DP MFG □ OTHER


Return coupon to:

DATA SOURCES
P.O. Box 5845. Cherry Hill, N.J. 08034.

Residents of Ca., Co., Ct., D.C., Fl., Il., Me., Mo., N.J., N.Y., Vi., please add applicable state taxes.
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Emulation terminal

Operating in conjunction with the virtual terminal system, the ICOT 700 terminal provides support for a serial ASCII printer and acts as a replacement for IBM 3278 terminals. Features include detachable keyboard, calculator mode, and diagnostic capability. Configuration options are available in choice of display, terminal, or printer transmission. The terminal is priced at $1095; combined with the terminal controller, a 6-position cluster can be purchased for $2062/position. ICOT Corp, 830 Maude Ave, PO Box 7248, Mountain View, CA 94039.

Circle 376

Full-size, high speed printer

Model EX1601 high speed printer combines speed with low maintenance. Printer offers 240 cps with full ASCII character set and 128 additional symbols. Interfaces include standard parallel, RS-232-C and 20-mA serial, or IEEE-488. The unit consists of 4 plug-in modules for servicing. Quantity discounts are available. Axiom Corp, 1014 Griswold Ave, San Fernando, CA 91340.

Circle 377

Video display terminal

The WY-300 color VDT features an 8-color display, soft character generation, 2 RS-232 ports, and a plug-compatible mode for other ASCII terminals. Terminal can display data in red, green, blue, yellow, cyan, magenta, white, and black as either background or foreground colors. With soft character generation, the user can display italics, typesetting symbols, and line drawings. Ports have full-modem control at speeds of 19.2kbps and are compatible with the monochromatic WY-100. Terminal is priced at $975 in quantities of 100. Wyse Technology, 3040 N First St, San Jose, CA 95134.

Circle 378

Smart display terminals

With the ability to handle functions that require host computer processing, models 915 and 924 VDTS have applications in data entry, information retrieval, and software development. Terminals' editing capabilities include line insert and delete. The 924 can also edit a full page. To facilitate offline editing, the 924 has 4 pages of memory; the 915 has 2 pages. Programmable function keys are available on the 924, in addition to a keyboard that can be reconfigured, a block and character graphics mode, and double-width characters. The 915 is priced at $695; the 924 is $895. Televideo Systems, Inc, 1170 Morse Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.

Circle 379

High resolution terminal

The AED 1024 is a color graphics terminal with a 1024- x 768-pixel high resolution screen. Of the 16.8M colors offered, 256 can be simultaneously displayed while the character font set accommodates an 80 x 25 alphanumeric display format. Standard capabilities include 8 memory planes for layered designs and a bit-mapped mode to transfer images from host memory to terminal at the rate of 1M byte in 2 s. User definable symbols are also included. Terminal also has a 16-stage programmable zoom function. Price is $9995, including base and keyboard. Advanced Electronics Design, Inc, 440 Potrero Ave, Sunnyvale, CA 94068.

Circle 380

Graphics terminal

With dual processor speed, the GTC 224 color graphics terminal offers a Tektronix 4027-compatible graphics command language, up to 63K bytes of RAM, and a fully programmable keyboard with 32 function keys. Terminal provides a register of colors that can vary in hue, saturation, and lightness, plus a function that allows any of 8 (from a selection of 4096) colors to create a variety of patterns. Terminal also features 3-char sets; ASCII, and 2 user programmable sets with cell sizes up to 256 x 128 pixels. Price is $4900 in small OEM quantities. Psitech, 2842-C Walnut Ave, Tustin, CA 92680-7057.

Circle 381

Versatile ink jet printer

Silent printer Exxon 965 offers a variety of software driven fonts and characters. Std font selections include domestic, international, and scientific; users can access up to 8 fonts through keyboard commands from the model 500 workstation. Equations or special symbols are displayed as entered. Priced at $4400 for the basic unit, it operates at rates of 60 to 90 cps. Exxon Office Systems Co, 777 Long Ridge Rd, Stamford, CT 06923.
“Image processing has never been simpler...or more powerful”

Introducing Comtal’s new Vision Two—another step forward in image processing
Discover a new world of image processing with our new Vision Two Series systems and CIPAL—Comtal’s Image Processing Application Library. Together they provide all the capability of high-performance, hardware-based image processing at an entry level price. At another level, it contains a powerful 32-bit processor with Fortran to create your own programs, and features real-time, interactive operation. And, in between are hardware and software configurations to handle any image processing situation.

An expert system for non-experts
If you’re a first time user of image processing, you don’t need to be a computer expert. Comtal gives you a complete turnkey system that’s simple to use. It’s a self-contained, standalone system that combines Comtal’s renowned image processing architecture with an embedded host computer and a selection of CIPAL programs. The Vision Two also interfaces with any DEC-compatible minicomputer. The basic system includes a 150 megabyte Winchester disk for program file and image storage and a magnetic tape drive. Images may be displayed at either 512x or 1024x resolution.

An expert system for the experts
For highly complex image processing applications, the Vision Two comes with an embedded VAX 11/730 as its host. Using Fortran, you can develop your own sophisticated analysis and interpretation programs, or use existing image processing programs written in Fortran.

With expert level software support
With the Comtal Image Processing Application Library, you have a wide selection of software from specific application programs to general software routines. For example, we have developed a special version of the VICAR image processing and geographic information system with features that also make it a powerful software program for general image processing applications. And, there are our standard functions such as image subtraction, contrast enhancement, noise reduction, edge enhancement, image transformation and linear warping as well as a variety of utility routines.

The flexible, modular approach to image processing
With the Vision Two, you have your choice of four standard Comtal systems, three embedded hosts, and an array of software programs:

- **Image Processing System**
- **Embedded Host**
- **Software**
  - 8000-R Series
  - Vision One/10
  - Vision One/20
  - Vision Ten/24
  - LSI 11/23 or PDP 11/24 or VAX 11/730
  - Comtal Image Processing Application Library

Find out how image processing can be simpler and more powerful. Call or write Comtal, a subsidiary of 3M, 505 West Woodbury Road, Altadena, California 91001 (213) 797-1175.

COMTAL

See the Vision Two at Siggraph Booth #235
**Video display terminal**

The ADM 24E smart terminal provides a 48-line display memory with a 24-line window to scan it. The terminal includes 16 programmable function keys that can be shifted to perform 32 functions. It uses a nonglare green phosphor CRT with a tilt-and-swivel console and a low profile Selectric® type keyboard. Additional features include selectable international character sets, nonvolatile terminal setup from the keyboard, and full editing functions. The terminal is priced at $1250. Lear Siegler, Inc, Data Products Div, 714 N Brookhurst St, Anaheim, CA 92803. Circle 383

**DEC-compatible terminal**

The CIT-101E is a video display terminal featuring full DEC VT100 compatibility. The terminal conforms to European DIN stds and includes a 14" tilt-and-swivel screen and low profile keyboard. Video features include a 24-line x 80/132-character format, variable speed smooth scroll up to 2.4k baud, window erase, and split-screen operation. A 96-character ASCII subset and an alternate 128-character special set are both std. The terminal is single-unit priced at $1495 with OEM discounts available. CIE Terminals Inc, Div of C. Itoh Electronics Inc, 2505 McCabe Way, Irvine, CA 92714. Circle 384

**Portable teleprinter**

Providing the user with a direct connect device for transmitting information, the Easywriter teleprinter uses a std telephone jack or built-in 300-baud acoustic adapter. A std feature is a typewriter keyboard to send and receive messages that can be stored for transmission at a later time. The teleprinter can auto-receive and print incoming messages without the presence of an operator—before, during, and after business hours. Model 18 TP is $1500 with a $24/month maintenance charge. The 100AA modem is $350 with a $5 monthly charge. STC Systems, Inc, sub of Storage Technology Corp, 4 North St, Waldwick, NJ 07463. Circle 385

**APL video terminal**

Targeted for simulation, data analysis, and design engineering, the VT102 APL terminal allows APL to run on the VAX, DECsystem-10, and DECsystem-20. Also available is a field-installable kit to upgrade VT102 terminals to APL capabilities. Terminals are supplied with a keyboard that has APL characters on the front of the keycaps and std ASCII characters on the top. Users can switch between APL and ASCII modes from either the terminal or the host. The VT102 APL is priced at $2300; the upgrade kit is $895, min of 3 kits. Digital Equipment Corp, 10 Main St, Maynard, MA 01754. Circle 386

**Impact printer**

The NAP-24-I is a line of panel-mounted printers. They operate at 42 (24-col) lpm with a printer mechanism that has a MCFB of 500k operations. Characters are formed in a 5- x 7-dot matrix on plain paper; character set is the 96 ASCII. Input buffer allows printing while data are being received at speeds up to 9.6k baud. Features include selectable inverted printing, electronic end-of-paper sensing with a front panel LED indication, and a DTR (data terminal ready) signal. The printer is priced at $495 with an optional power supply (ac) at $60. Keltron Corp, 225 Crescent St, Waltham, MA 02154. Circle 388

**Intelligent terminal**

The series 921 is an intelligent terminal that combines 3270 networking, personal computing, async terminal operations, and voice communications. It features a teleconferencing capability that allows interaction of voice and data on a single phone line. The Smart Button automates 16 computing or communications activities and allows access to functions with a single keystroke. Up to 9 controllers per system permit each installation to be configured for a single task or a variety of concurrently-run tasks. The series 921 is priced at $17,569 for a typ 5-station cluster including a shared IBM PC. Davox Communications Corp, 6 Continental Blvd, PO Box 328, Merrimack, NH 03054. Circle 389

**Multipurpose terminal**

For multi-database timesharing and dedicated, direct computer-connected applications, the APT terminal incorporates user friendly features. The terminal provides menu-controlled operation, programmable communication requirements, and a built-in, direct connect modem. A full-stroke keyboard and a flexible membrane keyboard are offered; both generate an audio tone. Terminals provide video output for either an 80- or 40-char, 24-line display. They also offer an rf output for a 40-char display on channel 3 or 4 of a std tv. Prices range from $399 to $598. RCA Micro-Computer Products, New Holland Ave, Lancaster, PA 17604. Circle 387
This New Fiber Optic Modem will Extend a DCE Interface to Any Point in Your Local Area Network.

Plus a whole lot more.
• Can also be used for standard modem applications
• Automatically accepts or supplies DCE/DTE clocks
• Fully supports all EIA handshaking signals
• Provides secondary data channel

In short, you can use our new fiber optic modem between any two plug compatible units in your local area network. And it won’t require any jury-rigging or looping clock and interface signals. That’s because, from an operating standpoint, our fiber optic modem looks just like an EIA cable; whether you’re going from a long-haul modem to a remote terminal or from a CPU port to a printer. And it’s just about as easy to install as a cable — we even provide two separate connectors (DTE and DCE) on each modem. YOU determine how our modem will function simply by selecting which connector you use!

Once our fiber optic modem is installed and operating it’ll really begin to shine. You’ll benefit not only from the advantages inherent with fiber optics (traffic security plus noise immunity) but also from the exceptional operating performance. Our very low error rate and continual signal quality monitoring means that you’ll operate with a higher throughput and less downtime than ever before.

Versitron manufactures a complete line of fiber optic products for Local Area Networks. Our 20 years’ experience in fiber optic is reflected in the performance capabilities of our products.

For the full story on how our complete line of fiber optic products will solve your Local Area Network problems, give us a call at (202) 882-8464. Or write:

VERSITRON, INC.
6310 Chillum Place, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20011. TWX: 710-822-1179

CIRCLE 130
AYCON 16/SERIES

brings high performance color graphics down to earth.

Only AYDIN CONTROLS' 15 years of experience in raster scan color graphics could bring you a display computer with the total capability of the AYCON 16/SERIES... and now at such an affordable price!

The overwhelming acceptance of the AYDIN original Model 5216 allows us to offer an enhanced version of this field-proven unit. Check this unmatched combination of systems/hardware features available with the AYCON 16/SERIES:

• Up to 1024 x 1024 pixel x 16 bit (Z-axis) color display.
• Refresh at up to 60Hz.
• A variety of video modules.
• Characters in three sizes.
• Vectors at 800 ns per pixel.
• 80 x 48 character A/N overlay.
• Multiple 16-bit micro's. AYDIN software or you program them... even up to 14!

And when it comes to Software/Firmware:

• Single or multiple WORKSTATIONS... up to four!
• High-resolution RGB monitors - delta or in-line gun.

But if all this is not enough to excite you, how about more economy with standard PACKAGED SYSTEMS, single or multiple WORKSTATION pre-engineered for the most common color display applications?

If you’re ready to fly with your color graphics display application, we can help you "get off the ground" with a system to meet your industrial, business, scientific or commercial requirements.

Aydin Controls
Command Performance in Color Graphics
414 Commerce Drive, Fort Washington, PA 19034 (215) 542-7800, TWX: 510-661-0518 Telex: 6851057
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**PC and small business printers**

Multimode serial 18-pin printers from the Pinwriter series include 3 models—P1, P2, and P3, all with 180 cps. P2 and P3 also offer program or operator selectable dual-pass printing capability at 35 cps and an IBM PC interface or an optional RS-232. Prices range from $799 to $1250. NEC Information Systems, Inc, 5 Militia Dr, Lexington, MA 02173. Circle 390

**Letter/data printer**

The Wenger 4/1 is a matrix printer offering correspondence quality at 110 cps, and data processing output at 400 cps. Character sets include national character, font and size programmable, and 96 USASCII. Text handling capabilities include left and right justify, underline, double intensity, and center text. Interfaces are RS-232, RS-422, Current Loop, and Centronics—all standard. Options are sheet feed, bar code generator, multicolor printing, and graphics. Wenger Datentechnik, Im Kagen 23/25, CH-4153 Reinach, Switzerland. Circle 391

**OCR reader**

The OCR WAND® is an optical character reader with the option of 3 input devices: handheld reader module, slot reader, or a read-head module. The single-board reader controls baud rate, OCR font, magnetic stripe formats, error message, and application-dependent data editing and checking. Units can be designed with user requirements preprogrammed. Or, OEMS can configure new applications by using ROM programming equipment and a programming package. Recognition Equipment Inc, PO Box 222307, Dallas, TX 75222. Circle 392

**Letter-quality printer**

The MT 180 printer is compatible with both 16-bit microcomputers (IBM PC, DEC Rainbow) and 8-bit microcomputers (Apple II, IIE, and Osborne). Combining letter-quality printing with 132-col, high speed printing, the device features both serial and parallel interfaces, a compressed printing option (264 cols on 1 line), a 160-cps rate for report and spread-sheet preparation, and a 40-cps rate for letter-quality printing. Right-hand justify, auto centering, print pitch, and proportional spacing can be programmed from the front panel or through the computer. Prices range from $998 to $1098. Mannesmann Tally Corp, 8301 S 180th St, Kent, WA 98032. Circle 393

**Ethernet transceiver kit**

Operating at 1M, 4M, and 10M baud, the 2001E, 2004E, and 2010E LAN transceivers are small sized, lightweight, easy to install and meet Ethernet protocol. They measure 5.4 x 7.0 x 10.2 cm, weigh 9 oz, and allow single-tap installation without shutting down the entire system. Priced at $228 each in single-unit quantities (tap block included), transceivers have a 1-yr limited warranty. TCL Inc, 2066B Walsh Ave, Santa Clara, CA 95050. Circle 396

**Intelligent comm controller**

Allowing DEC LSI-11 users to interface to a variety of serial communications protocols, the COM-11 includes an onboard 16-bit microprocessor with 64K-byte RAM. The single PC board occupies 1 quad slot in the backplane, and has 4 full-duplex serial ports with modem control. Each port is programmable for async, bisync, or SDLC/HDLC operation. A set of program development tools is available to generate object code for the host system using MACRO-I1 or a high level language. Single quantity prices start at $2995 with volume discounts available. Tri-Dev Inc, 7 Williams St, Medford, MA 02155. Circle 397

**AC line carrier modem**

The LCM400 series of modems are designed for transmission over AC power lines. The multichannel line carrier modem has the capability of networking up to 4 peripherals at 9.6k baud. Up to 300 peripherals can be used in communications networks by employing a reliable polling option. Compatible with standard 3-wire RS-232 protocol, the modem is full duplex and async. LCM400 list price ranges from $247 per pair for 50 to 99 pairs to $447 per 1 pair. Communications Research Corp, 1720 130th Ave, NE Bellevue, WA 98005. Circle 394

**SNA network processor**

A graphics network processor, the SNA model 451, sends and receives EBCDIC or binary data in SNA networks with an SDLC protocol. Processor offers operator console support, duplicate character compression, and SNA standard interleave communications for operation of multiple logical devices. System emulates IBM 3776 models 3 or 4 or the 3777 model 3 RJE workstation that allows software support. Communications in byte-parallel formats occur at speeds up to 350k bps, while RS-232-C interface offers a switch-selectable 2.4k, 4.8k, 9.6k, or 19.2k baud. Available 45 days ARO, the system is priced at $8500. Versatec, a Xerox Co, 2710 Walsh Ave, Santa Clara, CA 95051. Circle 395

**Interface MUXes**

For high capacity trunks, the INSTAMUX401 multiplexer has 128 channels on T1 communication link running at 1.544M bps. INSTAMUX470i plug-in multiplexer has 8 async channels and can be used for trunking over short distances and supporting local terminal clusters. The interfaces rely on firmware at $800 per port. INSTAMUX480i is priced at $1500, while the INSTAMUX640i is $650 for 4 channel and $850 for 8 channel. Micom Systems Inc., 20151 Nordhoff St, Chatsworth, CA 91311. Circle 398
Switching stat MUX

A high performance mechanism for switching virtual circuits, the 331 data switching system offers port selection, group selection, and group password protection. The stat packet-switching MUX is designed for local and wide area distributed data networks and can function locally as a standalone port concentrator. In wide area applications, the MUX's topology allows support of 128 nodes, these can be joined in multilink frontend, remote-hub, and tandem-switch configurations. Extended network support package adds closed user groups, auto virtual circuit rerouting, and loadsharing over redundant data links. Tellabs, Inc, 4951 Indiana Ave, Lisle, IL 60532.

Circle 399

Protocol analyzer

The Interview 4600 interactive protocol analyzer provides flexibility by using a menu-driven system. System allows users to modify block check rules to fit protocols and has remote/program/data transfer to send or receive test programs or captured data samples. A library is available that stores up to 100 tests on a single tape minicartridge. Options exist at the link level for DECnet and at the packet level for X.25. Atlantic Research Corp, 5390 Cherokee Ave, Alexandria, VA 22314.

Circle 400

Distributed communications processor

Functioning as a frontend processor, network processor, or remote concentrator, the DCP/10 has 3 main components: a processor, local storage, and communications line modules. The distributed communications processor interfaces to X.21 (circuit) and X.25 (packet) public data networks, has 512K bytes of error-correcting memory, and accommodates async, sync, and wideband transmissions at speeds of up to 64k bps. The DCP/10 may be purchased for $33,542 or leased for $768/month. Sperry Corp, Computer Systems, PO Box 500, Blue Bell, PA 19424.

Circle 401

Ethernet chips

An Ethernet chip set includes the MB8795 data link controller and the MB802 Manchester encoder/decoder. With CMOS technology, the controller is configured in separate transmitter and receiver sections. Each section has a parallel interface port and provides sync buffering, byte parity checking, and parallel to serial conversions. The MB8795 also provides 4 modes of address recognition and a loopback feature for self-testing. The encoder/decoder offers low power, fast lock-on, and minimal jitter. Featuring both ECL and Schottky logic, the MB802 is available in a 24-pin std DIP. Fujitsu Microelectronics, Inc, 57 Wells Ave, Newton, MA 02159.

Circle 402

Auto-dialing modem

The SAM 212A is a Bell-compatible, FCC registered modem with an auto-dialer. Operating at both 300 bps (FSK) and 1.2k bps (DPSK) in full-duplex mode, the modem is also compatible with Bell 103/113 at 300 bps. Microprocessor based, the 212A offers speed control, transmitter timing, char length, auto-answer, and answer mode indication, all of which are set by the terminal operator. Providing last number dialed and loopback diagnostics, the modem sells for $618. Gandalf Data Inc, 1019 South Noel, Wheeling IL 60090.

Circle 403

Terminal combines phone and computer

An integrated telephone/computer terminal, the TelTerminal features a package that gives the user single key access to a complete array of communication and information capabilities. In addition to PBX telephone features, the terminal's processing abilities include a programmable financial and/or scientific calculator, calendar, and message center. The system is software compatible with the IBM PC and offers a module that can provide specific menu drivers, protocol and format needs, and transmission speed requirements when accessing proprietary data bases. Digital Transactions, Inc, 1033 Washington Blvd, Stamford, CT 06901.

Circle 404

Share your knowledge

Other system designers face the same problems you've already solved. You could help them by writing a technical article for Computer Design. For a free copy of our Author's Guide, circle 503 on the Reader Inquiry Card.
WE BELIEVE THE STD-BUS SHOULD FOSTER INNOVATION NOT STIFLE IT.

IN THE WORLD OF INDUSTRIAL CONTROL, HARDWARE ALONE JUST ISN'T ENOUGH.

At Datricon, we manufacture an extensive line of high performance hardware for the STD-Bus. However, unlike most other suppliers, we don't stop at hardware and leave you to search further for the right software and development support to make it all work.

We provide all the necessary tools to turn your innovative ideas—and your everyday control requirements—into working solutions. As easily, quickly and economically as possible.

YOU NEED A UNIFIED FAMILY OF HARDWARE, SOFTWARE AND DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT.

Our complete line of coordinated hardware includes powerful single board computers, memory expansion cards, and analog, serial and parallel I/O. Plus a host of system support cards and packaging hardware.

We give you a choice of two powerful operating systems to match the requirements of your application. D-FORTH is our own enhanced FORTH-style language system. The inherently ROMable code produced by D-FORTH eliminates the development/target system dichotomy and associated problems common in other language implementations.

For general purpose applications, we offer OS-9*, the most advanced multi-tasking, multi-user operating system available for 8-bit microcomputers. OS-9 provides support for BASIC-09, PASCAL, COBOL, C, and a wide selection of business, word processing and special applications programs.

Our DV-9 Software Development System enables you to streamline your application, and simplify the integration and debugging of your final system solution. And it's all backed by Datricon's field and factory application engineers for expert assistance when you need it.

PUT YOUR BRIGHT IDEAS TO WORK. CONTACT DATRICON TODAY.

In the industrial control world, there's simply no faster, surer or more cost-effective way to implement innovative solutions than with Datricon's unified family of STD-bus products and services.

For more information or to discuss your needs, contact us today. Use the reader service card, write, or call.

Datricon Plaza
155 B Avenue
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
Phone: (503) 636-7671
TWX: 910 455 8184

* OS-9, trademark of Microware
Micro based modem
Designed for 4.8k-bps sync data transmission, the 2088 is a data modem with auto-dial backup control for unattended sites. An auto-adaptive equalizer provides a clear to send delay of 28 ms (18 ms on short links). In addition, a transmit delay of 11 ms gives a high throughput in polled multipoint networks. With diagnostic facilities, the microprocessor based modem offers a selectable transmission speed (to 2.4k bps) for severely degraded lines. **ITT Standard Radio & Telefon AB**, Box 501, S-162 15, Vallingby, Sweden.

High speed modem
A full duplex 1.2k-bps modem, the 212-LP is Bell 212A-compatible in high speed mode and performs sync to async and async to sync conversions. The modem has a 25-pin EIA RS-232-C connector that provides data-to-terminal interfaces. User can program 9-, 10-, or 11-bit word lengths including stop and start bits. Modem provides 2 switches: a talk/data switch for data mode indication, and a switch to establish answer and originate modes of operation. **Inmac**, 2465 Augustine Dr, Santa Clara, CA 95051.

Multiple comm line connection
Compatible with DEC System 10 and 20, VAX, and PDP-11, ATTACH connects multiple communication lines to one or more computers. Up to 128 terminal lines can be connected with a single composite cable, and terminal clusters can be located up to 1 km from the host interface. Other features include the ability to support multiple host adapters and to reassign terminals. Also provided are a printer port and a modular design for expansion and repair. Domestic list price for a 64-line single host configuration is under $16,000. **Able Computer**, 1732 Reynolds Ave, Irvine, CA 92714.

Telecommunications package
Omnilink 1200 consists of an Omnitec 300/1200-baud full-duplex modem (model 5212), telecommunications card, and Softlink software. Designed to turn the Apple II, Apple II+, and Apple IIe into high speed intelligent terminals, the package requires 48K RAM, one disk drive, and a monitor. Async serial format is compatible with packet switching networks such as Tymnet, Telemen, and Uninet, as well as regular telephone lines. **Texas Microdata Systems, Inc**, 1414 Texas Bldg, Fort Worth, TX 76102.

Color graphics controller
For use with 100-MHz video bandwidth high resolution color monitors, the f500 display controller supports 1280 x 1024 pixel screen resolution and provides 60 Hz noninterlaced refresh. The system employs a custom bit-slice microprocessor with a 167-nS cycle time that can draw random vectors at 1.5-M pixels/s and fill rectangles at 35-M pixels/s. Controller has self diagnostics and a built-in signature analyzer with options in communications interface and tablet graphics input. **Metheus Corp**, PO Box 1049, Hillsboro, OR 97123.

RS-232 to RS-422 converters
Models 63-3S and 63-4S are a series of RS-232 to RS-422 converters. Each model is self-powered via a wall-mounted transformer and internal regulation circuitry. Signals on the RS-232 connector swing over the range of ±11 V while the differential signals are in the range of 0 to 5 V. Converters also act as modems designed to transmit and receive full duplex data at 100k baud up to 4k over 2 twisted pairs. Each unit includes an 8' line cord and a transformer and sells for $126 in singles and $99 each in 100s. **Remark Datacom Inc**, 4 Sycamore Dr, Woodbury, NY 11797.

High speed broadband LAN
Providing integrated communications capabilities, the VIDEODATA® LAN-I offers a token-passing protocol for traffic control. As a broadband system, it operates as a logical ring or circular message network. Microprocessor based network interface units (NIUs) connect the communicating elements on the system to the broadband cable. The interface unit handles data packet formatting, port contention, and transmission acknowledgment. System supports 10k users on 5-channel pairs with network data rates up to 2.5M bps. The system supports both sync and async devices and yields a $360 per port connection cost with 8-port NIUs. **3M**, Dept BC83-121, PO Box 33600, St Paul, MN 55133.

A Message to our Subscribers:
We urge you to respond promptly whenever you are asked to renew your subscription to COMPUTER DESIGN. Currently we have a large waiting list of qualified subscribers-to-be who are anxious to start receiving CD. With the costs of paper, postage, etc., constantly on the rise you'll be receiving fewer renewal notices in the future. That's why "turning 'round" that first notice is so important to both of us. Your uninterrupted subscription service is my goal.

Cordially,

**Robert P. Dromgoole**
Circulation Director
ACHIERVE THE STANDARD IN WINCHESTER, FLOPPY AND TAPE DEVICE TEST!

Come up to the standard in rotating memory device test in HARDWARE: with complete correlation of test results from system to system.

in SOFTWARE: with fully configured menu driven test programs including inside and outside window margins, long term read errors and random read/write error testing as well as flaw mapping.

in SYSTEMS: with complete compatibility throughout the entire product line of final production and receiving test systems.

in PRODUCTIVITY: with the ability to test up to 100 devices in simultaneous operation.

ACT systems today test more than 2,000 5½" drives daily. But ACT's experience does not stop there. Since its inception in 1976, Applied Circuit Technology has gained valuable experience in designing and manufacturing the electronics for servo track writers, single and multi-disk analyzers, drive controllers, data separators and floppy media certifiers as well as its own line of highly-advanced, unique test systems and disk certifiers.

ITS (Intelligent Test System) tests up to 100 units in simultaneous operation.

All this has made ACT systems the standard in final production and receiving test.

You can achieve the standard by contacting Hank Pselos at Applied Circuit Technology, 2931 La Jolla Street, Anaheim, CA 92806. (714) 632-9230.

ACT
MORE THAN A QUESTION OF PASS/FAIL

Regional sales offices:
Westlake Village, CA (805) 496-8778
San Jose, CA (408) 287-8720
Power distribution systems
Booklet offers technical diagrams, application drawings, and product spec charts for Guardsman, Isoshield®, and Isoreg®. Typical problems in unfiltered utility power, use of surge suppressors and dedicated power lines, and alternatives to modular power distribution systems are reviewed. Isoreg Corp, Dayton, Ohio.
Circle 431

Single-chip microcomputers
Pamphlet gives functional block diagrams, pin descriptions and configurations, device operating characteristics, and electrical specs for NCR 6500/1 and 6500/1E. NCR Corp, Dayton, Ohio.

OS/VS COBOL workstation
Tear sheet lists general features, programming and system tools, and product specs of 1116 workstation for writing, editing, compiling, testing, documenting, and maintaining programs independently of a mainframe computer. SOLO Systems, Inc, Sunnyvale, Calif.
Circle 412

In-circuit system analyzer
Interactive analyzer for 6502 software development and test is outlined in tear sheet relating general features, specs, and application diagram. DA-TECH Corp, Ivyland, Pa.
Circle 413

Protocol monitor/simulator
Circle 414

Printer character set supplements
Catalog gives samples of over 80 daisy wheel and thimble print elements from Qume, Diablo, and NEC, as well as Xerox compatible units. Misco Inc, Marlboro, NJ.
Circle 415

Magnetic components
Basic facts on switch mode magnetics, inductors, and transformers detail product descriptions; design worksheets help specify standard and custom items. Dale Electronics, Inc, Columbus, Neb.
Circle 416

Dot-matrix impact printers
Catalog covers complete functional specs, operating characteristics, dimensions, features, and ordering information for printers, print mechanisms, and printheads. Eaton Corp, Count Control/Systems Div, Watertown, Wis.
Circle 417

DC servo controllers
Leaflet gives overview of NC400 series plug-in dc PWM units; photos, diagrams, and spec tables describe and illustrate features, options, and technology. Contraves, Motion Control Div, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Circle 418

Assembly robot
Technical bulletin highlights ERMAC® (electrically reprogrammable modular automated component) series 36; complete technical and dimensional specs are given for robot, controller, and held programmer. Everette/Charles Automation Systems Inc, Pomona, Calif.
Circle 419

Data comm analyzer
Brochure covers menu-driven interactive programming capabilities, EEPROM, CRC/LRC, buffer transfer, and built-in interface breakout; it also illustrates representative screen formats. Digilog, Network Control Div, Montgomeryville, Pa.
Circle 420

Wire and cable
Reference guide to wires, braids, and cables provides tables for full characteristics and specs, along with charts for attenuation and comparative properties of plastic insulation and conductor coatings. Vertex Electronics, Inc, Farmingdale, NY.
Circle 421

Packet network data concentrator
Data sheet describes Microplexer® X.25, packet assembler/disassembler with stat MUX; features, specs, configurations, and CCITT recommendations are examined. Timeplex, Inc, Woodcliff Lake, NJ.
Circle 422

Printed circuit tester modules
Data manual discusses features, operation, programming, electrical specs, and options for PIC series, which test application programs before they are committed to a masked ROM. General Instrument Corp, Microelectronics Div, Hicksville, NY.
Circle 424

Shielded terminals and keyboards
Leaflet illustrates and describes emi/rfI protected structural foam CRT enclosures and keyboards; engineering drawings and photos complement text. Bud Industries, Inc, Willoughby, Ohio.
Circle 425

Stepping switches
Background on engineering considerations, rotary switch and forward drive operation, and basic control circuits leads into catalog of stock and custom designs; complete specs, dimensional diagrams, and load circuit decks are shown. Ledex Inc, Vandalia, Ohio.
Circle 426

Capacitive DIN keyboard
Data sheet introduces low profile, high performance full-travel keyboard, examining standard features, options, applications, and dimensional diagram with switch specs. Digitran Co, Keyboard Div, Pasadena, Calif.
Circle 427

Data concentrator/stat MUXes
Catalog details low-cost stock line that allows 2, 4, or 8 terminals to share a telephone line; concentrator's composite output rate can be 9.6k, 1.8k, or 1.2k bps, sync or async. Black Box Catalog, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Circle 428

X.25 data concentrator
Circle 429

Linear and switching power
Catalog details 100- to 400-W supplies with accessories and options, listing specs and voltage/current ratings for various output configurations; photos and dimensional drawings for each size are included. Deltron Inc, North Wales, Pa.
Circle 430
SOME PRODUCTS

Continue To
Lead The Pack

TAPEMASTER

Multibus* ½-Inch Tape Adaptor
The First. The Best.

- Controls up to 8 formatted drives in any combination of streaming or start/stop, NRZI, PE or dual-density.
- Multibus compatible, including 8/16 bit data bus, 24 bit addressing and DMA data transfer.
- Executes over 30 commands including 3 different Read/Write modes.
- Automatic Ring Buffering to simplify the interface to streaming drives.

With field-proven installations, the CPC tape master is the most powerful Multibus adaptor for ½ inch magnetic tape drives available. Call or write today.

*Multibus Is A Trademark Of Intel Corporation
The Shortest Distance Between Your Micro and Data Storage.

DTC has what you want in Winchester controllers. Host adapters that match our controllers with all popular microcomputers. Winchester control plus streaming tape and diskette support. Backup control with selective direct tape access or automatic save/restore. Programmable for different Winchester models. For information, circle our readers' service number. For faster response, call (408) 496-0434. In the East, call (617) 275-4044.

DTC Drive enclosures and integration services can simplify your system needs.

Helping you manage information

DTC

Data Technology Corporation
5775 Northwestern Parkway
Santa Clara, California 95051
Tel: (408) 496-0434
Eastcoast (617) 275-4044
TWX: 910-338-2044

5½"3" Family
(Fixed and/or Removable)

Tape Backup

Industry Standard ST 506 Type Interface for 5½" and 3 +"

CDC

ESDI – Enhanced Small Disk Interface

SECA – Serially Encoded Cylinder Address

DTC Controllers

8"/14" Family
(Fixed and/or Removable)

Tape Backup

Industry Standard SASI/SCSI Interface

Industry Standard SA 1000

Memorex

CDC

Fujitsu

Disctron

Industry Standard SMD

Industry Standard ANSI

• 8" Floppy
  • 5½" Mini-Floppy
  • Amelyn
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Why this magazine and more than 900 others let us go over their books once a year.

Some magazines, we're sorry to say, keep their readers undercover. They steadfastly refuse to let BPA (Business Publications Audit of Circulation, Inc.) or any other independent, not-for-profit organization audit their circulation records.

On the other hand, over 900 publications (like this one) belong to BPA. Once a year, BPA auditors examine and verify the accuracy of our circulation records.

This audit provides the name, company, industry and job title of every reader each publication reaches. The information helps advertisers to determine if they are saying the right thing to the right people in the right place.

It also helps somebody else important: you. Because the more a publication and its advertisers know about you, the better they can provide you with articles and advertisements that meet your informational needs.

BPA. For readers it stands for meaningful information. For advertisers it stands for meaningful readers. Business Publications Audit of Circulation, Inc. 360 Park Ave. So., New York, NY 10010. We count, so your ads will.
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<tr>
<td>Seltenar</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Advertising Co of Offield &amp; Browser</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serial Lab Products</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signetics</td>
<td>33-40, 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilton Coombs &amp; Colnett Inc Advertising</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shugart Corp</td>
<td>8, 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BBD Inc Advertising</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Softech Microsystems</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeAnce and Herbert</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Systems</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marvel Inc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectrum Software</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tandon Corp</td>
<td>86, 87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reiser Williams De Yong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TDS</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June Whitworth &amp; Associates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEAC</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TVC Ads</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Techtan Industries</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J L Newman &amp; Associates Inc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teledyne Relays</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelson Advertising</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TeleVideo Systems</td>
<td>24, 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dancer Fitzgerald Sample Inc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Instruments</td>
<td>121-124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCann Erickson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3M Company</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPDO Inc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomson CSF</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evans/Weinberg Advertising Inc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tref ters Precision</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ria Sanders Advertising</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toshiba America</td>
<td>134, 135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelson Advertising</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Versitron</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palace Inc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual Technology</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackwood Associates Inc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Digital</td>
<td>80, 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larry Pao Design</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitesmiths Ltd</td>
<td>247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Marketing Associates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wintek Corp</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wire Graphics</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Avenue East</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xylogics</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G Anderson Advertising</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZAX Corp</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales Management International</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zendex</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addison Olian Advertising</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zenith Radio Corp</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foote Cone &amp; Belding</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zilog</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pinné Garvin &amp; Hock Inc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
RS232 or 8 BIT PARALLEL MINI CASSETTE SYSTEM

- LOW COST - $388 @ 100 UNITS
- Microprocessor Controlled
- >200K Bytes Formatted/Tape
- Variable Baud Rate (110-9600)
- Error Rate 1 in 10 to the 9th
- Small — 3" x 3.5" x 5" W/O Case

21 OTHER CARTRIDGE, CASSETTE, FLOPPY SYSTEMS WITH STORAGE TO 12 MEGABYTE.

Basic Drive with R/W Electronics Start at $150

ANALOG & DIGITAL PERIPHERALS INC
815 Diana Drive
Troy, Ohio 45373
(513) 339-2241
TWX 810-450-2685
Branch Off: Oklahoma City OK - Factory: Yucca Valley CA
CIRCLE 476

3276 PROTOCOL CONVERTER

CLEO allows up to eight asynchronous ASCII terminals to communicate with a BSC port and may be multi-dropped with other cluster controllers from one port. CLEO may be local or remote over leased-line modems. ASCII terminals may be on-site or remote, over dedicated lines or dial-up.

PHONE 1, INC., 461 N Mulford Rd, Rockford, Illinois 61107. Tel: (815) 397-8110.
CIRCLE 477

6800 MICRO MODULES

FOR INTERFACING TO: sensors, transducers, analog signals, solenoids, relays, lamps, pumps, AC motors, DC motors, stepper motors, keyboards, displays, 488 GPIB. ADDITIONAL FEATURES: 6800 MPU, counter/timer, fail safe battery back up. WINTEK CORP 1801 South Street, Lafayette, IN 47904. Tel: (317) 742-8428.
CIRCLE 478

SINGLE BOARD ARRAY PROCESSOR for Multibus®, O.bus® and UNIBUS® computers. Key features include: • Dual Port Access—to both program and data memory • Speed—8 million floating point operations per second • Memory Mapped—4K by 48 bit program memory and 8K by 24 bit data memory • Standard Routines—for FFTs, PSDs, correlations, deconvolutions and digital filtering • Versatile—other routines may be developed using Marinco’s MARASM assembler • Integer and Full Floating Point operation. MARINCO COMPUTER PRODUCTS, 11760 Sorrento Valley Rd, San Diego, CA 92121. Tel: (619) 453-5203, TELEX: 69-7901.

CIRCLE 481
A message from Donald T. Regan, Secretary of the Treasury.

New Variable Interest Rate.
Finding the ideal investment is something everyone dreams about. One with a variable interest rate. One that lets you share in the rates offered in today's securities market.

But it must be safe. A plan where rates can't drop below a certain level.

Sound too good to be true? Well, it is available to everyone, even the saver with as little as $25 to invest.

It's the U.S. Savings Bond. A vastly improved Savings Bond that changed from a fixed to a variable interest rate. There is no limit on how high the rates can go.

A Guaranteed Minimum:
Although interest rates will fluctuate, you're protected by a guaranteed minimum. And if you hold your Bonds to maturity, you'll absolutely double your money. You may do even better.

So take another look at Savings Bonds. We did, and then we made them better.
Every year, Computer Design's 90,000 subscribers fill in the most detailed qualification form required by any magazine in the world. Why? Because this form tells us who you are, where you are, what your functions are, what your company does and what you do. It tells us the kinds of projects you are working on, the kind of products you deal with, and where they are used. It becomes the starting point in planning our editorial program.

The information you provide helps us to select the kinds of features, special reports and surveys that will be of immediate, practical use to designers of computer based systems.

The other side of the coin is the value advertisers place on circulation as a major criterion in media selection. As everyone knows, the more advertising pages we carry, the more editorial pages we can provide to you without cost. The bottom line is a better magazine that can speak your special kind of technical language, page after page, issue after issue.

If it Wasn't Important, We Wouldn't Ask You to Do It

COMPUTER DESIGN
PennWell Publishing Company, Advanced Technology Group